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ABSTRACT 

DESKTOP PUBLISHING IN A S~~L RURAL PRI~~RY SCHOOL 

JENNIFER PATRICIA ST.PIERRE 

This thesis looks at the way words and pictures work together in 

cognitive development and the place of the computer as a tool to 

enhance and extend such development by assisting in creating the 

content of a publication, providing the means to revise and tailor 

information to specific audiences, generate the images, merge text and 

graphics, make a proof for editing and finally reproduce the completed 

publication for a wider audience. It describes such a research project 

and analyses the results achieved. 

There is an overview of general psychological writings and 

theses on imagery and perception in chapter two. Art packages and the 

use of camcorder and video digitiser are discussed as are strategies 

for computing and presenting images. The nature of the writing 

process, writing for publication to an unknown audience and the part 

played by the word processor in such a project are discussed in 

chapter three. The research study is described in chapter four, its 

organisation, the basic computer system required and the various 

decisions which needed to be made and the skills required and 

developed by the children involved are studied. In chapter five the 

findings of the project, the developing child writer, the observed 

changes in behaviour, the computer as a new medium for art are 

summarised. The test results are quantified and there is a look at 

some aspects of certain individual texts. In the concluding chapter 

the speaking, writing, reading relationship, pupil-initiated learning, 

the impact of word processing, the role of the teacher and the 

possible requirements of the National Curriculum are discussed and 

suggestions for further work are outlined. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTHODUCTIUN 

The aim of this thesis is to look at the use of microcomputers 

in education \vith particular reference to the development and use of 

various forms of graphical representation which when linked with 

language can provide effective curriculum experi~nces. Graphics means 

pictureb, diagrams and drawings; ornaments to and 'lmbellishments of, 

or altarnat.lves to, the written word. Computers can generate pictureti 

to support simulations and explain scientific theories. They can also 

present pictures to excite the imagination 

understanding. Static and moving pictures 

improvements and adaptations made, labels added 

removed. Graphics can depict real processes, 

rather than th~ 

can be produced, 

and subsequently 

explain difficult 

concepts and present complex information clearly. How does good 

softwa1.·e use this pmrerful influence on learning? What is the effect 

of the graphics on the learning of the child? Can the computer enhance 

children's capacity to visualise Hhat they write? 

Words and images ofton work together, with a word suggesting an 

image or a fleeting picture in tho mind giving birth to a paragraph of 

description on papsr. h'ords and images complement each other, comment 

on each other, alter one another in a constant dance. English is, 

above all else, a spoken language; howavcr, ther{! is an enormous range 

of cultural conte:xts in Hhich words and images are to be found 

together .. Seeing comes before Hords, so th€ earliest development of 

undcrc;tanding is that of a Horld through pictures. In a Horld packed 

Hith imag~s, children become visually literate at an early age, simply 

becaus~ of thnir visual experience. from early picture book to 
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television programmes and adverts and video filma children learn to 

understand fast moving, allusive, subtle pictures with ease. 

Visual imat;ination is also at work when reading take& place. 

Internal images spring onto the inner scroen of th~ mind and depending 

on the intensity of the visualisations it may be possible to sea whole 

scenes from a book. 

How can '"e ensure that a child's linguistic, aesthetic and 

artistic needs ara enhanced by the contact with the computer and its 

images? If a learner is to be free to learn, he needs to be free to 

develop his insights in his own uay and to explore avenues which he 

feels will be interesting or illuminating. Piaget in his studies of 

child development stresses that mental growth occurs through 

spontaneous interaction with the environment and concluded that the 

toacher's main task is to foster conditions under which the learner 

can think freely. 

"Tha chief outcome of this theory of intellectual development is a 
plea that children be allowed to do their own learning •.• you cannot 
further understanding in a child simply by talking to him. Good 
pedagogy must involvg presenting the child with situations in which he 
himself experiments, in the broadest sense of the term." (Duclmorth, 
1964, quoting Piaget, O'Shea and Self, 1983, p.S4). 

It is all too easy to design learning packages which compel the 

learner to see things in the same way as the package designers, and to 

learn by making expected responses to fixrad queEJtions; it is much 

harder to design packages which leave initiative Hith the learner, Hho 

is free to control or explore to a greater or lesser extent the course 

of his learning. Stop Press (Pagemaker), Typesetter and Front Page 

Extra with Super Art or Image used in conjunction with a digitiser to 

provide pictures can produce effective curriculum 9xperiences and 

progress into the r~alms of real life publishing. 
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Desktop publishing merg~s several elem~nts: data and word 

pt·ocossing; information transfer, conversion and blending; image 

gen~ration; full-page composition; computer controlled typsetting; and 

electronic printers. It gives individuals control of tho choices at 

each step in tho publiGhing cycle. If the creator can control all 

publication ~lern~nts, creato the content, revise and tailor the 

information to specific audiences, generate th'.! imagG6, oithcr 

synthetically, diroctly on the computer, or electronically scanning 

and digitising existing imag~s, mergo tnxt and graphics, directly 

control pag~ format, make the proof, and make th~ final pages for 

reproduction, then ind-aed, the creator will have a powsrful tool. Tho 

humbl~ school desktop, marshalling these forc~s, can becomo a centre 

for publishing creative writing, poetry, posters, magazlno5, 

workshc~ts, display work: in fact anything that can be printed. The 

microcomputer has brought about conditions that will significantly 

affect our whole approach to tha composing process. What effect will 

thil> approach have on the development of the child's EnGlish? 

The central motivation to publish is that of an audienc9. l:'upils 

can write:, not just for the teacher but fot· others for whom they must 

Ghape their writing. 

"Toxt produced using a word-processor can look as good ac.; the 
text in a printed book, and this io an important factor in reducing 
tho gap which children perceive bctueen their own uriting and the 
printed book. The editing facilities of t;ord-processors also offer a 
far more supportive snvirorum:mt for drafting than pan and pap~r, and 
can encourage children to improve the content as well as the 
appearance of their writing." 

(Chandler, 1985, p.4). 

At various times in such a project thoM! involved ari'J either 

author or audience. Desktop publishing techniques enhanc~ the power 
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of authorship and ext;;:;nd control over tho whol2 communication procss& 

by adding the visual component consid-arcd C66£!ntial by the pupil's 

corrun-ercial counterpart. In using such techniques children aro likely 

to bccone more perceptive audi;!nco&. Desktop publishing in the 

classroom, th~:m, is a z«:t of tt:!chniquo.s that add polifih to writt~n 

mat~rial, and a procesc; where visual and written material are combin-nd 

into an (dfective Hhole. Night the computer then be an enabl~r for 

d~veloping the skills of communication, collaboration, social 

interaction and decision making? 
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CHAPTER TWO 

IMAGERY, COGNITIVE DEVELOPNENT AND COMPUTERS 

2.1 The ubiquitous image 

"The mind is the real instrument of 
eyes act as a sort of vessel receiving and 
portion of the consciousness." 

sight and observation, the 
transmitting the visible 

(Pliny, as quoted Gombrich, 1959, p.12). 

Today's world is jam-packed with visual images. Pictures 

bombard us from morning until night. No sooner has an incident 

occurred than pictures of its joys or horrors skim across the world 

and appear for all to see on the screens of our television sets, our 

window on the world. The newspaper on the breakfast table filled with 

pictures of the latest tragedy or disaster, contains diagrams 

analysing every aspect of the incident and depicting different trains 

of thought as to cause and effect. Even the cereal packet displays 

garishly eye-catching designs to show how healthy and delicious are 

its contents. Mail deliveries disclose glossy travel brochures 

containing photographs of alluring landscapes and exotic beaches to 

entice the beholder to take a holiday cruise, or a catalogue 

portraying the newest fashions resplendent on an elegant model 

tempting us to buy an outfit for the coming season. In the street 

there are hoardings covered with posters that try to catch our eye and 

play on our desire to drink or eat. Passing a church, the ~1emonic 

power of the image can be seen, sacred and legendary stories are kept 

alive by the stained-glass windows. At work it is more than likely 

that there is pictorial information to be dealt with: films, 

photographs, slides, sketches, maps, plans, graphs or diagrams. In the 

evening one touch of the button on the video machine and images of 
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mystery, intrigue and pleasure flit by. Never before has there been an 

age like ours when the visual image is so cheap and accessible. All 

the evidence shows that we are entering an historical epoch in which 

the powerful image will take over from the written word. 

2.2 The visual system and visual thinking 

It is, therefore, important to clarify the potentialities of the 

image in communication and the ways in which it is inextricably 

interwoven with language and cognition. Gregory (1981, p.29) states 

that the human eyes and their associated areas of the brain form a 

visual system of amazing complexity and sophistication which is not 

yet understood. Hebb (1949, p.44) says that 

"the perception of size, brightness and pitch should be written down 
for the present as not yet accounted for by any theory". 

Before us there is a fairly simple scene such as a pile of books on a 

wooden desk top; on top of the books is an orange and a tennis ball, 

and beside the pile of books is a cup and saucer. \~hile the eye and 

the brain are unable to analyse and understand such a scene in an 

instant, nevertheless the books we recognise as being books, we do not 

think they may be blocks of wood or plastic. The orange and the tennis 

ball are not confused in our minds. He do not attempt to eat the 

tennis ball or play tennis with the orange. We know the position of 

everything in the scene, and can reach out and pick up the orange or 

select a book from the pile. 

The visual system formed by the brain and the eye is capable of 

focusing and performing this visual analysis in a fraction of a 

second. If we look at the scene for a slightly longer period, perhaps 

as little as one second, we are able to gain more information. \~e 

register that the cup is empty. We can analyse the writing on the 

spines of the books and from that information determine their contents 
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and perhaps why we put them there. In little more than one second the 

human eye and brain have gained enough information to be able to 

answer such questions as 'Have you finished your coffee?' or 'Is the 

blue book on top of the pile a dictionary?' or even 'Is the orange 

ripe?' In a very short space of time, the human visual system has 

acquired a lot of knowledge about a scene. The visual process is thus 

concerned with the conversion of an optical image into knowledge about 

the world as it is perceived in that image. The primary constituents 

of our mental images when analysed are composed of sense data derived 

from vision and from memories of touch and movement: the psychology of 

perception. 

Since the intention of this research was to study the use and 

effects of desktop publishing software in school and since this is a 

highly visual medium it was felt necessary to make an overview of the 

general psychological writings and theses on imagery and perception. 

This is in no way meant to turn this thesis into a psychological study 

but merely to show that desktop publishing has much support from 

psychology. 

A consideration of the problems of image analysis is one of the 

growth points of research. The scientific study of perception is just 

beginning to reveal the way we construct mental images from the 

information impinging on the retina. 

"An understanding of the way in which we see may suggest new and 
more efficient strategies for computing and presenting images." 
(Clark, 1981, p.2). 

Certainly in this 'new' field of enquiry it is the coming 

together of a variety of views from different backgrounds that form a 

basis for further creativity. Philosphers, psychologists, 

educationists, computer experts and artists all have a part to play in 

the understanding of the strategies for effective development of the 
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large number of innovative applications. 

What is exactly involved in the process of image making and 

image reading? All thinking is sorting, classifying. All perceiving 

relates to expectations and therefore to comparisons. Our expectations 

can become so strong that our experience runs ahead of the stimulus 

situation. Perception is a process in which the next phase of what 

will appear when we test our interpretation is all but anticipated. 

Images, like perceptions, are private. But perception is of an object. 

It can therefore be studied directly by requiring the subject to make 

discriminative responses to controlled variations in the object. 

Perceivers, do not, and cannot, see an entire visual field in a single 

glance. It takes many glances. Much of the visual field is never 

looked at directly and is never seen in clear vision. Hence an 

integrated view of a continuous world that is perceived must be 

constructed out of these glances. Icons play a leading role in this 

construction, because an icon is the initial representation of the 

information in the stimulus. Haber (1971, p.47) states that from the 

icon we label the information, construct more central representations 

in other forms, and then go on to the next glance, building up a 

constructed picture of the world. Paivio (1971b, p.29) states that a 

perceiver may see the world before he knows it, at that early stage of 

processing he does not know what he sees. Thus, in the beginning there 

is the image even before the word. 

2.3 Imagery and cognitive growth 

Psychologists have much to say regarding imagery and cognitive 

growth. Bruner (1966, Ch.1-2) elucidates the theory of iconic 

representation which forms the basis and structure of many 

content-free programs in computing today. He states that there are 
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basically three different ways of apprehending the world; a muscular, 

or enactive stage; an iconic stage and a symbolic stage. The first 

form of representation the enactive form is through action, those many 

things for which we have no image and no words. Enactive 

representation is based upon a learning of responses and forms of 

habituation. Bruner goes on to state 

" ••. that pure stimulus-response theory may be a fairly adequate 
account of the way learning takes place when the learner is operating 
with enactive representation." 

The second system of representation is that which depends upon 

visual or other sensory organization and upon the use of summarizing 

images. We may grope our way through a maze of toggle switches and 

then at a certain point in overlearning, come to recognise a 

visualisable pattern or path. Iconic representation is principally 

governed by perceptual organization such as techniques for filling in 

completing or extrapolating. The third stage of representation is that 

in words or language, its hallmark is that it is symbolic in nature 

without diagrammatic aids. Needless to say, actions, pictures and 

symbols vary in difficulty and utility for people of different ages, 

different backgrounds, different styles. Bruner goes on to say that 

what is abidingly interesting about the nature of intellectual 

development is that it seems to run the course of these three systems 

of representation until the human being is able to command all three. 

Bruner, Olver and Greenfield (1966) continue this theme and point 

to imagery as the significant basis of cognitive operations in 

children. In most of the studies of Piaget and Inhelder on imagery 

which appeared in "L'Image Hentale Chez L'Enfant" (1966) translated 

into English by Chilton (1971) children are asked to draw, or to 

choose amomg drawings made for them, to represent successive states in 
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the movement or disposition of an object or a group of objects. In 

some cases the movement is observed before the reproduction, in others 

the subject is asked to anticipate it in advance. For instance he is 

shown a bar of metal curved into an arc and aslted to draw it both as 

it is and as it would appear if straightened out. The drawing is, 

then, the externalisation of an image. These studies are germane to 

the role of what Bruner calls 'iconic representation' in the 

development of thought. Piaget's thesis is fourfold. He states that 

the image so defined is a product of active imitation or following a 

movement with the eyes or gesture rather than a prolongation of 

perception or after image. He further states that there is only one 

break in the development of imagery, and this occurs about seven or 

eight: from this period on there is greater articulation and 

consistency, due to operativity; i.e. the development of thinking 

determines what can be 

versa. Thirdly he 

successfully imagined much more than vice 

says that images can only compass static 

configurations or states, while operativity interprets successive 

states as transformations; therefore operativity is essential to the 

development of logical co-ordination. Nevertheless he goes on to say 

some creative thinkers can use an imaginal scheme as a sort of 

reference point for further thought. A mass of experimental evidence 

is put forward to support the second point. The relations between 

images and operations are traced with great detail. Objective 

knowledge, it is argued, cannot be a mere copy but is an active 

assimilation, dependent on logical structuring. Once their proper 

interaction with operations is taken into account, images play an 

indispensable, if subordinate role in thought, as symbols, appears to 

be his premise. 

The Gestalt psychologists put forward the theory of wholes and 
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parts, or that a 'good' figure is highly predictable from the parts 

that can be seen. Their best known view is 'The whole is more than the 

sum of the parts', This theory because it is organised heirarchically 

in terms of wholes and parts allows a place for intrinsic relations to 

operate. Structural features in the whole are measured to produce a 

tension which themselves cause a change in the direction of greater 

stability. A poor perceptual figure e.g. a shape that is not complete, 

causes a desire for closure in the mind which results in the more 

stable good perceptual figure. Thought becomes an evolution and 

explicitation of meaning, moving from structure to structure along 

some path determined by the requirements of good figurehood, and by 

interaction with things already known. It would appear therefore that 

perception of the present, memory of the past and expectation of the 

future all have a part to play and are integrated into a common 

organisation. However automatic our first response to an image may be 

its actual reading can never be a passive affair. 

Neisser (1972, p.245) states 

"A subject is imaging when he employs some of the same cognitive 
processes that he would use in perceiving, but when the stimulus input 
that would normally give rise to such perceptions is absent." 

Such quotations as 

".,.they flash upon the inward eye which is the bliss of solitude;" 

(Wordsworth) 

readily conjure up the notion of 'Pictures in the mind's eye' which 

have'long been assumed to be just that. 'Pictures' share at least some 

characteristics with visual perception. 

Indeed Segal (1971, p.70) asks the question 'How does one 

distinguish an image from a perception?' Although Neisser's definition 

seems fairly clear all the researchers seem to agree that in certain 
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situations subjects may mistake percept for image or image for 

percept. What is seen on the computer monitor or the television screen 

is notoriously different from what is actually going on there the 

rapid variations in the intensity of one scanning dot - and even what 

we see in any normal black and white illustration dissolves into a 

variety of dots under a magnifying glass. It is in fact a sleight of 

hand, an idea agreed between the eye and the brain when both are 

working with illusory information. Neisser (1976, p.130) asserts 

"What is seen depends on how the observer 
attention; i.e., on the anticipations he develops and 
explorations he carries out". 

allocates his 
the perceptual 

Seemingly, visual memory plays an important part in the 

image-superiority hypothesis. Paivio (1971b, p.29) states that imagery 

facilitates learning. 

"Through exposure to concrete objects and events the infant 
develops a storehouse of images which represent his knowledge of the 
world. Language builds upon this foundation and remains interlocked 
with it, although it also develops a partly autonomous structure of 
its own." 

He further suggests that grammatical word sequences and syntax 

are built upon the foundations of imagery. Paivio and Csapo (1973, 

p.200) report further experiments with words and pictures from which 

they concluded that words and pictures were stored as entirely 

independent codes and that imaginal processing is inherently more 

memorable than varbal processing. I1nagery is present in the iconic 

processing of sensory stimuli, in the integration of ambiguous stimuli 

into a cognitive experience, in the registration, coding, and storage 

of verbal materials, and in their retention and the ability to locate 

them for later recall. Imagery is a basic cognitive process concludes 

Segal (1971, p.6) and it is not possible to study cognition adequately 
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without elucidating the functions of imagery. 

Finally, imagery is the raw material of man's capacity to 

imagine and to symbolize. It is in this capacity that imagery reveals 

itself as the basis and the essential origin and reason for man's need 

to make art states Gordon (1972, p.79). The inexhaustible and ever 

present wish to make art seems to rest on the need to embody and to 

bear witness to the existence and to the validity of this inner world. 

On the walls of caves like Altamira and Santander in Spain (and 

elsewhere in Southern France) the mark of the hand of thousands of 

years ago shows the record of what dominated the mind of the hunter, 

the bison as he would have to face him, the running deer, the turning 

boar. The ability to visualise the future, to forsee what may happen 

and plan to anticipate it, and to represent it to ourselves in images 

that we project and move about inside our head, or in a patch of light 

on the dark wall of a cave is mirrored by the television screens, 

computer monitors or newspapers of this decade showing satellite 

pictures of the earth seen from space. Such satellite pictures are 

already the results of image processing. The signals representing the 

brightness of a point across a scanline of the image making device in 

the satellite have been encoded, transmitted to a receiving station, 

re-assembled into an image and processed to remove any unwanted 

distortions incorporated by the camera system before publication. 

In our time the possibilities of creating, reproducing and 

distributing images has increased immensely. Computer graphics form a 

common element in the creation of advertisements, programmes and 

presentations. 

" ... we have been concerned with tools designed to stimulate 
thought, we have increasingly recognised the role of imagery in 
thinking. People can much more rapidly absorb visual information than 
verbal inforn1ation, and since both the technology of computer graphics 
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and techniques for manipulating representations of visual information 
are improving rapidly, the role of graphics in computer assisted 
learning is bound to increase." (O'Shea and Self, 1983, p.204). 

The ability of a simple symbol to represent a complex notion, or 

even a story makes images an essential means of communicating ideas. 

Computer graphics can involve such areas as drawing, painting, 

printing, film and video. Exploration and discovery with an art 

package offers unique opportunities with a high stimulus starting 

point. When by personal experience, children can make images which 

they can then reduce, enlarge, rotate, invert, cut, paste, stretch, 

translate from colour to colour, store, contrast and compare, select 

and print and then apply to sound purpose, they are gaining essential 

insight into the nature of imagery and design. 

2.4 Can art packages foster creativity in children? 

Woods and Barrow (1988, p.l32) suggest that the following 

requirements should be considered: 

"(l) He have to avoid instilling in children the idea that everything 
is known and determined and that they must subserve the acknowledged 
experts in any field and cannot follow their own distinctive way of 
looking at things. (2) We have to promote ingenuity and imagination so 
that individuals are capable of making the imaginative leaps necessary 
for breaking new ground in any sphere. (3) IVe have to produce skill 
and understanding in any given sphere, for without these how, except 
by chance, is the individual going to be a good scientist, artist, or 
whatever: how is he going to have the excellence that is part of 
creativity?" 

Working electronically can be faster and visually more dynamic 

than working on paper. Ideas can often be explored far more quickly 

and the gap between what can be imagined and then realised is often 

brief. Work may be built up involving shapes, lines, patterns, 

converted from positive to negative mode, while sections of the screen 

can be repeated, distorted, re-arranged, scaled up or down and 

mistakes eradicated all with remarkable speed and a certain 
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amount of geometric accuracy. Translating ideas into visual form is 

far less dependent on manipulative skills. Using the computer seems to 

encourage a state of relaxed attention in Gestalt terms so that 

children display much more confidence and do not suffer from the 

anxiety often created by a piece of blank paper. They become confident 

that should a catastrophe occur it can be erased or altered quite 

easily or the original version recalled from its disc storage, then 

feelings of failure and damaged self esteem are remote. They go on 

to become both more confident and autonomous. 

It has always been possible for children to work collaboratively 

with traditional art media, however working round 

monitor, with co-operative participation and group 

produce a joint result, facilitates the fostering 

the computer 

discussion to 

of open and 

responsive attitudes. Innumerable questions are generated such as: How 

did you do that? What will happen if I do this? Can I make this move 

over there? What is the best way to do this? Or even, I think I know a 

better way, let me try. We could have done it this way instead. 

Children swop ideas, strategies, make negotiated decisions while the 

emerging picture becomes a record of the judgements made and a focus 

for further debate with the net result of a printout for all concerned 

at its conclusion. Clearly the art package has much to offer in that 

it is a powerful tool which captures children's imagination and allows 

them to exercise original creative powers through experimentation and 

innovation. 

2.5 Capturing the image 

A camcorder and video digitiser can be used to shoot and produce 

immediate pictures to complement written work and where possible 

provide another dimension to it. The video digitiser, which is likely 

to form an important part of a graphics system, provides an 
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interesting example of uhe f low of 

practical opportunities. Video 

digitisers provide a way of converting a 

video picture from a camera or recording 

into a form Hhich can be processed by a 

computer. The digitised picture will 

then be capable of being viewed on the 

monitor and the picture is availabl~ for 

manipulation. There is no waiting around 

for processing. Even slow di gitisers 

take only a few seconds to display tho 

picture. 

The image may a lso be alt3red by 

softlvare, such as an art package, to got 

the best display, to enhance the 

contrast or suppress spurious detail. Children who have been us~d to 

writing with a word procas&or see 'picture processing' as a natural 

progr~ssion from Hard procesoing. As they have been able to manipulate 

text so they are able to manipulate pictures. The speed wi th lvhich the 

computer imag~ is produced is str.iking and provides that inunediate 

f eedback Hhich gives t hat extra stimulus to understanding and 

dev~loping the task in hand. Id-eally with inexpansivo equipment it is 

possible to personalize magazino articles and improve quality. The 

images can be from live television, or shot with a video camera. Such 

images are ~conomical and possess a certain styla and can be altered 

to suit t ext. Black and white computer printouts are most suitable for 

reproduction. These can help children to understand the toneu that go 

to make a face. Used as an adjunct to a desl<top publishing system 

with a newspaper as its aim than it can provide for all needs; 
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photographs of persons in the news, local coverage, and shots for 

advertising produced quickly and simply in a form which can be used 

immediately. 

2.6 The neuropsychological issue 

For most people non-verbal functions occur mainly in the right 

cerebral hemisphere whereas language functions are to be found 

primarily in the left hemisphere. Neurologic research has documented 

how each side of the brain is uniquely designed to carry out 

processing activities differently as we perceive and construct 

'realities.' The left hemisphere is primarily our linear, language and 

logic processor; the right side of the brain is the non-linear, 

pattern recognizing, visual spatial processor. Much work over the last 

fifteen years, has been carried out by Levy and Sperry with both 

brain injured patients and individuals with normal, intact brains, to 

support these findings. Learning occurs as our sense organs gather 

stimuli which we process simultaneously in the respective hemispheres. 

Through experiment, maturation and training we see, hear, feel, smell 

and taste our way into learning. Most learning systems continue to 

stress reading and writing 

Consequently the left 

as the primary instructional vehicles. 

brain receives the 

instructional attention and process exercising. 

larger 

The 

share of our 

implications of 

desktop publishing are profound. Both images and text will be 

important elements. The communication technology suddenly uses 

graphics as easily as text. Use of the graphic illustration can employ 

visual spatial imaging to help the reader 'get the picture'. Our 

brains are multi-channel processors, using both hemispheres as text 

and graphic images are interpreted. 

Through the text/graphics duality of the microcomputer, a school 

newspaper can easily include right brain images to clarify both 
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content and context. Comics have been popular since time immemorial, 

while tabloid newspapers, such as Daily Mirror, Daily Express and 

Today have rocketing circulation figures. These are visual tools. As 

text proliferates, a new writing style is needed that incorporates 

both text and graphics. The new image or concept designer has powerful 

new tools to enhance learning, teaching and communicating. Not for 

nothing has the saying 'a picture is worth a thousand words' recently 

been adapted to 'a picture is worth 1024 words'. (A computer's storage 

capacity is reckoned in bytes or more properly in kilobytes ('K'), One 

'K' is equal to 1024 bits.) 
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CHAPTER THREE 

THE PROCESS OF \vRITING AND THE HICROCOMPUTER 

3.1 Hriting as a means of communication 

\lriting is an important means of communication. It is something 

which is expected to develop through childhood. The ability to conmit 

thoughts to paper to make them readable and meaningful to others is 

rarely just a matter of transferring spoken words to written words. 

"Hritten speech is a separate linguistic function, differing 
from oral speech in both structure and mode of functioning. Even its 
minimal development requires a high level of abstraction." (Vygotsky, 
1962, p. 98). 

To develop a style, which progresses into adulthood and displays 

thoughts and arguments in favour of or against a subject, in an 

attempt to explain feelings, needs or a description of what is 

happening, is a complex activity. As life progresses it is expected 

that the learner will develop an ability to convey necessary 

information to a high degree in order that he may write a report of a 

meeting, a letter to a newspaper, a response to an invitation or 

co1nmunicate with the world in general his own particular requirements. 

Can computers actually assist in and improve the teaching of writing? 

Hany people would agree that the most promising contribution of 

microcomputers to the teaching of writing in primary schools is ir, 

word processing. Can the spontaneity which Piaget says is a necessary 

factor when learning takes place, be created by the teacher and 

children sitting side by side at the computer to work together with a 

common aim in view to produce their own neHspaper, journal or 

magazine? 

Before attempting to answer these questions it is necessary to 

look at the attitudes, processes and skills involved in writing. lly 
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turning to the underlying process in this way, the significance of 

some of the unique aspects of word processing may become clearer. 

Writing is solitary, premeditated and a sustained act of imagination; 

there is no direct listener and no immediate feedback as in speech. 

Something has constantly to be envisaged and a flow of words kept 

going. A fundamental development is the recognition that writing 

itself involves far more than just putting pen to paper. 

"Considering how painlessly children 
difficulties they face in learning to write 
Indeed, some children never learn to write 
short of full proficiency in the skills of 

learn to talk, the 
are quite pronounced. 

at all, and many fall far 
writing." (Kress, 1982, 

p.ix). 

How does something come to be written? The act of taking up the 

pen to write is the point of interaction of a number of different 

mental and physical activities. The new experience, the reading or 

experimenting has to be internalized into the whole heirarchical 

complex of what the learner already knows and his feelings and 

thoughts about what he knows. Then having made sense of the new 

experience for himself he has to apply it to the writing assignment, 

which makes new demands upon him. He has to search his memory for all 

available and relevant content for the particular task and he has to 

take into account the eventual destination of the writing. 

Britton et al., (1975, Ch.3,4) suggest that the process of 

writing can then be divided into three stages: conception, incubation 

and production. The teacher explains the theme and may give a fairly 

clear idea of what is required. There may be subtle stimulation by use 

of a story, poem or film to spark off the imagination. The writer must 

relate his task to his own heirarchical construct system and draw on 
------------

the complex tapestry of his experience, all those things he has heard 

about, read about and imagined. Recent research suggests that the age 
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old idea of encouraging the writer to note down a list of key words or 

phrases, as a way of capturing the ephemeral thoughts of the mind and 

forming a tangible base for further thought, is useful at this point. 

The ability to recall is now critical as we rely upon our memory even 

though we know some items are only recalled with reasonable accuracy. 

Some time may be lost in trying to recapture those things known if 

only they could be remembered. Sometimes it is helpful to decide upon 

a firm title or a final sentence for a story which can be useful in 

shaping the whole piece, something which has little counterpart in the 

interactive exchanges of everyday talk. The conception stage is 

complete when the writer knows he is going to write, has framed some 

idea of what is expected of him and endeavoured to come to terms with 

all the demands. 

3.2 The nature of the writing process 

Questions about the teaching of writing particularly the 

applicability of computers to such a task, revolve around uncertainty 

about the nature of the writing process itself. What happens when 

writers write? What exactly goes on in the mind, behind the scenes, 

when words flow from the hand? To what extent can we control, or even 

know, what transpires in the brain beneath the mask of concentration 

during the act of writing? 

"The psychological processes of writing are not well understood." 

(Britton et al., 1975). Attempting to look at the process and not the 

product is a difficult task since this requires a psychological model 

of the writing process; and work on developing cognitive process 

models of writing has only recently begun states Bereiter (1980, 

p. 77). 

Most teaching of writing appears to follow a linear model which 

is orientated towards the end product. Smith (1982, p.117) supports 
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the linear model with two parallel strands, the progressive 

construction of a piece of text and the continually changing flow of 

the writer's thought, each interacting with the other through the 

medium of the act of writing. lvriting episodes occur from time to 

time, although thought is continuous. 

FIGURE 1 : A LINEAR MODEL OF THE WRITING PROCESS 

PROCESS PRODUCT 

PREWRITING 

e.g. idea generation 
information gathering A PLAN 
broad organisational decisions 

J, 
COMPOSING 

e.g. language selection (wording, style) 
character manipulation, A DRAFT 

(the physical process of writing) 

J, 
POSTWRITING 

e.g. proofreading 
editing A PUBLICATION 
'improving finished document' 

However what actually appears to happen is something much more 

complex. The most recent models studied seem to suggest that writing 

is a more continuous process rather than a fixed sequence of events. A 

simple step at a time process is sure to be enormously complicated by 

continual comparisons and adjustments, with resulting changes in 

processing or in higher level decisions or in both. It is often the 

case that difficulty in finding the right word or phrase to express 

the desired thought starts a chain of adjustments at successively 

different levels until the whole composition is altered. 
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"One interpretation of writing development might therefore be 
that it consists of the gradual elaboration and refinement of relevant 
schemes at processing levels." (Bereiter, 1980, p.79), 

Careful writers appear to do their editing and revising as they 

go along rather than after the work is finished as a separate part of 

the writing process. 

Flower and Hayes (1980, p.31) suggest that a writer resembles a 

very busy switchboard operater trying to juggle a number of demands on 

her attention and constraints on what she can do, Britton et al, 

(1975) discuss this as part of what they call the incubation stage of 

writing and suggest that redefining, planning and sorting continue in 

the production stage. They go on to add that an essential part of the 

writing process is explaining the matter to oneself and that it is a 

highly personal affair. This explaining is affected by the 'tacit 

knowledge' we have, that is things we know but cannot articulate. 

"Language is knowledge in our heads: speech is the realization of 
that knowledge in behaviour." (Cazden, 1972). 

Britton et al., (1975) say this should be extended to cover 

writing as well as speech and may form the vital stage - the hearing 

of words in the head - which we must attempt to influence if writing 

is to be improved. Current experiments and research appear to support 

the theory that there is no natural order of writing development or 

fixed sequence of stages that all writers must go through. 

Writing development may, then, be thought of as a series of 

discrete stages which may be ordered differently, according to 

different educational approaches and the particular aspects of the 

planned outcomes of the writing and the writer's own knowledge. The 

writer's own understanding, experience and knowledge of the world play 

a crucial role throughout the whole process. 
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"If I had to 
principle, I would 
influencing learning 
1968). 

reduce all 
say this: 
is what 

educational psychology to just one 
the most important single factor 

the learner already knows." (Ausubel, 

Flower and Hayes (1980, p.4) produced a model based on the 

results of their research over a period .of two years using the 

technique known as protocol analysis. This technique, they describe as 

a powerful tool, originally developed for the identification of 

psychological processes. 

A protocol is a description of the activities, ordered in time, 

which a subject engages in while performing a task. (Subjects are 

asked to 'think aloud' while they work and each step is transcribed 

and analysed). The potency of protocol analysis lies in the wealth of 

its data and its ability to provide fragmentary glimpses of the 

intricate methods by which tasks are performed than does simply 

examining the result. 

FIGURE 2 : A COGNITIVE PROCESS MODEL OF WRITING 
(Harris and Wilkinson after Hayes and Flower) 

,- ....... -...--- --- _.,...... ______ ------ - - --- ..... 
I 

TASK TEXT I 

subject 
,__., 

I purpose I 
I I 

~ \. 
~~~~~~ 4~ 

I I 
I I 'Ill> '1 .. I 
I L-t I 
I PREH'RITING HRITING REVISING I 
I research .. writing _. reviewing I 

I 
planning " and .. editing ,J 
generating transcribing evaluating 

I organising 
I 
I 
I ~ - ,. 
I t 

I 
I 

HRITER'S KNOWLEDGE 

of the world 
of his/her own experience 
of the readership 
of the text types 

In this version of the model, Harris and Hilkinson (1986, p.l97) 
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use the bold arrows to indicate the main dynamic of the writing 

process - from task to pre-writing, to writing and finally to 

revising. The single arrows indicate that the writing and revising 

stages are both interactive with the text whether partially or fully 

drafted. The broken lines emphasise that both task and the writer's 

knowledge (of content, readership and of how a particular text needs 

to be shaped) impinge on all the other stages of the whole process. 

Such a diagram is still inevitably simplified and does not take into 

account the 'register' of language use, that is, the style of language 

appropriate for a particular set of circumstances. However it does 

provide a model of the writing task and provide some basis for 

understanding the laws, constraints, styles and possibilities of a 

complex rule governed system. Harpin (1976, p.140) states that 

function and audience occupy a central position in the writing 

process. Wells (1986) finds that when children have to some extent 

mastered the production process they are free to meet the requirements 

imposed by audience and the genre in which they are working -

fictional, narrative, personal narrative, argument, and so on. 

Kinneavy (1971, p.19) favours a communication triangle. 

FIGURE 3z THE COMMUNICATION TRIANGLE 

encoder decoder 
(writer) (reader) 

~---------------------------------------? 

signal 
(text) 

reality 
(world) 
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He goes on to elaborate this communication triangle further and 

suggests that language (signal) has three basic components: 

syntactics, semantics and pragmatics (study of discourse). Pragmatics 

may be subdivided again using the communication triangle into four 

basic aims: expressive aims being seen as the simple expression of an 

individual or group by means of conversation, journals, diaries, 

prayer, protest; referential aims being seen as those which are 

exploratory (questionnaires and interviews), informative (reports and 

catalogues) or scientific (using evidence to prove a theory); 

persuasive aims being seen as those involved in advertising, debates 

or arguments and literary aims being those concerning writing which 

can be appreciated as artistic such as stories, poetry, songs or 

jokes. 

Kinneavy uses the term modes of discourse for type, form or genre 

and states that each of the four modes corresponds to a principle of 

thought with its own peculiar logic, organisational pattern and style. 

Narrative, classification, evaluation and description are those he 

chooses and explains that when the modes are scientific in aim, then 

narrative becomes history, description becomes analysis, evaluation 

becomes criticism and classification becomes theory. While many may 

not agree with such structures and categories, all authorities seem to 

affirm that the writer writes for many basic purposes and central to 

the writing are such agencies as producer, audience, message and the 

world in general. 

In Wilkinson (1986, p.S) there is a movement away from function 

categories and Davis (1986, p.236) discusses rhetorical categories and 

formulates a taxonomy of essay modes. To Kress (1986, p.201) function 

is one aspect of genre. 

" ••• it seems to me that the first and essential task which faces 
the writer is to learn and gain control of specific generic forms. In 
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gaining control of these forms the writer at the same time gains 
control over the social and psychological structures, functions, goals 
and purposes which are encoded in the generic form. And it is only 
from this basis that any writer can attempt to move into areas which 
might be labelled 'creative' or 'original'." (Kress, 1986, p.20l). 

To sum up, the cognitive theory of the writing process is seen 

as a major reconstruction and not simply an extension of speaking. It 

is a three stage process, comprising organisation, text production and 

revision, with the progressive construction of a piece of text and the 

continually changing flow of the writer's thought each interacting 

with the other, through the medium of the act of writing, Thus a 

writer conceives ideas, then mulls them over until they crystallise 

into a format or plan for the piece to be written. This network is 

then shaped into the visible text which is reviewed, edited and 

polished by adding any necessary finishing touches. At this stage the 

purpose (does it fulfil the needs of the task?), content (does it 

contain the correct facts, opinions, information etc.?) and structure 

(are the grammar, syntax, tone and language appropriate?) are 

evaluated. An accomplished writer must be able to separate language 

from its immediate context in order to shape and reshape it, until a 

satisfactory finished product has been achieved. The writer must fully 

understand the writing process in order to write successfully for a 

variety of functions and audiences, without the intuitive awareness 

which is part of conversational speech. The writer must be able to 

communicate with an unknown audience and to create text with a 

well-turned form and elegant style. 

3.3 Computer: help or hindrance? 

Can the computer actually assist in the teaching of writing? What 

constitutes improvements in writing? How can they be recognized? How 

can we recognize when such improvements are taking place? How can 

children gain the most benefit from their contact with computers? 
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Conversely how can we decide if the computer is having a 

detrimental effect? In what areas could or should the computer provide 

support tools? What are worthwhile tools for writers? At what point in 

the writing process do most difficulties occur? If the process of 

writing is a lonely, isolated task does the computer exacerbate this 

situation? Does the microcomputer inhibit discussion? 

Many unsubstantiated claims are made in books regarding the role 

and importance of the microcomputer in learning and as a source of 

motivation. While the microcomputer can not be said to be a panacea 

that will solve all learning problems it does indeed make possible 

many activities which would be dreary and time consuming or quite 

impossible without them. For the purpose of this thesis it is 

necessary to look at the valid educational reasons for using computers 

in the writing context and its suitability for this particular 

educational task. 

Writing on the computer is more interactive than with traditional 

methods. The word processing program is able to respond to the writer 

in a way that the typewriter cannot. Not only does it carry out 

commands, but on occasions may ask questions of the writer, such as, 

"Are you sure?" when a particular paragraph has been chosen for 

deletion, thus, giving the impression that someone is present and 

reading the text as it is written. Computers can provide flexibility 

and versatility not offered by any other teaching resource, except 

people. Probably the most versatile and efficient writing tool yet 

invented, is the word processor. It provides as many possibilities as 

a pen with the additional advantages of clarity, compelling editing, 

revising, redrafting facilities with the fascination of the screen 

medium and above all else the perfect printout. The word processor 
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does not differentiate between ordinary children and those with 

'special needs', as handwritten work in an exercise book so often 

does. Text displayed on the monitor and printed by the printer is 

always legible and attractive. The text can display the richness and 

wonder of the writer's imaginative response to the world. The 

neatness, and uniformity of the script gives the power and authority 

of the published book to the child's work. How often do teachers 

repeat the adage 'Presentation counts' as they urge children to 

remember straight lines, margins, neatness, correct punctuation and 

accurate spelling? Children, then, become obsessed with perfection and 

pleasing the teacher, and cannot bear to see the smallest mistake, 

preferring to start again, rather than face the ignominy of an 

imperfect result. 

The word processor can be an invaluable aid in getting started 

and keeping going. It is possible to set up all the conventions of the 

text before commencing work and once the liberating effect of the 

delete key has been discovered, the ability to experiment is 

limitless. No more unsightly marks on the paper made by the eraser, 

one key press and errors are removed. Children find there is no longer 

the same kind of risk in committing themselves. Criticisms from the 

teacher or other interested observers are merely a challenge to 

experiment further. 

Smith (1982, p.l97) asserts that a substantial difference 

between good and poor writers of all ages and degrees of experience is 

that good ones frequently look back and reread, during the writing as 

well as at the end, and that poor writers rarely reread their work. 

The visibility of the text and the comparative ease with which it can 

be altered, allows for close scrutiny, making it potentially a 

powerful tool for thought. Using writing as a thinking tool becomes a 
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possibility and since it is as easy to make a large change as a small 

one, it is feasible to revise, edit, reshape and polish their work 

with very little effort. 

By placing a dictionary in the software the child may experience 

the added independence of looking up a word and printing it in his own 

text. The end product should have one thing flowing out of and into 

another with words, sentences and paragraphs joined by 'seamless 

bonds'. The reward, for producing draft after draft, for having a new 

idea or making a correction, is no longer an invitation to the 

tediousness of laboriously copying it out again. The ability to save 

work to disc, store it and recall it at any time only adds to the joy 

of writing. One side effect of this seems to be that children, working 

with a word processor, substantially increase their output because it 

is seen as being valued more highly, Some researchers have commented 

that children seem to be more concerned with altering one word or 

letter in their text, rather than looking at the work as a whole and 

taking the structure into account, then, grasping the opportunity for 

a major alteration or manipulation of the text. This however, should 

not seem unusual, since most children have not been able to put 

themselves in the position of authors with extended texts before. 

Perhaps now the physical constraints are removed and the desire to 

write more prolonged texts develops there will also be a move towards 

assessing the structure of what is written in its entirety. Only 

further research in this field will provide the answer. 

Another valuable aspect of word processing is the opportunity it 

offers for collaborative work. Children can greatly benefit by 

sharing in 

keyboard. 

counselling 

the thinking aloud which will go on as they sit at the 

Mediation and negotiation, through paired writing or 

sessions promoting the kind of revision that 
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Graves (1983, p.153) sees as a crucial outcome of 'conferencing' 

should lead to pupils developing their own reading materials in 

collaboration with other pupils and the teacher. Some kind of joint 

composing by a teacher and a small group of children together sharing 

an agreed task can be illuminating for everyone. Much stress has been 

placed in recent years on the benefits of teachers talking, listening 

and writing alongside the child as a friendly observant participant, 

an enabler in the learning process rather than interrogator and 

corrector. Using the computer in a sensitive way in just such a small 

group activity permits the teacher to become a partner in learning 

situations where there are no right answers, only possibilities to be 

explored. 

Rubin (1983, p.124) suggests encouraging one child to dictate 

while the other transcribes; this preserves a single child's 

authorship while still making it possible for one to assist the other 

through the difficult spots. 

3.4 Writing for a real purpose 

"Writing with a word-processor also seems to encourage writers to 
come closer to looking at their texts as readers. It is, of course, 
only when children come to regard writing as serving a real purpose 
being addressed to readers who genuinely want to read what they have 
written- that they discover its power." (Chandler, 1985, p.5), 

Here, again, the dichotomy of purpose/function and the demands of the 

audience acknowledged by Kinneavy (1971), stated by Britton et 

al.,(l975), Harpin (1976, p.92) and Bereiter and Scardamalia (1982, 

p.2) as being key issues in the development of writing and the concept 

of reality, the need for a real purpose behind the tasks children are 

asked to perform. Kress (1982, p.123) writes 

"When children have learned to write, they are fully aware of 
their audience, whose needs are acknowledged and met in the text the 
child produces. At this stage the audience may not be addressed 
overtly, but their presence is everywhere felt in the text; it is 
constructed for and around the perceived needs and demands of the 
audience". 
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Graves (1983, p.S4) believes 

"Writing is a public act meant to be shared with many audiences • 
••• Publishing contributes strongly to a writer's development". 

Desktop publishing techniques enhance the power of authorship 

and create more perceptive audiences; pupils who are encouraged to pay 

attention to visual communication are also more likely to understand 

its uses in the outside world. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

THE HESEARCH STUDY 

PAHT 1 : BACKGROUND AREA TO THE HESEARCH STUDY 

4.1 The art of desktop publishing 

Today the initial stages of a quiet revolution are gradually 

being enacted. Its nature is not political, social or economic, buc 

rather one of access to and control of information and its 

dissemination. The development of the microcomputer and the design of 

typsetting technology has brought with it deskcop publishing. This is 

a phrase coined by Paul Brainerd, a Seattle graphic artist, to 

describe the ability of software in a computer to assemble type and 

graphic images simultaneously, to merge them together into the 

required positions, and then to output the complete page in final 

form, ready to be printed without the use of the people traditionally 

involved in creating such a product. 

The implications of image setting or desktop publishing are 

profound. Leonardo Da Vinci approximately five hundred years ago used 

a relational and visual approach to information management. His 

notebooks, of which roughly 8000 pages have been recovered and 

identified are characterised by being filled with graphics and 

drawings depicting detail accompanied by brief closely written textual 

notes. To describe the drawings would require a treatise, the picture 

says it all or very nearly all. Today's desktop publishing package 

acts in a similar way by placing pictures on the screen and then 

'pouring' words around them, filling in the spaces. By this mechod a 

high quality of presentation can be achieved. 

DES:HMI Curriculum Matters 15 (1989, p.ll) states that 
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children at the upper end of the primary school should use Information 

Technology as a means of communicating information and ideas. They 

should be able to rework their writing showing a sensitive awareness 

of (its) readership, (its) purpose and (the) potential of the medium. 

They should understand that the choice and order of words and 

illustrations, the format and size of text and graphics affect 

readability and impact. 

4.2 A school newspaper as research project 

To use a newspaper as a vehicle to develop children's 

aesthetic appreciation, cognitive skills and written English requires 

that firstly the newspaper should be examined to see exactly what it 

is. A wide interpretation can be put on the definition of the word 

newspaper. A glance at a news stand identifies an enormously wide 

range of examples available from the Financial Times to The Sun. 

Clearly, here, audience is a factor. While the same people may 

read both these publications they will read them at different times 

for different reasons and purposes. ~1ost people's idea of a newspaper 

is a tabloid such as 'Today', a broadsheet such as 'The Daily 

Telegraph' or a quality local newspaper such as 'The Yorkshire Post'. 

Layout and format emerge here as a factor in the choice of newspaper. 

At the outset a clear idea of what is envisaged needs to be formulated 

by asking the following questions: Hho is going to read it? \~hat will 

they wish to read? What is the ultimate intent? What is the deadline 

for production? What equipment will be be required for production? How 

many copies are required? These are then brief criteria for the 

practical considerations of the project. 

At this point another look at the aims of the undertaking is 

also required, These are: 

To encourage children to become effective communicators 
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~hrough the skills of ordered thinking and of organising information; 

To enhance the power of authorship by providing real 

situations with real purposes, real material and real audiences; 

To make children aware of the importance of a relational and 

visual approach to information management; 

To stimulate, encourage and develop the ability to perceive, 

understand and express concepts in visual form; 

To gain experience of participating co-operatively in a 

situation where teachers and children are learning and working 

alongside each other; 

To set up a pupil centred, 

children are freely motivated by 

open ended 

their own 

situation in which 

desire to create and 

contribute to a finishea product of which they can be justly proud and 

which will be freely available to their parents and friends and on the 

open market; 

To monitor and evaluate the research project in order to 

identify and possibly to quantify the complex learning which takes 

place when the children who are learning are focused on a task rather 

than on the concept or skill that the task demands. 

Although the children to be involved in this research project 

were a mixed ability class of nine to eleven year olds it was decided 

that the newspaper would reflect the work of the children throughout 

the school and that every child no matter how young would have a piece 

of work in it. Despite changes in staff over the year all the teachers 

have participated in the production of the newspaper. 

4.3 The setting 

The school itself is a small rural primary school serving a 

village on the outskirts of a market town and surrounded by farming 

land. The school building is modern, light and airy having been built 
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in 1970. The village however is affected by the fact that the major 

road north (Al) runs through it and its development in recent years 

has been industrial. While the school is on a typical country village 

road an industrial estate is expanding rapidly about four hundred 

yards away. An added factor is the development of the local airfield 

into what is expected to be the largest R.A.F base in the country in 

about eighteen months time. There is therefore much of interest and 

note happening in the area to provide copy for the newspaper. The 

number of children on roll in the school at the start of the project 

was approximately seventy. Due to the expansion in the area the number 

involved rose to eighty during the period of research. The backgrounds 

of the children fall roughly into three groups, those whose families 

have been resident in the village for a number of years (some for five 

or six generations) and whose parents work in the village, those whose 

immediate parents had moved into the area and have professional 

occupations in the nearby towns and those whose families are service 

personnel and who have consequently had an itinerant school career. 

Children in school are aged from four and a half to eleven plus. The 

school staffing consists of Head Teacher plus two full time teachers 

and a part-time teacher with a teaching commitment of 0.6 hours. 

A similar school situated approximately twelve miles away was 

willing to assist in the research project by permitting its top group 

of children aged nine to eleven years to act as a control group. The 

background of the school is a rural farming community. It too is based 

on a main road and therefore gives access for parents to work in 

nearby towns. One discrepancy in the match of the schools is the 

growth of the service element in the project school which wasn't 

envisaged at the inception of the research. Bristol Achievement Tests 

were administered to both groups of children at the commencement of 
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the project. 

4.4 The basic system requirements for newspaper production 

Hardware was limited at the outset to two BBC Model B 

microcomputers, two monitors, two disc drives, one Citizen l20D (Epson 

compatible) printer and the loan of a Panasonic ~WS camcorder and 

Watford video digitiser. Later resources were expanded to include a 

BBC Naster 128 microcomputer with monitor and dual disc drive and a 

second Citizen l20D printer. At the time of lfriting the report a 

Tandata modem has been given to the school which is likely to add a 

further dimension to the project. 

Software packages available for this type of work appear to 

proliferate and give the impression that they are simple to use. 

However all is not as easy as it is claimed to be and once decisions 

have been made as to the format of the work it becomes obvious that a 

variety of software is useful to gain the desired effects. Added to 

this is the controversy regarding the sophistication of the total 

on-screen composition versus other techniques such as 'cut and paste' 

which offers much more versatility. In practice the reality of the 

situation is that a variety of techniques are required including over 

printing or passing the work through the printer a number of times to 

build up the desired effect as well as those mentioned above. 

Stop Press, Typesetter and Front Page Extra were available in the 

project school as total composition packages. l~hile these programs 

allow for integrated text and graphics page-setting, in practice their 

word processing facilities are poor and often give difficulty until 

thoroughly known and understood by the user and therefore they can be 

frustrating for young children to use. Initially Typesetter was 

rejected because it has no facility to import graphics or text and its 

output is more like a poster than news columns, while Front Page Extra 
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tends to be too prescriptive. Stop Press allows columns or windows to 

be defined and text then to be typed straight into them. Neither the 

size, number nor location of the windows is limited which makes it 

extremely flexible, a realistic model of modern electronic publishing 

techniques. Word processing programs are, however, extremely useful 

tools, both as adjuncts to 'cut and paste' and because of their 

ability to import and export files to other programs. View, Interword 

and Wordwise-Plus can be imported into Stop Press. 

Text input requires word processing facilities for entering and 

formatting copy. No one word processor offers all the features 

required and it is very much a case of 'horses for courses'. 

Wordwise-Plus, View and Folio were available and these were later 

expanded with the acquisition of Interword. Folio is the simplest to 

use, however, being disc-based it has not sufficient memory and later 

gave problems to those with much to write. 

For headlines and splashlines a selection of fonts is necessary 

to give a variety of typefaces. These enhance the appearance of pages 

and give added interest and emphasis where required. Stop Press offers 

seventeen fonts available at any height or width and Folio offers nine 

which can be used in three different sizes. The present version of 

Folio does not allow for the interchange of fonts in text, its printed 

type is micro-justified, this means that spaces between words and 

between letters, are distributed proportionally. They are opened out 

in lines with fewer words, and compressed when there are more words to 

a line. However certain situations such as a Hord Search Puzzle 

require that all letters be lined up vertically as well as 

horizontally which is not possible with Folio. Stop Press however does 

line up letters vertically as well as horizontally and so allows for 
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puzzles of this type to be entered satisfactorily. Hall and Layman 

(1989, p.78) note ironically that the constraints of current desktop 

publishing packages available to schools encourage the user of 

necessity to think and structure work before proceeding. 

Graphics give authenticity to the publication. They are not just 

photographs but patterns, dots, lines, borders, drawings, cartoons, 

charts, graphs, diagrams, indeed any type of ornament that can be used 

to augment, give supporting evidence or decoration to the copy. They 

may be drawn directly on to the printed page with black ink, created 

in a graphics program such as Super Art or Image or copied directly 

from printed sources and pasted on, or produced with the aid of a 

video camera. 

"Technology can be used to initiate and extend ideas in a variety 
of visual forms as well as to modify them." (DES:HMI Curriculum 
Hatters 15, 1989, p.15) 

Among the advantages of a graphic art program are the options 

available, over and above the actual drawing. A drawing of one cyclist 

can easily be reproduced as a gaggle of cyclists along a road simply 

by using the copy facility. In Stop Press the major graphics tool is 

the ability to load in digitised pictures which act as photographs in 

a newspaper. 

The video camcorder can be used to shoot film which is then passed 

through the digitiser into the computer and saved onto disc or printed 

out. Images can be enhanced or scaled down in Stop Press. To run the 

dig1tiser requires a program to be written for the images to be 

grabbed and fed into the microcomputer. A copy of the program used 

appears in the Appendix. The digitiser plugs into the user port 

underneath the computer. This system produces useable pictures however 

they do tend to be somewhat blocky and still subjects produce better 

pictures than moving ones. Image costs are negligible and the 
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processing is reasonably fast so that it is possible to decide 

straight away whether the desired result has been attained. 

4.5 Format, layout and typesetting decisions 

Having assembled most of the equipment it was then necessary to 

make decisions regarding the size, layout and general format of the 

newspaper and of course give it a name. Hiles (1987, p.24) states that 

the principles of good typesetting are as important to satisfactory 

word processor output as to commercial printing. The techniques may 

change but the human eye does not and neither do the qualities that 

make for good, readable typesetting. The master copies of the paper 

needed to be large enough to handle easily and give an appropriate 

picture of the finished product. Tabloid size was therefore selected 

after much discussion. When it came to producing the copies of the 

first issue for distribution, size again became an important factor. 

The project school has no photocopying facilities therefore 

reproduction of the required number of copies was to be carried out by 

a mini-enterprise group at the local Secondary school. This group 

provided sample copies of the front page in tabloid size and A4 size 

with castings. A great debate took place over the comparison of the 

two sizes. Ultimately the A4 size was selected as this would be easier 

for the children themselves to handle when they wished to read it. 

The target audience for the paper was to be parents, relatives 

and friends of the school so it was felt necessary for it to be 

clearly identified as belonging to the school. The name Leeming Bar 

School News was selected. This was printed out in a number of fonts of 

different sizes and pinned to the wall for display and discussion. 

Finally Shadow Font from Stop Press was chosen as the masthead. This 

title would be powerful enough to hold its own on a varied page. A 

plain white background was chosen for clarity. Although a patterned 
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background was possible, it didn't have the same visual appeal. The 

title would of course be repeated in each issue and the 'image' of the 

newspaper would be created by the title so it had to be clear and 

strong without being overpowering. 

The visual layout of the front page was felt to be enormously 

important since this could either add to, or detract from people's 

feelings about the content. "The medium is the massage" is the much 

quoted conunent from Narshall McLuhan (1967). The front pages of 

various newspapers were examined by children and staff before deciding 

on the layout. An editorial informing readers about the contents of 

the newspaper was to be used to support a major illustration on the 

front page. Later the idea of including a trailer in a window was 

adopted as a means of creating further interest in the articles 

inside. 

How much time would it take to produce the newspaper? What would 

be the content of the first issue? Time is certainly an important 

factor. Those who produce newspapers in a day, do weeks of spadework 

beforehand and have extra adults and microcomputers drafted in for the 

day's work. Nost children prepare work quite slowly and think a good 

deal, several studies on written Engli~h support this. Britton et al. 

(1975) discuss the incubation stage of the writing process while Smith 

(1982, p.l05) talks of the private rehearsal of words in the head. The 

physical skill of typing is quite a slow process for some children. It 

can take thirty to forty minutes to produce the initial draft on 

screen. This is printed out and re-read, then it is checked and edited 

with the teacher. Further suggestions, alterations, additions and 

deletions are made before finished copy emerges. It was felt that some 

of the impetus would be lost if each child was not independently 

producing his/her own article, feature, poem or story. Certainly in 
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some cases the teacher assisted but this was mainly 

production of grids for puzzles or crosswords. The 

organisation of a national newspaper may well be such 

typsetter (or the electronic equivalent) enters the copy 

reporter but on this point it was decided that each 

with the 

editorial 

that the 

for the 

child was 

responsible for the production of his own copy as this was inherent in 

the curriculum experience and allowed the children to make certain 

decisions regarding the layout and format of their own text. 

Consequently the first issue took approximately four weeks to 

produce, even though it published only a few news stories and chiefly 

consisted of the best items of work each individual had created that 

term. The top juniors had been observing a building site being 

prepared next to the school and had produced stories and poems which 

they had illustrated with paintings of trees in black paint on a white 

background. Three of the painted trees were filmed with the camcorder, 

digitised and printed out and proved extremely realistic. To add to 

the tree pictures some film was shot of real trees and one of these 

was used to provide further interest to the illustrations. 

Pasting up was a slow process and four columns to a page versus 

three columns to a page was a feature of the great debate that took 

place. As always the maxim 'presentation counts' was much quoted since 

careful layout does more than make the work look attractive, it 

reinforces the significance of what is said by applying its own visual 

language. Eventually all was completed, despatched to the printers and 

returned. The arrival of the copies provoked yet more discussion. The 

paper contained news, stories, poems, puzzles, pictures, paintings and 

it was viewed with much satisfaction. 

4.6 Production and evaluation 

Evaluation of the product then began to take place. The general 
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consensus of opinion seemed to be that it could be made more 

interesting by interviewing some important people in the community. 

What if we made a list of people to interview and then wrote to ask if 

they would see us? Hhat about finding out what Jleople do in their 

jobs? What if we tried to find out how things happen? What if we 

visited some of the older places in the village and found out when 

they were established and who founded them, in an attempt to discover 

something of the roots of the village itself? 

Since newspapers by their very nature reflect change and are 

everchanging, what if we attempted to trace how modern technology was 

affecting the village by asking whether local industries used 

computers, fax machines, control devices, etc., and if so, for what 

applications? How, indeed, were changes in the village affecting the 

people to~ho lived and worked in the area? At this time of change how 

did people feel about the jobs they did? Discussion raised a whole 

vista of ideas and initiatives as to the way forward. Clearly many of 

these themes would help to develop written copy for the newspaper and 

assist in developing the children's confidence and competence in 

preparing questions which elicit information, interviewing people, 

drafting, editing and in using the computer to prepare their finished 

articles. 

PART 2: A STUDY OF THE APPLICATION OF DESKTOP PUBLISHING 

4.7 The task force in action 

The ball was rolling. The children had an overwhelming desire to 

see their work in print again, were stimulated, eager, willing to put 

in an enormous amount of effort, with what Smith (1982, p.l74) 

describes as " ••• the learning hooks ••• waiting to engage." This is not 

necessarily motivation for there is motivation to do many things. 
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After watching the Olympic Games on television, many are motivated to 

take up athletics, only to discover that the skill, physical ability, 

indefinable will to overcome all obstacles is not present. What, 

however, was present in the children, was the expectation of success. 

"It is I think when we expect learning to occur, when in fact we 
take the learning for granted and do not give it a thought, that 
engagement takes place." (Smith, 1982, p.l74). 

\/hat was providing the catalyst on this occasion was the 

disappearance of feelings of failure, or error. 

"The micro is not a threat to writing. 
influence, a powerful tool, a starting point for 
language." (Clark, 1985, p.2S). 

It is a liberating 
new ways of using 

The speed, the ease with which the writing emerges from the 

printer to looks of initial disbelief and wonder demonstrates what an 

influence it can create. 

"Engagement (of the hooks) requires a reaching toward the 
learning opportunity, not in the sense of strain or effort but in the 
sense of openness, often characterized simply as 'interest'. Just as a 
demonstration can be conceived of in terms of 'This is how something 
is done,' so sensitivity reflects 'I do not anticipate any difficulty 
in learning to do (or understand) this thing myself,' a commitment 
with confidence to learning." (Smith, 1982, p.l75). 

Clay (1983, p.266) reaffirms the value of a situation where the 

child is at the centre and responsible for his own learning by 

stating, 

"Where the child is the originator of the task 
likely to have much greater commitment to it and 
responsibility for formulating his ideas in a manner 
and explicit enough for others to understand." 

in hand, he is 
take much greater 
which is clear 

Perhaps one contributory factor to this feeling of abounding success 

or elation, was a strategy which had evolved quite naturally, this was 

that no child had been required to make what might be called a 

hand-written fair copy of their work specifically for the newspaper. 

Nor was there any reduction in the amount the children were prepared 

to write by hand, they seemed more willing to write perhaps because 
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the work appeared to be valued more highly. A certain amount of 

excellent quality paper, printed on one side, had been donated to the 

school by one of the local industries and where written drafts had 

been made, the work had been done in pencil on this paper. The feeling 

generated had been one of this is a rough draft, if there are mistakes 

then they will be eradicated as it is developed. 

During the discussions when drafting and editing took place 

arrows were drawn where paragraphs might be inserted or altered. 

because it was a rough draft, experimenting with words, ideas, even 

deletions caused no consternation. It was the writer thinking on 

paper. This was much more than the recording of language by means of 

visible marks. Thought had gone into the work and that thought showed 

on the paper just as when working a maths problem and being asked to 

show the method used. Suddenly it had become realistic to consider 

alternative ways of ordering the same set of paragraphs. !Vhen the 

marking of this rough draft did take place, it was often at the 

suggestion of, or by the child himself. Thus the autonomy for the 

children as learners was increased. Nobody marks the work finally, at 

least not in the normal understanding of the \o~ord, any memory of 

mistakes made is eradicated by the near perfect printout and the 

accolade of publication to a wider audience. Errors and marks count 

for nothing, content is all. This then was the situation after the 

production of the first newspaper in the research study. 

If it is to be expected that new technologies will transform, 

rather than merely supplement children's learning then what part will 

desktop publishing play in this transformation? 

Donaldson (1978, p.88) in discussing literacy and the 

pre-school child says, 

"Hhat is going to be required for success in our 
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educational system is that (the child) should learn to turn language 
and thought in upon themselves. He must become able to direct his own 
thought processes in a thoughtful manner. He must become able not just 
to talk, but to choose what he will say, not just to interpret but to 
weigh possible interpretations. His conceptual system must expand i11 
the direction of increasing ability to represent itself. He must 
become capable of manipulating symbols." 

Therefore the task is to seek to promote the effective transfer 

of ideas and instructions, to ensure that tha child learns to 

manipulate language in order to attract and hold attention, to cajole, 

to express dislike or preference in a wide variety of real situations 

and for a range of purposes. Hells (1986, p.200) states, 

" ••• meaning and graphic representation are related through 
activities involving reading and writing that have purpose and 
significance in their own right. As in learning to talk, children have 
to construct their own understanding of written language and how to 
use it, and the best way of helping them to do so is by enabling them 
to approach the tasks of reading and writing as means of communicating 
meaning." 

Harris (1986, p.98) discusses the difference between speech and 

written language and notes that in conversation there is a tendency 

towards reductionism. What is said is only that which is necessary for 

effective communication whereas in written text a degree of 

elaboration is required so that what is said can be understood by the 

audience which is not present and which is unable to pick up the 

nuances present in conversation. 

In carrying out interviews of local personalities and in meeting 

people at work to discuss their jobs the children would be required to 

write and request interviews. Objectives would need to be formulated 

and interviews planned. The questions themselves would need to be 

prepared, relevant questions to elicit information, to discover facts 

and human details which would provide the frame1·10rk for their 

articles. Careful notes would need to be taken during the interviews. 

Note-taking in itself is a skill which has to be developed. The 

ability to write down one or two words which form a skeleton 
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and contain a whole raft of meaning to be enriched and enlarged upon 

at a later date to provide a more publicly acceptable form requires 

careful thought. Accuracy is vital and it is necessary to ensure that 

the facts of a story are correct. Talking to people within the 

community requires tact and a positive attitude. Interviews were to be 

carried out by small groups of children. Impressions and opinions 

would give opportunities for discussion, description and debate, which 

are all sources of valuable interactive learning. Since most people 

are extremely busy and time is valuable to them, the children carrying 

out the interviews need to be well-mannered, to be polite, to 

establish as businesslike a relationship as possible with the person 

being interviewed and above all be grateful for the opportunities 

offered. Immediately following the interview they would need to write 

letters of thanks, promising to send copies of their finished articles 

in the newspaper which in the fullness of time they would be required 

to do. 

Does this kind of work help children develop the skills involved 

in gathering, assessing and presenting information? Hall and Layman 

(1989, p.73) suggest that desktop publishing has potential value as a 

group activity, as a vehicle for the practice of decision making 

sl{ills, as a facility for research and enquiry, and as an activity 

that embraces many valued and traditional skills found in the 

classroom. 

The task of producing their newspaper then commences. This type 

of writing involves recording facts, reporting events, describing, 

expressing opinions and explaining ideas. 

"Whereas most fiction writers follow chronological order, 
reporters begin with the climax. The introduction should answer the 
questions "Who, l~hat, t~hen and Hhere" before giving the lesser facts. 
This sequence enables readers to understand the important details 
immediately." (Daily Telegraph, 1988). 
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Copy, the name given to any written material which goes into a 

newspaper, can include features which cover a variety of subjects such 

as science, fashion, sport motoring, cookery, travel, natural history, 

book reviews, puzzles, crosswords, cartoons and even the weather. 

FIGURE 5 : DIAGRAN FOR NEWSPAPER COPY 

HHAT WHEN 

(Introduction) 

HHY 

(Elaboration) 
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Britton et al. (1975) and Kinneavy (1971, p.76) among others, 

identify classifications of the range of writing kinds (referred to in 

Chap.2 of this thesis). They provide the basis, hypothesis, 

proposition that writing should come from experience, for an audience 

and with a purpose. The aspects of writing vary according to the 

requirements of different tasks. The creation and development of the 

copy for the newspaper involved the teasing out of headlines and 

splashlines, labelling and annotating, the identifying of the salient 

points in order to classify and group features or information in the 

content of the text. 

The graphical representation assists in the thinking and gives 

meaning for understanding, an ability to perceive what the text is all 

about. A newspaper without pictures is dreary and uninviting to read. 

Sometimes a drawing or diagram is needed instead of photographs. 
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The identification of a visually striking element to enhance and 

supplwnent the text requires careful planning suggests Carney (1988, 

p.61). Pictures should complement a story and where possible provide 

another dimension to it. Some stories cannot or do not need to be 

illustrated; in some rare cases the picture tells the story but it 

still requires the caption. 

The children frequently have determined ideas about how their 

text should be illustrated. This generation of ideas develops from the 

open-endedness of the task and the feeling of ease of opportunity to 

experiment with the computer when all can be deftly restored to the 

previous selection, stage, state should the desired result prove 

Wlsatisfactory or unattainable, 

without restriction. Creating 

an exploration of opportunities 

clip art in Stop Press is a fairly 

simple matter once the basic techniques are grasped. Saving and 

storing on a clip art disk is useful and in this way the children 

build up their own library of graphics. Narcus (1985, p.ll2) states 

that the use of such graphic utilities not only encourages the 

development of visual literacy but increases the likelihood that 

students will want to produce and display their own writing. These 

techniques are especially useful when creating adverts for the 

newspaper which became possible as confidence in this work developed. 

How can we then assess progress in such a project? Does the 

medium affect the style of presentation? Is there a measure for the 

creativity involved? What constitutes improvement in writing? Harpin 

(1976, p.54) reports that as children of average and above average 

ability mature as writers they tend to produce writing of increasing 

length; they write longer and more complex sentences; they employ a 

greater variety of clause types; and they tend to use personal 

pronouns less. Is there a need to take a "language in use" 
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approach? Hill it help if an analysis is made of the text? Hill making 

word counts or sentence counts assist in assessing progress? Among the 

shortcomings of a frequency-count approach is that text is not just 

made up of strings of sentences but of sentences used to form a 

meaningful and coherent whole. Nerely working at sentence level 

ignores crucially important aspects of the text, such as the nature of 

the subject matter or content of what is said, and the manner in which 

what is said, is organised or sequenced and the forms of expression 

used. 

'•· 8 Drafting, re-drafting and editing 

The editing of copy for the new6paper was a continuous process, 

a small group were working at the keyboard while other groups \o~ere 

discussing and drafting possible questions, working together to ensure 

that when interviewing their questions were concise, unambiguous and 

did not overlap. The interviews themselves were carried out over a 

period of weeks rather than days, since the organisation involved in 

finding mutually convenient times for all concerned, proved exacting. 

Some children were listening to tapes, checking facts and preparing 

the various features while others were out seeking their copy. For 

some time the children to~orked in groups both at and away from the 

keyboard and both in and out of school. Their confidence in meeting 

people, in redrafting and editing techniques and in the skills 

required to use the computer efficiently and competently increased 

immensely. They acquired considerable expertise at typing in text, 

moving text around and replacing words with more suitable words. 

Hould the use of a built in thesaurus assist in the development 

of a greater understanding of a wider variety of words and their 

usage? Choices in a thesaurus are frequently outside the range of 

experience of young writers or too abstract states Keith (1983, p.47). 
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Often a suggestion for an appropriate word will come from within the 

group of children working at the computer or from the teacher 

assisting and guiding and it arises naturally from the context of the 

·Hork in hand. 1-Jould a bank of synonyms, built up gradually from the 

children's own experiences and embodying discriminations they 

themselves have made, provide a more valid solution to this dilemma? 

The children's newly acquired confidence continued to grow and 

spilled over into their individual writing and the ability to express 

their thoughts and ideas improved. There were no longer pleas of 'I 

don't know what to write', instead there were demands of 'Hill this 

make a good headline?' Often they would jot down three or four 

headlines and request guidance as to which was the most relevant. 

First hand experience and the interaction with the interviewee had a 

part to play here. Nany people turned out to be excellent 

communicators when discussing their jobs or personal interests. Their 

abilitity to pass on their enthusiasm to the children was heightened 

by the children's interest in meeting someone who really knew about 

their subject, not just from learning about it but from a life-time's 

involvement in it. One group who met the curator of an arboretum were 

fascinated not only by his knowledge of trees but by all the 

peripheral facts about wildlife that emerged whilst talking with him. 

In l~iting their copy the search for better or more appropriate 

words became accepted as the norm rather than the exception. Interest 

wafi shown in formulating the work into a series of paragraphs and what 

these should contain. 

"Publishing serves as a specific anchor for the future during 
composing." (Graves, 1983, p.54). 

The critical faculties of the children improved as they began to 

examine and question. Then finding themselves in a situation where 
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they had to explain what they meant they began to see ways in which 

that meaning could be expressed. A feeling of security and pride in 

their abilities was generated as they realised that grammar and 

punctuation were not the only criteria by which their work ,.,ould be 

judged. 

I.Jhat about the 'mechanics' of the text such as spelling, 

punctuation, grammar and fluency? Hhen the press of a key remedies an 

incorrect spelling, can it be assumed that spelling will be improved 

with the chance to draft and re-draft work? A natural extension to a 

word processing program would appear to be a simple yet sophisticated 

spelling checker, simple in ease of use, yet sophisticated in that it 

gives a range of gradually more precise prompts before supplying the 

correct spelling. A Spellmaster program has recently been added to one 

of the systems in the project school. The facility to add words to 

those pre-defined is useful to the children in building up their word 

banks. 

"Punctuation is learned through reading and in use, Hhen 
something a child has written or wants to write is conventionally 
punctuated." (Smith, 1982, p.204). 

If word processing seems to encourage writers to come closer to 

looking at their text as readers, as Chandler (1985, p.S) states, then 

will there be a better understanding of punctuation and the need for 

it? Graves (1983, p.SS) 6uggests that when work goes into final 

draft, punctuation receives high attention. It receives even greater 

attention when the work is going to broader audiences through 

publishing. 

Nany children when hand-writing their lmrk tend to write along 

the lines in long strings of text. The pen progresses across the 

paper, leaving a trail of words whose meaning may appear tedious and 

dull through the regularity of the text. Hill the ability to move text 
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easily improve their ability to format their texts thereby, often, 

releasing previously hidden meaning and creating poetry from their 

prose? 

The final crucial stage of publishing encourages the children to 

engage in the moat difficult taoks in \vriting, that of distancing 

one's o~>elf from the piece, viewing it with the critical eye oi thu 

reader, and performir,g the necessary revifiion. In the process of t.heir 

writing, drafting and editing, revision ana final printout of text. ao 

the children come closer to an understanding of the grammatical rules, 

conventions by which the English language is governed? 

"Children do not learn by collecting rules that they then apply 
to the business of being a writer. But in the process of trying to 
write they can become sensitive to conventions." (Smith, 1982, pl92). 

The layout and design of the nel.Jspaper began to evolve as the 

accumulation of copy increased. The page make-up rises by multiples of 

four. Careful thought and many decisions are required as the 

finalising of the work nears its completion. An enormous jigsaw of 

copy, which in some sections is total on screen composition and in 

others the juxtaposition of cut and paste, allows the incorporation of 

text, fonts and graphics from many different sources. An excellent 

piece of work materialises following a number of drafts and re-drafts 

enabling it to be used as a full page feature, complemented by other 

children':; work on the same theme. The initial guidelines, which 

included a single piece of work per child as a maxim, are stretched a~ 

some children produce work Hhich by its very nature deserves an 

audience. Others create illustrations or puzzles which extend the 

parameters and broaden the scope of the paper. One unexpected feature 

is the desire to create mathematical puzzles as copy. In looking at 

the completed edition of the newspaper are there any specific 
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identifiable stages in the development of the children's writing at 

different ages in this type of work? How do attitudeti facilitate 

improvement in \vriting? 

4.9 Publication and beyond 

l.lereiter (1980, p.89) sees an important element in the 

developing maturity of the writer as, 

" .•• the discovery that writing can be used to affect the reader 
- that it can direct, inform, amuse, move emotionally, and so on." 

He further propounds that this initiates, 

" .•. the writing-reading feedback loop on which the stage of 
unified writing depends. Once this feedback loop is functioning well, 
it will be natural to discover that it leads not only to improved 
·~o.Titing but also to improved unaerstanding •.. " 

"Success in writing (both narrative and non-narrative texts) 
would best seem to be achieved by the pupil Hho takes most account oi 
t!1e corrununicative relationship necessary between Hriter and raadcr." 
(Harris and Wilkinson, 1986, p.l87). 

The reality of the situation, coupled witt1 the ability to 

communicate with their audience of parents, friends and others not 

lmown to them, creates the spur which helps children to adopt ar. 

appropriately self-critical distance from their \Yriting. 

" ••. pupils should not be seen as passive recipients of 1-lhatever 
information is meted out to thr:m by their teachers but should be 
actively involved in the learning process in such a way that what they 
learn becomes truly a part of them ••• " (Blenkin and Kelly, 1981). 

"It is recognised (as it has always been in educational 
philosophies) that the content of knowledge is much less important 
than higher-level skills, such as knowing how to reason about 
knowledge, how to acquire new knowledge, how to adapt to it and so on. 
liith the increasing pace of change such skills are even more crucial. 
NO\.f the focus is more on tht:l activity of learning than the result. HoH 
do computers affect this activity?" (Self, 1985, p.l37). 

Publishing the newspaper is not an end in itself, it: is a method 

of communicating, transmitting information and ideas in which the 

learning skills are inherent 1.n the production. The ir,tricate subt:lety 

of everything learned about language is here conjoined in one 
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project. If through desktop publishing children can become interested 

in the process of writing at an early stage, then surely, their 

ability to discover, invent and order their ideas will be released, 

freed in some way from what often for children in the pa.st has been a 

burdensome and difficult experience. They will be led through to their 

own self-realization of the form and purpose of grar.unatical concepts 

without having a series of abstractions thrust upon them from above. 

The process is of greater importance than the product. 

A characteristic feature of any skill is a heirarchical 

organisation of component subskills. Desktop publishing is a 

multi-faceted experience requiring a complex Heb of skills which 

carmot be presented in a ~archical fashion. Hall and Layman (1989, 

p.72) appear to concur with this statement though their commentii seem 

mainly concerned Hith the functional aspects of the hardHare a.nd 

softHare involved. The teacher's role in the project has changed from 

purveyor of information to technician, nanagt:r, ::>upervisor of 

electronic learnir.g programs; resources manager; clarifier of 

procedures and values; specialist in small group learning and 

conwwnication; and linguistic troubleshooter. 

Certainly there has been a shift aHay from the traditional 

classroom practice with time spent out interviewing people within the 

cor.uuunity. Usi11.g the computer as a vehicle for the production of the 

newspaper ar1d its distribution to a larger audience fo.Gter~;; 

under.Gtanding and forges new and real rela~ior.shipa bet\.Jcen the 

et•vironrncnt for learning Hithin the classroom and tha woi:ld ot 

learning in the wider coMnunity outside, a world of possibilities in a 

grain of sana. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

A STUDY OF THE FINDINGS 

PART 1: A CONCERN FOR DESKTOP PUBLISHING 

5.1 Introduction 

Success appeared to be four editions of the newspaper printed, 

distributed and read by parents, friends, interested participants and 

eager newshounds. It was universally agreed by those concerned that 

creating a newspaper was a stimulating and addictive experience. Time, 

then, to evaluate the venture and to try and answer some of the 

questions regarding its effect on those involved. Comments from the 

children themselves included, "It's brilliant and much better than 

school-work!" There was an enormous amount of self-motivation and the 

will to persevere with the task in hand was everywhere self~evident. 

The Bullock Report (D.E.S., 1975, p.527) states, 

"Pupils should be given the opportunity to write for a variety 
of readers and audiences. They should be faced with the need to 
analyse specific tasks, to choose the language appropriate to it and 
to establish the criteria by which to judge what they have achieved." 

The children had been involved in a variety of tasks requiring 

listening, talking, reading and writing. There had been joint work, 

teamwork, individual work and contemplation. The project had been 

tailored for the hardware and software available. In this chapter the 

concern is for the effect upon the children and their learning. Holv 

far have the aims (set out in Chapter 4) been fulfilled? Is such a 

project an effective and worthwhile curriculum experience? 

"He need to ask more often of everything we do in school, 
'Where are we trying to get, and is this thing we are doing helping us 
to get there?"' (Holt, 1965, p.l36). 

In order to consider this question it is necessary to take a 

careful look at the various aspects of the project and weigh the 

findings. The following observations, transcripts, statistics and 
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comments reflect some of the issues encountered in the writing and 

production of a school newspaper. It is not intended to be a detailed 

study of the developmental 

clarify some of the points at 

difficulties experienced and 

study. 

stages in writing or creativity but to 

issue and demonstrate some of the 

benefits achieved during the research 

5,2 The developing child writer 

Each of the newspapers contained work from children throughout 

the primary age range although this study is focused on the group of 

children aged 9 to 11. One thoughtful suggestion made by a reader was 

that the ages should have been added to the names with each article, 

presumably to enable readers to relate their own knowledge of child 

development to the article in question. However, this was not thought 

necessary at the start of the project, firstly, because real 

newspapers do not add the age of the journalist to the byline and, 

secondly, because children inevitably differ in what they know and 

what they can demonstrate. 

Earlier in Chapter 3 

writing. What follows here is 

there is a discussion on the process of 

an attempt to discuss some of the 

developmental stages evident in children's writing in order to provide 

a mental framework to identify and understand some of the strengths 

and weaknesses as seen in the written copy of the newspaper. 

By the age of nine or ten, children 'possess the core of 

language resources but much remains to be discovered of their 

flexibility, power and usefulness' states Harpin (1976, p.51) and, in 

general, they are able to use all the necessary grammatical structures 

and produce text which has a reasonable style. (Hunt, 1965, Rep.3). In 

order to assess progress in writing it is necessary to come to terms 

with what the researchers say about the developing child writer. 
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It is often thought in the educational world that a child has a basis 

of language when he comes to school and if that knowledge is built 

upon incrementally then the child, given time, will progress to become 

an adult reader and writer. 

"If age and practice were the only influences, the written 
language of any one 9 year old would be much like that of any other. 
Children exposed to the same classroom environment would move forward 
more or less identically. Yet the reality is very different. Some 
children seem to advance very little over considerable periods of 
time ••. Others appear to mark time for months and then accelerate with 
startling rapidity to overhaul their peers." (Harpin, 1976, p.74). 

Researchers state many variables affecting the development of 

literacy. Gender, social class, measured ability, size of family, 

position in family, quality of teaching and the predilection for books 

within the family are some of those proffered. 

Kroll (1983, p.96) says, 

"Many factors could be suggested: differences in intelligence, 
in cognitive maturation, in social adjustment, in personality, in 
linguistic development, in breadth of experience and in quality of 
schooling- to mention the most obvious." 

He then makes a powerful case for the important role of the home 

background and the extent and quality of the language experience 

provided there for the pre-school child, as being one of the chief 

determinants in the child's acquisitiQn of literacy and particularly 

of written development. He goes on to state that the most powerful 

combination of all is when there is communication between the home and 

school. 

"Parents who demonstrate an interest in their child's early 
efforts to read are, almost certainly, parents who continue to provide 
support and a source of motivation when their children confront the 
demands of school tasks •••• parental interest gives the child a 
head-start on reading by enhancing knowledge of literacy, but also 
that continued interest and support at home is important for the 
development of writing ability." (Kroll, 1983, p.ll6). 

Harpin (1976, p.113), Bereiter (1980, p.82) and Sharples (1985, 
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p.16) all suggest that as a child matures in linguistic development he 

passes through a series of stages and discuss the likelihood of those 

stages having a similarity to Piagetian stages of development. 

Bereiter (1980, p.82), in fact, seems to state the opposite. 

"To suggest that there may be distinct stages in the development 
of writing abilities is not to suggest that those stages are universal 
or that they have a necessary order, much less that they are yoked to 
the Piagetian stages of cognitive development." 

Preparation, consolidation, differentiation and integration are 

four phases in the development of writing ability suggests Kroll 

(1981, p.39). Firstly in the preparation phase the child learns the 

basic skills of handwriting and spelling to enable him to express what 

he can already say. During the consolidation phase, he practises these 

skills, he is able to put on paper the spoken language that he has. 

This is the phase when the inappropriate features, more suitable for 

use in spoken language appear, such as colloquial expressions. When 

the child reaches the differentiation phase, the basic mechanisms such 

as writing have been mastered, and syntactic structures and patterns 

of organisation demonstrate a divergence from speech towards the 

functions of written language. Written work in this phase can show 

fluctuations when the child returns to the previous features of spoken 

language used and when he experiments with new forms and ideas. On 

reaching the integration phase the writer becomes more assured and is 

able to make linguistic choices and allow his own personal voice to 

influence his text. 

"Young writers reveal growing maturity in their control of 
discourse structure not only by including all the necessary co1nponents 
but also by judging when it is appropriate to use elaborations and 
expansions." (Perera, 1984, p.265). 

All the researchers seem to agree that there is evidence that 

children pass through a plateau when they appear to be neither moving 

forward nor back. 
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"Towards the end of their junior-school life, our fourth year 
children were markedly reducing the rate of their output of writing. 
With evidence from other parts of the analysis, this suggests a period 
of consolidation, when newly acquired skills are tested and more 
thoroughly mastered and perhaps, the beginning of a concern for 
economy and selection in shaping what is written." (Harpin, 1976, 
p.S4). 

The development of writing, then, needs to be looked at as being 

a complex continuum without clearcut boundaries, where pupils are seen 

to be at different points developmentally rather than because of age. 

The assessment of written work needs to take into account the point 

which the children have reached and later assessment needs to note the 

differentiation between these two points. 

5.3 Children writing for a newspaper 

Prior to the commencement of the project the children had found 

interviewing a difficult procedure. \~hen confronted by adults 

previously unknown to them, they had been diffident and shy. Even 

though they had decided beforehand the points which they needed to 

discover, much coaxing of the conversation had been required by the 

teacher. Now that all the class were involved, most of the news was 

being gathered by talking to people in the community and meeting 

people out of school was a frequent event. The role of the teacher was 

merely part of the enabling process, creating conditions in which the 

children could develop their understanding and experience in an 

effective way. 

The work for the newspaper reflected the children's own personal 

stage of development in the writing process. It showed clearly the 

difficulties of transferring the spoken word to written text 

experienced by the reporters seeking live copy. Drafting the questions 

was an important process since the questions asked, the venue, the 

person concerned and their responses would all have a bearing on the 

written outcome. 
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Gemma, aged nine, an intelligent child who enjoys reading and 

writing, was one of a group of three children who interviewed the 

local lady doctor. Gemma had devised a list of fairly searching 

questions. (A transcript of the whole interview appears in the 

Appendix). 

Gemma: "What is the worst illness you have to treat?" 

Doctor: "The worst, that's a very good question, that's a very 

difficult question to answer, Gemma. Er, I think probably the 

worst type of illness is one that we really can't do anything 

about and we know that the person who's got it, is going to 

die from it, something like a breast cancer where there's 

been spread to other parts of the body and we can't actually 

help that person get better, and they are very young, or 

somebody like a small child who has leukaemia and we can't do 

anything to help them. I think they are the most difficult 

ones to treat. 

Gemma: "How do you know what illness people have?" 

Doctor: "Well, it's a case of, I went to university and spent five 

years training to be able to do this. It's a process that we 

call diagnosis, Gemma. And what we do is that we ask the 

patient questions about what the trouble is they've come to 

see us about. And if we can't make the diagnosis by asking 

the questions and examining them, then we take some blood 

have a look and see if we can do some tests that will tell us 

the answer, or we may do some X-rays, or we may actually do 

other investigations like what we call ••• er, er I'm trying to 

think of a term that would cover them all, but we can do 

things like putting tubes with lights down peoples' throats 
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and having a look at their stomach inside to see if there are 

any problems there. (We do) that type of thing, that's called 

an endoscopy. That's a very difficult word isn't it." 

Gemma made careful notes and back at school set to work to produce 

her article. Her piece when it was written showed characteristics that 

became apparent in a number of the younger children's work. Amongst the 

older juniors who went out seeking copy for the newspaper were four who 

belonged to the second year age range, one of whom was Gemma. She chose 

"The doctors don't have a cure for everything" as her thought-provoking 

headline. The writing which followed displayed Gemma's attempts to deal 

with the transition from speech to print. 

"In learning to write, the child must disengage himself from the 
sensory aspect of speech and replace words by images of words ••• Our 
studies show that it is the abstract quality of written language that is 
the main stumbling block, not the underdevelopment of small muscles or 
any other mechanical obstacles •••• In written speech we are obliged to 
create the situation to represent it to ourselves. This demands 
detachment from the actual situation ••• The discrepancy between 
competence in speaking and writing is caused by the child's proficiency 
in spontaneous, unconscious activity and his lack of skill in abtsract, 
deliberate activity •••• Grammar and writing help the child to rise to a 
higher level of speech development." (Vygotsky, 1962, Ch.6). 

Gemma's first draft contained a paragraph setting the scene and 

coping with the need for place-time association. Her desire to organize 

the next paragraph to fit in with the first led her to follow the 

time-related pattern. She wrote: 

"Sarah asked the first question. It was what's the worst case 

you've dealt with? Doctor Henshaw answered a breast cancer that can't 

get better or leukaemia. Fiona asked the second question which was How 

many patients do you have a day? ••• " 

Clearly here she feels that chronological order and the ownership 

of the words are important.' Further on she appears to take control of 
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the text, to put herself in the place of the reader and informational, 

descriptive writing develops. However, the phrase 'for some things' 

might be described as an inappropriate feature more typical of spoken 

language than written text. 

"Babies have their first injection when they are three months 

old for some things and when they are about 1 year old they have an 

injection for measles." 

Perera (1984, p.161) describes the chief difference between 

spoken language and written text as its self-sufficiency. A piece of 

writing should be capable of standing alone, having its own autonomous 

existence, separate both from the person who produced it and from the 

physical situation in which it was created. 

When making a judgement about a child's writtex1 language activity 

it is important to see it as a step forward in the process of 

development and change. The writing has come from somewhere and is 

moving forward to somewhere else. 

"Writing a public piece that has a model in the world - such as a 
newspaper - also helps students make the crucial leap from writing 
that is dependant of context to writing that can stand on its own." 
(Daiute, 1985, p.178). 

Phillip's writing about his visit to the ice cream factory 

entitled "Brandy Snaps For All" exhibited all the maturity of a 

competent eleven year old writer. He is an outgoing child, curious and 

willing to experiment with any new ideas that come his way. He was 

able to stand back from his text, in detachment, and write it like a 

reader, and, whilst it is place-time related, it is also informational 

and descriptive. He had a clear sense of the audience he was writing 

for and assumed no prior knowledge on behalf of that audience. It also 

fulfils the newspaper journalist's criteria (referred to in Chapter 4) 

in that it states the salient facts at the beginning of the article, 
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who went, what it's about, when they went, where they went before 

giving the lesser facts and details. 

"On Wednesday three boys from Leeming Bar c. of E. School became 

the cause of free Brandy Snaps for the whole school. These were a gift 

from Cardosi's Ice Cream Factory. The boys (Phillip Hugo, Andrew 

Luckman and Simon Kiddle) went on a visit on Wednesday morning with 

Mrs. St.Pierre. The factory is run by Mr. Hall. He took us around to 

see the following, first the Boilers, then the Weigher, then the Plate 

Cooler, then the Freezers and then the Nitrogen Tunnel where the ice 

cream is frozen. When Simon went to touch the pipes coming from the 

tunnel where the ice cream is frozen Mrs. St.Pierre stopped him in 

case he got burned •.•• " 

The last sentence is a complex one containing clauses of time, 

place and reason. Since this type of reporting has a chronological 

basis it would not be unusual to find an adverbial clause of time and 

they do occur often in children's writing. Harpin (1976, p.69) 

suggests that the order of frequency of other adverbial clauses in 

children's writing runs - cause, condition, place, result, purpose, 

manner, degree, concession. It seems, then,that the inclusion of a 

variety of clause types is an indicator of linguistic growth. Phillip 

continued his article and the last paragraph contained the following 

sentence: 

"Some interesting facts were, just one boiler costs 35,000 

pounds, not exactly the kind of thing you would have in the kitchen at 

home." 

Clearly his astonishment at discovering this one fact led him to 

forget his intention to add others. However, the addition of a 

subordinate clause to convey his feelings on the matter and relate 

them to a situation with which he was familiar is further evidence 
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of his growing control of written expression. It is one instance of 

the enormous feat of learning that is undertaken by children as they 

acquire competence in understanding and expressing themselves in 

written English. 

"Good writing depends first and foremost on having something to 
write about; it requires from the writer such non-linguistic qualities 
as truthfulness, vigour, imagination, and so on. It is quite possible 
for a piece of writing to contain varied vocabulary, mature sentence 
structures and well-planned paragraphs, and still be unsatisfactory, 
because the writer was not committed to it. (Perera, 1984, p.208). 

What ignites the spark that explodes into writing that 

immediately grips the reader's attention? A piece of writing may be 

carefully planned, with all its punctuation and spelling correct, a 

thesaurus may have been used to provide words of greater depth and 

still it fails to be anything other than work well executed. 

Sarah, aged ten, an intelligent and thoughtful child produced 

the following poem for the newspaper after a visit to the drift mine 

at Beamish Museum. 

"Working in the dark 

Young boys of eight, nine or ten, 

Slaving away on the coalface, 

The darkness creeping around them. 

It's darker round every corner they turn. 

The colliers tired and frightened, 

Trying desperately to follow the cart in front 

And the trammers nearly faint from exhaustion. 

Doorkeepers asleep on the job. 

Stray carts that have been stuck or broken, 

The coal dust rising 

As older men hack away at the coal face ••• " 
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Just a few lines of this poem is enough to set the scene and 

provide the pictures in the mind necessary for a piece of writing to 

succeed. The journalist, author, poet has to plan, bring to life in 

words, reflect, change, amend, and decide when a piece of work is 

complete. Sarah had talked to the miners, put on the helmet, felt the 

weight of the pickaxe and run her fingers along the walls of the 

claustrophobic mine. Reality and empathy appear to be key elements for 

committment to writing. (The whole poem is in Issue No.2 in the 

Appendix.) 

DES:HMI Curriculum Matters 1 (1984, p.8) states that children at 

the upper end of the primary school should be able to 

"Write accurate descriptions of people, places and things". They 
should be able to "Explain processes such as how to make something •.• " 

One group of children chose to visit the agricultural 

engineering firm situated across the road from school. Their 

fascination for machinery knew no bounds. Being an old established 

family business it was also a repository for ancient machinery 

alongside a vast array of gleaming tractors and combines. The children 

constantly asked how things worked and listened carefully to technical 

descriptions. Their written copy necessarily contained attempts to 

grapple with explanations of what they had seen. Here, Ben attempted 

to explain to the absent reader how a tractor can be used to drive a 

circular saw. 

"One of the old tractors we saw had a special piece sticking out 

of the side of it that you could put a fan belt on to drive a saw 

bench, etc. What happened was that you put the belt on the piece 

sticking out on the tractor. Then when you start the engine and the 

bit on the tractor turns round and makes the blade on the bench go 

round." 
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Although this could have been improved upon he manages to explain 

reasonably logically how it works. The second part of his article 

includes some technical descriptions of the tractors which though they 

include fairly advanced vocabulary for a primary school child appear 

to demonstrate his own understanding of the words used. 

" ••• learning language is not merely a matter of learning words, 
but correctly relating them to the things and happenings for which 
they stand." (N.A.H.T., 1983, p.29). 

"The larger tractors they sell are called Autotronics and 

Datatronics. On the Datatronics there is a computer for processing 

information. The computer is incorporated into the control and display 

unit mounted in the cab. It also has a radar unit to register the true 

ground speed and a fuel flow meter to measure fuel consumption. On 

both the types of tractor there are options. For example on 

Datatronics they always fit the inboard computer, but on the 

Autotronic it is optional and it greatly increases the performance." 

(The complete article appears in Issue No.4 in the Appendix). 

The four examples quoted are merely a small sample of the written 

copy achieved for the four issues of the newspaper. Each of the 

examples, however, shows the children's attempts to cope with 

different aspects of writing and the variations in their approach to 

this task. 

5,4 Observed changes in behaviour and points at issue. 

The following observations indicate how some children involved 

in the newspaper project modified their behaviour as a result of their 

experiences whilst creating their copy. 

Samantha liked to create with anything that came to hand, be it 

paper, fabric, pencil, pen, or paint. This approach was applied at all 

times and in a variety of different ways. She discovered words later 
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in life than most, chiefly because circumstances outside her control 

caused anumber of changes of school between the ages of five and 

eight. However having discovered words she started to play with them 

to experiment, to manipulate and test her control of this newly 

discovered medium of communication. 

" ••. the lasting character of print means that there is time to 
stop and think, so that the child has a chance to consider 
possibilities a chance that he may never have had before." 
(Donaldson, 1978, p.95). 

For Samantha the computer and the school newspaper were further 

vistas and destinations on her journey to literacy. They gave 

authority to her work, it looked just like everyone else's and she 

read and reread her work and then rewrote it, marking her drafts 

herself, crossing out words and replacing them with others and 

supplying punctuation. Arrows, lines and stars were used to change 

information to such an extent that her curious teacher enquired who 

had marked it for her. Her reply that she had done it herself merely 

confirmed the fact that Samantha had become actively involved in her 

own language learning. She had overcome the aesthetic barrier 

presented by revision. She was exploring ideas and achieving new 

styles and techniques. 

The children were very concerned with the appearance of the 

text. Many final drafts were different from the previous draft only in 

appearance. However, change of form affects meaning: many modern 

poems, when concatenated, read like prose and much prose separated as 

poetry is, is poetry. 

Some time ago Damien discovered how to shape text and often in 

his written work has enclosed his writing in different shapes to 

convey greater meaning. Now he suddenly uses block capitals for whole 
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words, sometimes setting the word on a line on its own to show greater 

emphasis or the special importance of that word or phrase in the 

meaning of his text. Reading his piece aloud he showed with his voice 

the words he had emphasized. Graves (1984, p.224) describes such 

examples as speech forms appearing in the writing and refers to them 

as prosodies. He defines these as being the capitalisation of 

important words, the capitalisation of the whole word, the blackening 

in or the underlining of important words. He goes on to add that such 

children add sound to their text through the use of interjections, 

dialogue and exclamation marks. Damien has exhibited a number of 

these on various occasions in his text. 

Hilary wrote a poem entitled 'The Waterfall' and wished to type 

it into the computer for the newspaper. She set out to type in her 

poem and began to experiment with the keyboard inputting the words in 

the shape of a waterfall and stepping them down the screen to show the 

tumbling waters. She was taking the opportunity to look at alternative 

layouts and making decisions about the visual impact of her text. She 

later showed that she had internalized this technique when writing 

about an interview with a local dentist and developing a theme that 

healthy eating actively promotes good dental hygiene she incorporated 

the Herbie slogan in her article. Instead of writing it horizontally 

across the page, she set it out vertically thereby drawing the eye of 

the reader immediately to the importance of what she had to say and 

demonstrating that in her mind she now understood that words could be 

manipulated into pictures and designs to strengthen their message or 

appeal. Her control over the writing process had grown and she was 

able to show ownership of the text in a unique and exceptional way. 

She had, perhaps, created her own particular prosodic form. 

After visiting XI Squadron at RAF Leeming Adam showed interest 
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in different font styles and the way they looked when his article was 

completed. While writing and editing he worked as a perfectionist and 

kept pointing out errors which he spotted in his work, reading and 

rereading his text, until he had made the teacher understand what the 

correction should be and thereby ensured that it was put right. Adam 

like most of the children had strong views on whether the texts should 

be justified, or unjustified and about how long he wanted each line to 

be. Corrections were made as they were discovered, not left until the 

end. His aesthetic feelings for his writing were evident in the 

waterfall poem he contributed to the fourth issue. 

Teacher: "I like the way you've used your words here, Adam." 

Adam: "Yes, what I did was, I noted down a word that showed the sound 

or movement of the water. Then I thought of another word to go with it 

to make a pair ••• Er •• If it looked and sounded right I left it ••• and I 

carried on 'til I got to the end," 

It is when children put into their own words what they are 

trying to do, when they vocalize their ideas that learning is taking 

place. The heuristic language which takes place at the computer 

keyboard or when children are discussing their work for the newspaper 

is among the most valuable speech in the classroom. Arguments break 

out when children are trying to cope with situations that arise and 

each is defending his solution for the method of working. 

Graham and Jonathon were working at the keyboard and were 

suddenly joined by Rhian and Jennie who had been occupied with their 

work at a desk nearby. It then became apparent that a dispute had 

broken out over the last sentence they had entered. Graham's work 

entitled 'Our New Dog' contained the sentence: 

'First we got a kennel from Bens house and then we put it in the van 

and went home.' 
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Graham: "I need one of them commas." 

Jonathan: "No, you don't." 

Graham: "Yes, I do. It goes at the top. Where is it?" 

Rhian: "It's there. At the bottom. Near the shift key." 

The following sentence appeared on the screen: 

'First we got a kennel from Ben,s house •••• ' 

Jennie: "That's not right." 

Graham: "No. It goes at the top. I know it does." 

Jonathon: "It isn't there." 

Graham to teacher: "Where do I get one of them commas?" 

Teacher: "Which commas? Oh, yes. I see. You need an apostrophe. You 

are trying to show that the house was Ben's. It's there on the same 

key as the seven. You will need to press the shift key and the 

apostrophe key together." 

The following then appeared on the screen: 

'First we got a kennel from Ben's house ••• ' 

Rhian: "That's right now." 

Graham: "I knew it went at the top." 

Thus Graham had recognized the need for the apostrophe to show whose 

house it was and he knew that it was different from an ordinary comma 

though he couldn't put a name to it. There was also some agreement by 

the rest of those involved. Their problem had been indecision with 

regard to the use of the apostrophe and its correct form rather than 

one of lack of knowledge of the keyboard. 

"When children feel in control of their writing their dedication 
is such that they violate the child-labour laws." (Graves, 1984, 
p.232). 

This quotation from Graves seems apt when the following 

observation is taken into account. Simon wrote a poem about 
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butterflies following a visit to school by a peripatetic teacher who 

created a workshop for children and staff to work together studying 

butterflies. He was totally engrossed in his work while in the process 

of writing, an unusual occurrence for him, as his concentration span 

with regard to written work was often short and his feelings about his 

work easily satisfied. His mind, more often than not, appeared to be 

concentrated on the long running g~e of football carried on at 

playtime. Settled on this occasion, at his desk for once, he used his 

dictionary and produced some very good language and capitalised on the 

words he had learned during his contact with the visitor. Pleased with 

the results of his work, he applied himself to the computer to produce 

a first draft which was printed out in display mode. It then bec~e 

obvious from ex~ination of the printout that the individual lines 

were well written and showed expression but the sequence of events in 

the text was muddled and didn't follow through to a 

conclusion. 

logical 

In conference with the teacher he became aware that, perhaps, 

although he thought it was good, he admitted, it could be improved. 

Careful consideration then followed and it became apparent that none 

of the actual wording of the text needed to be changed, merely 

changing the position of the lines into logical sequence would suffice 

to produce a creditable result. He set to work numbering the lines on 

the printout and then rearranging them at the keyboard and became so 

pleased with it that he began to shape it to improve its visual 

appearance. Clearly at this point he was feeling in control of his 

writing, a new and enthralling experience for him since he often found 

life a somewhat haphazard event. His feelings of pleasure led him to 

take his final printout to his desk where of his own volition he 
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produced a neatly handwritten copy which he then illustrated. 

What the child brings to the task is an important factor in the 

outcome. Children who are slow learners for whatever reason require 

help, support, encouragement and the opportunity to see and hear 

well-written material. 

"As children are necessarily restricted to reading material that 
is within their competence, it follows that poor readers will be 
confined to a limited range of simply-written texts. Since such pupils 
are very likely to be poor writers also, we can see that the children 
who most need help and support from good models of writing are the 
ones least able to get it." (Perera, 1984, p.267). 

Joanne had moved schools a number of times in her early school 

life and as a consequence her reading ability is well below average. 

She is withdrawn from class two to three times a week for extra help 

and everywhere Joanne goes her reading book goes too. She and her 

friend Jennie visited Braithwaites' Nurseries and made a list of the 

new words they had learned. Proud of her new found vocabulary Jennie 

lists the words in her article but Joanne only mentions 'propagator', 

the new word she learned during her visit and couldn't remember. 

"Publishing is important for all children. It is not the 
privilege of the classroom elite ••• " (Graves, 1983, P.SS). 

What interests children: children learn when their interests are 

aroused. Charlotte, the third child of the trio who visited the 

Nurseries was fascinated by roots. This fascination became apparent 

during the tour of the greenhouses where the propagating took place. 

She asked where the roots were and obligingly each time Mr. 

Braithwaite picked up a plant to show the children he tapped the side 

of the pot, eased out the plant and allowed Charlotte to see where the 

roots were and what they were like. 

In her article about the visit she returns at least three times 

to the subject of roots, through her writing she was internalising all 
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that she had discovered and clearly for her it was a topic of abiding 

interest at that point. The temptation here for the teacher is to take 

control of the writing and say to the child "Why don't you write a 

paragraph that is all about the roots of plants?" However it is about 

such a point that Graves (1984, p.219) warns, when he says, 

"Without realising it we wrest control away from the 
and place road blocks that thwart their intentions. Then we 
don't want to write. Hhat is a good way to motivate them?' 
show us how they seek to control '"riting when they 
composing." 

children 
say 'They 
Children 

go about 

Gundlach (1982, p.145) supports these statements when he says, 

"He must learn to hear the coherent voices that often speak in 
fragmented and uncontrolled written forms: we must learn to recognise 
the merging of several functions in individual composition; we must 
detect evidence of learning in progress in the errors and immaturities 
in children's written texts." 

It is necessary to develop a sensitivity to the tentative first 

drafts and increase their sense of control so that they may understand 

their experiences and try to communicate them as effectively as 

possible. 

The production of such newspaper articles fosters this 

environment in that children seeing and feeling their own work in 

print will read it again and again. They will measure intended meaning 

and discovered meaning and do more rehearsing of the words in the head 

in order to be more coherent and meaningful to the reader. This does 

not mean that there should be no intervention by the teacher, indeed 

Graves (1983, p.97) recommends conferencing, however the intervention 

should be circumspect leading the child to see for himself how he can 

improve his work rather than by overt comment. 

Young writers, as Bereiter et al., (1983, p.173) have argued, 

may have the elementary logical operations of planning in writing 

available to them, but it takes the guiding questions of an adult or a 
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favourably structured situation for these operations to be brought 

effectively into use. 

" .•• we must learn how to create writing opportunities for 
children that make sense to them and that do not trivialize the uses 
of written language. We must let children write and we must help them 
discover purposes that writing can serve them." (Gundlach, 1982, 
p.l45). 

Paula measures her success by the length of the resulting article 

which meant that the more she felt she could write the more she wrote. 

No detail escaped her. She was proud of the fact that she had taken up 

a whole page of the newspaper in the fourth issue, in fact, it was 

probably the aim she had in view when she commenced work. Was this an 

occasion when the teacher should have taken control and curtailed the 

output by imposing a limit of two hundred words? To be able to write a 

precis is certainly a useful skill to acquire. Some newspapers do 

contain lengthy feature articles, however they can be boring, 

long-winded and repetitive. Perhaps the answer, in this case, is to 

adapt the policy of context writing for a perceived need, that is, to 

say your column inches (or centimetres) are so many and your article 

must be that length because of the space available. The situation then 

arises that if each child has the same amount of space there is a 

uniformity of page which is uninteresting and doesn't allow for 

individual differences in output. Decisions are certainly at the crux 

of newspaper production which raises the question that national 

newspapers must be frequently formulating and reformulating their 

policies with regard to the image, design and personal message they 

wish to support. During the project all concerned were constantly 

making decisions which raises the question of how the ability to make 

decisions can be measured. Is progress in decision-making merely 

reflected in increased confidence or does it manifest itself in other 

directions? 
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5.5 A new medium for art. 

Images are an essential means of communicating ideas. The style 

and craftsmanship of the illustrator combine with the drawn image to 

strengthen the message it puts across. A picture must be made. The 

discovery of new techniques, new mediums enables things to be 

perceived in new ways. It provides opportunities to explore the raw 

material and process it, and by editing, rejecting and sorting produce 

something which is original and unique. The children had attempted 

advertisements, tried drawing on the screen and created posters for 

the newspaper using different fonts and clip art. They had 

experimented 

stimulating 

with a new and different medium. Such experiments are 

because initially the screen is so visible and 

eye-catching whilst the final results are concrete and available with 

copies for all who require them. Though they had not used the video 

camera themselves they had experienced what it could do and marvelled 

at the strangely blocky pictures which were the initial attempts. 

Later they had applauded improved efforts. Surprisingly they had had 

no difficulty in recognising themselves as the subjects of the 

pictures. 

Adam had wanted to illustrate his waterfall poem for the 

newspaper and thought for a long time about how it could be done. 

Eventually he took a fine black felt tip pen and drew the outline of a 

heron. This wasn't difficult for him since he was an accomplished 

artist but he wasn't satisfied with the result. His dissatisfaction 

caused him to pick up various pencils and try shading and finally to 

search out an even finer felt tip to add the last detail. His pleasure 

with the finished picture showed and its printing in the newspaper 

proved attractive and encouraged Sarah to attempt a similar method of 

work. 
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They had begun to explore and learn about the constructive use 

of images, symbols and diagrams. They had created graphic art to 

communicate their own impressions to other people. Is this the 

embodiment of the imagery, the desire to symbolize which fuels the 

ever present need to make art mentioned by Gordon (1972, p.79), the 

externalisation of the internal representation of experience (as 

quoted in Chapter 2 of this thesis)? 

Children draw often in school but rarely does their work reach 

as wide an audience as their newspaper work had. Early attempts had 

included black paintings of trees on a white background which had been 

photographed and digitised as illustrations. Later attempts had 

included 'dumping' pictures from a computer program entitled 

'Christmas Tales' and choosing an appropriate example as a focal point 

for their Christmas edition. 

Artistic creativity may be defined simply as the ability to 

bring something new and original into existence. Measuring achievement 

in this direction appears to be extremely difficult. Probably the most 

effective way of assessing success in this direction is to assess the 

finished product, to take a process 'as product' viewpoint and make an 

appreciation of the completed project. There had been looking and 

seeing, observing and thinking, problem solving and creative design. 

It was, at the very least, an attempt to create an individual message 

and communicate it to others which though it may not have been perfect 

certainly conveyed the thoughts and feelings of those involved. 
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PART 2 : ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 

5.6 The test results 

One area in which it might be expected that there would be a 

difference in the post 

therefore it had been 

project 

decided 

group 

that 

was language development 

Bristol Achievement Tests for 

English would provide an adequate measure to attempt to assess the 

findings. These were administered to both groups of children at the 

commencement of the project in January 1988. Repeat tests were 

administered on the completion of the project. Due to the length of 

time taken for the production of the newspaper and the shortness of 

the spring term 1989 the repeat testing did not take place until the 

first week in May 1989. This allowed the fourth edition of the 

newspaper to be completed but meant that testing was taking place 

later than originally intended. In the project school fifteen children 

were selected to take part as the experimental group and of this 

selection fourteen were retested at the end. One child moved away 

through family problems during the research period and although he 

returned at the end of this time was not deemed to have had sufficient 

involvement to be included in the retest group. 

The group chosen as the experimental group consisted of twelve 

children aged between nine and ten and three children who were just 

nine but belonged to the second year junior as opposed to the third 

year junior age range. At the control group school fourteen children 

were tested at the outset. When the time came for retesting only six 

of the original children were still there. The head teacher of that 

school had gained promotion to a larger school and moved during the 

period. He had been replaced in the interim by a temporary head, 

pending the appoint1nent of a successor. All the children took the test 

Level 2 Form A which is stated in the manual as the one which 
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should be given at the beginning of the year and covered the age range 

9.00 years to 10.11 years and is standardised for that age range. The 

conditions and instructions laid down by the adminstrative manual for 

the setting of the tests were observed. 

The Interpretive Manual states that the skills represented in the 

English Language Tests were chosen for their critical function in 

comprehension, composition and expression and the general character of 

the tests is described as such as to produce a balanced measure of 

the concepts and skills achieved. The understanding of words in 

context is measured by Part 1. Active reading comprehension of 

continuous prose is measured by Part 2. Sentence construction and 

organistion are measured by Part 3. Composition and flexibility of 

ideas are measured by Part 4. Punctuation and spelling are measured in 

Part 5. Each test presents two different aspects of reading and three 

different aspects of linguistic expression. 

Among the basic principles underlying the tests were that reading 

would always be aimed towards comprehension and that the reading would 

not be measured by isolated words and phrases but be examined within a 

meaningful context. A further principle was that in reading for 

meaning, difficulty would be represented by structural as well as 

lexical complexity, since the meaning of a word is as much defined by 

its form and its structural position as by its lexical character. The 

reading of continuous prose would aim at active comprehension without 

prompting by the presence of alternatives. Finally the content of 

reading would be adjusted in conceptual and interest level according 

to the age of the children. 

The second part of the test abandons conventional testing of 

English grammar in favour of a modern structural-linguistic approach. 

It attempts to measure the child's understanding of English usage to 
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the extent that a variety of alternative English structural forms are 

recognised. It attempts to measure the children's mastery of the 

structural and semantic characteristics of the sentence in an active 

reconstruction. It endeavours to measure the children's flexibility of 

thought and ability to recognise different meanings. 

Since the repeat testing took place later in the year the test 

Level 3 Forn1 B was used for the fourth year junior children covering a 

range from 10.00 to 11.11 and Level 2 Form B for the third year junior 

children covering a range from 9.00 to 10.11. The results for the 

experimental group were as follows: 

Table 5.1 Bristol Achievement Test Scores 

EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 

GIRLS 

s.s. 

134(122) 
114(111) 

94(93) 
90(91) 

113(117) 

BOYS 

s.s. 

128(125) 
87(84) 

128(135) 
127(117) 
126(123) 
115(108) 
114(119) 
110(108) 
103(96) 

Pt.1 

8(9) 
8(7) 
1(2) 
0(5) 
4(5) 

Pt.1 

7(9) 
0(0) 
8(9) 
8(6) 
9(9) 
8(5) 
7(9) 
2(4) 
2(3) 

Pt.2 

9(9) 
6(6) 
2(3) 
4(3) 
4(8) 

Pt.2 

9(8) 
0(1) 
9(9) 
8(9) 
7(9) 
8(9) 
8(8) 
4(8) 
1(2) 

Pt.3 

9(5) 
6(7) 
0(1) 
3(3) 
6(7) 

Pt.3 

9(8) 
1(1) 
9(9) 
8(8) 
3(7) 
7(3) 
6(5) 
3(7) 
7(5) 

Pt.4 

9(6) 
7(8) 
1(3) 
3(2) 
4(7) 

Pt.4 

5(6) 
3(1) 
8(9) 
7(6) 
7(6) 
7(8) 
1(6) 
7(6) 
3(4) 

Pt.S 

7(7) 
9(7) 
0(1) 
0(1) 
1(9) 

Pt.5 

8(9) 
0(1) 
5(8) 
6(3) 
9(4) 
6(7) 
7(8) 
4(4) 
2(7) 

Dec.T. 

42(36) 
36(35) 
4(10) 

10(14) 
19(36) 

Dec.T. 

38(40) 
4(4) 

39(44) 
37(32) 
35(35) 
36(32) 
29(36) 
20(31) 
21(15) 

%tile 

99(93) 
82(76) 
34(32) 
25(27) 
81(87) 

%tile 

97(95) 
19(14) 
97(99) 
96(87) 
96(94) 
84(70) 
82(90) 
75(70) 
58(39) 

The first column refers to the standardised scores obtained in 

the pre-test situation. The figures in brackets refer to the 

standardised scores for the post test situation. The next five columns 

to the decile total and the final colwnn sho\o~s percentile score 

totals. 
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The results for the control group were as follows: 

Table 5.2 Bristol Achievement Test Scores 

CONTROL GROUP 

GIRLS 

s.s. Pt.l Pt.2 Pt.3 Pt.4 Pt.5 Dec.T. %tile 

121(101) 6(4) 9(5) 4(2) 6(6) 7(3) 32(20) 92(52) 
125(123) 8(9) 8(9) 1(3) 9(8) 6(4) 32(33) 95(94) 
114(97) 3(5) 3(3) 5(0) 6(4) 0(0) 17(12) 82(42) 
131(113) 7(5) 9(7) 7(5) 5(6) 9(4) 37(27) 98(81) 

BOYS 

s.s. Pt.l Pt.2 Pt.3 Pt.4 Pt.5 Dec.T. %tile 

117(117) 7(7) 5(9) 6(5) 5(4) 4(3) 27(28) 87(87) 
126(92) 3(7) 3(3) 1(2) 9(7) 0(5) 16(24) 96(30) 

At first sight there appears to be a trend towards lower scores 

on the post testing results. Using the decile scores for the 

experimental group eight children scored above their previous score, 

two children's score~ had not altered and four children had obtained 

lower scores. Of the control group the decile scores showed that three 

children had obtained higher scores and three children had obtained 

lower scores. The reason for this was thought to be that the Form B 

tests administered would normally have been given in July and had 

therefore been used three months earlier than would usually have been 

the case. The difference in time between pre-testing and post-testing 

had actually been fourteen months whereas the tests Level 2 Form A 

could have been used at the commencement of the academic year for 

third year juniors and Level 3 Form B at the end of the academic year 

for fourth year juniors which is a greater gap than fourteen months 

and whilst the tests are standardised and the children were correctly 

within the range of each test, a "length of schooling" variable is 

involved which appears to militate against the tests being used 
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earlier in the academic year. 

Testing for significant difference between the two sets of 

results was carried out using the matched pairs t test recommended for 

use with samples which are 'related' and supplied for the Open 

University Course number 261. The assumptions of the test as given in 

the Statistical Test Handbook are: 

"that the subjects have been randomly selected from the defined 
population. 

that the standard deviation of the scores of the two samples 
should be approximately equal." 

It was felt that the assumptions of the test were met by the samples 

chosen and the test was applied to the decile score totals for both 

tests. 

Table 5.3 Figures for matched pairs 't' test 

EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 

Post test Pre-test D D2 

40 38 2 4 
4 4 0 0 

44 39 5 25 
36 42 -8 64 
32 37 -5 25 
35 35 0 0 
32 36 -4 16 
35 36 -1 1 
36 29 7 49 
14 10 4 16 
31 20 11 121 
21 15 7 49 
36 19 17 289 
10 4 6 36 

Column D refers to the difference in achievement between the two 

scores, whilst D2 refers to the variance of the sample or difference 

squared as required by the test formula. Following the application of 

the formula the value oft; 1.76. The value oft was then compared 

with the table for critical values of t shown in the handbook. 

In assessing the t test, it was felt it was possible to make a 
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prediction that the difference of the scores would be significant. 

Since the probability of there being a mean deficit seemed slight, the 

one-tailed test could be used. For one-tailed tests the value of t : 

1.76 is significant at the 0.10 level and fractionally less so at 0,05 

level where to be significant it must be greater than 1.77. 

Significance at this level is usually the minimum level for a 

critically significant result. The result therefore must be rejected 

as insignificant. The test was then applied to the control group 

scores. 

Table 5.4 Figures for matched pairs 't' test 

CONTROL GROUP 

Post test Pre-test D D2 

33 32 1 1 
20 32 -12 144 
27 37 -10 100 
28 27 1 1 
24 16 8 64 
12 17 -5 25 

The application of the formula produced a value fort of -0.92 

for the Control Group. The overall difference in scores between the 

experimental group and the control group were marked. The samples are 

small however and therefore, would in any case not have given a 

statistically proven result but could have given a basis for further 

research possibilities. Another look was then taken at the scores for 

the different parts of the experimental group tests. The three areas 

of the test relating to linguistic development were examined first. 

The scores for sentence construction and organisation produced a value 

t : 0.11 which was not significant. Similarly those for composition 

and flexibility of ideas revealed a value t: 0,76 and for punctuation 

and spelling t : 1.00, Neither of these values gave any significance. 

The values for the control group on these sections were t: -1.11, 
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t; -1.75 and t; -0.81 respectively. 

The aspect of the test reflecting reading development was then 

examined. For the understanding of words in context the value t = 1.52 

was given and for active reading comprehension of continuous prose the 

value t = 2.25. This second figure proved to be significant at level 

0.025 which meant that for active reading comprehension of continuous 

prose a statistically significant result had been proved. The values 

for the control group were t = 0.52 for Part 1 and t; -0.15 for Part 

2. 

Taking an overall view, the experimental group showed the 

greater increase, but the t test showed that the difference was not at 

the generally accepted significance level, being at 0.1 level and not 

at 0.05. This could indicate that the children are developing a more 

mature written vocabulary and mature writing techniques but have not 

yet cast off their old habits and are fluctuating at present between 

the two. Indeed the more a child concentrates on style and 

organisation the less attention may be given to such features as 

punctuation and the tests do not at first sight appear to give credit 

for innovation in children's linguistic development. If a child is 

setting out to grip the mind of the reader and set it working by 

concentrating on a dramatic start to his writing, such as 'How much 

does a paper bag weigh?' or 'The doctors don't have a cure for 

everything' then any test of achieved development is unlikely to give 

due credit to this. Therefore it could be said that the validity of 

these tests for this particular purpose could be in doubt. 

5.7 A closer look at individual texts. 

Since testing the children proved to be inconclusive then perhaps 

the texts they have written should be the focus of attention. It may 

well be that further illumination can be achieved by scrutinizing 
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samples of the work executed prior to the commencement of the project 

and articles from the newspaper itself. Of course over the period of 

time taken for the project the children would normally have been 

expected to make progress so any study of the text should show 

development. 

Various researchers, such as Hunt (1965, Rep.3) and Harpin 

(1976, p.53), have studied the development shown by children's writing 

using analyses of sentences and word counts. Most measures have been 

based on the language of the text. Features which have been identified 

as possible to measure are words, their length and rarity, and the 

length and complexity of sentences. As previously stated in Chapter 

4, the shortcomings of the frequency count approach is that it does 

not show the way in which words interact with each other to form a 

coherent whole of lively, informative or dramatic text, nor a 

discernible flow of argument. The style of a writer cannot be assessed 

by any such formula. 

It was decided however to follow this line of investigation and 

examine the texts to discover any differences there might be. The 

computer program Textgrader was used to analyse the text according 

various readability formulae. The formulae used in the study were the 

following: Farr, Jenkins and Patterson (1951), Flesch Reading Ease 

(1948), Mugford Word Length Score (1972), *Fog Index (Gunning, 1972), 

*Forcast (Sticht, 1973), *Smog (McLaughlin, 1969), Mugford Reading 

Difficulty Level, Fry Graph (1977) and Flesch Grade which is the 

Flesch Reading Ease Level transformed so as to be interpreted in terms 

of a reading level in years. 

The asterisk shows the American Grade Scores to which the figure 

five has been added to convert them to British Reading Levels. The 

results shown are the actual results for the progrrun. One 
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immediately noticeable factor is the considerable variation between 

the different measures. This is quite normal and emphasizes the point 

that the results are only a guide. Mugford and Flesch are the two 

tests recommended as being the most reliable measures and the figures 

next to them are the reading ages in years of the passage analysed. 

The Mugford Readability Chart was devised by a teacher and has no 

formal validation. 

The following figures are the scores for five sets of text 

written by Sarah, one immediately prior to the project work and the 

following four are one item of copy from each newspaper. 

Table 5.5a Grade levels for Sarah's texts 

1987 Iss.1 Iss.2 Iss.3 Iss.4 

FJP 84.83 90.63 80,09 71.99 57.45 
Flesch RES 86.11 89.26 79.62 70.71 52.7 
Mugfd HLS 48.11 68.75 56.19 71.96 95.1 
)''Fog grade 12.57 12.48 13.67 14.09 17.89 
l"Forcast 12.35 11.79 12.86 13.86 15.24 
;''Smog grade 12.14 12.14 13.48 14.12 16.78 
Mugfd RDL 8,59 9.97 9.13 9,96 11.69 
Fry Graph 11.5 10.0 12.00 12.5 16.0 
Flesch grade 11.39 11.07 12.04 12.95 17.2 

The items of work differ markedly in their content. Those for 

Issue 1 and 3 are poems which might be expected to provide unusual 

results since the criteria for readability formulae does not transfer 

well to poetry. In this case however the scores do not appear to 

differ widely from those for the prose passsages. The first, third and 

fifth column are scores for a story entitled 'The Magic Bike' written 

prior to the commencement of the project, secondly an interview with 

the local veterinary surgeon for Issue No.2 and thirdly, an interview 

with the local doctor for Issue No.4. 

The following table shows the breakdown of the text and a 

comparison of the results of two of the formulae. The first column 

shows the number of sentences for the text. Column two shows the 
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number of monosyllabic words in the text, Column three shows the 

number of bi-syllabic words and column four the polysyllabic words. 

The total number of words for the passage selected is shown in column 

five. The reason for the variation in length of passage is that whole 

sentences only are used in the calculations. The final column shows 

the Mugford Reading Difficulty Level and the Flesch Grade. 

Table 5.5b Hord counts for Sarah's texts 

sens mono bi-syl poly words M.RDL/FL.Gr 
Prose 7 84 18 4 106 8.59/11.39 
Iss.l 7 86 14 4 104 9.97/11.07 
Iss.2 7 80 18 7 105 9.13/12.04 
Iss.3 8 75 22 10 107 9.96/12.93 
Iss.4 7 63 21 18 102 11.69/17.2 

Each piece of text contained almost the same number of 

sentences, approximately the same number of hi-syllabic words and the 

total number of words in the passage is only fractionally different in 

each case. The difference in the grade levels seems to be the decrease 

in the monosyllabic words and the increase in polysyllabic words which 

would indicate that the lexical difficulty of the final text is much 

greater. This is true because the subject covered is the visit to the 

doctor and some of the words used are medical words e.g. syringes, 

immunisations, medicines etc. Of course this is not the total answer, 

for Sarah had interviewed the veterinary surgeon for Issue number 2 

and he also showed the children syringes, even an opthalmascope so the 

lexical difficulty was high on that occasion too. The only conclusion 

appears to be that by the time she wrote the final article Sarah had 

gained more confidence and felt able to use the words in her text 

because she understood them. It might be said that Sarah relates 

better to the human body than to the animal kingdom. However it was 

Sarah who told the doctor that she wants to be a vet so presumably she 

was interested and highly motivated on the occasion of the 
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interview with the veterinary surgeon but at that stage unable to cope 

with the maturity of the conversation in the same way as with the 

doctor five months or so later. 

Another set of figures where the progress pattern is different 

are those for Hilary who was the youngest of the children involved in 

the project over the whole period. 

Table 5.6a Grade levels for Hilary's texts 

Prose Iss.1 Iss.2 Iss.3 Iss.4 

FJP 93.84 94.38 83.35 90.11 58.76 
Flesch RES 97.17 90.55 85.86 92.82 69.3 
Mugfd WLS 37.5 46.12 59 50.93 63.84 
~·~Fog grade 8.47 10.3 11.13 10.17 13.9 
~·~Forcast 12.1 11.97 13.22 12.14 14.68 
"~~Smog 8 11.3 12.18 9.83 12.47 
Mugfd RDL 7.88 8.34 9.14 8.67 10.11 
Fry Graph 7.5 8 8.8 9 13 
Flesch grade 10.28 10.94 11.41 10.72 13.14 

The sample for Issue 1 was a poem but this does not appear to 

have achieved widely differing or unexpected results. The samples for 

the prose piece written prior to the project and that for Issue 3 were 

her own stories which score slightly lower though not markedly so. The 

articles which gain the highest scores are those for Issues 2 and 4 

which are accounts of interviews with the personnel officer at the 

Bacon Factory and the local dentist. 

Table 5.6b Word counts for Hilary's texts 

sens mono bi-syl poly words M.RDL/FL.Gr 

Prose 12 84 20 0 104 7.88/10.28 
Iss.l 11 84 15 4 103 8.34/10.94 
Iss.2 12 74 19 7 100 9.14/11.41 
Iss.3 9 87 20 1 108 8.67/10.72 
Iss.4 6 78 35 4 112 10.11/13.14 

Careful consideration of the figures shows that the last article 

about the visit to the dentist contained longer sentences which were 

coherent, well-formed and not artificially lengthened by the use of 
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connectives. Confidence had been the keynote of her writing and her 

text contained more hi-syllables though fewer polysyllables than the 

Bacon Factory visit. Overall her progress seems to be steady and her 

ability to cope with different situations in her writing appears to be 

based on foundations which are firm enough to allow her to be 

innovative. 

The peak according to the figures for Paula's work appears to be 

achieved in her report on the interview with the veterinary surgeon. 

Table 5.7a Grade levels for Paula's texts 

Prose Iss.1 Iss.2 Iss.3 Iss.4 

FJP 105.55 96.71 79.64 81.97 87.92 
Flesch RES 103.18 96.01 76.09 82.28 81.69 
Nugfd WLS 33.33 40 61.65 57.66 49.56 
~·:Fog grade 8.25 10.04 14.38 12.46 14.19 
~·:Forcast 11.07 11.41 12.93 12.94 12.14 
~·:smog grade 9.41 9.94 14.21 12.83 14.2 
Mugfd RDL 7.7 8.01 9.47 9.05 8.61 
Fry graph 6.9 8 12 10 11 
Flesch grade 9.68 10.04 12.39 11.77 11.83 

Her work for Issues 1 and 3 consisted of two poems, one entitled 

'The Death of a Tree' and the other 'Bonfire Night'. The grade levels 

for these appear to correlate well with those gained for more 

conventional text. The length of her sentences appears to have 

stabilised at eight for every hundred words compared to the piece of 

prose written prior to the project which clearly contained many short 

sentences and the greatest number of monosyllabic words. 

Table 5.7b Hord count for Paula's texts 

sens mono bi-syl poly words M.RDL/FL.Gr 

Prose 15 94 13 1 108 7.7/9.68 
Iss.1 8 85 14 1 100 8.01/10.4 
Iss.2 7 78 16 9 103 9.47/12.39 
Iss.3 9 84 20 7 111 9. 05/11.77 
Iss.4 8 91 12 10 113 8. 61/11.83 

While her final article in describing the visit to the old 
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people's home contains a similar number of monosyllables and 

bi-syllables to the first text, the number of polysyllables is greatly 

increased. This increase mirrors that of her article for Issue 2. In 

her case it is the number of polysyllables which account for higher 

scores on readability. Using the Flesch Grade as a guide, her measured 

development would appear to be in excess of two years for a fourteen 

month period, without taking into account the sudden spurt shown in 

Issue 2. All the signs here seem to indicate the value of first hand 

experience as being a key influence on the rate of progress in written 

development. 

The results examined so far have been those of the girls. It is 

frequently asserted that girls achieve more highly at the Primary 

stage through their inherent desire to gain approval whereas the boys 

at this stage do not display an equivalent necessity for praise. 

Before comparing the results further, careful scrutiny should be given 

to the achievements of the boys. 

Ben was a competent and mature reader and writer at the 

beginning of the project as his results demonstrate, 

Table 5.8a Grade levels for Ben's texts 

Prose Iss.1 Iss.2 Iss.3 Iss.4 

FJP 88,42 107.5 88,04 54.93 63,42 
Flesch RES 84.69 100.56 86.22 65.52 58.4 
Mugfd WLS 55.98 31.43 59.05 60 95.37 
1•Fog grade 12.33 11.38 11.95 14.92 17.07 
~·•Forcast 12.46 10.03 12.39 15.38 14.74 
,·csmog grade 12.95 10.07 12.47 14.55 16.22 
Mugford RDL 8.95 7.67 ~.14 9.47 11.46 
Fry graph 9.9 9 9 13 15 
Flesch grade 11.53 9.94 11.38 13.9 15.47 

His prose piece was a description of life in the year 2001. When 

his chronological age was 9.9 years, the Flesch grade for his text was 

11.53, a clear indicator of his ability already ripening. His sentence 
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length increases over the project period. Hunt (1965) states that 

sentence length is an inefficient measure of language maturity since 

the child who under punctuates the moat or uses the most 'ands' will 

be credited with the greatest language maturity. 

Table 5.8b Word counts for Ben's texts 

Prose 
Iss.1 
Iss.2 
Iss.3 
Iss.4 

sens 

11 
7 
9 
7 
8 

mono 

92 
98 
83 
67 
70 

bi-syl 

16 
6 

16 
33 
20 

poly 

9 
1 
6 

10 
18 

words 

117 
105 
105 
110 
108 

M,RDL/FL.Gr 

8.95/11.53 
7.67/9.94 
9.14/11.38 
9.47/13.9 

11.46/15.49 

Fortunately, in Ben's case, his use of bi-syllables and 

polysyllables increases also. Whilst his article about the tractors in 

Issue 4 contains some technical terminology which undoubtedly 

increases the readability level of the text, he was able to 

demonstrate his understanding of this through correct usage. Clearly 

it is the combination of the counts which signals linguistic maturity 

rather than an increase in one particular aspect. 

Comparison of individual children will display individual 

differences, however, it was the level of achievement for all the 

children over the experimental period which was under examination. The 

Flesch Grade scores were chosen to be used as figures for the 

application of the matched pairs 't' test. Allowance would need to be 

made for the natural progression of the children over the period 

concerned. Since they would have been expected to have made progress 

similar to one year and two months the scores would need to be 

modified to allow for this. It was decided therefore to add the figure 

of 1,17 to the Flesch Grade scores for the texts for each child's work 

in Issue 1 and compare the results with those for Issue 4. 

Following the application of the formula the value of t was 
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found to be 1. 822. The value of t was then compared with the table for 

critical values of t shown in the statistical handbook. This value for 

t is significant at the 0. OS level. 

Table 5.9 Matched pairs 't' test applied to Flesch Grade scores 

Iss.4 ~:Iss. 1 D D2 

12.95 11.23 1. 72 2.96 
11.3 12.41 -1.11 1. 23 
13.14 11.11 2.03 4.12 
10.69 11.21 -0,52 0.27 
11.83 11.21 0,62 0,38 
12.87 14.23 -1.36 1. 85 
10.25 10.74 -0.49 0.24 
19.06 12.14 6.92 47.89 
15.49 12.7 2.79 7.78 
11.46 10.33 1.13 1. 28 
10.72 11.21 -0.49 0.24 
11.13 11.62 -0.49 0.24 
11.83 11.22 0.61 0.37 
17.2 12.24 4.96 24.6 

N.B. *denotes 1.17 adjustment added to the scores in this column. 

Signficance at this level demonstrates a critically significant 

result. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 

6.1 The speaking, writing, reading relationship 

Gradually as this thesis has developed the emphasis of thought 

has shifted from the total experience of desktop publishing and the 

purely mechanical functional aspects of the hardware and software to 

the work beyond the processes which make it possible to produce a 

newspaper. In Chapter 3 there is a discussion on some of the factors 

involved in the process of writing and the acknowledged need for 

publication to a wider audience as contributing strongly to the 

writer's development. In Chapter 4 desktop publishing is described as 

a multi-faceted experience. 

" •.• desktop publishing involves massive skills upgrading for 
whomsoever is chosen to do it." (Carney, 1988, p.39). 

What are the benefits of this experience to the individual child? 

In Chapter 5 there is a brief discussion on the developmental stages 

evident in children's writing since a school newspaper necessarily 

reflects children's work at a variety of different levels. In this 

chapter the concern is to pinpoint, if possible, areas which 

particularly influence and enhance the development of children's 

language learning. Again it is only a brief look since the subject is 

so vast that much has already been written and undoubtedly will be 

written about what Harpin (1976, p.23) writes of as "The Second 'R'". 

The publishing of a newspaper requires news to be collected. It 

requires the spoken word to be translated into the written word. It 

requires the description of happenings and events. It is the 

translation of thoughts and words and deeds into print, the 

visualising of these things to convey them to others in a meaningful 

way. 

What happens between speaking and writing - the collection of 
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news and the processing of that news? Interviews are talking, 

enquiring, questioning and listening. Copy is thinking, understanding, 

writing and reading. What are the real results of talking to 

professional people, experts in their field and then making sense of 

the experience and describing it to make sense to others? 

"Learning to write entails mastering 
of letters, spellings and punctuation, but 
organizational patterns that characterize 
1984, p.206). 

not only the physical forms 
also the structural and 

written language." (Perera, 

Language learning is an active process, one in which skill is 

acquired through practice. Perera (1984, p.206) goes on to say that 

children bring to school oral language patterns they have learned at 

home. They begin to learn to write before they have finished learning 

to speak. What they learn in school through reading and writing feeds 

the development of their speech. 

Vygotsky (1962, Ch.6), Kantor and Rubin (1981, p.62) and Kress 

(1982, p.ix) all comment upon the difficulties children have in 

learning to write and the levels of competency reached. Written 

language is more formal and impersonal than speech. It has its own 

distinctive functions, syntactic structures and patterns of 

organisation. It is likely that children will make mistakes with 

structures that are new to them. Most children have insufficient 

experience of how such structures should sound. They need to enlarge 

upon, to broaden their horizons to gain assured control of both oral 

and written language and to develop their own personal written style. 

"To use the 
requirements of some 
child's own experience 
concrete to abstract, 
enlarging experience." 

senses as starting points is to meet the 
general truths of teaching; begin with the 

and understanding, prefer present to absent, 
look for the most direct and accessible ways of 
(Harpin, 1976, p.117). 

Harpin goes on to discuss the results of his experiments on 

depth of response to sensory experiences and states that a consistent 
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order emerged. The greatest fluency and variety in writing was evoked 

by sight, followed by sound, then touch, taste and smell which 

strengthens the case for children hearing and seeing for themselves. 

"Means must be found to ensure that all children's first 
experiences of reading and writing are purposeful and enjoyable. Only 
in this way will they be drawn into applying their meaning making 
strategies to the task of making sense of written language." (Wells, 
1987, p.l62). 

Children with clipboards and tape recorders going out into 'the 

market place' will almost certainly meet dialects, colloquialisms, 

rich vocabulary, different language structures, a much greater variety 

of language and experiences than that already known to them. They will 

assimilate, internalize the results of such encounters and become 

involved in a chain of differentiation, integration and reciprocity. 

Firstly they must differentiate between language that is spoken to 

them and written language. Then they must integrate the spoken 

language into written text through the thought processes of the brain, 

the pictures in the mind, the hearing of words in the head. It is the 

analysis and synthesis of thought in the written word that makes it 

possible to develop the written word. Kroll (1981, p.43) quoting from 

Britton (1975, p.ll) explains that they must move from a situation of 

'talk written down' to explicit writing that reveals itself as 

'autonomous text'. The habit of using 'and' in joining equal units is 

an identifiable feature of this early writing of oral language which 

children find very difficult to alter. 

"Thus for the mature individual, speaking and writing have well 
articulated forms and functions, but they also form an integrated 
system so that each can serve a diversity of overlapping forms, 
depending on the context, audience, and purpose of communication." 
(Kroll, 1981, p.39). 

At all times this system is multi-dimensional and cyclical. 

Glassner (1981, p.146) puts the case for both hemispheres of the brain 
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being represented in the combined workings of the integrated systems 

of the language and thought processes and quotes Paivio (197la, p.20) 

which brings us back to the role of imagery in thinking discussed in 

Chapter 2 and the use of images as meaning making strategies put 

forward by Graves (1974) and Wells (1986, p.l62). The propensity of 

the mind to construct wholes or 'good figures' from the parts or 

fragments it perceives, the theory of Gestalt psychology, is also 

discussed in Chapter 2. Nystrand (1982, p.20) concurs with this theory 

when he writes, 

"The phenomenon of meaning is, in short, the mind's 
transformation of particulars into a coherent, organized whole. This 
transformation is indeed the essence of any interpretive act, and such 
schematizing activity manifests itself at all levels of experience. We 
listen to notes but hear music, we view patches of pigment but see 
images, we look at words but find meanings. The phenomenon of meaning 
is this gestalt-like transformation whereby the knower resolves 
tensions and oppositions among the particulars of experience •••. The 
process is at work at all levels of knowing, from scientists probing 
the salient features of the universe to children learning the 
distinctive features of their language." 

Speakers make things known. Listeners hear and respond. They may 

respond in various ways, by taking turns in speech, by quizzical looks 

or by no noticeable response. Collaboration and interaction are taking 

place between the conversant& and the result is intelligible, 

meaningful communication. The writer seeks to make written meaning and 

the reader seeks to understand it. 

" ••• writers and readers ultimately collaborate via the internal 
representation of meaning created in the process of writing and 
reading i.e. that in interpreting the intent of the writer, readers 
seek to construe the writer's representation and vice versa." 
(Nystrand, 1986, p.l4). 

The autonomy of the text may be gained more from the balance it 

strikes between what needs to be said and what is assumed. Reciprocity 

has more to do with expectations and shared understandings than a 

commonality of representation. 
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When Ashley uses as his headline 'TREE ON GARTH VICTIM OF DUTCH 

ELM DISEASE', he is assuming that the reader knows where The Garth may 

be found and that it is the children's play area in the centre of the 

village. A local inhabitant has no need to enquire where the diseased 

tree is located since that particular area has been known by that 

title for several decades. Similarly when Sarah chooses 'BEING A 

DOCTOR IS VERY SATISFYING', certain assumptions are being made about 

doctors and the likelihood of jobs sometimes being dull and 

uninteresting or indeed that satisfaction from a job well done is 

something to be desired. 

"Lucidity is less a property of the text per se and more the 
reader's actualization of a semantic potential a condition 
experienced by readers when writers suggest well." (Nystrand, 1982, 
p.22). 

This then is the chain of events triggered by children embarking 

on interviews to produce copy for their newspaper a developmental 

cycle which progresses towards its goal, the production of the mature 

adult writer and reader. 

It is the processes that go on behind the production of the copy 

for the newspaper that are the crux of the matter as far as writing is 

concerned. The learning takes place through the design of the project 

after the conditions have been created rather than by the direct 

instruction of complex and unreliable rules of spelling, punctuation 

and grammar learned by rote. 

6.2 Pupil-initiated, activity learning 

Many of the ideas and processes undertaken in the research project 

were suggested and negotiated in the planning stage through 

brainstorming sessions by the pupils themselves, later developments 

were almost totally the result of pupil direction, involvement and 

discussion. This would appear to be in agreement with the statements 
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about the necessity for pupil-centred, activity learning made by 

Blenkin and Kelly (1981), Clay (1983, p.266) and Self (1985, p.137) 

and quoted in Chapter 4 of this thesis. Wells (1986, p.120) concurs 

with these quotations on pupil-initiated learning when he writes, 

" ••• we know that children are innately disposed to make sense of 
their experience, to pose problems for themselves, and actively search 
for and achieve solutions. There is every reason to believe, 
therefore, that given the opportunity, they will continue to bring 
these characteristics to bear inside the school as well, provided that 
the tasks they engage in are ones that they are able to make their 
own. All of us ••• function most effectively when we are working on a 
task or problem to which we have a personal commitment ••• 

For children to achieve this active involvement in their 
learning, it is important to find ways of enabling them to share in 
the responsibility for deciding what tasks to undertake and how to set 
about them. This does not mean that the teacher should abnegate 
responsibility or tolerate a free-for-all in which children do exactly 
as they choose when they choose. Few children can work productively 
without the support of an understood framework and clear ideas about 
what is expected of them .•• what is required, therefore, is some form 
of negotiation in which both pupils' and teachers' suggestions are 
given serious consideration." 

The most productive learning experiences occur when children are 

highly motivated, when they need and want to do a task in order to 

achieve a goal. The newspapers the children produced contained a 

variety of copy from stories, poems, descriptions of events, 

interviews, recipes and puzzles. Their writings were a result of their 

boundless enthusiasm and interest in their surroundings and life in 

general. There was a report of a wedding and the birth of a baby 

brother. There were descriptions of school visits to museums and 

places of interest. One article was a historical record in the form of 

the visit to the building site which now is completed and has a real 

road with houses, that are occupied by families, which have become 

part of the village. If nothing else the children's efforts are an 

archive for posterity. 

6.3 The microcomputer as a tool 

Central to the Desktop Publishing experience is the microcomputer 
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which with the appropriate hardware and software provides all the 

facilities for production similar to that of the giant newspaper 

conglomerates. 

"The image of children using the computer as a writing instrument 
is a particularly good example of my general thesis that what is good 
for professionals is good for children •••• (It) offers children an 
opportunity to become more like adults, indeed like advanced 
professionals, in their relationship to their intellectual products 
and to themselves." (Papert, 1980, p.30). 

The potential of the microcomputer as a creative teaching 

learning tool is only realised through open-ended tasks such as the 

creation of a newspaper. Easy to use graphics software allows for the 

design of the page and text into shapes. The mixing of text and 

graphic images with different fonts can change the appearance of 

children's work. Such experiences develop the children's visual 

literacy at a time when visual impact is of great importance. From 

this it is only a small step to the design of stationary, greetings 

cards and posters. The microcomputer cannot teach. Software ca1U1ot 

make children learn. The computer enables, promotes and motivates. It 

allows for the breadth of thought associated with a good education. It 

is careful coupling of individual children's learning skills, needs, 

and strengths with these kinds of experiences that utilize and 

maximize the potential of the technology of the microcomputer. 

Marcus (1985, p.lll) describes such publishing/authoring systems 

as fifth generation software and talks of students becoming 

'information architects' and 'information artists' who want to 

produce, display and 'publish' their writing. Surely the children 

involved in this research project have taken the first tentative steps 

along this pathway and have begun to expect the computer to work as 

their tool and create at their bidding. They have been discovering 
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what computers can do and deciding on the best way to use them to meet 

the needs of their project rather than to entertain them in idle 

moments or practise their ability to recall facts they have been 

taught. 

6.4 The impact of word processing 

"For most children rewriting a text is so laborious that the 
first draft is the final copy, and the skill of rereading with a 
critical eye is never acquired. This changes dramatically when 
children have access to computers manipulating text." (Papert, 1980, 
p.3l). 

The advent of word processing has brought with it a new way of 

thinking of text which has been called the plasticine concept. A 

handwritten piece is a static entity. Only the minutest changes can be 

made without rewriting it. Word processed text is text that is in 

process rather than cast in stone. It allows work to be stored on disc 

and returned to at a later date so that appropriate distancing from 

the text can occur. Creating a piece of copy for the newspaper on a 

word processor allows it to be redrafted as many times as is desired 

before the 'final' copy is achieved. A piece of work may be recreated 

and updated as often as required. 

Desktop publishing is word processing with a purpose. Some of the 

benefits of computer assisted writing have been discussed in Chapter 

3. All those proved in practice to be valid. It was a demanding new 

skill and just as an adult with a personal computer begins with very 

little knowledge and has to become a self-directed learner and, in 

order to malta progress, will often join a User Group in order to gain 

a greater understanding so the children found that their class was 

their User Group. They collaborated and cooperated with their 

classmates and teacher who formed their support group and the bonding 

between the children using the computer was very strong. Everybody 

helped everyone else on request. When things went wrong, as they do, 
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all gathered round to assist with suggestions. It encouraged 

experimentation and risk taking and proved to be a highly interactive 

and sharing process. As they progressed it became much easier for them 

to share their work with others. 

Much can be and has been said about the editing of text. It is 

the ability of the word processor to allow children to concentrate on 

refining what they want to say which makes the machine so exciting. It 

teaches them how to edit their own work. An awareness of the 

mutability of word processor text becomes apparent and because it 

allows for expansion within the text by insertion they suddenly 

discover they can work on any part of their work they wish. Through 

their work they gain a new perspective on spelling and punctuation 

errors and are able to reflect on the thinking that goes on behind the 

writing. 

Interesting questions then arise, such as, do they use all the 

facilities of the wordprocessor? Do they use the insert, over write, 

and search and replace commands? Certainly they learned very quickly 

to insert text. Over write and search and replace were only used 

occasionally by very determined individuals. With more experience, as 

in all things, a greater understanding of these facilities would 

develop. Do they transfer the skills they have learned with the 

keyboard to their writing on paper? With careful tutoring by the 

teacher in a structured situation, drawing comparisons between the 

work on the screen and that on the paper, reminding the children and 

guiding them towards seeing the similarities between the writing tasks 

should help to develop and extend the assimilated skills beyond the 

keyboard. Word processing does not save time because children are very 

slow initially at entering their work. Additionally several drafts are 
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now involved in the production process whereas previously handwritten 

text was confined to making a fair copy from an original draft. 

When discussing word processing the following statements are 

repeated again and again by educationalists and researchers for one 

very good reason, they are true. Word processing gives children's text 

a better public image and enhances their perception of themselves as 

real writers and presents content free challenges to which pupils can 

respond in their own ways. 

The desktop publishing/ word processing connection brought the 

children in the project closer to the craftsmanship of writing. The 

learning of the skills, possessed by the competent writer, such as, 

spelling, punctuation, capitalisation, paragraphing, layout, grammar, 

style, genre, register and other specialised aspects of the writer's 

craft was incidental to the task in hand. Nobody wrote on the work 

with red pen. There were no marks, grades, team points, stickers or 

stars for the work the child did, only publication and satisfaction in 

work well done. 

6,5 The teacher as key 

The project was essentially pupil-initiated. The suggestions, 

ideas, development, editing, decisions regarding the format and 

printing were also the children's work. Any suggestion that the 

teacher might therefore be able to go away and work with small groups 

somewhere is totally fictitious. Throughout the whole project careful 

structuring was required and the role of the teacher as manager, 

provider of materials, computer technician, arbiter of taste, monitor 

of editorial style, taxi driver, fixer and general enabler needed a 

great deal of energy, enthusiasm and expertise. Commitment to the task 

on the part of the teacher although crucial to its success, reaps 

benefits and is rewarded by witnessing the astounding maturity of the 
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children when given a real situation to cope with. It is the skill of 

the teacher in devising situations and matching the children to the 

appropriate task which makes the desktop publishing experiment so 

stimulating. Asking children to do things which stretc their abilities 

in ways that they have not before been stretched and putting them in 

positions in which they have not before envisaged or conceived of as 

being in while providing them with the support to enable them to 

fulfil the task set which draws them on to new dimensions of learning 

is both a challenging and demanding task for the teacher. 

6.6 The winds of change 

The curriculum is undergoing change, At a time of snowballing 

technological advancement, any new curriculum must take into account 

the future needs of the pupils. Basic computer skills are fundamental 

requirements for the society of the future. The microcomputer not only 

helps in malting change work, it instigates it. DES:HMI Curriculum 

Matters 15 (1989, p.3) states, 

"During their time at school pupils' experience with IT should 
enable them to acquire certain knowledge, skills and understanding. 
Through work required within the National Curriculum and also related 
to other areas they should develop the general capability: 

i. to communicate ideas and information in a variety of forms 
using IT where appropriate (e.g. using word processing, electronic 
mail or desk-top publishing);, •• " 

It would appear that the production of a real school newspaper with 

real news about real people fulfils these objectives. 

National Curriculum Council Circular: 3 (1989) states, 

"NCC considers that the aims of the National Curriculum are more 
likely to be achieved where: 

ii) due recognition is given to the importance of first-hand 
experiences and practical tasks in the acquisition and application of 
knowledge and skills and regular opportunities are provided for pupils 
to reflect systematically upon such experiences and activities; 

iii) pupils are led to ask questions and seek answers 
individually and in cooperation with others, and their thinking is 
guided and informed sympathetically by teachers and other adults; ••• " 
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Desktop Publishing of this kind has purpose, requires word and 

picture processing, produces creative text through interaction of 

ideas with people in the classroom and in the wider community, is 

truly cross-curricular and innovative and has a collaborative finished 

product. 

Certainly it provided the pupils in the experimental group with 

much first hand experience and communication with adults other than 

those within their usual circle of acquaintances. It offered 

opportunities for industry/business links not usually encountered in 

the primary school and allowed the organisation of industry to become 

more visible and comprehensible to the children. Their own 

understanding of the adult world of work and of what goes on inside a 

number of familiar buildings within their village is now considerably 

enlightened. 

6.7 The National Curriculum English Consultative Document (June 1989) 

This is perhaps a little disappointing in that its direct 

mention of desktop publishing comes in the section on Media education 

and information technology. 

Para 9.2 states, 

"~1edia education and information technology alike enlarge 
pupils' critical understanding of how messages are generated, conveyed 
and interpreted in different media. First-hand use of media equipment 
(e.g. in making videos) and other technologies (such as desktop 
publishing) can contribute to children's practical understanding of 
how meanings are created." 

No indication is given as to the stage or level at which this 

might be expected. Whether they envisage such work to take place only 

in Secondary schools or whether it is suggested as a project for the 

Primary school probably has more to do with funding of equipment and 

the ability or likelihood of being able to develop enough expertise to 

make it viable and feasible in the Primary School. 
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Para. 9.11 states, 

"The English class should be one setting where pupils use IT to: 
help in the production and reception of written language for 

different audiences (e.g. by using desktop publishing, spelling 
checkers, thesauruses, etc.); 

send and receive messages; electronic mail can for example, link 
classes elsewhere in the country or in other countries, and can 
provide very powerful ways of creating real audiences for children's 
writing." 

These statements perhaps come closer to a commitment to this 

kind of work. The ability to link with local area networks and produce 

one newspaper from a group of Primary schools in a town or the ability 

to link into systems, such as Campus 2000, and benefit from world news 

reports as they are flashed around the world are thoughts for the 

future. 

More encouraging are the comments quoted in Para 3.1 and 

reproduced from the earlier document, 

" ••• the learner needs expectation of success, the confidence to 
take risks and make mistakes, a willingness to share and engage the 
confidence to ask for help, an acceptance of the need to readjust, 
and the teacher needs 

respect for and interest in the learner's language culture, 
thought and intentions, 

the ability to recognise growth points, strengths and potential, 

the appreciation that mistakes are necessary to learning, 

the confidence to maintain breadth, richness and variety, and to 
match these to the learner's interests and direction (i.e. to 
stimulate and challenge), 

a sensitive awareness of when to intervene and when to leave 
alone." 

At least some of these criteria of needs were met by the 

desktop publishing project, met and overcome, coped with incidentally, 

through the structured situation rather than a contrived atmosphere. 

Para 3,4 states, 

"We believe it is possible to identify the main features of 
current best practice in English by describing classrooms where, 
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individually and collaboratively, pupils are seen: 

using language to make, receive and communicate meaning, in 
purposeful contexts; 

employing a variety of forms with a clear awareness of 
audience; 

working on tasks which they have chosen and which they direct 
for themselves; 

working with teachers who are themselves involved in the 
processes albeit with special expertise - as talkers, listeners, 
readers, and writers;" 

The production of a newspaper involves receiving and 

communicating meaning in a purposeful context. It requires writing 

tasks of a variety of forms both for the newspaper itself and as part 

of the groundwork. It provides a clear audience of parents, relations, 

friends and members of the village. Articles written for the newspaper 

involve the children in topics and interests of their own choice in a 

self-directed scenario. The teacher is no longer the mentor but the 

competent adviser and collaborator able to assist when required. The 

project then supports the criteria for best practices in the Primary 

school. 

6.8 The way forward 

With the context-based topic environment now engendered by the 

National Curriculum the project school children this term have been 

using 'Traffic' as their area of study and have taken in their stride 

the use of an interactive video system and laser discs supplied by the 

Road Safety Officer. They have carried out a traffic survey on the 

crossroads in the village and entered their findings on a spreadsheet, 

devised an opinion poll on this subject, interviewed one hundred 

people to enable the percentages of people, in favour or against each 

question on their poll, to be calculated and are busy examining their 

findings. Their aim is to persuade the local council to provide a 
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Pelican crossing and with this in view they suggested, 

"Couldn't we put it all in a school newspaper and then everyone 
would read it and we could send a copy to the Highways Department and 
they could see what we've found out." (Class one). 

Could this be a move into investigative journalism and the 

development of a sensitive awareness and caring attitude towards their 

surroundings which coupled with a desire to share their thoughts with 

others would foster an understanding that it is possible to be a 

reasoning force for change? Will such projects engendered at an early 

age help them to develop into more thoughtful adults with a greater 

knowledge of the way in which the ground rules for their community 

have evolved and might be strengthened? 

There are many lines of development still unfollowed for the 

project school. Present equipment would need to be doubled for a 

Newspaper Day experiment but it could be done with County, parent and 

staff involvement and a great deal of organization. With the modem 

telephone link to Neris enlarged by a subscription to Campus 2000, 

there would be an umbilical cord to the world. This would provide an 

international dimension of almost revolutionary proportions in this 

small community and present a wide variety of new challenges and 

opportunities. 
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AFl'I::NDIX 2: TilE Fll{ST !lE\;SPAl'Ei: 

OUR FIRST ISSUEI 
WHICH WE HOPE YOU 
WILL FIND INTER
ESTING AND FUN TO 
READ. 
Back in 1953154 the chi 1 dr-en who 
were then In schoo I prod•Joed a 
Mgazine with the help of their 
headteacher, Mr. Alan Rudd. It 
was called "The Heart of The 
l)al es", 

It was produced using an ink 
d•Jpl icat ing llachine. Sone of yo•J 
nay renenber it or have an old 
copy tucked away sonewhere. 

How in 1988 our ain is to 
produce a newspaper using our 
conput er, l~i t h the aid of nodern 
techno I ogy, we hope to pr-ovi de a 
newspaper cont ai ni ng a one of the 
children's creative work, local 
news and pictures, Anything in 
fact that wi II dil!play a l'iew of 
our collnunity at this tine of 
great change, 

BRIGHT RED NOSES 1 

IN LEEMING BAR 
On Friday rtorning when I cane to 
s c ho o I 3n d I a aw S i 110 n K t 1 ct I e i 
with a red nose on and we had to I 
pay 51:lp to wear a red r.oa:e, !"~r.•; 
chr ldren n~de on~ to p~\ on and 
we all l•)oked ver•• funny. 
Altogether we raized £11.50 I 
bec•~ae the dinner l3diee and 
boys and girls wore red no~~s. 
All .:;ver the world Fe•)r·le were I 
doing !ole of events. And qp to 
now Cohic Re!iei Day haa r-atsedl 
;,bout E7. eee '\JI)!l >nd at i 11 there 

H. r_;. 
12 uore noney •JDI09 •.o Afrtra. I 

ISSUE No. 1 
February 1988 

--

JOANNE ADMIRES EMMA'S HANDIWORK 
Emma Fawcett shows Joanne Worrall 
her stellated icosahedron which she 
completed at Maths Club this term. 

WELCOME TO THE WORLD 
The Birth of Stuart John Raneay. 

On Sund;,y 1101'nin9 at 8 o'clrJck 
IIY null woke ne up and I vent 
downstairs, I w~nt. to Jo:>nathan'e 
and RY hUll and dad went to the 
ho~pital ~nd we cle~~~d the 
rabbits out and then we Pl3'!eof on 
t. he bi k&a, Then we went in t be 
loft with Jonathan'a dad. 

The phone rang i\ w~1 n'! nua. 
She said, "Gueae." Then she said 
it was a bo•J and then sh~ SfC•ke ~ ·=· 
S•Je, At 1 o'rloo:l- II'J rhd o:'3Ae b'lo:'Y 
3nd haol di n~~er· at Sue'<! and then 
we went, ~I·J d;;d dr-opped r;e off at 
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·••;nt ie Pat~·J'a while he went to 
Crosswaye, We told auntie Pat~y 
and she said she would cone 
february 8th 1988. She is now in 
a p'lat -natal Brd. When we got 
there I held hill and we took 
sone photos. Then we went at 
ni 9h\, T'lday Febr·•JH\1 \he 8th 
1988 auntie Patsy said ehe was 
goin3 ar.d ao did a•Jntie 
C;.r0l i ne. ~Je decided he wae 
c a 1 1 e d S t •J art John R a r.soy , He 
11>0 na!'led after 1'1'> d-3•j and thai 
i!! J 0hn hneay anr II'J nan a went 
I. •J l he hos pi t a 1 as we I 1. 



~ ~~ L:~~rct:. 
~- L~::;ed :~!Go:: w:m~:)' .. o,.;:: 

co!GU:'~'! 'vVIth ·Jrar:oe. ~~l~c. 

.:olours. 
i'hoorrh,::,..~ ~ • .,.,~,,,.,.tl\,i ,,,,th '-'''u' .... , .......... ~...~...~..~. u~~.. .... ~~~•••• 

prettv flowers :il<e ro~es 
i}r::r.rose: :.:md ~riqht co!curs. 
Babies getting :hristened en 
Sundc','S in hc!y water 
'.'Jeddinq ben:; chiming on 
•.o.:eddinq days. 
Long white ·.•erls !ay1r.g on the 
floor. fhe bride wearing c 
long white dress. 
In the church people smiling a~ 
christenings and weddings 
come and go. 
The priest reading bible 
~tories and peop!e closing 
the~ eyes as the priest says 
a prayer. 

Ficr.o McCormack. 

The School Pets. 
'.Ve have got a pet at school. 

They are gerbils. We feed 
them at playtime. The•; live ~~ 
a cage in the holidays 
someone takes them home. We 
clean them out on a 
Wednesday mostly. The cage is 
made out of wood and the 
front is made of· net. The·,' 
have got a playwheel. They 
drink cut of a water bottle 
They sleep in fluff. Their 
names are Bubble end Squeak. 
When we clean them out we 
put them in the little cage. On 
the floor in the cage there is 
strew. The little cage is blue. 
The gerbils ere grey. The 
ccqe :s square. 

Charlotte Webster. 

Happiness is qoinq !o the 
~oo. Seeinq animals the 
leopard, the cheetah and 
~he e\ephcnt end the PJricun 
elephant and the 
hippopotcmu!; ::md the !iGns. 

L:JC'i 

,A., u,... 
_!!!J~ 

1 ~c·:e e dcq ~~:-~:k."'~ ~.:m. 
f~.v-4 ~.,;...,.. "'1"'h,....,,..;"" .. ,j""' ,,.,....,_.., 
''""'- _. llolol wfl ... fii ... IVII ·'"'" o·. Jy, 

:~ :..::-: :'.!~cticn. Uoq:; ::~Gu!d ~--:..~ 

grcomed rcqularl·;. !"hey shcu:d 
~e ted and tal~en fer '!Xer:::::::e. 
We keep our dcq C4t~!tle to 
!cok .1tter the put _;u~t :n 
case :::n·;body tries t ~ ~reck 

in end steel ~nythinq. ,~1, 

!ortntght aqo he bit the 
workmen bec~use he didn't 
trust him. Our doq drinks 
water. He always finds h:s 
way home. He :s nine years 
o!d. We keep t..im in c kennel 
w:th o blanket tc !ie en jUSt 

in ccse he ::etches ~ c~!d. 

Jenny Hcwe!!s. 

:\uturnn Og'is. 
Apples falling people bendinq 

!ow to p:ck them. 
Leaves rustling. 
Red, ye!!ow, brown leaves 
fluttermq to the jround. 
Conkers felling, 
fhe sky so blue and the trees 
so green. 
Hedgehogs going ir: for the 
winter. 
People collecting wood for 
their fire, 
Leaves falling as they get 
picked up to make c book. 
frees whistling as the wind 
goes by, 
Animals going in for the 
winter. 

Jennifer Murray. 

The Iron Man. 
Once upon o time there 

was a dog. bery time 
someone came to the house 
he barked a5 !cud as he ccu!d. 
One day no one came to the 
house. fhe'( hcd just bought ~ 
new car. Fhey went out s1de 
and there Wll$ scmethinq 
eatinq the ccr .. '\n !ron Men 
had been ectinq the ccr. 
!\ week Jfler the !ran Men 
and the bey 'J.1lo !i·:ec :r: ~he 
house had made friends. 

E·:~ fr..:!!er:tire. 

1, ... ) ....... . 
.. .......... \,0. 

Mv dcd ·.•.:c~ born 
<:h,mh"II""'"•'Q Ch..., ... h,..JI,, ;, :o,, 
.JIIUIIIIo,I\ ... IIJ<II'-1\o, -·•t\.IUII •• H .... , ,.., 

m:le::: frcm ~~~ -..;e!~. ! ~;::·::~ 

been there ~·:·.:e t::-r.e~. : we~ 
six months :ld when ! first 
went. 'He trc· .. ·rl !)y ferr·; ·~nd 

we ~et ~et c-~·r from Li·.·c:-~Gc!. 

'v'~•e :]rri•:e in Ccur:ty ~ark. 
Sometimes ! fee! .,ec :;ick. 'JJe 
$tcy ct ... , nanc~ ... 
Shambcllymore. ! enJOY gomq 
there and I definite!·,' •.vent tc 
go again! 

Christopher Burke. 

Lost in the ghost train. 

One dey I went to the fair. 
1 went on o !ot of rides. The 
!est ride i went on was the 
ghost train. !t was ~ 
grown-up's ghost train but. ! 
didn't care. !t wcs good !or 
me because the men let me go 
on. 

It ·.vas scary at first. A 
.,•empire touched me :Jn the 
shoulder. IJJe had a iiqht end I 
won. Then c ·.vitch ccme. 
Fortunately she wcs a qood 
·.uitch. She to!d me the ·.xay 
home. 

When ! qct there \ feU cut 
of bed and found that it had 
al! been o dream. 

Chcr!ctte Luckman. 

;HE WLlOOMAN 
Standing tel! end ~trciqht! 
One hundred years old. 
Nests m my brcm:hes, 
Birds singing in my ear, 
A bird comir.q and sa·;inq, 
·Please ma·; ! come end ~tao; 
in your branches·~· 
Some ~cy, "No~··. 

but ! ~oy,"Yes.·· 
Then the ·JJooacutter ::crr.es 
::tnrl gets ~is !J:-:e. 
"Oh no' It !ook: !ike ne 1: 
cominq. 
·'P!ea!;e L~G ~ct -::..:t ~·~ :!cv.·n. · 
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fhe ~::cw !"c!!: :;c~t!',' -.··· 
the ·~round mckmQ nl! :~·:. 

~nd ha-.::nq ~no•J.:bc!! ...... ht(' ............ 
Children ;;lidmq ctcut. ~!iqht 

~:me comes. ~.1r. Snc·.!Jm~:1 
outside all •Jione in the •: J~;~ 
night bree~e. Children wn::;;peC 
up warm 1n bed. The b:rds 1r. 
their nest~. Jcck Frost 
painting on our windows. 

Carrie-Anne Swales. 

Winter nights. 

Cold wintry nights snow 
felling Snowmen beinq built. 
People sleeping. 
People's hands ere numb. 
Peop!e going inside to wcrm 
themselves up, 
~.nd then come out cqain! 
People on their sledges, 
People tryinq to make igloos 
like eskimos . 
Children making it slippy for 
their sledges. 
People playing Santa and his 
reindeer. 

Rebert Bcr!e'(. 

MY Pet Rona. 
My dog is called Rona. ~he 

is a cocker-!:pcnie! She is 
black and white. I take her 
for walks to the farm and 
beck. She eats ~,.,.. Gog and 
Pot. :ometimes ~he has milk to 
drink. She ccn not hc·:e 
puppies because m'; ether ·jo_q 
hod a disease and she has : t 
in her btcod. ~he hcs ~ bed 
with a blanket in. I train her. 
! p!ay ·~vith her a !ot. ~~e 
likes frio to play with her. 
frio :s b!cck :::nd '..'Jhite the 
same as Rona. $he !l·.:es in the 
~!d pecp!e'~ home. She ~cmr~ 
to p!ay w:th P.c~. Sr.metime::; 
'J,:e t~~e her ~·~:- ·xc:ks -:~ :~ 

!ead. 

"" vy 



Tt-.. 3 t:.;lTlt_.l.; J·:.urr • .:•J_ 
G.-• .: .~.;,-:-; ~ u:..a .=ittir .. .;; ;.;-. ;:·.~.; ._t;,..i.;:·.: .. :-r··· ;:· .. .:.klr .. ,;~ 

:. J:·UJ:-p.:t All ·=·•.II' -:1.;.:k f.J.::a·e .=.:.~1r .. o.J t-.. .:.• .. .t f.::.a· :_.;.c., 

-:.·:·uld .:..:..: t:hv•.so,Jh -:·J.Jl' PTJPJ:•et::~ ,..._,t .. ar£ :.11 vf :. 

T!".cr. : ~ .. Jer .. t :_.J :-,iz=ir~g ;,;~ ;:·, :.; j:-~.l'pp.at. ~ ~.-.r-=..-. t 

.=.t:r:u9ht 1.1p ant.:. tha ;:;ky. All vr" :. .ii.Jdd.:n l t..Jli3 

.:.:.u.:1·.:.j ;r .. :_,Jt"aita fluffr.; .atuff ! t.4.j .~.:.r • ..: 1.-.t..::. :. 
-:.l.:.ud I .:t:v,:-pcd n.:.~v~lnq :.n.:f f .il:tal·tca.j !:-:.. -~l'c.t..r 

:..;~;.an than Fivnc. .:..:;,c-·£-: up t:.:,_ H-=r .at::.&·ta•j t:.:. r.J.slk 
.;,·.:.ur ... d. f"i.:..r.;, .; :.:.:1."!...:..:.1-: .:.u.;,r t!";.c~:·a" ! l.;..:.:ke:-::f 
:.r .. d I -= :.•...1 31 big o;Jrccr .. blob. Fi.:,n.- .r.nd I i t.ut·t.:;.::f 
!:.-:. run t:..:-t.Jard.l it. !·!.a ~-~r. ::..i f;..at a.i :,.;a . .:.:.ul . .:L 
All -:.f ::. .:.ud.:fan 
C'"£a:&.-'-:J tt-.&r.9. It • . ..1a:1- t:ha t·i9 -;;J&'..st6n bl.:.t.. Pe:opla 
-r.Jcr.a runnu·,g ;,w.;,-y- fr.:.r-·.. ;.t =..» :"-i..i-t :..i tt .. .:.y 
.:ould ·;JO acr.aa.r:-.ir • .;; .ir .. .j .:.t .. .:..utir-.. ;; ;..s r_,J>ill. Fivr.~ 

.:.nd I h<iiar•:f paopla .:.t .. vutir ... ~ r. ·:.our~ot:: -.i·:H .. .Jr .... All 
._:.'{" -.ii ..iUddan 211 tt ... a peropi.a h.ad run .:.w_..v ;.nct 
the ·;Jraar.. blob r..; o.s. r.Jo:~b~!in~ ;ar.d· it -i!:<~lud&d 

:::.nd o;Ja·aoar... .: liMa '.J4.i- .:'-'"Eil'lJ •.-.•hara ilnd a bi9 
h .. n·•-..p. .:;f it :-.. ad 14n.:ft:d. .:;n tt .. ea tcp ::-f Fi.:.r .. .a.•..; 
ha.:.d and I .st-!lrttid t:•:. lauQh C'"H:I t .. aad .:.f and 
Fior..;. ~tarted to 9et r-.. ;;.d wtth r.-.e and .i-l'" .. e 
knocked it of h.a1· hera~. 

now poaopltr~ ware .:.re•panq ba.:.k •:.ut fr.:.r·l. 
biii:hind big lu"M.p..i .:..f ..::.loud. Ficn• ;.nd 1 .i-t.arted 
to run ;,uov but T.Jt .. -,n !".;..;..:f .;;.:.t -•bout ;, rrul;a 
.Jtway when wa t.ur·l.ped intu .1-~1"\at:hin~ el~• it: 
said; ·who .:1ara.a t.:;. bunp into -~ior .. t Grir·'l.bla 
G.o;,.g:i-". H.a looked down at M.Ei .and Fiur ... e iond 
~icked ua up an.d t::~ok r.Js t::o hi:i- ·:::a.itla ..and: put 
u-s .:.n s high ..il" ... alf ;nd g..=.vG :.1::. n..Jthing to c-.t 
.:.t 3.11 an.:f nothing tc. .jt·ir ... k. Rfta1· .:.Wut two 
T.J6E:k3- he dropped f.JS ojj' t:hC: O:.}OUd i.nd f..JEl f...J"Ci;I",.t 

·heMe. Ger-.~.rrl~ Br•itl'" ... T.J.::.ita. 

~g.t..L..r!l_y snowrnan C·i!M!3! aliye 
Ona night I wa:a ir .. ted .and. :;udd.-r.l-y t.t ... ;a 

sno"t...J" ~t.arte:d to •:::o~• do\.o.J"n ·~e.r•J r.ast. In t:h• 
i"'l.crning I rushed. 1)ut in t.J tha ~ordar •. I r-1.a..1• it 

i-nOWI""lan ,:.nd I t" ... a.d fraazing .::old t .. Gn..1~. ! r.Jent 
fvr dinner. I h.ad ~oup. That night: r--.v ~now 

rr"" ... an .:.Ana .alive. In t:ha Morning I ru.Dt-.. c.::! vut t~ 
.see if" ~"'"•V ;now M.~n had M.eltad. I a.-w hir:a. 
M.Ol7in~ ~bout. I s4id. "How- did 1JOU c:or-..e .&li17!3!"?" 
Ha .;o1d .. "?our h~nd.s. :.ra :;;pQci•L" I .iaid. "C.:.r .. 
'IOU flq.7" Ha !'&id .. ""las. I think .-u." He tried. 
Ha c.ould. 1 put MV .s.rr1. round hiM. T.IJiiil flaw 
away. At dinner tir'l.e I r.Jant back tc. eat: it. Mur'"l. 
.1-aid, '"l•Jhare have: •.JOU bear.-?.. I :Aaid, "l h.ave 
t.aetn in tha gardan." That ntght rr~.q .;ncwn;.n 
r~elted. In the M.orntng I :.Jant back .jut a.nd t..a 
f.Jas gone. 

WHERE MY DAD WORKS. 
My dod works at Roses. He is 
a second manager. He serves 
customers and he sells wood 
and gas. He sells glass and he 
sells childrens equipment. He 
sells things for the garden. I 
went to work with my dad in 
the holidays. I went in dads 
truck. I enjoyed working at 
Roses. 

Clare Semper. 
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TOADSTOOLS 
We have made some 
toadstools. I painted my 
toadstool pink red bro\Ain 
yellow green and a yel!o'.AJ 
window. All of them were 
different colours and we 
made models of them. All 
of the models were 
different colours. 
by Jessica Slym. 

GRANDAD'S BIRTHDAY 
On Saturday we went 
Northallerton and we 
a jumper for Grandad 
was his birthday. 
by Gail Hunter. 

to 
bought 
and it 

THE 
TO 

GIRL 
BE 

WHO 
A PR 

VJANTED 
INCESS. 

Once there was a girl 
named Ann and she was very 
foolish and she did not share 
anything not even her 
sweets. One day she met a 
prince and the next day she 
got married and they lived 
happily ever after. 
by Rachael Probert and 
Jessica Slym. 



THE DEATH OF THE TREE 
There in the dark sky stood a 
tall tree. 
It had been there for a 
hundred years. 
It stood tall and green with 
its leaves shining. 
The tree was as tall as the 
school 
But soon it had to be cut 
dawn 
And soon the tall sad tree 
was cut dawn. 
And the tree was brown and 
green. 
All through the year it stood 
out side on the green grass. 
In the dark trees gathered 
round· it stood still 
Bird sat on the top of that 
tall tree. 
In the sky it was as tall as 
tall as the tree. 
In that small school field. 
In the end there na tree 
stood 
No tree ta gather round that 
tall tree any more 
And every one was sad. 
And that was the last of the 
tree. 

Samantha Offer. 

THE DEATH OF. A TREE 
I'm a tree with a white 

mark on 
my side. 

Now the awful men are here 
with 
big axes for 

to cut me 
down. 

Now they are next to me one 
man called Tom is marking me 

with some 
green cholk. 

And now I'm getting cut from 
the 
green line. 

The men are now watching me 
falling down. 

And now 
I'm DEAD. 

Damien Kirkup. 

THE DEATH OF A TREE 
The tree that looks so bald 
and brave, 
He stands sa straight and slim 
And when the executioner 
comes, 
A tear runs down his spine. 

A woodcutter tugs with all his 
might, 
The tree swings back and 
forth 
And then the chain saw cuts 
it down 
Then the tree falls to the 
ground. 

The neighbours start to shiver 
And then the leaves dropped 
off, 
The woodcutter walks with a 
loud crunch, 
Then the trees did stop. 

Then the trees were still and 
bare 
With a frightened look on the 
branches 
And as they watched the little 
tree, 
Being dragged away for life. 

Emma Fawcett. 
. .,.'V 
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THE DEATH Of A TREE 
The stumbling pickup wobbles 
along 
Packed with chain saws and 
ropes very strong. 
Andy climbs up and hooks a 
rope on. 
Then the rope tumbles down, 
Down and down it comes to 
the ground. 
The sticks get burnt as they 
come down 
And the trunk falls helplessly 
down to the ground. 
The chain saws rev up and 
cut through. 
The logs get piled through in 
rows and rows 
As mare and more pick-ups 
come slowly in. 
Logs getting sold for money. 
The tree is sad as it gets 
turned to ashes. 
Big red houses getting built 
on the trees site. 
All that is left of the tree is 
ashes 
Remainder of a life from long 
ago. 

Colin Ramsay 



PEEBLES HOTEL 
I like to go to Peebles 
because they have a swimming 
pool and I like the games 
room. Peebles is in Scotland 
by Peter Obank. 

MY HOLIDAY 
We had a nice holiday and 
I played with my family. We 
had some high trees and I 
played with Simon and we 
played house and I played 
with my mummy. We played 
with Simon and Rhian and 
baby. 
by Michael Kiddie. 

A DAY OUT 
I went with Helen and 
George and Gran to 
the beach. 
by Catherine Tallentire. 

NANA'S VISIT 
I went to my Nona's and 
asked if she wanted to 
come and she did so we 
went down the back lane 
with Nona. 
by Tracy Offer. 
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A B!RTHDA Y PRESENT 
! got two baby bunnies. One 
was black •..vith white on and 
one was white with black on 
the bacl<. One was called 
Caroline and one was called 
Cottontail. When I feed them 
they hopped on to my hands. 
When daddy was trying to 
feed them one jumped on to 
his hand. 
by Rachael Probert. 

A SURPRISE PRESENT 
My mummy let me play outside 
and she let me play with a 
little puzzle and it was a 
present. 
by Phillippa O'Toole. 

AT NANA'S 
On Sunday I •..vent to Nona's 
and I played with Andrew and 
Sarah and we built a tent. 
by Lisa Davies. 

A SPECIAL SUI"JDA Y 
On Sunday l go to Sunday 
School. At Sunday School you 
sing and you pray to God. 
Before we •..vent to Sunday 
School my mummy and my 
daddy got a new trailer tent 
and then I went home and 
watched television and we 
made some buns. 
by Selena Slater. 

THE LITTLE 
MONSTER. 

GIRL D."' n - 'I • &..J 
THE 

One da~y' a !itt!e gir! •weu•as 
walking through the IAIOods 
and she met a monster with 
a· red tummy. He was funny. 
The little girl liked him and 
the monster liked her. 
by Emily Oix and Selena Slater 



SHOPPING 
VJe went shopping with dad 
in Barkers. IJJe bought some 
shoes for Ann and Caroline. 
by Andre\AI Ingram. 

MY NEW PET 
1 got a ne\AI cat and a collar 
\Aiith it. My cat is called 
Blacl<ie. 
by Thomas Robinson. 

MY LONG WALK 
I \Alent a walk \Aiith mummy 
and daddy and the t\Aiins and 
it was a long walk and it was 
three miles. 
by Andrew Darbyshire. 

A SPECIAL PARTY 
I went to Rachael's party and 
I went to Emily's party and at 
Rachael's party the magician 
came and the magician showed 
me a bird and the magician 
showed Nona a bird. Nona saw 
a blue bird and I saw a blue 
bird. 
by Melisa Slater. 

FUN AT THE FAIR 
I went to the fair and I 
rode on some bumper cars. 
by Robert Alderson. 

AN EXCITING DAY 
I went to my Grandma's house 
and we went in the field and 
we saw a fox in the field. 
Then I said can we have the 
kite. Mummy unwound the 
string and we lost the kite 
and it went on Grandad's farm 
roof. We \A/ere looking for the 
kite and it was on the farm 
roof and Robert saw the kite. 
by Nona Grainger. 
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MY B!!<THDAY PARTY 
!V1y birthday was on 
the 19th of February. 
Pr :ncess Ke'yper ar:d 
Barbie things. had a 
Hat competition. The 
before my birthday I 

Friday 
got a 
some 
fancy 

day 
\A/OS 

very excited. It was 
marvellous and I got a carry 
cot for my doll. 1 had a daisy 
hat and Jenny won. We played 
games and they sang happy 
birthday to me. 
by Emily Dix. 

WINTER 
You can feel ice on the 
ground and the ice breaks. 
In winter we have snoVJ 
and frost. 
by Caroline Webster. 

SMOKY ..JO 
\l\/e went to get a 
new kitten. She is 
black and white and 
\Ale call her Smoky 
..Jo. 
by Hannah BraithVJaite. 

A NEW COAT 
I got a waterproof coat 
and I went to Harrogate 
and mummy and daddy got 
me the coat. 
by Gavin Knowles. 

AT THE PANTOMIME 
The ballet dancers and 
the Robin Hood sang a 
song. Marian sang too. 
They sang a lovely song. 
by Chloe Trov.~bridge. 

SUNDAY SCHOOL 
On Sunday I \Alent to Sunday 
School and I sang songs in the 
church. We had a drink of 
orange and ! had two biscuits. 
by Emma Semper. 



THE DEATH Of A TREE 
A tree stands proud, 
As its last minutes float by 
There is no escape now 
The lumberjack comes strolling 
through the forest 
No core in the world for what 
he does, 
Death will soan be here 
The fearless tree stands 
patiently, 
As his executioner draws his 
axe bock, 
All is quiet the harm is done 
It is almost as if you could 
hear the requiem 
Not like a funeral 
Not even a stone to mark the 
spot of a two hundred year 
old tree 
But anly silence from the 
animals of the woad 
The squirrels of the tree ore 
homeless 
The owl no longer has a 
branch to sing an 
All is quiet and the animals 
have nowhere to go. 

Joanne Worrall 

THE OfA TH Of A TREE 
There was on oak tree king 
of all the trees 
He always gave orders 
Which tired the other trees 
Nobody could get rid of him 
But if the trees could have 
their dreams 
Kind little fir tree would 
become king 
But one day some 
executioners come along 
chopping logs for the poor 
They found the king of the 
trees 
He was just the right one for 
logs 
So they started with gleaming 
blades of axes 
He immediately storied to 
shiver 
All the other trees were very 
pleased 
The tree fell down 
And all the wickedness hod 
ended 
The trees were free at last 

Hilary Hunter 

THE DEATH Of THE TREE 

They came from afar to do it, 
One day it happened, 
They cut it down, 
It fell like a waterfall 
Dropping and impregnating its 
epitaph in the ground. 
It lay there like a pencil on a 
table, 
The stump stuck up like a pin 
in a cushion, 
And they burned it out, 
Until like cigarette end 
It was lying there dead. 

Richard Nicholson. 

The Death of a Tree 
The tall oak stands bent and 
old, 
But full of life, 
Then as its death come near, 
The sky darkens, 
The three executionists come 
over the hill 
One took out an axe, 
And chops down the tree, 
Till a big gosh appears, 
Then a rope is thrown up, 
And tugged, 
The woodpeckers and magpies 
dart around, 
Then the men tug once more, 
And the living home of nature 
Crashes to the ground 
And the life of the tree is 
destroyed. 

Adam Woodcock 
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The Death Of A Tree 
The two men walked over the 
dark moors, 
To where a tall oak stoad 
With a white cross on its 
side, 
An axe was pulled out of a 
bog 
Followed by a two handled 
sow 
Then a rope soared up and 
clung to a branch, 
Bark was sliced off with a 
razor sharp axe, 
Then a sow was picked up. 
And white snow fell from the 
heart of the tree, 
The rope was tugged 
There was a loud crocking 
noise, 
And down fell history. 

Ben Braithwaite. 

THE DEATH OF A TREE 
There is a forest not far 
from here. 
There were two men coming 
in a van 
To cut the trees down. 
They hod two axes and a 
chain saw 
And a long piece of rope. 
They chopped the tree about 
six inches 
And got the chain saw. 
With a big bong the tree 
shoak through out 
And scared the animals. 
That was the death. 

Jan Watkinson. 



1 he Death Of A Tree 
A lonely oak tree stood in a 
field 
With the wind and rain 
blowing hard 
The tree was old and the 
branches hWJg 
I heard two men talking it 

grew louder 
I heard bong and clangs of 
chainsaws 
I trembled I did'nt wont to die 
I suddenly heard a zmz it 
was going through my trunk 
I saw flames arOWJd me I 
turned to ashes 
I was no longer a tree. 

Paula Mitchell 

The Death Of A Tree 
Down comes a tree and 
another. John and Adam settle 
down for their little picnic. 
Now they are refreshed ready 
to cant inue. They lurk through 
the forest looking for a tree 
worth cutting. Soon they come 
to a very rare ehn tree. It is 
very fine wood but it is very 
rare. "Do not cut it dawn,· 
says Adam. "It is tao rare to 
cut down." "Nonsense," says 
John. ·You go home and I will 
cut it down myself." So John 
set off cutting the tree by 
himself. Soon the elm tree 
began to creak and it came 
down with a big crash. 

Simon Kiddie 

The Death of The Tree 
Next door to us is a tree. 
And it is a good tree. 
And we keep having to cut 
the leaves off. 
Because the leaves grow too 
big. 
One of these days we will 
hove to chop it down and 
burn it. And all that will be 
left 
Of the tree will be leaves on 
the ground 
Behind our house is o man 
living there 
He is a nice man and he has 
go a chain sow 
And he has got a tractor. 

Kevin Johnson. 

The Death Of A tree 
I was walking through the the 
woods one day with my dog 
Ben when oil of a sudden I 
heard o chopping noise so I 
went to investigate. When I 
got there it was Jock the 
woodcutter. He was chopping 
my big tree down with my 
tree house in. So I rushed up 
to him and said, "What are 
you doing to my tree?" He 
said, "We ore chopping the 
forest down. We ore making 
houses on here. So I said 
sadly, "Could you not leave 
that tree it is mine. It took 
me a long time to build that 
tree house. So could you 
please save me just that one." 
He said. "No I have to chop it 
down or I will get the sock.· 
Then he started chopping 
again he screamed. "TIMBER!" 
The tree house that took so 
much time to build was over 
in less than two hours flat. 
The tree was more than 100 
years old. 

Darren Swales 

The ~oth Uf A Tree 
I, the pine stood tall and slim 
The wind rustled my fragile 
needles, 
Then the killer stalked up 
Holding a heavy axe and rope 
in his strong hands, 
Then there was o piercing 
pain in my right side 
The axe had begun. 
Each chop seemed more painful 
than the last. 
He then hooked up a rope on 
my highest branch, 
I felt my roots being tugged 
and tugged 
Another sharp pain went up 
me, 
One of the main roots had 
been snapped, 
Then I noticed that the 
chopping and tugging had 
stopped 
I peered down he was 
gathering something, 
He put sticks roWJd my -trunk 
and lit a match, 
I cauld'nt see for the smoke, 
Then I felt my roots 
shrivelling my trunk got hotter 
and hotter 
I was foiling, falling, faster and 
faster, 
I hit the ground with a thump, 
The killer then started 
chopping me up. 
I could feel no pain then I 
was dead. 

Sarah Nattross. 

TREES WORD SQUARE by Ashley Garner 
E L M A V B A L S A M 
E R A 1 D E R Y L H A 
W S P 0 0 E 0 A K A D 
H S L Y L C W E A Z F 
0 Y E W Y H. A S P E N 
L C F I R P N P I L X 
L A L L W E A R N T C 
Y M I L T N H U E A E 
S 0 T 0 L A R C H E D 

Can you find these! 

Hazel Holly 
Fir Oak 
Beech Aspen 
Willow Maple 
S i I ver Birch 
El11 
Spruce 
Cedar 
AIder 

I Y&ox 

I n 
Syca11ore 

I Larch 

I As~. 

Can you 
find any 
11ore7 

ljM R C W A L X E L E A 
A E T R U P 0 P L A R 

,IS I LV E R B I R C H 
1 

Balsar. 
1 fopJar 
: ~l<.ne 
: f·~ TiE-

I 
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t-'1.:..1·J.: .;.r...d r .. Hk.:. Th.:q r .. .rt,cr.: p!.al,,Ur•-J -:n·.:.).:at 1r .. 
!:~ .. .:. pl.i<,Jl& .. ~ f"i-:1.:1 i.C..:.J· tt .. C:il" !" .. .:.u..i..:. o.t : .. .1.:.• r .. .s~:t 
t-:. .:.ld h•:•UiC. Dil'".""~"l·::1 t,JQ.i- !:.iott:ir.-;), t"likc ~ .. .Ji!.i 
t.c•t.-.rhr.g iol'".o•.:l l"l:.J·k HitS fiol·::1..;;l'. Sud.:fo.-dg r1ikc 
-;~.:.~-·-= .:. r.u :.c.Jdr,•;;i t:tH'VT...J. Tt .. .:.r .. D-i-Vl-j -J.:.-.::c r_ .. ,.:;,.:.J.:o.r .. ~ 
t-.. lt ,_.Jlth the t...;..t :..-, . .:1 tt .. a t:..:.u r ... hirl'"at fh,lll'"a..;J 

t::-.. ,·.:-u-;~t.. t:t .. c :.u· :.r .. .:f ir.t.:. t:t .. a r .. a:-:t .:f.;,.:.r -;;;.:..rdcr ... 
Tb.;re t . .raTe .:. 1-:.t .::;.f .~:·uncur .i t:!-.. .:..t tt· .. .:. l a.:ty t....rt" • .:. 
lived: f:h6t·er w~• a. witch. 

C.:.rafuUy t:.t .. wq ~11 walka-:1 ~.rp t:-::. t:.t .. a -;;o&·da.-.. 
t.J:.ll Caret"ully t1ikc. pu.at .. ..a.j D:.t,·t.j .:;. .. ,.:1· t:t· .. a 
r.-.1:.11. Tt-.. .s:r-.. r-1iker ·:lir ..... bcd up ar, . .::f l"l.:..rk pu.it.o.:d 
hi.rrl up.. David .:,;.J.d." I -:.ir...,t fir ... j it.. t'lika .ioid," 
lt'.i .:; .... ...-.::1· u· ... are. r .. aa~r tt ... e back door_.. It t.-.Ja.» .:;, 
1·ed cric.ket b.a.ll. 

HG ju.at -~ot t•:. t:t.a .jeer .:.ra..:l th,rn.&. .i4t..1 tt ... .a 
w-1tc.h t.~.ers.•lf. Ha .it.a.uutad to Mika. 1'1ik& fell .:,ff 
th• wall with fright! 
2lowly opanQd and 

tlfe.rk ran -.iw.av. The. door 
t-1ike :;nd Dillvid ..alowly 

walkad backwards.. Sl'.-.e ..iaid ir... .io kindlv vo1ce," 
Don~t be ilf'raid. Do qo-u want ..iOJ.I"'"A.<i fres.hlv r'l.adw 
.::aka and ..iOMa pop·?• "Wall r--... ay.ba • t:.it .. , Dav1d 
.i-aid. ttlika said,•• •ta5. I'll h4V& a bit a.a well." 

It wa~ r.&.ice. Thliin t.t .. av • .. .Jer ... t h..:;,rr .. a. Suddanly
David ..i tar ted to feal poor tv 

Starting tv f-:..::1 Anq;rq 
Don't -:.all M.a naM&:ii ! 
ThQ t...sild ::.niM.al c..;.Ued AUGER .. 
Banding tna bar$ 
Sorl.etiM.e.a I gat Angry with Rich,;.rd 
H.a kicks r-...e 
Fists and kicki flq 
People fighting. 
People ruraninQ -iibout 
Then the fighting ..itcp.i
And the f"ts.t» .atop thul"lpinQ 
And the HickinQ ..i-tops 
Thar.-. it all .a top» 
Thev :.11 M..ake friend.io OQair ... 
Theg .a.ha.ke h.and• with oaac:h other. 

Darai&l Y.irkup. 

A busy dsy_._ 
On .a..-turdaq I"".&.Y •3r.andr--~..:. .:.nd Gr&r..t.d.&:d 

o:.ane to .a.laep thEI night. Ther ... wa: Y&r4-t t:o •.•ork 
•nd t-sa v.1erat to Hal"'\l6y'.i .:.r-... .:1 we •~Jar<&r .. 't 
iillowed to bug ;,ngthin·~- So t...J.a Y.J&nt to SF.t.itl•~ 

to bug . .:. book. I bou9ht a book ..:irolliad 
••Th• Ni.&hir ... g tl.lall" Thar .. we:: h~d t:aa :.t B..:r:tt\1''.!. 
Thera r...se wotct ... ed Pet-e.r PCir.a.. Tt-... .ov flaw ·~n rc.~.a.i 

:.nd t:hc •:rocodUa t.ta -:aptsir.. H-xtk. P~tcr P.;.r .. 
took f.•.J.andq. J•Jhn mnd r.-Jic.t .. .:...al t.oc.k t:o t:t· ... -. 
r ... uri.&ry r...rir...d~w. Tt ... ot ~.Ja~ !:ha .;.r ... .:i. t·J~ .. cn r~J"c 

·;t•:=.t:. t .. vr-•EI 1t r.,sa:a tan v~c:loc.k. Sv I •.-.r'i!r .. t t:v b.-d. 
h·.. t:t-... e M.orra&ng r...J& t .. ad t.re.akf~.at. Al't&r '..J'• t...;.d 

·;l=u--... e .::;.f .:.ar.:l.a. Tt,en '.J6 t.~,.;,.j -:hr,r .. ct· :.r •. j 
:.r.c.tt ... ar -J.=.r-.. a .J.f .:...:.rd.i. Th.a:r... -Jra.r-... .:fr· ... ..:. ;.r ... -:1 
·~r .:.r ... d a.j h a.:i 1:-:. -;1o t ... -:..r...a. 

3'iil' .:.t. "'-~·J•j.:..:.•:.k 

~u Club. 
Tt .. cl·c i.: ill -:luJ::. -:..:.11.::-.:t: F'l"i·:f:.•,r ~:tut.. lt: ii 1n 

Ai..it~ctv. H: ii ir .. tt .. .a Ct .. ,.:r.:t. H:i-11. •:.:.rJ -:!-:. !::-:.~;..:..: 
an•:f. 'J·~·~ J:olloi.J •,}iil'·'aC.J 1r ·J~'.I •. ,:;.r .. t t:-:· l•:•lr. Fa·l-::1 r.•.J 
Clue. '.JV•.J t~i<'"'"<Sr t:•:. t . ..: .:lo_;t .. t '.J-=;,l·..;; .;.J.:f.. 1 i-:-lr ... .::-:1 
f"n.j~r.J Clut:. -:.r. Fn.::L;.u ·-=~·J!".t:!" •. ! :--.:.---= ~-.:..:.r. 
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My r.crne is Mer t ~"1 end ! am 
seven. I go to school and ! 
hove o s1ster called Paulo. 
I hove a BMX b~~e. We live in 
Leeming Bar. ! have a mum 
and dad. 

Mer tin Mitchel!. 

On sunday my nun had a bcby 
and it is a boy and it is 
coiled Stuart John Ramsay. He 
was born on the 7th of 
February. ! have held him 
twice. He is nice and he has 
black hair and it is sort of 
curly. 

Stephen Ramsey. 

m 
Yesterday afternoon mummy 

and I went to see nama and 
grandad. In the morning I 
stopped at home. Yesterday in 
the morning !an and I played 
with Robert up in the tree 
house . There is a bed in the 
tree house. 

Emma Watkinson. 

The Magic Chalk. 

One day the teacher was 
drawing on the blackboard He 
drew a boat. Suddenly it came 
to life. Everything he drew 
came to life so he became a 
great artist but after that 
everything he drew he never 
finished so it would not come 
to life. Sometimes he would 
draw a chicken with one leg 
or a car with three wheels. 

Soon he was famous ell over 
the world. He was once on 
f. V. He painted a picture for 
e'Jery litt!e child in the •.:i!!aqe. 
When he died the chalk was 
still there so his brother took 
over. Soon he 'JJCS famous c~ 
well. When he died there was 
no chalk !eft :o nobody could 
c~rr;• en. 

Scrch Whit tor.. 

On Saturda·; :t •JJcs m'; 
mums birthday and she got a 
bike and a baby seat for 
James. He looked nice in it. On 
Sunday we went for a ride on 
our bikes because •o~~e have all 
got a bike now. We ·.vent 
down to Londonderry en our 
bikes. 

Alexandre Mcl:ormack. 

Death of a tree. 

'Nhen wake feel a 
pain in my side, 
Someone pulls me dawn 
I feel 
In my 

ell kinds of paim 

!n my 
side, 
side. 

All af a sudden 
sharp pain .... . 
In my side ... . 
I feel dead ! 

Tanya Jacklin. 

Winter TUne. 

a 

Once upon time Peter, 
Richerd end I went out and 
we had a snowball fight. 
I ·.uan! Then we went 
sledging . Then we went in 
and went to bed 

The day after we went to 
tell Richerd that the snow 
was gone. 

Charles Obank. 

Journe•t To .1\nother 
~ 

One day I went for a walK 
and something ·.uas blocking 
the road. Three Robots! They 
took me to a another planet. 
The robots took me to their 
captain. They took me into a 
room and they asked me what 
my name was. I told them ! 
was called Richard They said 
the;· were gcmg to chonqe me 
into an alien. 

I escaped and ! got into 
their spaceship and ! flew 
back to Earth. I saw my 
mummy and daddy. We liver! 
hoppi!y e· .. ·er after. 

Richerd Hcwe. 



Jonuarv 
In January snow comes but 11 

hc~r.·! th:s year. lhrre he~ 
been a let of rcir. around 
!meed in some p!oce~ it hcj 
snowed and some people hovf 
had some ver'j bad ccc:dent~. 

New Yecr's Dey is the f :r~t 
day of the )'ear I think we 
'JJen\ ou\ on new ·;eor:; dey. 
There are 3! days in January 
A couple of years ego ! made 
on igloo. It lasted a week. 
Normally we have c snowmen 
competition at school. 

Jonathon Pollard. 

OUR NEW DOC 
During the summer holidays we 
got a puppy. first we got o 
kemel from Ben's house and 
then we put it into the van 
and went home. When we got 
home dad put up the run for 
the dog. When the next day 
came we got the dog. I was 
glad that we had got the dog. 
We went out with her and we 
called her Sooty. We tried to 
train her but she kept on 
ruming away and she chased 
after sheep. She got our 
shoes and ran away with 
them. When she go l her 
stitches and dad was at work 
Sooty came inside instead of 
sleeping in her kemel. When it 
snows we will ploy snowball 
fights with her. Sooty is 
troublesome but I still like 
her. 

Graham Howe 

THE NEW YEAR 
I qoo started this month. This 
year is a leap year because 
there are 2q days in 
February. January has 31 days 
we come back to school in 
January after Christmas. The 
new runway has opened at 
Leeming. The tornados came 
this year. I am not looking 
forward to tornados coming 
because they are noisy. There 
will be more people and 
houses. Leeming is going to be 
bigger. I doni want Leeming 
to change because I like it 

m c I I 
Coraline. Ingram 

ACROSS 
2. The hea11iest land aniaal in 

the world. 
6. You can ride on this aniaal. 
e. A horse eats this. 
9, It is in the Dati 111 tv scene. 
lB. A hen Java this. 
11. A sea aniaal with a coloured 

beak. 
14. fl Sllall strong saelling 

aniaal. 
16. Thia aniaal can go through a 

flap, 
17. A fresh water fish. 

January 
January is the lime for the 
snow. 
What o sight to see. 
Wish it was summer. 
Snow falls out of the sky. 
Snowmen being mode in the 
snow. 
Children slipping and sliding on 
the playgrounds. 
Accidents on the roads. 
Childrens fingers getting cold 
in the snow. 
Poeple cnmching their feet in 
the snow. 
Children skidding across the 
grounds. 
Icicles made on the window 
panes. 
The snow covering everything 
like a thick Blanket tho! 
wraps us warm. 

Samantha Offer. 
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DOWII 
1. raravard aniaals with two 

legs, 
2. A .snake-like water creature. 
3. Lapwings. 
4. fl llerv.saall insect. 
5, A black and orange aniaal in 

the cat faai Jv. 
7, A creature with eight legs, 
lZ. Does often scratch for these. 
13. T hi s ani a a I is a cross 

between a frog and a lizard. 
15. B thing for catching fish. 

Wintertime 
Snow foiling down and down 
Building snowdrifts by the 
hour, 
Children building snowmen, 
throwing snowballs and 
sledging, 
Mums and Dads sitting by the 
fire drinking teo, 
Critters co~J!iaq bock and 
forth griltillCJ :uads, 
Tractors busy seeking sheep 
in the fields, 
Cars skidding everywhere 
Trains pushing snow aside with 
rusty snowploughs, 
The flashing lights on top c: 
the grillers reflecting off 
sparkling snow, 
Everybody feelinq jolly ond 
ertjoying the !;nov.·. 

Andrew 
Luckm~n. 



Al'l'ENDIX 3: THE SECOND NEIJSl'APEH 

~~~w~ mr~ \...t 

0 1:Bm®®~ 
IX THIS ISSUE OUR 
ROVING REPORTERS 
ARE OUT AND ABOUT 
VISITING PLACES 
OF INTEREST AND 
MEETING PEOPLE AT 
WORK. 
As an integral part of their wor.k 
the children ha'1e p.-ered into t lie 
cockpit of a Tornado, felt the 
thicxness of a Hardene·:l Aircraft 
She iter, 1 napect e d the f oundat ions Or a new hOUSe 3nd learned hOW 
l on;; the house w i II l a at if 1 t t3 
~r?~er !y -~ nn nt a !ne~, Th?~. ~~~~ 
;:!~ ... ·J.O,..u '-••e .-Cdt:" .H·.-... lL ... 
Stotion and aeen the 
connuni cations o7ctui pnent 'lhi cr. 
cor.t ro l a a II the F 1 r~ Br 1 ga de a ~nd 
r.on:tors •11 ~he distress ~all~ 
regarding fires in Hor~h 
'lor~shire. They have •lia!le1 • 
coal n1ne and t.alke1 to Durhu 
:'ll nera, 

A nultiplicity of ~ueations 
have been prepared >nd •aked, 
interviews written ur and 
headlines for1wlated. Le tera :of 
thanks have been drafted ;nd 
?eru:.ed WI it, •oaref UJ ai gnat •Ires 
appended. 

Indeed our graaf•Il thank a 
are ~Htendad ta ~II those k1nd 
peo)l i e :.ho '33<1~ ·:·f 'he 1 r \ i he ~nd 
pat: ent ly ;;nawered o•1r ·l•Jest i ona 
eaniculari•J Sh~!Pber~ Honea, ilo,;,:t 
;:.qt;;,dron, R.il.t .Le-:rilng, 'h" 
ilcrthall~r!on Fira !r19ade ;;nd 
Bes:uah •jpen ~ir Muzeur,, tit the 
tine Qf "r1t1r.g • "l,;it \•) P'Jl1c-: 
Headq•Jar;er•> 13 b•:1n3 ?tanned. 

:l•JfJ Hay ~-.a ~ rit .:r -=at S' •l to 
i-notr ~hat •)!Jr 1;,ar 1:~e11~ ~I';;IJ .. ll-:•i 
:a r ar af t9l d ~a J :=p sn .2nd i1Io:st 
rti r 1 c:: ':~here 1 t 'J.sa :.;.~d :,n i. J 
3re:! 1 nt er<:st , 

STOP PRESS 
I'What1 s the smallest 
animal YOU

1 ve c:ver 
trea ted? 11 Sarah 

~;artrass as]{s Bedale 
Veterinarv Sm·~·eon 
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A VERY SPECIAL MORNING 
AI school we got ready for 
our visit. We went to Catenby 
road to the main gate near 
the guard room. first of all 
we went down to control 
tower with Squadron leader 
Whelan. Then we went to meet 

. Squadron leader Threaplton 
who was in charge of X I 
Squadron Tornado. He showed 
us his flying suit. Then we 
piled in to Mrs. St.Pierre's car 
and went round the runway 
and the airfield. They have 
two runways one running one 
way and the other running the 
other way. H.A.S.'S are 
hardened aircraft shelters. 
The runways are both based 
on magnetic north which is 
{3~0degrees) Squadron leader 
Threapleton said that X I 
squadron forms in July that is 
the first We sow the Tornado 
AOV which carried ~ skyflash 
and ~ sidewinders which were 
air to air heat seeking 
missiles. And he said that it 
also had only one gun which 
fired 1,700 bullets a minute 
and shoots the cartridges into 
a big storage comportment. 
The plane that we saw and 
that I'm talking about is ZE161 
Tornado. Squadron leader 

Threapleton said that when X I 
Squadron is formed in July it 
will have 15 pilots. 15 
navigators. ond 15 crews in 
aiL I asked him is it easy to 
taxi it round the runway. 
·Yes: he said. "Because it has 
nose wheel steering.· Adam 
asked Squadron leader Whelan 
what kind of planes do R.A.f. 
Leeming have he said just 
about every kind of plane 
because we are a main 
diversion station. The main 
kind of planes we have ore 
Bulldogs, Chipmunks and Jet 
Provosts. I asked Squadron 
leader Threapleton what kind 
of ejecter seats are the 
Tornados equipped. with. He 
said they are all equipped 
with Martin Baker ejecter 
seats (Mark ten seats). They 
both said that the purpose of 
the Tornado in this country is 
to defend the United Kingdom. 
And he said that the colours 
of the Tornado are Air 
Defence grey and ground 
attack grey and green. The 
roundels are pale blue and 
pale pink. 

Richard Nicholson. 
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Swifter and Keener than 
Eagles 

The motto of X I squadron 
is "Swifter and Keener than 
Eagles·. XI squadrons is just 
one of the squadrons at RAf 
Leeming, Ashley Richard and I 
went to see. We arrived at 
Station Headquarters. There 
we met Squadron leader 
Whelan. He told us about the 
runway which runs in a 
magnetic north direction. He 
showed us on a map the 
Sergeants' Mess and the . 
hangers. 

After an interesting talk we 
set off to meet Squadron 
Leader Threapleton. He took 
us to look at the temporary 
X I squadron hanger. To our 
surprise inside it there was a 
Tornado Mach 3. The radar 
system in a Tornado is in the 
nose. There ore ~ missiles on 
the bottom. There are lots of 
things to measure heat and 
wind strength. The wing can 
be swept back to form an . 
aerodynamic high speed shape. 
The symbol colours ore blue 
and pink. We had a look in 
the cockpit. It has two seats, 
one behind the other, one for 
the pilot and one for the 
navigator. A Tornado does not 
corry bombs. It is ·only for air 
defences. Arter Squadron 
leader Threapleton had shown 
us in the Tornado and 
answered our questions we 
went to look at the hardened 
aircraft shelters <HAS). 

Adam Woodcock 

WHICH OF OUR 
C~RS WILL TRAVEL 
THE FASTEST? 
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THE LATEST IN PROTECTION 
HAS! 

HAS means hardened aircraft 
shelters. They are made of 
metal pipes reinforced with 
cement. At the back are two 
holes thats for when the 
aeroplanes start their engines. 
the exhausts are sticking out 
of the holes and all the smoke 
goes through the holes. The 
doors are made from cement 
and there is big steel bars on 
the front of it. No aeroplanes 
can destroy the "HAROHI£0 
AIRCRAFT SHELTERS". They 
have got rooms in them so 
that the pilots can sleep 
there for the night. The doors 
are worked by electric 
motors because they are so 
heavy and big. There is little 
doors that cover the holes 
where the exhausts stick out 
of so that no men can get 
inside. The men hove to hove 
security passes to get into 
ttle HAS'S and HANGERS. 
Squadron Leader Whelan 
showed us round a hardened 
aircraft shelter on our visit 
to R.A.F Leeming. He said, "The 
planes can start up and run 
and test their engines and it 
is quieter than outside. They 
also have a tunnel to test 
them when their not in the 
air: The hangers are 50 
metres wide and 100 metres 
long. That is very big. And 
they are about 20 or 25 feet 
high so that the aeroplanes 
can get out without hitting 
the roof. 

Ashley Carner 

.J 
HWSE tJf WAIER 

Uid you know that you .har. ~;:o 
thousand one hundred and 
se~enty mne litres ol water 
in your house'? 
Well it is true. and all :t 
takes ior it to dry cut 1s 
twelve months. lhe ;;:te 
manager'~ name 1s Mr. een 
Holmes. The JOb g:·:e~ h:m 
satisfaction. !o build ane 
single house it takes !rom 
eleven and a half to twelve 
thousand bricks. The houses 
are going to be eighty to 
ninety square metres. lhe 
houses will have central 
heating powered by a gas 
boiler. If you use the central 
heating economically when you 
first move in, at about 
seventeen degrees Celsius 
then the house will dry out 
quicker. You will always get 
cracks because when the 
water dries out something has 
to replace it and that is a 
crack. Bert Holmes has been 

building houses for six years. 
and in that time he has built 
about two hundred houses. He 
thinks they will finish building 
on this site in about six 
months. It takes from twelve 
to thirteen weeks to build one 
house from digging out the 
foundations to finishing the 
t ittings inside the house. 
There ore gomg to be four 
bedrooms in each house. In 

6 + 
Start here 
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!!:~· ma~ter be!!room there will 
be a shower :n the corner. 
The houses are c!ready sold 
to IU\.f.Leemmg. !he .~ouse$ 
w11! ha·:e two floors. ground 
I !oor and I ir~ t t loor. ! he 
ground ·I loors ere cement and 
the first floors are 
floorboards. lhe firm's ma1n 
building :s in Yor!:. fhe homs 
are go1ng to be llomfords and 

'}!en~!eyda!e~. fhe Romfords 
root's are gabled and the 
Wensleydales roofs are 
hipped. I he houses could be 
there lor more than a 
hundred years 1f the bricks 
and mortr:r ore !ool:ed oTter 
anoi properly mainto1ned. I he 
workers come from 
Mlddlesborougli, t;uisliorouqh 
and on leeside. It is roughly 
about forty thcu~and pound~ 
to build just one single house. 
)o to build the seven houses 
it will cost roughly about two 
hundred and e1ght•( thousand 
pounds. Altogether Ben, Colin 
and I ~tayed on the building 
~itr lot one crid a Mtr hcurs. 
It was a very interesting visit 
and I enjoyed it very much. 

We hope to '.'IS:t the building 
Site again when the 
construction is ~early finished. 

Andrew Luckman 
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BUILDING A HOUSE GIVES 
SA TISf ACTION 
We asked Mr. Holmes how he 
liked working on the site. He 
said it's a job that gives you 
satisfaction. A home becomes 
the most important thing in 
your life when you are a 
young man and you get 
married. He told us you need 
eleven and a half to twelve 
thousand bricks to build one 
house. They hod eighty square 
metres or ninety square 
metres in one house. The 
houses are all sold to the 
R.A.f. They use about 6, 17q 
litres of water to build one 
house. That takes twelve 
months to disappear out of 
your house as long os you use 
your central heating 
economically at about 17 
degrees. During the summer 
you can drop that by at least 
ten per cent. Mr. Holmes has 
been in the construction 
business for about 
f arty- three years and had 
been on seven sites and build 
200 houses roughly. In about 
six months they will finish on 
that site. There will be nine 
rooms to a house and a 
shower in the master 
bedroom. They are plaming to 
build forty- three houses in 
other fields near the site. 
They have gas as well as 
electricity. There will be two 
floors. The head office for 
Shepherd Homes is in York. 
There are three Romford type 
and four Wensleydale type. 
Wensleydale have hipped roofs 
and Romfords have a gable. 
The firm working on the site 
is Shepherd Homes. 
Surprisingly the workers live 
in Teesside and Darlington with 
a few local lads mixed in. 

Ben Braithwaite 

WHEN I WAS ILL. 
I h.1.d the ~~hid;en pox .1.nd 
.1fter th.1t I ,ot the 
me.1.sles. I did not lil:e 
stJ.)'in~ 1n beti. 

TraP)' Offer. 

SHEPHERD HOMES 

LEEMING BAR 

DADS MEDAL 
Yesterday the driver came 
to pit~k Mark, me .1nd mum 
up to to to Nottin,ham to 
see tbd ~et his medal. The 
m 1\'.lS a V.1uxhall Caralier 
and it belon:ed to the 
Colonel. The ear ho1.d o1. 
lith! ber.tuse he sometimes 
works on his mo~.ps .tnd 
letters. Then we tot to the 
r.o1rup l'alled militur works 
forre ll'here the bins were 
red to m.ttr.h the Royal 
En~ineers. We had coffee in 
the Serteant Major's Office. 
Then ll'e went to the club 
o~.nd all the soldiers co1me 
to w.ltr.h dad :et presented 
with his medal .tnd mum 
tot pink .tnd white 
flowers. Then we went 
throuzh to the bu for 
drinks with the Colonel, 
Officers .tnd soldiers. Then 
we tot reo1dr to r.ome home 
in daddy's ear. We stopped 
olt a services for our tea. 

Riehard Stocksler 

MY STAMP COLLECTION 
I started to collect stamps 
l.lSt rear. I holre o1 lot of 
st.1mps. Some o1re 1·err 
funnr sho1pes o1nd sizes. 
Some olt'e funnr colours. 
Some o~re 1·err smo~ll. Th11 
best thini! to pick stamps 
up with is tweezers so 
ther don't lose their stirk. 
I like stolmps. I think rou 
would like to eollert 
stamps too. 

~lo1rtin ~litehell 
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OUR VISIT TO THE V.O.M 
When we went to the v.o.m 
we talked to Mrs Custard. 
She said there were 300 
people working in the vo.m 
and they mostly sell bacon. 
They have 12 offices and I 0 
lorries and they make 61 miles 
of sausages each week. Mrs 
Custard did not like bacon or 
eggs. We went to the big 
cooker and they cooked pork 
pies in a rack in the cooker. 
When the bell rang it meant 
that the pies were ready and 
they came out of the cooker. 
They went in a pocket ready 
to go to the shops. 

Charlotte 
Millward. 

flger 
Tiger is waiting in the long 

grass. silently, camouflaqed he 
waits. He sees his prey. He 
starts to walk getting faster 
at every step and then he 
leaps on a deer. 

Martin Mitchell 

010 YOU KNOW All THE 
MUI!OERERS CH CAUGHT? 
I went to the police station 
and I asked Inspector Johnson 
same questions for my 
interview and my best 
question wos. "Is it hard being 
a policeman?" He said, "Some 
days it could be hard and 
some days it could be eosy.' 
He said that he had been 

· policeman for 18 years and 
now he works in an office but , 
he still goes out some times. I 
was the one who wrote to 
see if we could go or not. 
We might be able to go back 
to see the dogs. 

Jonathan Pollard 
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',\;;: ~ :-t .)n r:k Lu~~ ~.\!:i!Ut 

!~Jlt j:·.:ASt HliH:. lt W 3'i 
L\Lnut .. u~ h;:.ur Jn:! . .\ h'-'lr 
:;n th2 bus. ee .. umsh l~) l:l 

thE county ot" t}ul'fLlm. 
\\"hen \fP. ';Jt there ~n: hJ.i.i 
te tlb~ Jlift ,Jn thE trJ.m. 
Then \1'€ r.ut :Jur lunch 
bcxts dGu~n ia the t·oom 
th.1t 1\'E l1.1d booked. Then 
1\'e ll'ent to the to11'n 
houses to fill in .1 booklet. 
~!ost of the windows were 
sash windows.tholt meant 
tho1t the top bit of the 
win1i01reould open olnd the 
bottom bit eould open. !t 
said t holt a mol.id prob.lbl r 
slept in the olttie •Jf 
number four. We saw a si~n 
that solid, "J, R. S. Watson 
Solicitors." A solicitor is ol 
pt>rson who helps people 
with problems of the lolw. 
The office was kept warm 
br the fire. There wer·e ~olS 
li~hts toG. 1\e went to ~!r. 
.Jones the dentist's house. 
We looketi into the frm:t 
room. it ll'as used .1s a 
Wolitinz room. It !ool:ed 
1!omfortable. We •.rent 
upst.urs \l'e saw J. room 
that 1ras 1iirided into a 

5 
'illl':,.;l'\' .llld 1 [',)( l\{·111. 

P,:i::r:!r. \Jt ~·n th::· ;:·hJ.tsc 
kun;;~' .lttd' th~:· h.!d t;;~th 
1:~ut. \\i? {l~w the ·li:ntist's 
.:·hJt!' Jn,! 1t ·.Ll:i n1:Jr!r thi: 
~Lun::- ~-c :::ur J.5 .:-t.:.r :\11'. 
Th2n ~rt t1~G!\ed 1nt~; thr. 
b~i.tr::;cm. The b?ds ·.n~rc 
mJdc .;t" hr~s. On th~ bi~ 
l;~.t 1rere two dres.s;;s. ;;n;; 
\i'J..\ pink Jnd thr. :::ther \ras 
tl.lcl;. The :tentist u·as 
quiP ·rieh an1t had .1 

modet·n house. Then \\'?. 

ll'ent tn the bathroom. The 
bath 1r olS l.1r~e and had a 
shower at one end. It stood 
on small lezs. The toilet 
1r as \'err faner and made 
from wo;)d. Then we ll'ent 
to the ~itchen. The dresser 
held the fo1milr ehina and 
we sa\\' the first electric 
fire. We went to lGok at 
the ;:rand father r.lor.k. 
Next 1re 1rent to ~1iss 
Florence Smith and she ll'olS 
a piano teaeher. She used 
her dt\l\\'in6 room. Thf.n 
Tanra·s mum bou~ht us an 
iee-r.ream .md I had .1 
lollr. We looked in at the 
shop windows. Then 1~e had 
our p.1r.~ed lur.eh. After 
lunch zo:n~ to the mrne 
Alexandra and I fell onr 

and ~l'.lZeli our le,s. 1\'h~n 
we ~ot to the mine we hold 
to wear red hard hats. !t 
WolS cold. damp dOli dark in 
the mir.e. Ther told all the 
ehildren to ·eome to thr 
front and tohi us all .iliout 
the mine. Then we ~a\'P. 
our hats had: dod went to 
Home F.1rm. First we looked 
.1t the ducl;s. Then we 
nnt to the kitchen and 
had some home- ~ude 
biscuits. 1\'e 1n:nt to the 
dairr .111d then 1~1? went 
bad; .wd last I r t.' the 
>hGp.! hcu~ht tw:• 
foPS! ,:·.ll'!h .lr.d .l pEn(·il. 

Sarah Woodcock. 
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The whis!~tl'S cc;t-r their 
fJ.;:·es. 
~l~epin{;· mi)tic,nlflss L\nd 
>ll~nt. 

Sdt\lh II hit tor.. 

The Tim. 
Th~ ti~2r prGirling thrGu~h 
the fm$IS. pouncin~ on 
the animals th.u it s~:es. 
LHncfL1~2d -J.mGr.&·'lt th.: 
tr2es U.1d; and r2l!G1~ 
;jf.lll~€ to.:; -blai:in~ in th~ 
sun. 

The Eiffel Tower. 
One day a spider was 
mwline throurh the (rass 
when he came across a 
monster. He looked up the 
monster was made of metal. 
He rushed away and told 
his friends.His friends 
went to see the metal 
monster. They decided to 
climb the monster. It took 
about two hours for the 
spiders to climb to the top. 
The!' saw d lo\'ell' \'iew of 
the fields. 

Gemma Braithwol.ite. 
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n·: ','."·::;: ~. i:k ;·,:.j··;c ~i:~. 

tbd·.: 'LL ~·.:.i~r ;·- .. ;rt:, r,:r 
th,: h.: : .. l:. '1. Th.; :r: :··)~~ 
•r:·.r!~::t th-: :at!!i~~ 
m \··.hir·. , r ".1•. H''·:' th~. 
:·.,~'1:·1:• .l.

0

rl.'.;1 l'l' 1 t··~1·t· ~~·~'!' " .. ~.:~·~ 
·, ··· I 1·1 I I r:'• o. C 1\ r;"t"ol 

nr.:- n:nn;·t ·;t.~nc-s . \cxr WF. 
saw J pk.u~h. Ih;::n \f2 )-!~r 
the hOl'\E- \ttlbles; fhP.re \\'.l.S 

l:;ts i!t' .:-~rtit'c·..lt~s hun~ ur. 
Xext ~nJ \\'F.nt t;:. seE the 
f.1r::u:rs tools. Th~n \rF. 
w~;nt t;; J. ht ortr lool;in~ 
the hJ.rn. the1·e 1rere somE 
C'GWS ol.llii ;~J.I rr.s. _\ IIIJ.Il 
•:·J.mE .1nd stJ.t'te;J to tdl;~ 
the eo11·s our. Then IH 
went to set:' the turt;;rs. 
Then ll't ll'ent to SF.P. the 
~itehen. Therr. WJ.s J. 
drec;sF.r with plJ.tts on. 
Tht?rr. 1r.1s d fire. .1 ~of.1 
.1nd t1 I'Oi?!~in~· dtJir. Th.:t·e 
If dS d bi;; b11rl of pornd;;e 
with thr. ri)rrid~~ J.nd 
~~1~ ·':' in. \\·~ s~l w t h~ 
pantrr. then w2 u-r?nt to 
th~ dJ.irr. W2 Sdlr the 
butter m.J.bn;; nt3c-hine. 
Then 1re tri:'nt to thr. 

· bl.1cksmiths and s.1w .1 ptt 
pi)nr. 1\'e w<nt to the !:ut 
1rho::·e 11'1! !~ft our tHnnet· 
and ho~d ;)Ul' dinner. Tht:n 
n n·ent t;; the town .md 
s.\lr ,\ >nlieitGrs house. \\~ 
1rent to th2 ·l~ntls~ J.nd 
the1·e \\'e S.l\1' ~Irs '>t Pierre 
.tnd her ~r•!up. I :ro~s ll'ith 
mr PediW. 1\·e 1\'enr to ,\ 
~-=-cr·~rr shop an1! J tJ.!!r:'·rs. 
Then \r~ u~;:orn t•: rh2 mtnt' 

~:.:.~·~s ~~~'~'~-~L,.'.e F~~:::f~e ~,:! 
\\'JiL:·d rL\St th2 !'.1-~!\r.l•,· 
·~t.H:c.r.. \\~ •.n:n! r:= !:~~: !~~: 
hu~. ~r!:- ~·:.~ :l~!· !\~~\ .1~·.1 
'f ·~ ll' : :~ t j, :. l:i ~ 

!· :· !·l-: ·:: n ~ : · n .. ~:· -~ ·). 

My trip to Cermony.
6 

At 6.00 we went on the 
ferry from Hull first we had 
to find our cabins. Simon and 
daddys cabin was on 8 deck 
and me, mum, Michael and 
Katie were on C deck. Michael 
and Katie were on the bottom 
beds. My mum and me were at 
the top beds. Then we went 
to the restaurant to haue 
some dinner. Afterwards we 
went to our cabins and we 
went to sleep. In the morning 
we had breakfast in the 
restaurant Then we got off 
the ferry and drove through 
the Belgium border. When we 
came to our aunty's house 
which was in Cermany. They 
had some soup already made. 
We had some soup and then 
we went to our house in the 
forest. We went shopping at 
Aldi because we needed same 
food. Our house is brilliant. It 
was called the Hutter. We 
slept in a different hut It 
was called the Pond a Roser. 
We stayed for 2 weeks It 
was great. 

Rhian kiddie. 

I like horses. I go to my 
friends to ride the horses. My 
favourite horse is called 
Blackie. I ride Bladcie in a 
field. I storied when I was 
three, I fell from Blackie going 
fast and I thougt I broke my 
leg and I felt sore. Janet 
Brookes took me there .The 
horses houe grass and hoy to 
eat. We take Carrots and 
apples because they like them 
to eat. We brush them we 
clean the reins and we polish 
the saddles. I enjoy horse 
r i d i n g 

Clare Semper. 
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.\it.:.:~ T.!tr.: :-~. ',\··: !·i.1·.~ 1 •. 

e·;:t t: tiL ~ ~:·: .. ;t ·.:- r:: t· 

h .. \l~ j"~l·,: :,.:·.·::-::. : ~r :·:~t 

n·t: h m·.· · . .-tl')l:ir), ::i •: 
undr_s L\n;i m·,· ~il-.:.n "':~ ~ 
C:·.1ndt1d. '.':i:· ~-J th.:-r: ..tt 
h~u· r·..\st 11. Flr~): '"r: !1.1.: 
t:; Lu·~· .1 ~i.:-:~r.t t~~ b~t i:t 
Fn·st A .11! I \rr.nt f.:r mr. 
:itnnr.r. thr.n ;r~ \r2nt r.:, 
th~: fr?sn-;- .. ,1 r-.,rk. It !s !ikr:
a f.lir. l w~nt iJn th~ 
spUH. I 1\'ent ;)n with mr 
mum .J.nd si~ta. !t wr.nt 
h:~h. ~.lr ur.d~ ll'r.nt ;;n t!t€ 
.~or!;screll' l'c!lerco.lsta. 
~!r sistr.r dnd I ll'tnt .)n 
th€ DrJ.~on R.)IIHeildster. ! 
Sdll' thE •lpr.n .1ir th~atre. 
Then I trent to the Talb11t 
street. I went on the }lini 
.\pp!e R.ollereodster. We 
Hnt in a shop it was 
c·o~l!ed Th€ Spaee l999-
Thund€rtinh. Then we 
~·ent Gn thi? bus homt: . 
Ch.1r!ett !< \'.'~hste1·. 

The Sad Clown, 
One day there was a 
clown called Snoopy. 
He was o1 sad clown. He 
was sad because be 
could not do the tricks 
that be bad to do, like 
beinr funny and tellinr 
jokes. So on that dar 
Snoopr was sat in the 
dressin( room and o1 little 
bor walked into the 
dressin' room. He saw 
the clown cryin(, be 
tried to cheer him up. 
The little bor said " 
Come on I will cheer rou 
up tell me o1 joke." So the 
clown did the little bor 
lauthed with joy • So the 
elown jumped off his chair 
and lau£hed too .On that 
dar there was J. circus . 
All the bors and ~iris 
lau~hed with jor too and 
from that dar the clown 
was nerer sad ~ain. When 
there was a eireus the 
little boy helped in the 
circus if he wJ.nted to and 
h e ,f i d . . 

CJ.rrie- .\nne S11'ales. 



INTERESTING NATl'RE 
RESERVES TO VIE\\' SEA 
BIRDS 

Bemton cliffs is one of 
the best sea bird reser\'es 
in En,bnd. It has the only 
mainland Gannetrr in 
Kn~land. There are lots of 
R.12orbills and Guillemots. 

Binoculars are useful for 
spottin~ the birds. You ean 
see the birds lookint down 
from the cliffs or lookint 
up from a boat. I have 
tried both of these and I 
think lookint up from .1 
boat is the best. 
Whitbr is a rood place on 

a sunnr dar. There ue 
quite a few seals and lots 
of rulls. I could not see 
the birds properly without 
binoculars. There are not 
usually anr boat trips to 
look at the birds and seals. 

The Farne Islands are a 
rroup of Islands just of 
the coast of Buddie Bay, 
Bamburth. It is excellent 
for Puffins. Arctic Terns. 
Gulls, Gannets, R.12or bills, 
Guillemots. Shags and 
Cormorants, and even a 
few Rabbits. But when I 
went the Arctic Terns 
were quite vicious because 
they were breedint. 

Adam Woodcock 

THE U!\IXD WIZARD. 
Onee upGn .1 time tl:ere 
was a retT o·u~l u·i:.lrd 
.1nd he h.id o1 po\I'Hiul 
\l'.l:ld. Ho: had ol fri<nd thf 
fnEnd was .1 ll'itch. The 
Wi\d! had ol ltVIl!i ol!SG 
. The 1r it c-l:es fr: wi 1m tl 
zll'JH .1nd .1 :il'a~on. The 
oil'ol!;(·n •iii! nc,t li!;e tlw 
1ri:J.r:i tecaus~ HH\. 'lnl~ 
tht: i!ra~~:n ~.:.es ~~t:.ll' ~h~: 
1n~an! he turn~. t !t~c . ! :".:;; : :l 
intG .1 r1~.f!1:: r,:~; _!~!:r t 
l~n:: .. ,::~~n~ :.~·r:~· ~!!r. ~J!:.~t:-~ 
..1nd :~·h.l!t"i in tht '.nt.:!w\ 
r\l'it!e.T~~ U"lti:·h ~\\\.\ ~·z:.r:.· 
~~·r·: ;;<; Jn.1 \: ~h~ r:t:'!li:-1 
~h:: j:l~ :,.L·:~ ::It;:. l ~:·.~~::; 

. ~~.!~ .. ;·, . .\ ~L:·:i'. 

7 
VALE OF MOWBRAY BACON 
FACTORY 
We went to visit Mrs. Custard 
to interview her. First we 
asked her how many ladies 
and how many men worked in 
the factory. 180 men work 
there and they have 300 
employees. They hove q men 
lorry drivers and there is one 
lady lorry driver. She is 
better than some or the men. 
They mainly sell bacon because 
they slaughter a lot of pigs 
every day. They hove got 12 
offices. They make 36 tons of 
sausages in a week. I r yov 
put that in a row it would be 
61 miles. They sell 600 sides 
of bacon in a week. They sell 
26 tons of pies. They hove all 
different sizes of pies. Harris 
began to make bacon in 1770. 
The V.O.M began in 1q5~. 
V.O.M. stands for Vale of 
Mowbray. They cook pies in a 
massive oven. It is as big as 
a garage. They sell 2 million. 
tons of sausages in a yeor. 
The V.O.M factory takes up 
five acies. Presto, Gateway, 
Sainsbury, Asda and Morrisons 
sell their meat. All the 
machines are very dangerous 
and you hove to be 18 or 
over to use the machinery. 

Hilary Hunter 

I WENT TO THE VALE Of 
hi!WBRAY BACON FACTORY 
On Tuesday we went to the 
VIN. 180 men worlc in the 
factory and 120 women work 
there too. There ore 300 
people altogether work there. 
The offices are only a 
sidelile. They sell 600 sides of 
bacon a week. They make pies 
too. The VOM took over in 
1'151.; We went to the bakery 
and we saw the · huge oven 
and we went back to the 
factory. Mrs. Custcrd gave us 
a pen and some books and 
some leaflets. The bakery was 
meresting. 

Wayne Gerner 
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NORTH YORKSHIRE POLICE 
ALWAYS GET THEIR MAN 

In our interview Inspector 
Johnson told us that there is 
no outstanding murder in 
North Yorkshire and the last 
murder in North Yorkshire was 
in I q97 and we asked him if 
he carries a gun. He said 
'Na •. He said he has never 
had anything to do with 
firearms. Mast of the cars 
ore ford or VauxhalL They are 
mostly English, but the 
motorbikes are BMW · which 
are German. They have other 
places, York. · Scarborough, 
Harrogate and a couple more. 
They hove about a dozen dogs 
and horses. The horses are at 
Harrogate. Now Inspector 
Johnson works in an office as 
well as being on the beat We 
asked him if he had a job 
before this one. He said 'Yes, 
just an farms and in factories 
in the holidays'. He soid he 
hos been iqjured before, just 
cuts and bruises. In North 
Yorkshire there are 1368 
Police Officers and the Chief 
Constable, Mr. Nobes, is in 
charge of them. 

Colin Ramsay 

WORKING IN THE OARK 
I used to be a doorkeeper, 
when I was a lad I had my job 
changed. When I was sixteen I 
did not want to be a collier 
but my family was poor and 
we got a good wage so I had 
to keep it up. I could not wait 
untO pay day. Our black faces 
lit up with happiness but 
there was another day to 
face. The next day I was up 
at six o'clock to get to work. 
I saw the first lot of men 
going down the shaft. the big 
wheel turning round and 
round. I say to myself I hate 
that mine, I don't want to .go 
but I have to. It was my turn 
to go down. I was dreading it 
The dreaded black dust, I was 
saying to myself. 

Darren Swales 



A VISIT TO THE VETERINARY 
SURGERY 
On Wednesday we went to 
interview Mr. Linscott. He 
works in Bedale Veterinary 
Surgery. We asked him 
questions because we would 
like to know more about vets 
and the animals they treat. 
The most common illness for a 
dog is a tummy upset. Some 
of the unusal animals he has 
treated are snakes and other 
reptiles and tropical fish. He 
likes all animals but would 
prefer to treat tome animals. 
When he travels to farms on 
a . morning he likes treating 
dory cows. Dairy cows are 
most f!OPUior on farms. Some 
of the owners can treat their 
own animals by giving them 
pills. The vet does not treat 
zoo animals because there are 
no zoos around this area. 
When he does lots of 
operations, he does not see 
many many animals for little 
problems on those days. 

To train to be a vet it 
takes five or six years and 
you hove to pass all your 
exams. Vets train all the time 
because there might be new 
diseases that he has not 
treated. 

Cats are about 8 weeks 
when they hove their first 
injection. He does not travel 
to other countries to treat 
animals but he has one of his 
partners in Ethiopia. He has 
worked there for twenty 
years. 

Monday is the busiest 
day of the week. People 
sometimes ring on a Sunday. It 
depends how ill the animal is. 
The smallest animal he has 
treated is a terrapin. It was 
about an inch long. They have 
shells and when Mr. Linscott 
treated it, the terrapin 
crawled inside. The terrapin 
needed on injection every 
week for a month and he 
needed to use a very f lne 
needle. 

Cats have about 6 to 8 
kittens in a litter. Mr. 
Linscott has been working as 
a vet for 25 years and 
working in Be dale as a vet 8 
years. Mr. Linscott likes doing 
all jobs but would prefer not 
to do operations all the time 
and would like to do other 
jobs in the surgery. He would 
recommend his job to someone 
who is not upset when on 
annimol is put down or dies. 
They have got to respect the 
animals they treat Being a 
vet is not as glamorous as it 
is on television. He has 
treated a greyhound with a 
broken bock but they tried 
to mend it but unfortunately 
the greyhound died. We sow 
the x-roys of the greyhound's 
bock. About 2 to 3 hundred 
animals are treated a day. 
Cots can see in the dark 
because they have more rods 
in their eyes than human 
beings. There was a bullock 
with a nervous complaint the 
disease was called B.S.E. We 
had a look in an 
ophthalmoscope I looked in 
the back of Sarah's eyes. I 
could see the retina. 

Paulo Mitchell 
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SUMMER CROSSWORD 
By Adam Woodcock 

ACROSS 
l. To break into 1 i t t 1 e pi aces, 
3. A fru1t. 
7. You hear this. 
8. A ~aterial ~ade fran oil. 
11. A Yellow and black 1nsect. 
12. To nave quickly on foot. 
13 • It rhyus with clock, 
1~. Baked beans cone 1n these. 
1. • An arned war vehicle, 

I>OWR 
1. Th~ olrt I i ne or fora of soae-

thlng, · 
Z. A Yellow-brown colour. 
4. R red or green fruit. 
5 • Thee~ creatures are si ni 1 ar to 

t ern1 t es, 
6. A bird you can find on a fara. 
8. The saallest British coin. 
9. A nunber between one and five 
19 • A thin I i ne that appears whtn' 

a building dries out. 
14 • A . house hoi d pet or vi 1 d 

anu\al, 
16 · An it ell fish are caught in. 



My draron is called 
Bumpy and he is very 
(reedy. He c1te two pieces 
of meat yesterday and two 
pieces of bacon today. It 
Wcl.S cold bacon and he zot 
the mumps on him. So 1 
put him in bed and ,are 
him some hot soup and 
some medicine until he 
was better.Then we all 
lived happily ever after. 

Selena Slater. 

Melisa is my dragon she is 
rreen and she is nau,hty 
because she burnt my 
tocl.St. 

Andrew Darbyshire. 

I like my dragon. He is a 

• !;!;;- mr .Jr.l;;':r. h;: is Une da\' there was a 
~t!l\. un, ·l.l\' thr h·.l.::nl draton and there was a 
.; ~ t , ut ·.f I c•! .mi II'Filt : (irl near by. She had a cat. 
t; \I',,Sh hi\ h3nds. He 1\'P.r.t One day the zirl went out. 
~·; :!:·: Llt!n·.;lm .lll•i ~ j{ The draton came to iron 

I like my draron. He is 
(reen. He has cot spikes on 
his back. 

Gavin Knowles 
tnt.· thE ll'.lrdrde. C the clothes. The drazon 

lessi::J. Slrr.~ burnt the clothes and went ~Thumper is a naurhty 
'-rfl .r to bed. M I' Sl t tTdhruamropne a~d sot~detimes , 

One day Redf
;_ t' e 1sa. a er r IS un 1 y. My 
""was ea tnr llillf iiiflll l draron is d 

a currant bun at the table ~""'t-.. ...._ ~ Caroline Webster • r e e n • 
and he s~hed the plate ~tr dr.1~on is ~reen .1nd it 1\ AI · 
and Red fm pulled the ts m th~ Z.ll'den .1nd mr ~ One dar 1 met a dragon 
tablecloth off. dr.l&on hn:s 1nth me. and he was a pet dra( 

Nona Granrer. . PEter t !b.1nk. . We played with my dra(~~ 
. . . .. . _._. ,_. ·"~~We always sleep torether 

~:~ ts rur dr.1gon.He :s My draton is naughty 61 and we are always friends. 
,t ;- n.lt has re_ll:w s_ptl;e~ /today because he burnt myf'.' We like ea.ch ,o~her. 
.1n 1,,!1 ;s ~ 11 ~.he ,.1rdF.nJI1 tongue end when he kissed G.lll Hunter. 
,Jr.l,•:ll .trr.s l.tlh me. , me 

~1idt.1el ~;iddlE. }1 · Andrew lnrram. One day 1 was eatint my 1 

famous draton because be , My ltra(on is brown. &tr -
makes my tocl.St. . , dra.ron has oran&e spikes My dragon is playin' 

breakfast and a draron 1 
flew in. He ate my tocl.St : 
and a full rla.ss of milk · 

with and an eu and five slices 
Thomas Robmson. he breathes fire. 1ft the ball. 

I was wa!kin' in the wood .1\ Catherine Ta!lentire. Phillippa O'Toole. 
,.~ __ ,_ 
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of meat and then he flew 
back out atain. At dinner 
he ate all that a.(a.in. At 

· tea he ate that and at 
supper he ate. that. So I ; 
called him the Greedy! 
dra.ron. 

Rachael Probert. 



Our TriP To Beamjsb. 
On Monday 23rd of May 

the juniors went on a trip 
to Beamish. We went on the 
bus. On the way there, we 
did some puzzles. When we 
rot there we went into an 
office room and Mrs St. 
Pierre rot the tickets. 
When she rot them we 
went on the tram to a 
little room to put our 
packed lunches in. Then we 
rot put into rroups. 
Gemma, Jennifer, Richard, 
Stephen and me went with 
Mn Howe. Everybody rot a 
booklet each. First our 
rroup went to the pit 
cottares. We did our 
booklet. We had a look at 
the pit cottates first. It 
said that miners often had 
lar(e families and so 
sometimes people slept in 
the front room downstairs. 
We saw two irons, one was 
cailed the flat iron and 
one was called the block 
iron. The block iron had a 
piece of iron in it. You 
warmed it up beside the 
fire. In one room there was 
a lady makiD( mats, they 
are called clippy or hooky 
mats. In the same room 

there was a piece of brown 
curly paper, it was sticky 
and is used to catch flies. 
There was an oven and it 
was a round shape, There 
was a room in which a 
lady was bakinr and there 
was a clock upstairs. There 
was a chest with a doll's 
house and in another room 
a piano, In the houses they 
used oil lamps. 

Fiona McCormack. 

10 
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r~r::~.\:! ·.·dlJ~2 .:·.~Hr:d HGl'')E-
f :-:· :::·.· ~:r.!!;!Jr. \\r. w~nr r 
P..:.~~~:-: f;:.lt~J,:r i:·rJ.ft. ~h_
:,ir.r~: .1nd [ ft:;l th~ ~::·..lt~l 
.. u;.~ ~. ::!~r.-d Jt thr. ;_-u·ts .1ntl 
!'J.L~-:~ -~. pGnit:s Jnd dud~s. 
01~ t:: :· second dJr we 'r~nt 
LT " !!"IP Ill the :\U' tG 
,\ j!.:.:·c ;:·~lle![ £i'CI'llr.s c1nd 
\~'..\Jt.: ~ I'C•Uitd tht t:J\\"11. 1

1
1:2 

·.r~. ::~ r :· the LeJ(·h i)fl the 
t!n:·: lcl\' ~·e went fGt' ..1 

\rJ!t Jlon~ the Bro<.~ds .ltHi 
tc. ~;;2 the ll'tndnnll. Also 
,Jn the wa-: home we 
st;;J:r~;1 to l;1ok round .1 

lvr musuem. \\'e alsti 
loc:t;;;;j rcund .It l:omem<.~de 
;fo!ls.Emma Semper 

Inrumn. 
One day I went to lorleton 
and I found some worms 
and so that he wouldn't 
be lonely I put him with 
another worm. Then I went 
down the river and I 
skimmed some stones. 
Then I saw a white cat and 
then we went to bed. I 
slept on the settee. When 
my Grandma and Grandad 
came they woke me up and 
then I went home. 

Lynnda Harrison. 

The mad prisoner from 
tlie...Nn. 

One day I was waikin( in 
Hazel Wood. I fell down 
down. down. down until I 
hit somethinc hard. 
It felt like an end of a 
bed, I'm sure it was wood. 
When I opened my eyes I 
saw a terrible ficure. I 
seemed to be in a dunreon. 
That means I was in a. 
castle. He chased me out, I 
raced home. 
Shaun Fletcher. 



WORKING IN THE DARK 
The cage goes down and down 
It feels like my stomach is 
left behind 
Going down in the depths 
The tunnels are passing by 
Eventually we reached the 
bottom 
Door opens and life once again 
begins once more in the mine 
The tools get picked up and 
they start to hammer away 
Sparks are flying, fires nearly 
lit 
The canary chirps and the 
panic has started 
Run for the doors one says 
The gas makes the candles 
flare up 
Bang! an explosion goes off 
Quietness comes for ever 
more. 

r.nlin Ramsay 

A DAY IN THE LIFE OF A VET 
On Wednesday we went to the 
vet. We asked questions. The 
most common illness for a dog 
is o tummy upset. The mast 
unusual animal Mr. Linscott 
has treated is an iguana with 
a broken leg. The vet does 
not treat monkeys, lions, or 
tigers or any zoo animals with 
living in a rural area. Mr. 
Linscott does not dislike any 
animals that is why he likes 
his job. Mr. Linscott would not 
like any other job especially 
not a teacher. The animal he 
most frequently sees are 
dairy cows. He goes to farms 
mostly too. The vet gets 
bitten by cats and dogs. He 
does not keep many animals 
behind over night. When we 
went there was a dog who 
hod been in ten days, it was 
very poorly. An operation can 
take I hour to 2 hours 
depending on which operation 
he does. Mr. Linscott can see 
half a dozen animals to 200 to 
300 animals a day. If he has a 
lot of operations a day he 
will only see half a dozen 
animals. It takes five years to 
train to be a ve I but at 
Cambridge University it takes 
six years and you have to 

,, 

pass all your exams. Mr. 
Linscott never has a day the 
same thing he always sees 
something different. A cat is 
eight week~ old when it has 
its first injection. Mr. Linscott 
never treats zoo animals 
because there are no zoos in 
Bedale. When the vet injects 
cats the cat usually bites the 
owner when the owner holds 
the cat. Mr. Linscott has a 
partner and his partner is in 
Ethiopia to treat their cattle 
and camels because they need 
special treatment. Mr. Linscott 
has never travelled abroad. 
Monday is the busiest day of 
the week because on Sunday 
people do not like to bother 
the vet unless the animal is 
really bad. The smallest animal 
Mr. Linscott has treated is 2 
to 3 centimetres long which is 
a terrapin. They used a very 
fine needle to inject the 
terrapin every week for a 
month. When he tried to inject 
the terrapin the terrapin 
crawled inside its shell Mr. 
Linscott started his job 26 
years ago. The medicine he 
prescribes most frequently is 
penicillin, not all the same 
penicillin but different drugs. 
There are quite a few animals 
die after on operation. 
farm animals are kept lor a 
different reason. They are 
kept for farming products and 
cots and dogs are kept for 
pets. Cats can live up tp 25 
years old but some only hve 
until they are very young 
because they ge I killed in an 
accident. Cats usually hve up 
to their teens. Mr. Lmscott 
has two dogs. a foal. shee~. 
some goats. cats and he hod 
a pony but it d1ed. He has 
seen quite a lew tools bemq 
born. He puts a lot of pots on 
animals legs. That afternoon 
Mr. Linscott had to put a pot 
on a lamb's leg 
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They play around tree 
slumps and break their legs. 
He did a lamb's leg the day 
betore so he does broken legs 
often. Mr Linscott has treated 
a ferret for distemper and 
opera! 1ons. He has some 
ammols in the surgery. He 
treated a dog with bad ~eeth 
under a · general anaesthetic. 
There was a cat wh1cn hod 
just had an operation. It was 
not often that a cow has 
triplets. No animal has ever 
woken up in the middle of an 
operation because the 
anaesthetic is too strong. Not 
all animals are colour blind but 
some are. A bull is colour 
blind ond dogs are colour blind 
but he does not know much 
about colour blindness. He 
showed us the anaesthetic 
machine. There is a tube and 
you stick 11 down the ammal's 
throat which has gas in it 
which keeps the animal asleep. 
He showed us the x-ray 
machine. He gets the x-ray 
mach1nes from the hospitals, 
ones they dont want any 
more. He showed us an x-ray 
of a dog with a broken back 
that died. He showed us the 
nphthnlmosrnpP. ~o WP lnolc,.rl 
in each other's eyes. We could 
see the retma and the vems. 
He said that he has treated o 
peacock. He had to go and 
see it because its toil was 
too long to get into the car. 
The strangest thing he has 
ever treated is B.S.E a 
nervous complaint in o bullock. 
Mr Linscott treats fish by 
puttmg the treatment in the 
water. There is no other way 
of treating o fish. When you 
wont to be a vel you have to 
love and respec I ammals and 
not to be sent1mentol when an 
onnnol dies. I really enJoyed 
m~·self I would like to go 
again. Mr Linscott was very 
me e. 

Emma fawcet! 



Working in the Dark 
Young boys of eight, nine or 
ten. 
Slaving away on the coalface, 
The darkness creeping around 
them. 
It's darker round every 
corner they turn. 
The colliers tired and 
frightened, 
Trying desperately to follow 
the cart in front 
And the trammers nearly faint 
from exhaustion. 
Doorkeepers asleep on the 
job. 
Stray carts that have been 
stuck or broken. 
The coal dust rising 
As older men hack away at 
the coal face. 
Their bodies glisten with 
sweat, 
The colliers sorting out coal 
With deadly looking 
implements, 
Hauliers amongst the pit 
ponies rest, 
The end of the day, 
They clamber back to the 
cage 
And are hauled slowly up, 
Out at last, 
They jump for joy and head 
for home, 
Glad to be away from 
The darkness of the mine. 

Sarah Nattrass 

i2 
DOWN IN THE DARK 
Down tn th.e da.rR. 

a. Jew men a.re worR.Ln.g wi.th. 
a.xes a.nd spades 

a.nd oth.er 
tools. 

All oJ th.e men h.a.ve got th.ei.r JOb 
to do. 

It's wet a.nd da.mp 
Ln th.i.s mLne a.nd you never 

R.now LJ th.ere Ls a.ny 
ga.s unless you h.a.ve 

a. ca.na.ry bLrd. 
Th.e coa.L's dug out a.nd put 

Lnto th.e wa.gons to be 
ta.R.en up to th.e top. 

Th.e ca.ge comes down a.nd Ln 
get th.e h.a.rd worR.i.ng 

people 
a.nd th.e b Lrd. 

Now th.e people a.re out oJ th.e 
da.rR. th.ey ca.n go h.ome 

a.nd get a. good wa.sh. 
th.en go to bed. 

Da.mi.en I<LrR.up 

Working in the dark 
The cage fell down, down 
The surrounding darkness falls 
away, 
The lamp rtickers dangerously, 
The bottom of the shaft is 
coming closer. · 
At the bottom the pit ponies 
are waiting, 
Their shaggy coats black with 
dust 
The trucks are fixed to the 
ponies. 
They trundle along the dusty 
tunneL 
The miners work bare-backed, 
Sweat running down their 
faces. 
Their pick axes swing 
At the jagged rock face. 
The coal is taken away. 
More trucks come fo the next 
load. 
The miners' boiler suit 
bottoms black with coal 
Their he011y boots take a 
steady rhythm 
As they walk bock to the 
rusty shaft 
And the squeaking cage goes 
slowly back up. 

Adam Woodcock 
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WORKING IN THE DARK 
As the cage sank down into 
the earth l could hear the 
cogs and big wheel at the top 
creaking. When we reached 
the bottom I could hear the 
ather workers picking away 
at the coal face with their 
pick axes. When their shift 
was over I took their places 
reluctantly. I started to chop 
away at the coal face. After 
an hour I was ankle high in 
coal Then the colliers came 
and loaded up the trucks and 
took it away. ·All change!!" 
shouted the. foreman. All the 
workers put down their 
tools and headed for the 
cage. The cage creaks and 
rumbles once more. When I 
got outside I squinted my 
eyes with the brightness of 
the sky. When I got home I 
had a bath and went to bed. 

Andrew Luckman 
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Th~ .'.losco\1' St.lte Cireus. 
On WednesdJ.\' 15th ,June 
we went to th€ .'.IoSCi/11' 
StJ.Ie Cireus J.t \'orl;, \\·~ 
~Jaw some hotsP.s Jntl s:;~ 
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My holidar. 

On sJ.turday mornin~ my 
mum 1\'oke me up at 
five I) dock because mr 
dad was zoing fishing J.nd 
the boat set out olt 
eitht o clock. It took us 
half an hour to ~et to 
Whitby, You had to ~o 
down some steps to zet 
into the boat, my dad 
was just in time. When my 
dJ.d had set off we went 
to hare a look at the 
shops. Then we went on 
the beach. It was six 
o'clock when the bridge 
opened to let· the boats 
r.ome through. My dad 
only caurht four fish and 
they were cod, On Friday 
we went to Scarborouch 
J.nd we went on the beach. 
On Saturday I went to 
the swimming baths .1nd we 
hare a new teacher. On 
Sunday my dad took us to 
where he used to li \'e. 

Era Tallentire. 

Mr \'jsit To Beamish. 
At nine o'clock we set off 
for Beamish. It took us 
about an hour J.nd J. half . 
When we rot there. Mrs St. 
Pierre, our head teacher, 
tare us some pamphlets • 
Our group went to the 
town. We had eleven pages 
to do in the pamphlets 
about the town. We boucht 
ice-creams with a flake in 
it. then we went to the 
coal_mine, then we went to 
the drift mine. We had to 
wear hard hats. When it 
was our turn we went 
down, down, 1iown into the 
;:round. When we came back 
out we saw some people 
building J. ehurrh ned!' the 
11rift mine, 'fhe trucks, the 
strairht J.nd bendr eoal 
mine, the trams J.nd the 
open J.ir buses were the 
best. 

Robert BMier. 



The Horse and The Rabbit 
Once upon a time there li11ed 
a horse and rabbit. The rabbit 
was walking along the path 
when suddenly he saw a sign 
It said, Relay race 2 p.m. 
Saturday. He went home ond 
thought what he should wear. 
He ware white shorts, black 
tee-shirt and white socks. 
Then the horse saw the sign 
and he entered the race. It 
was half past I. The rabbit 
and the horse started walking. 
They finally reached the race. 
They lined up. The rabbit said, 
'I bet I win.· The horse said, 
'I bet I win.· The bell rang 
and they started running. The 
hare overtook them both. The 
race finished and they both 
made friends. 

Jennifer Murray 

My Baby Brother 
My baby brother is called 
Brenden and he is three years 
old I play with him when I 
get home from school. 
Sometimes I watch television 
and he jumps on me so I push 
him off me. Sometimes he gets 
me a packet of crisps of salt 
and vinegar. Sometimes he 
makes his own breakfast and 
he makes a mess on the floor. 
He climbs up the stairs with 
out holding on the barmister. 

Christopher Burke 

The Tiger, 
Tigers are colourful orange 
clnd black in the 
forest. Tigers ue powerful 
with sharp teeth and sharp 
claws. Brave ti,ers in the 
forest bright. Quiet tiger 
huntin( other animals, 
running about. Lots clnd 
lots of tigers shininr like 
glass. 

Daniel Kirkup. 

I If 

Our rjsjt to Beamish. 
!Jn our ~~.\\' to Beamish 

li'P. hold some ·word StJUat·es 
.1nt! I ~ot threP., When we 
&ot there we took the tr.1m 
to the room wherP. u·e 
1vere ;oin~ to hare •>ur 
:!inner .1nd left our luneh 
boxes there. I was with 
lh·s Howe. At first 11·e all 
went to the toilet. then II'P. 
•.rent to the pit eotta~·es. 
We had to find a hanger 
for the bolt .1nd the eo.1t. 
\Ye also s.1w the old 
telephone. The people in 
my &roup were -Jennifer. 
Gemmo1. Richud .1nd Fion.~ 
Then we s.1w the bed with 
white nightr on it olnd we 
saw the old piano, and the 
old lamp that was burnin& 
off oil. We went down the 
mine and it was rery rerr 
dark. Richard .1nd I stood 
in the place where the man 
was sittin& and he told us 
all about the mine. There 
was a big erater of eoal. 
When we went out. We saw 
a toilet e.~Jled a nettr. 
This loldf was eooking 
breati olnd the lady's eat 
was asleep. There were two 
trpes of iron, a flat iron 
and a block iron and there 

was an old fashioned elock 
on the mantlepiece. 

Stephen Ramsay. 

My Cat 
My cat was 3 years old. 
He was blOck, brown and 
white. 
He chased grasshoppers and 
birds. 
His name was Mowgli. 
He was a friendly cat. 
I miss my cot. 
We had to leave him in Cyprus 

Joanne Burton 
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fhe Sad Clown 
Once upon a time there was a 
clown. He was a very sad 
clown. Nobody knew what 
was wrong with him and 
nobody could cheer him up 
until one day another clown 
came to the circus and lived 
in the same cabin as Shruby 
because there were no other 
cabins left. The new clown 
was really funny. He made 
Shruby giggle all the time. 
When he went into the ring he 
made everybody giggle. The 
clawn cried then everybody 
cried The two clowns lived 
happily ever after. 

Charlotte Luckman. 
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Tifer. 
Tifer pouncing clnd 
jumping 
In the forest with a blazing 
coat on him, 
with big sharp claws. 
with sharp teeth, 
peepint through the grass. 

Alexandra McCormack. 



THE SMALLEST ANIMAL I'VE 
EVER TREATED. 
On Wednesday we went to the 
vet in Bedale to ask him some 
questions. First we asked 
what was the most common 
illness pets could catch and he 
said stomach upsets. He 
sometimes treats snakes which 
is very unusual but some 
aren't. Mr. Linscott said he 
would never change his job. 
When he visits farms on a 
morning he mainly sees dairy 
cows and he also likes dairy 
cows the best. He keeps only 
a few pets behind to have 
treatment the next day and 
only very poorly animals. Most 
times the owners can treat it. 
Mr. Linscott said a lot of 
animals can be treated in one 
day. The least he's hod is 
about twelve but the most 
can vary from two to three 
hundred. It takes five or six 
years to train to be a vet 
and is very hard. He also likes 
a lot of variety and doesn't 
like too many of the some 
animals. Sometimes dogs bite 
him but most times they don't. 
His partner is away in 
Ethiopia and he is there as a 
consultant. His partner also 
went to Africa for twenty 
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years. The smallest animal Mr. 
Linscott has ever treated is a 
terrapin which was about an 
inch long and he used a very 
fine needle to inject it and it 
took every week for a month 
to inject it. The medicine he 
prescribes most frequently is 
a group of medicines called 
antibiotics. He started his job 
twenty six years ago about a 
week from now. Sadly quite a 
few animals die after he 
treats them · ond he finds it 
quite sad when that happens. 
Animals on farms are usually 
slaughtered before they die 
normally. Cats usually die in 
their teens but some can live 
up to twenty or more. Some 
kittens only have short lives 
because of rood accidents and 
kittens are normally eight 
weeks old when they hove 
their first ifliection. For pets 
of his own he has two dogs 
and his family have four cats 
one goot ond some pet sheep. 
He quite frequently puts pots 
on animals and lambs are the 
normal culprits for broken 
legs. He has treated ferrets 
for distemper ond operations 
he also treated a dog this 
morning for bod teeth and he 
also hos a cat he has just 
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treated. It is not very often 
that cows have triplets in 
fact it is quite rare. Mr 
Linscott showed us the 
anaesthetic machine and the 
x-ray machine and told us 
they got the x-ray machines 
second hand from the 
hospitals. The strangest illness 
Mr. Linscott has treated on 
animal for is a nervous 
complaint in a bullock. The 
initials for the disease are 
B.S.E. 
During our visit Mr. Linscott 
asked us if we would like to 
look in the ophthalmoscope 
which is to look in the eye. I 
could see veins and blood 
vessels and it looked quite 
revolting. Mr. Linscott said he 
would recommend his job to 
animal lovers but you have to 
love ond respect animals and 
not be sentimental when an 
animal dies. Altogether I really 
enjoyed myself ond would very 
much like to go again. 

Sarah Nattross 

Working in the dark 
The coal mines are very dark. 
Children pulling carts. 
Children dusty black ond 
brown I 0 and 't 
Black, black the coal mines 
are. 
Bang Bong at the coal 
Stuffy ond dark. Tracks noisy 
Carts in the dark with cool in, 
It turns round the corner. 
It turns dark and black 
Pit ponies in the dark 
Men digging away at the cool 
As the carts go along 
Pit ponies pulling the carts 
Pit ponies turning turning 
corners oil the time, 
The day came to pay day 
OiMer comes, chattering voice 
in the distance 
Doorkeepers go munch with 
their food. 

Samantha Offer. 



At The Vom 
We went to visit Janet 
Custard to interview her. The 
first question I asked was 
how many peope worked in 
the factory, It was 180 men 
and 120 ladies. There ore q 
lorry drivers ond I lady 
driver. They mostly sell bacon. 
They have got 12 offices. 
They sell pies. I asked how 
many pies do you sell a year 
and it was 1352 tons of pies 
a year. They sell 2 million tons 
of sausages a year. You have 
to be over 18 to use the 
machinery because it is 
dangerous. They all wear a 
uniform. The shops that sell 
their bacon are Presto, 
Gateway, Sainsburys and 
Morrisons. They get a lunch 
hour. It is half an hour if you 
work in the factory because 
they stop half an hour early. 
The bacon comes from pigs. 
They do not kill baby pigs. 
They kill pigs every day. 

Caroline Ingram 

A VISIT TO THE POLICE 

I went to the Police to 
interview them and we went 
with on Officer. When we got 
there he took us into a room 
and there were three desks 
and two ladles at two desks. 
Then Inspector Johnson come 
and he took us to a room and 
it was big inside. We sat 
down and then we interviewed 
him. We asked him, "What's the 
fastest Pando cor you have 
driven?" and "What made you 
join the Police Force?" and· 
"Have you ever crashed a 
police car?". He told us all the 
cars were British but the 
motor bikes were BMWs, that 
is German. 

Graham Howe 
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010 YOU KNOW THERE IS 617<J 
LITRES OF WAfER IN ONE 
HOUSE? 
To build one house the 
equpiment would cost ~0.000 
pounds roughly. Ben, Andrew 
and I went to a building site 
just across the fence from 
our school The site manager's 
nameis Mr. Holmes and he 
likes his job. It gives him 
satisfaction. When he builds it 
he knows it will be there for 
hundreds of years. Ther are 

. 12,000 bricks in one house. 
The blocks are for heat. There 
are 80 to qo square metres 
in the house. They keep a~ I 
the cavities clean. They ore all 
sold to the Ministry of 
Defence that is for R.A.F. 
Leeming. The 61Jq litres of 
water disappears out of your 
house within twelve months. 
The central heating is set at 
63 degrees Fahrenheit and 
within a year all the water 
will have dried up enough for 
wallpaper to be put on. When 
it has dried the cracks will 
appear in the wall to replace 
the water and that's when 
you put the filler in. He has 
been building houses for 6 
years and he has been in the 
building industry for ~ 3 year~. 
It takes about three months 
for 7 houses to be built. 
There ore going to be q 
rooms in each house. There 
are two floorsin each house. 
The ground floor is concrete 
and floor one is f loorboords. 
Their main depot is in York. 
The Romford houses are 
gabled and the Wensleydale 
are hipped roofed. 

Colin Ramsay 
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SUNRISE SALAD 
1 largi grapifruit 
2 r~d ~ating apples 
2 green eating appl~s 
2 ripe bananas 
Z large oranges 
55g <Zoz> of natural yoghurt 
39al <2 tabl~spoons> of honey 
A large serving plate 

How to aak~ surise salad• 
1. Pee I the grapefruit ~nd br~ak 
it into aect i ona, Then a~t t h~11 
aside. 
Z. Then wash the apples. Thin 
you ~uarter the core and slice 
the apples into thin slices • 
. 3. Pee I the bananas and s 1 i c~ 
9ach on~ in half along it's 
l~ngth, 

4. Then you p~~l the oranges and 
break th~a into segaents. 
5, Spread the green apples out 
along the bottoa of the plat~. 
Place each alic~ slightly 
overlapping. This is the horizon. 
6. Place the grapefruit sections 
abov~ the horizon right in the 
centre. Thas is the sun itself so 
aake it ro•md, 
7, Place each banana half so 
!hat one end just touches the 
'3rapefrr:at sun and the other end 
reaches away froa it's centre. 
These are the sun-nye. 
:3, Place the red apple slices 
along both sides of each banana 
half, running lengthwase with th~ 
red pe~l nearest the banana. 
3 • Pour the yoghurt ov~r the 
gr~en appl ~ horizon, that is to 
be the early aorning aist. 

Eft~~a Fawcett 



010 YOU KNOW THERE IS 
HAlf A MILE Of HOSE ON 
EVERY FIRE ENGINE? 
At the fire station Mr. Wilce 
told us there are ~ ladders 
on a fire engine. He told us 
that if there was a fire he 
would rush off. On the fire 
engine there can be six or 
four men. He told us that if 
there was a breakdown they 
would send out the 
emergency tender. He said the 
worst thing about a fire is 
the smoke. The smoke can kill 
you. The ladders on a fire 
engine used to be made of 
wood but now thev are made 
of aluminium. He told us that 
the greatest number of fires 
they had had in one doy was 
nine. He asked us if we 
wanted to see the control 
room. In the control room we 
met liz Simpson and her 
friends. There was a mop on 
the wall We sow switches on 
panels and we heard the fire 
alarm. Liz Simpson said, 'When 
we have a call it goes on the 
tape recorder and we can 
match voices so we often 
catch people when it is a 
malicious calL· We saw the 
computer and they put the 
address into the computer and 
get all the details of the fire. 

Kevin Johnson 

17 
MY DA~'S WED~IHG 

In the Easter holid-lYS IIY d3d 
10t 1\arned. He ·30~ :tarned lt 
llorthallerton Reg1ster Office. ~l 
f r i en•1s, Co 11 n :;nd Stephen c->fte. 
r~; 4ad -3ot the car f rol\ Proct erll 
Tax1a. It 11as 1 ijjht bl•Je 
·=oloured. It waa a 'Jr.lnada. ! 
went w1th Colin'<> •iad. 1Uter "e 
had been to the Re~iater Office 
we wen~ to the 3waleaale t1rl\s, l.Je 
had a !\UI.lolewerethereror• 
lon9 tiRe. Then we vent hone 111th 
Col1n and Stephen and their ~IJII 
ind dad :;nd at night ~Y dad went 
hack to the pub. We had a cake, ' 
It had two cakes on it. Colin >lid 

1
1. 

not like 11. I really en!O\Ied 
that day and it was the bes day 
of the Easter hoi i days. 

Jonat lion Pollard. 

! 

WE WANT TO I 
HELP COT DEATH 
RESEARCH. 

We have entered a W. H. S11ith 
coaretition to help prevent cot 
dea h •. We had to draw a picture of 
a Chr1~taas Card and send it in 
with 5Bp, You can win a prize for 
the 5 to 8 years c~i 1 dren. It is .a 
Honda ATC notoriaea notorbike, The 
9 to 12 year olds can win a 
Spec! ru11 3 CORPUt er and wi I h it 
~oa get a printer. The 13 to 16 
~ears c~ildren get a Cas1o SK 299 
electronic keyboard. 
Your schQol w1ns aoaething as well 
?B you, Your Christ11as Card, if tt 
1s a winn,r is pabfillhed in all 
branches ot W. H. Sa1th. ~card 
had soae buildings on and a 
snoman. 

Darren Swales 

SPOT THE SPORT by Paula Mitchell 
B 0 B S L E I G H E 0 X Y K T 
A R U G B Y N I H B 0 W L S E 
L T A C E D L 0 0 P G Q I B N 
L H H Q F B C T T F P S U B N 
Y R S L 0 K E A V N V I G A I 
E M A L E K B I L L I A R D S 
L K 0 y c T H G N I M M I w s I 
L P L I G N I T 0 0 H S D U C 
0 A R Q H v I c T J s T R A D I 
V C R E K 0 0 N S Q U A S H B 

Can you find these? 
Tennia 3w1Raing 
Badl\inton ~r1cket 
Hockey .51u-ash 
Bob alii gh .:t.oot 1 n·~ 

':an you find an•• nor<t? 

Uolleyball 
Rugby 
Pool 
At hl '1t i o:~ 

Darla 
p.,lo 
Bowl a 
Snoo~er 

1--------------------~-=- ...... ______ , ___ _J 
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WE SUOE OOWN THE POLE 
At Northallerton Fire Station 
we met Mr. Wilce. He told us 
that he has been a fireman 
since he finished school. He 
had twa years in 
Northallerton Fire Brigade. He 
said if the fire engine breaks 
down he will drop a man off 
with the first aid kit. The 
ladders used to be made of 
wood but are now aluminium 
and weigh up to 330 lb. He 
used to be at Wolverhampton. 
He said in one day there 
were ~6 fires. The oldest fire 
engine on the station is 17 
years old and is used as a 
spare in case another breaks 
down. They wear rubber 
boots, water proof leggings. a 
fire jacket, and thick woollen 
trousers. Mr. Wilce let us see 
the emergency tender. It has 
eight wheels and it can fit siK 
men on. It cannot go on hard 
ground because it would rip 
the lyres off. It can only go 
on rough ground. Then we 
went into the control room 
and saw lots of interesting 
things. They had a television 
to see to the front door. You 
could see all the people who 
knocked on the door. If liz 
Simpson knew them she would 

let them in and if she didn't 
know them she wouldn't let 
them in. There were 
computers where they find all 
the details of the fire. There 
was a big map on the wall to 
see all the places in the 
countv. Then we heard the 
alarm. After Mr. Wilce let us 
go down the pole. It was 
good. There was a man at the 
bottom to catch us. I think 
that I would like to be a 
fireman because it is 
interesting. 

ian Watkinson. 



Our Play Aladdin 
Last term we mode a play 
called Aladdin. Sarah Nattrass 
was Aladdin and I was The 
Evil Magician. We performed 
the play on two nights. In the 
first scene, Mr ~oil, the 
foreman. was busy giving out 
instructions when I crept on 
and called to Aladdin, ·come 
over here, laddie.· Aladdin 
was curious and come. I bent 
over to him and said, 'Meet 
me at the Garth at sunset." 
That night. at sunset, Aladdin 
come. I opened o trap door 
and said 'Go down into the 
cove. Go to the very end of 
the cave and you will see o 
lamp. Bring me the lamp and 
when you return I will make 
you rich.· Aladdin went in and 
found the lamp. When Aladdin 
come bock. I said, 'Give me 
the lamp." Aladdin said, 'No!· 
'Yes!" 'No!' 'Yes!" 'No! 'Yes!" 
'Well, if you won't give me 
the lamp, you can stay down 
there for ever: I slammed the 
door shut and trapped Aladdin 
forever. Aladdin rubbed the 
lamp and the genie of the 
lamp appeared. ·Your wish is 
my command.' 'Then toke me 
home,· I said. In scene six. I 
trick Lee Ming, Aladdin's wife 

and get the lamp. Then in 
scene seven they kill me and 
live happily ever after. I 
enjoyed being in the play very 
much indeed. 

Simon Kiddie 

The day J climbed 
Roseberry Topping 

On Mbnda~ I oliabed RoseberrY 
Topping, cousin and I were !be 
first tot e start. We started \o 
cliab to the top. We got to \he 
ai ddl e, It i a over 51 aet res h19h 
at the top. ~ cousin's legs were 
tired. And going •jown was ;oasy, 
~ aua and dad and Ashley and 
Cra19 got back to the car and 
they were '!xha•Jat '!d f roa 901 n11 'JP 
and back down again. We got 1n 
the car and we went to Redcar and 
in Redcar ~e saw three red houses 
and we had a PICRIC IR 
Osaotherley. And then ue ue~t to 
1 he ?•Jb and Ash! ey 7ent c •J ny 
.::oua1n'a. ilt OaaotMrletJ i fell 
1 n (he 11at er. 

~layne Garner. 

AT THE POLICE HEADQUARTERS 
AT NEWBY WISKE I FINO OUT 

ABOUT THE POLICE FORCE 
I found out a lot about 
policemen and what they do 
at the police station. All the 
outstanding murderers in 
North Yorkshire hove been 
caught and no one gets away. 
We got some leaflets which 
hod police people in. No one 
can be a police man or lady 
straight away. Some police 
stations have sports and 
games like billiards, table 
tennis and outdoor games. 
Inspector Johnson has been o 
policeman for 18 yeors and 
started in Scarborough. 
Sometimes the police catch 
people in a day or sometimes 
weeks. Inspector Johnson 
drove a Ford Escort for his 
job. Sometimes thirty people 
are arrested in a day if it's 
busy. Over a hundred cars ore 
attached to the police force. 
All the cars are British and 
the motor bikes ore German 
BMW. The cars are mostly 
Fords. Each police force has 
at least one van or more. 
Inspector Johnson answered 
our questions. The police have 
about six dogs for one 
sta~ion. Inspector Johnson 

Ashley Garner, 
one of the three 
lion dancers from 
our play Aladdin 
poses with his 
traditional lion 
dancer mask after 
the performance. 

does interviews for all the 
papers. He does them for the 
Northern Echo in Darlington, 
Northallerton, York, Whitby 
and Richmond. Inspector 
Johnson does interviews for 
other newspapers as well as 
the Echos. He does the press 
and Yorkshire Television. The 
police do not keep the 
robbers very long, or if so, 
they keep them in a prison. 
The police dogs have · to be 
trained all the lime. The dogs 
are not trained at the police 
station. I asked Inspector 
Johnson, • Oo you carry a 
gun?' The answer was no. 
They hove about one dozen 
bikes for one police station. 

Oamien Kirkup 
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A STAR SHINES OUT . · · · · 
OVER BETHLEHEM 
SEE IT IN THE SKY 

TWINKLING~ 
WlNKINu 

OVERHEAD ... 
Strains of the ausic froa our 

Carol Concert· can be heard 
echoing throughout the school 
building. Evervwhere vou look 
th~re are scenes of activitv. 
Paintpots, brushes, glue and 
scissors. are being used to 
create pictures of the 
scenerv surrounding Bethlehea 
with kings and shepherds, 
caaels and sheep. Lengthy 
discussions are· being held ae 
to the shape and colour of 
the houses in Bethlehea. Will 
the ground underfoot be sand, 
grass or straw? And if it was 
a long, long wav to go, then 
exactly how far is it froa 
Hazareth to Bethlehea? Shall 
we draw the babv Jesue in the 
aanger or in his aother's 
aras? 
Christaas is 
again. fl 
upectation 
everywhere, 
uervwhere. 

with us once 
feeling oi 

and i ov is 
well al aost 

A avsterious arav of 
anowaen in green hats is 
appearing in the infant 
cl assrooa. Ko-one has 
actually seen Father 
Christ us vet, although with 
t he he I p v f J • R , R , 
Tolkien's Father Chriataas 
Letters we've heard about 
the probleas he's been hav1ng 
w1th the over-helpful llortt. 
Polar Bear. 

HAPPY CHRISTMAS! 
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The First Test 
On Monday we tested our 
cars and recorded the 
distance. Wayne's Tonka truck 
travelled the f18"thest and the 
one that went the least 
distance was Kevin's silver 
key car. The cars were tested 
down a romp two metres 111 

length: and the distance 
travelled on the floor was 
added to the two metres on 
the romp. It was an angle of 
thirty degrees. Two of the 
cars fell off the side of the 
ramp and at the bottom of 
the romp was a drop because 
the wood was quite thick. 

Some of the cars when 
they hit the floor did a roll 
Same of the cars were 
streamlined. Graham's and 
Oamien's cars were 
streamlined, same were a bit 
and some were nat at all. 
Some went further and faster 
than others. Same of the cars 
may have wheels that turn 
faster and move more loosely. 
Same of them were heavier 
than others and it would hove 
more force on the wheels and 
it would hove gone faster and 
further. The position of the 
wheels would give it more or 
less stability and the shape of 
them may make a difference. 
If we sprayed ~OIItO on the 
axles they might go a little 
bit faster. 

C.R. 

The final trial 
We went into the hall to test 
the best five cars. We needed 
o place with a lot of room 
and a place where the cars 
could be tested fairly. Our 
first problem was that the 
wall bars were too high so 
we brought in the unit. The 
five finalists were : Tonka 
truck, Red car, Kenworth, 
Plymouth Gran fury, Airport 
Crash Truck. The airport crash 
truck is mine and it came ~ th. 
This is how it happened. On 
the first attempt the winner 
was the Tonka truck. We did 
not oil the wheels on this 
attempt 

Red car 
Tonka truck 
Kenworth 
Plymouth Gran fiB'Y 
Crash truck 

The final Trial 

700 em 
720 em 
305 em 
0 
~0 em 

~ was to find out which 
of the finalist travelled the 
fiB'thest --Unit, plank, cars, chalkr.~l 
tape measure, ~ the hall 
l!kliJgd . 

We got the plank and put it 
on the unit Then we measured 
two metres up the plank and 
drew a rme with chalk. Then 
we let the cars go and 
measured from the line to see 
how far the car travelled. 
After that we oiled the axle 
and tested them again and 
again. 

P.H. 

.,- ~ 

HVH I CH CAR WILL ' 
!j TRAVEL THE 
i\ FURTHEST? ll 

On the second attempt we 
opened the partitions leading 
to the little class. They all 
gathered round and they were 
allowed to watch. We did not 
oil the wheels on the second 
attempt. 

Red car 630cm 
Tonka truck 730cm 
Kenworth 660cm 
Plymouth Gran Fury 300cm 
Airport crash truck ~OOcm 

On the final attempt we did 
oil the wheels with the spray 
cOIL We had to spray it on to 
the axle. 
Red car 800cm 
Tonka truck <t60cm 
Kenworth 830cm 
Plymouth Gran fury ~75cm 
Airport crash truclc Jqocm 

S.K. 

The bike lyres diameter was 
~Ocm. The bike lyre's 
circumference was 135cm. 

A.L. 

I chose to measure round the 
anemometer. Its circumference 
was 31cm. 
Its diameter was I Ocm so the 
radius was 5cm. 

A.L 

3 

I~ 
~~ 
~e.; 
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The Terrible Flood 
One stormy day when the 

sky was thundering with loud 
crashes of booming thunder, 
the heavy rain started to 
flood the river Swale. By six 
o clock it hod nearly reached 
the floor of the bridge at 
Morton on Swole and all the 
fields were filling up with 
water. The roods were about 
a foot deep with water and 
the formers were putting 
their wellies on and trying 
to wade to all the animals and 
put them in horse boxes or 
cattle woggons to keep them 
dry. Then they were putting 
the air vents in top instead 
of in the sides in case the 
water got in. 

My sister and I were at 
Scruton Pork on our bikes 
when the flood storted. The 
wind was very strong and we 
hod to stop for a rest at 
Roughly. My Mum and Ood 
were worrying about us and 
they tried to come and look 
for us but the engine was 
flooded on both cars. By now 
the water was two and half 
foot deep and you could 
hardly step out of your front 
door for water. When we got 
back my mum quickly put some 

food and drink in o carrier 
for us aiL The we ran to the 
nearest thing that would 
float I ran to our coal bunker 
which was just next to the 
shed door and got on top of 
it. Quickly I pushed it open 
and went inside. When I was 
inside I saw that the water 
was leaking in lots of places. I 
looked around for something 
to float on but all I could find 
was o wheel off my dad's 
wagon but I couldn't lift it 
very welL 

Bonfire Night 
Its bonfire night, its bonfire 

night 
Sparklers whizzing fast. 
Roman candles being lit again. 
The guy going down in the 

flames 
Children shouting, 

'It is disappearing.· 
Children eating. 
Fireworks shooting into the 

sky. 
The sky filled with colours 

. The wind blowing into 
children's faces 

Rupert rocket going up in 
amazement 

Sparklers going 
round and round 

in children's hands. 
The catherine wheel whining 

round fast 
The guy going down 

as the flames rise 
up and up. 

Everybody rushing and 
thrusting and pushing. 
To see the -bonfire. 
People shaking 
Rockets and fireworks flying 

to the moon. 
Jennifer Murray. 

Then I saw a big blue 
barrel with my dad's garden 
tools in. Quickly I put the 
garden tools on my dod's blue 
tool box and pulled it out of 
the corner. Then I pulled open 
the shed door and turned the 
barrel upside down. Then I got 
my carrier bag and o broom 
handle and began to float In 
about a hour I had something 
to eat and then went to 
sleep. 

When I woke up in the 
morning and looked out at the 
water level but it hadn't gone 
down. Another two nights 
went by and once more I 
went to sleep and woke up 
again in the morning and gave 
a sigh of relief as I saw the 
water hod gone dawn. 

Kevin Richards. 
2.. 
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THE FUN RUN IN SNAPE 
On Saturday at IO.OOo.m. we 
set off to my grandma's house 
in Snape. We went down to 
the Village Institute and got 
our numbers for the Fun Run. 
Then we went down to the 
starting line. A man hod a gun 
to set us off but it just went 
click,so he shouted go. Near 
the end caught up with 
another boy ond we had to 
battle it out. (I beat him). 
There were free drinks at the 
finishing line. I went bock up 
to the Village Institute and 
got a certificate saying my 
time and my position. My time 
was 33 mins and my position 
was t.Oth. 
Then we sat by the I 0 
kilometre finishing line 
watching the I 0 kilometre 
runners coming in. 

Ben Braithwaite. 

The Fun Run. 
On Saturday I went to the 
Snape Fun Run the distance 
was three and a half miles. I 
ran with Lisa Brooks and 
Emma Marshal~ my mum ran 
with Caroline Ingram and Mr 
Ingram ran with Caroline's 
brother Andrew. Emma 
Marshall couldn't keep up with 
Usa and ~ so she carried an 
with my mum. In the middle of 
the run lisa wanted a 
piggyback so I gave her one. 
Then she gave me one. When 
we reached the end we were 
very, very, very, very, very 
tired so we collapsed on the 
grass. Lisa and I both took" ~~ 
mins. Lisa came 76th and I 
came 77th. When mum and 
Emma crossed the line we all 
got our drinks. It was very 
good and I will go again next 
year. 

Sarah Nottrass. 



The Sign of Birth 
Cold and wet in an egg. 
Then the egg is crocking. 
Out pops o caterpillar looking 

for mum. 
Crawling through long gross. 
It eats o dock leof. 
It sees mum flying overhead. 
It comes to winter and 

the caterpillar 
changes 

into a chrysalis. 
In a month the chysalis is now 

a beautiful 
butterfly. 

Dazzling wings flopping in the 
sky. 

Rainbow coloured wings 
standing out 

in the sun. 
Tongues flickering in and out 
Butterflies fluttering and 

shining 

Metamorphosis 

in the sun. 
lan Watkinson 

Cold and wet in an egg 
A caterpillar's glad to come 
out 
Caterpillar finds its way to o 
leaf. 
In an hour the leof is almost 
gone. 
It changes to o pupa. 
It aawls around growing 
inside, 
Then its skin breaks. 
It starts to float in the air 
Like a piece of paper in the 
wind. 
But it's not. it's a butterf 1y 
Gently flying through the air 
Landing on flowers 
And taking off when people 
try to catch them 
But they land on another 
flower 
And eat the nectar out of 
them. 

Craig Haw. 

Metamorphosis Of A Butterfly 
First signs of hatching, 
The egg starts to crock, 
A few hours later a new 

arrival 
to the caterpillar 

world is here. 
The caterpillar munches at a 

vegetable, 
Two months later he has shed 

his skin four times 
and is now 

doing so 
again, 

Wriggling ,struggling moving 
his skin 

down 
his body, 

Next he spins o silken thread 
round 

his body, 
A whole winter is spent in the 

chrysalis, 
And naw the transformation 

takes place, 
As the chrysalis changes into 

a butterfly, 
Slowly, gently its wings unfold. 
As its wings dry out in the 

soft rays 
of 

sunshine, 
He begins to flutter, 
Soon he is soaring high above 

houses and trees, 

The rainbow coloured wings 
shine in 

the sun. 
Majestic in flight his dazzling 

wings flutter. 
His coiled up tongue flicks 

down o flower 
and vacuums 

up the nectar, 
Then he rests for the night. 

Sarah Nattrass. 

4 
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The Life of a Butterfly 
Cramped in an egg, 
No~ a nibbling start begins, 
A little black and yellow 

caterpillar 
comes slithering out. 

It lived till autumn come, 
Then turned into a brown 

chrysalis, 
It stayed like thot all winter, 
But in the spring it cracked 

open, 
And out come a butterfly, 
Then it stretches its wings 

and flys out 
ouer the world. 

Hilary Hunter 

BUTTERFLJES 
The butterflies wings shining 

in the 
golden sun, 

Eye catching colours darting 
around 

your head, 
It's flight is graceful and 

majestic, 
It lands with a wabble on a 

flower, 
The butterfly's tongue 

whipping 
in and out, 

It's tongue looks yellow now 
because 

of 
the 

nectar, 
The rainbow coloured wings 

poised 
upright 

for a 
second, 

Then suddenly it is up and 
flying to 

it's next 
destiny. 

Ben Braithwaite 



The ButterfltJLID. 
One Tuesday ~lr C'og-g,m 

eame to our school for the 
day, ~fy dass .tnd the top 
elass watched it first till 
dinner-time. He showed us 
J.ll different cJ.tenlillar 
eggs. A c.tterpillar eats its 
way through its eggs. 
There was a caterpillar 
called Billy. He was 
thinking what he looked 
like when he was a baby, 
He had a nappy on and a 
dummy in its mouth. 
There's a- posh caterpillar 
called Samantha. 

There's a caterpillar who 
lives under the ground and 
another caterpillar in the 
water. These are the things 
that eat caterpillars 
spiders, birds, wasps, and a 
fly. One cat~;>rpllar eats 
wood. 
Soon it was playtime so we 
went out. After play we 
drew pictures of 
butterflies and 
caterpillars. I drew an egg 
on a caterpillar, a 
butterfly and an ant 
eating a caterpillar. We had 
to colour it in. Then it 
was dinner-time. After 
play the little ones 

The Butterfly man. 
The butterfly man came 
on Tuesday lHh of 
October. He told us lots of 
interesting tbin~s about 
buterflies .md caterpillars. 
He told us how the 
l'dterpillars shed their 
skin. He told us o~bout 
moths too. After play we 
·~arne back in 1re drew 
pietut·es of butterflies o~nd 
caterpillars. Then he •,rent 
home and 1\'e had our 
dinner. 
Br ~lf!lisa SIJ.ter. 

wat('hed it in dass 
three.They got o1 piece of 
card with a butterflr on. 

By Charlotte Webster 

The Butterfly man . 
On Tuesdar the -Hh of 
October, Class Two .1nd 
Class One went in to the 
hall o~nd there was o1 man 
.1nd his name was Mr 
Coggon. He r.ame to talk to 
us about butterflies J.nd 
moths.lt was very 
enjoyable. There was .1ll 
sorts of things to look .1t, 
He had big butterflies. 
small ones .1nd medium 
ones. He had some friends 
to help him tell us about 
butterflies. By Lucy 
Gardner. 

Plavtime tames. 
My favourite zame is 

football. You are not 
.!lltlll'ed to pick the 
football up in the middle 
of the zame. because you 
\\'ill have .1 penalty or J. 

foul a;;ainst you. Xt'olrl) o~ll 
the time Andrew zets the 
football 'Jff me. Its quite 
ho1rd to ~et it off .-\ndrew. 
1->ut i! i~ ~dsr t(• ~~~ it 
Jff Dante!. Br 
Christopher Burf;e. 

5 
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the butterfiLJlhlll 
On Tuesdar Oetober -lth. 
the Butter.flr ~lo1n (·.!me. 
He put .1 sc-reen up. He 
showed us some funnv 
caterpillars ~~ailed Bill r 
.1nd Willy. Billr was the 
funniest. The man had 
made models he had lots 
and lots of butterflies. 
Lots of them from 
eountries like ~texieco and 
Spain and lots of places 
like that. He said that 
butterflies had 6ooo 
pieces. One butterfly had 
to be stuck to the bottom 
with sticky card, so you 
could see it throufb the 
microscope. At the end he 
showed us clips about 
them. We drew pictures of 
butterflies and moths. 

By RoBert Barter. 

The Butterfly Man. 
On Tuesday the 5th of 
October the Butterflv Man 
came. He told us Jots of 
interesting things. He 
showed us different 
butterflies eggs. We drew 
some. Some looked like 
orange ~lass. He asked me 
and Clare out to bold 
three tubes. When I held 
the one with water it was 
beary, number two had 
sand and numbe.r three 

had nothinz in. so the 
\'P.ins had nothinz in. He 
o~sked the teachers some 
quetions. There were lots 
of microscopes. In one 
there was .1 dead butterfly. 

By P..o~chael Probert. 



How tile •'row r.1me to be 
Once upon a time when 
only douds where in the 
sky. A man put a ladder 
up azainst the hut where 
he lived to see if he could 
reach the sky because if he 
did he would give it to the 
kin:. Then he would have 
a bdg Of :old and he would 
be able to have new 
clothes. So he put his hand 
up to reach the sky .md 
lots of brown edg!es •!ame 
out of the hole and last a 
black bird came out. All 
the people came out of 
their houses. They said 
well the brown ones are 
edgies and what will the 
black one be called. Just 
then a little girl said crow. 
They all said yes. So that 
is how the crow came to 
be. 

By Eva Tallentire. 

The Robin, 
O~ce upon a time a sheep 
dted and a wren put it's 
chest in the blood. As that 
wren was the king, the 
mark went on all the other 
wrens and from day on 
they were called robins. 
One day the kin of birds 
flew to :\frica, but the 
king robin stAyed behind 
.md li vl'd well t hrou~h the 
winter. Erentu.Uiy he died. 
but the robins lived on. 

By Emily Dix. 

H:;w thr ~wordfish started 
One~ rh~re was a SII'Or•l 

that t'ell into the sea. !t 
l,mded .m a bi~ fish. Then 
ererybody ;:ailed it .J 

swordfish. !t ll'dS ·:err 
funny and \'err fierce as 
well. It had a· bi~ mouth. 
The sword l.mded on the 
nose part. It had two big 
eyes. ~rey-blue in colour 
and a funny shaped tail 
that looks !ike .1 thick 
moon. 

by Martin Mitehell. 

The Kittens. 
This animal is fluffy and 
warm, it is .1 kitten. The 
kitten started off as a ball 
of wool._ A_ nice old l.1dy 
was kmthng with this 
very ball of wool, when 
suddenly it moved. It grew 
4 legs, 2 eyes. 1 nose and a 
mouth.lt started to whine 
She named it, Rascal' 
because it remanded her of 
her old daugther-in-law 
She was dlways gettint 
mto trouble with the 
police. The little kitten 
r.tn .1way to find a nice 
warm patch to have her 
bAbies. She edme back to 
the nice old lddy's house. 
The old lady ·.vas rerr 
pleased, The kittens curled 
up next to the fire to ~et 
warm. 

By .Jenny Howells. 
6 

Ho1v a blue whale beqme. 
There was once .1 10an 
who h.td .1 pet whale. One 
d.1y the man tipped blue 
dye into the w.tter, the 
whdle started turnin~ blue 
.1nd ~ot bigger dnd b~~er. 
Soon it was as tall as \is 
house. so the m.tn said, "I 
shall have to put you back 
into the sea." The whale 
wanted to star,...with the 
man, but the -man knew 
that if it didn't return it 
would flatten everybody. 
So he said, "PleASe zo back 
to the sea. I will build a 
house on the rocks and I 
will tive you .1 name." So 
the whale went b.tck to the 
sea .md the m.tn built d 
house on the rocks and 
called the wh.Ue the Blue 
Whale. 
By Sarah Woodcock. 

('bickens. 

We ~ot six chickens on the 
8th of October. We got 
three white ones and three 
brown ones. We had to 
leave the .:hie-kens in the 
hut for a d.ty , Then we 
let them out for a bit on 
the night, that was Sunday 
the 9th of October . I liked 
it when we ~ot the 
r.hicl<ens becAuse I have 
never had any before. 
They are 23 weeks old on 
the 11th of October. They 
are very nice if you saw 
them \'OU 1vould like them. 
We are hopin~ to ~et some 
lovely fresh e~~s from 
them. By Alexendra. 

~tcC'ormad:. 



THE LIFE OF A BUTTERFL ~ 
The coconut-like eggs restmg 

on the 
crystal dew. 

Young caterpillars in wet 
eggs, 

Caterpillars creeping and 
crawling 

to get away 
from the 

hungry birds, 
Silk trailing from the~ heads. 
Caterpillars wrapped m ~m 

chrysaliS. 
The transformation takes 

place. 
Butterflies swooping dawn an 

everglades of 
gross. 

The rainbow wings are 
flapping 

mqjestically. 
They spread their . 

never-endlfiCJ 
tongues 

in the 
sweet 

nectar. 
Their wings stand aut in the 

sun 
like 

gold. 
Once a butterfly it can fly 

freely 
without 

my 
danger. 

Simon Kiddie 

The Butterfly 
Cold and wet in an egg 

Then 
The egg starts craclcing and 

out pops 
a head. 

The caterpillar to chryalis 
then the BUTTERFLY 

The butterfly with the 
sparkling 

coloured wings 
Swooping and diving in the slcy 
It lands on a flower and 

sudcs up the nectar 
with it's tongue. 

Oamien 
Kirkup 

A Caterpillar's life 
Poor tittle caterpillar cramped 

in an egg. 
The egg gets bigger and . 

b~gger. 

Suddenly he starts nibbling 
inside, 

Out comes a baby caterpillar. 
He sits on a leaf and starts 

nibbling. 
He gets fatter and fatter, 
Until he sheds his skin and 0 

new skin 
comes. 

Then he makes a chrysalis 
out of silk. 

They sometimes stay there all 
winter. 

But this one only stays there 
for a month. 

He comes aut as a beautiful 
butterfly. 

He has all the colours of the 
rainbow. 

Rhian Kiddie 

The Story of My Butterfly 
Once I was an egg. 
And then I hatched. 
Into a baby caterpillar. 
Then 1 turned into o red 

chrysalis. 
Then turned into o butterfly. 
1 flew oil over the place. 
J was beautiful and 

colourful 
1 was a peacock butterfly. 

Jonathon Pollard. 
7 
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Butterflies 
Butterflies' wings fluttering. 
The wings drifting in the air. 
The wind blowing the 

butterflies 
And the scales getting blown 

off. 
The caterpillar dreams as a 

butterfly 
floats past. 

And the scared enemy runs as 
it sees 
the peacock, 

A mother laying it eggs on a 
leaf. 

The breeze has settled. 
A slight movement of the leaf 

wobbles the egg. 
The moth gently flapping. its 

WIIMJS. 
The antennae feeling its way, 
The rainbow coloured wings 

flutter quietly 
In a majestic flight. 

Colin Ramsay 

BUTTERFLY 
Cold and wet inside the egg. 
Then it starts to crack itself 
And a green caterpillar comes 

aut 
And then it goes into o 

chrysalis 
Sometimes for a long time 
for it to go into o butterfly 
When it comes out its got 

rainbow coloured 
wings 

Tongues flicking in and out 
Caroline Ingram. 



P·. (ltr-lstrnqs 'vVlsh. 
• .. vtsh.. th•:tt th..z pe.oplc dtd not 

·~h·::·p down. ttLe trees bec·:tus.~ th.,c 
•:tn.uTt(tls 1-tr.:tvc n•::• ·.Mh.cr·~ to LL vc. !t 
· .. •Jotlld Look. ,:t• .. vful t\nth.out ctn'cl 
t:-~e~.. En\n-u ... ~ 

.'"\ (bnstmq.s \Ahsh. 
·.·\.'lSh. no one ·.·,nll ·::ut th.,e tr<?es 

down. •:tnd I hope no ·:one wtll •::ut 
the Jlo• ... vers dov.1n. becuttse lt • .. vdt 
look. bure. Trucy 

.a.. U),rlstmas 1/1/ lsh. · 
I v.nsh., to s.top th.e ctLopplng down 
of trees becuuse th.,e bi.rds lLve 
ttLere. PtLtLli.ppu 

A ChrLstma.s WLsh 
wtsh thut the people would stop 

sa.wLng down. th.e trees. The 
un.Lmuls wl.ll get cold a.n.d some 
a.nl.ma.ls wl.ll dl.e because i.t ls 
gettLng nea.r Ch.rl.stma.s a.nd I cure 
ubout un.Lmuls. Nonu 

,a.. Chnstma.s Wi.sh 
vvtsh. th.a.t people would not 

ttLrow li.tter on. the beach. becuttse 
the cra.bs riLe. Ca.ttLenne.. 

P·. ,-.hrtstmgs VVLsh 
I vvtsh that people put thelr 
rubb tsh tn the b tn. He Len 

,<>. Ch.rl <:.tma.s \.•hsh 
·-•.ltSh th.ctt people would stop 

ko:t:·,'t.nq ti.tter ·::>n. the beo.ch., 
b•?CetllS•? 1t rn<:tRes 1.t rncss•,1. F:obcrt 
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THE !f\IF.<>.I\IL \A/EPE CIVH·J .a.. 
( HPI"::; T!'•!,n.•:: '•-"/ISH - '•./v'H.u.T 'A/(ti_IL[t 

THEY I=:H.il,)\J(,E ·~· 

P•. ChrLstma.s Wi.sh 
vvtsh. th.o.t no one ·.vould sh.oot 

people beca.use th.et.,t ore •Jood to 
u.s It n"1.ctk.es people sud. Th..oma.s 

.u., ,-hrLstmus Wi..sh, 
I v-.. •tstL p<?ople would stop Jl.ghtl.ng 
because i.t maKes people sa.d 
I w tsh. th.e wur ln lrela.nd ·.vottld .. 
stop. .U..n.drevJ I. 

8 

,A. (hrl.stma.s Wi.sh, 
1 wtsh people would stop JLgtLtl.n.g 
I don.t tLk.e wa.rs they ma.k.e people 
sa.d . Chrtstlne 



.4. '~hn:.:tmos \Vl.sb 
I 'J.Ilsh thot otd peopte do not o:fi..;· 
r.n th.:· •:o:::old ! •,ulsh 'JI.t mummt.,-s 
•Jre v.1.:·ll.. L tso -

.4. Chnstmq.s v\/Lsh. 
! \.Vt:Sh th.o.t people rion·t di.e 
h.ope they h.a.ve ·~n.ou9h Jood 
(~ClVtn 

.u. ,-:hnstmr:ts INLsh, 
' . .'JtSh tha.t r:t.Ll the chlldrert ll"l 

the wcwld h.ad en.::.u9h. food 

Go2mma. 

.4. Chri.stmgs \AI i .. sh 
I wi.sh people vJould stop putti.ng 
poLson tn to the water. bec<..1use tt 
nearly ktlls the sea-l.i.ons ond the 
ducks •.Jnd the f lshes. Caroli.ne 

,Ll., Chri.stmas W lsh 
wi.sh that people would stop 

puttlng poi.son lnto the chlmneys. 
Thts pot-sons the •Ji.r ond when tt 
rmns on everythlng the poLson 
ki.Lls the tree ond flouers. Th2 
potson ts colled •Jctd r'<:ttn. 
. .:..ndr.:·w D. 
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.u. Cbnstmqs Wtsh 
wr.sh p.:·opte were not Lonelq o:1t 

Chrr.stmos tr.me •.Jnd o:ltdn t hov~· t.:· 
eot k·od b•:l th.:·mso;;·lv-2s. ! v.1t,;:.b 
peopl.:· •::C•uld tok.:· th.:·m p1·.:·s.:·nt·:; 
~-,1i.cho.:·l 

.'\ Chn.stmgs Vl/lsh 
I wtsh that people would stop 
ktlltng thE· seals tJnd stop pLitttng 
polluti.on tnto the water. The 
factory people throw rubbi.sh i.nto 
the sea ond i.t ki.lls the whales ond 
ducks and the sharks. Gall 

P·. ,-:hri.stmets WLsh, 
wtsh. th.e esR.i.moes could breetR. 
th..z tC<~ to let th.e wh.a.Les out 

Ja.mte 
A Chri.stmgs \AI Lsh 

wi.sh that the •JnLmals dLd not oJE·t 
hurt. vvLsh that men would not 
hurt the seals. Hannah ..c--~ 

.'\ ,-·nnstmas \NisiJ 
vnsh Lt '.Mould r·otn Q Uttl.:· bit 

•Jnd o..vE· dldn·t have fLoods. when 
people •;Jet hurt •Jnd lose th tn•;1s 
P.:;·ter· 



SNOWMANLANO 
The cold, huge, silvery moon 
shone brightly on the heavily 
trodden crust of snow 
covering the school 
playground. An army of 
snowmen appeared to tower 
over their surroundings, o 
weird and mournful sound 
echoes through the dark 
trees. I g!tt out of bed 
yawning. I rush downstairs 
and I find my snowman has 
come alive. I go outside slowly 
(in case he's not friendly). I 
said, 'Hello.' He sold hello 
bock. I take him inside. We 
make some tea and toast. 
Suddenly he beqins to melt. He 
said, 'Quiclc, let's go to my 
country, where it is cold.· 

Quickly I get my slippers 
and dressing gown on and I 
said, 'Where is your country?' 

He said, ·At the other side if 
the world.' 'COLlY! How can 
we get there?' 'We fly,' said 
the snowmOI\ 'I camot fly.' I 
said. 'Come outside,· said the 

·snowman and he took me on 
his back and we sailed 
ttrough the air like a glider in 
the sky. A few millltes toter 
we landed in Snowmanland. 
There were lots af snowmen 
and everything was covered 
with 5110111. I stayed there o 
night and then the snowman 
brouflt me home. I thanked 
him and I gave him a drink 
and some pieces of toast for 
him and his friends. He took 
off and he shouted an echo 
that said, 'Bye, see you next 
year. Bye, see you next year. 
Bye, see you next year. Bye, 
see you next year.' 

Rhion Kiddie 

I WISH I HAD A SNOWMAN 
I wish I hod a snowman, to 
see it every day. And just on 
my magic day it would come 
alive and toke me to snowman 
city. But would that day ever 
come I moaned to myself. Soon 
white snowdrops fell and in 
the morning when I woke up 
the ground was covered with 
snow. This day has to be my 
magic day. 

I went out in to the snow 
and I mode a little snowball 
Saon it was a body and next I 
mode the head. I got five 
pieces of coo~ two for the 
eyes and three for the body. 
And then I got a piece of 
fruit for the nose and I 
shaped a smiling mouth, and 
lost of all the legs and arms. 

Then I went inside to get 
ready for bed and then my 
mother came in and said 
goodnight. At midnight the 
clock chimed twelve and then I 
tiptoed down stairs. I opened 
the front door and the 
snowman turned around and 
walked towards me. I was so 
suprised I had nothing to say. 
I thought that it was all a 
dream. Then he said in a 
gentle voice I will take you to 
snowman city. Suddenly I knew 
this was my magic day and 
not a dream. I thought how 
strange and I felt myself 
flying through the air. 

When we got there he 
said, 'This is Snowman city.' 
I really thought there was no 
such place. We walked through 
the trees until I sow Snowman 
city. This was the best place 
in the whole world. I saw 
millons of snowmen trying to 
hide something but when they 
noticed me they moved away. 
And then I noticed a red 
figure and when I got closer I 10 
noticed it was Santa. 
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SNOW IN NOVEM8£R 
The cold, huge, silvery moon 
shone brightly on the heavily 
trodden snow covering the 
school ploygr<XIId. An army of 
snowmen is appearing .to 
tower over the surroundings 
in the shadowed moonlight. 
Suddenly a werd and mournful 
sound echoes through the 
grounds of the school as o 
flying shadow slowly moves 
across the sky. The hoot of 
on owl echoes again and the 
flutter of wilgs settling on 
the branch of a tree. Its eyes 
flicker and quietly it rests for 
the night. 
Snowmen seem to move in the 
darkness and all is quiet, the 
lights go out for the night, 
snow thawing, drip, drop, drip, 
drop. Snow starts to fall 
softly and the warmth dies 
out and the snow lays and 
lays until snowmen feel taller 
as midnight strikes on the 
village dwrch. 

As the sun rises the 
snowmen get smaller and 
smaller until the snow is gone. 
And as people get out of bed 
they are Slrpl"ised to find oil 
the snow has gone and 
children are hoping their 
snowmen will reappear next 
year. Snowman's remains and 
surroundings of snow all 
disappearing down the drains. 
Carrots. hats. coat and scarfs 
laid on the ground. The ground 
is very wet. 

Colin Ramsay 

Then he gave me a 
present. I opened it and in it 
was a scarf with snowmen on 
it. Then the snowman told me 
it was time to go home. So I 
went back home and went 
back to bed. In the morning I 
went outside and he hod 
melted. 

Hilary Hunter 



Bonfire nQ!t 
Its Bonfire night, Bonfire night 
Put your coat on put your 
scarf on 
Put your hat on, put your 
gloves on 
Have a jolly good dance 
Go out in cold night 
Get ready, get ready, ready 
to put the display on 
Bang Bang in the air 
Nice rainbow colours 
Catherine wheels spinning 
round, going round 
Rockets go bang, bang in air 
Colourful colours whizzing 
round 
Then it finishes and children 
saying they don't want to go 
Their mothers say they have 
togo 
so they go to bed. 

· Charlotte Millward 

COCONUT ICE 
RECIPE 

by 
Paula Mitchell 

~ 
.-------. 
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ButterJLi.es 
Th.e pea.cocR.. butterfly La.yi.n.g h.er 
eggs on. n.ettles. 
Th.e ca.bba.ge wh.i.te la.yi..n.g h.er 
eggs on. fa.llen. ca.bba.ge lea.ves. 
Wh.i.Le oth.ers just on. bra.n.ch.es or 
fa.Llen. Lea.ves. 
On.e da.y th.ey a.Ll h.a.tch. i.n.to 
bea.utlful colourful ca.terpi.Lla.rs. 
Th.ey sta.y Li.R.e th.a.t un.ti.L on.e da.y 
th.ey go brown.. 
But ra.i.n.bow colours h.a.tch. out 
on.e da.y. 
Th.en. th.ey ri.se a.n.d stretch. a.n.d 
fly out over th.e world. 

Coconut Ice 
Ingredients 
350g icing sugar 
175g desiccated coconut 
180ml condensed mile 
edible red food colouring 
~ 
scales 
sieve 
mixing bowl 
measuring jug 
wooden spoon 
wooden work board 
grease proof paper 
knife 

QJI 
.. . 

I 

Hi.La.ry 
Hun.ter. 

I. Wash your hands and put 
on an apron. 
2. Weigh the icing sugar then 
sift it into a mixing bowL 
3. Weigh the coconut, then 
stir it into the icing sugar. 
Next spoon in the condensed 
milk. Mix the ingredients 
together with a wooden 
spoon. 
~. Put the mixture on to a 
board and knead it for a 
minute or so. When it is 
smooth, divide the mixture 
into two equal portions. 
5. Add a few dropsof red 
colouringto one portion then 
knead until the colour is well 
mixed ilL 

11

15 II 

Another 
puzzle 

hv •'. 

Damien 
I\irkup 

6. Using your hands, shape 
each portion of the coconut 
mixture into a rectangle. Push 
the two pieces firmly 
together to form a bar with 
oblong or square pieces. 
7. Put the coconut ice on a 
piece of greaseproof paper 
and leave for several hours 
to set firmly. 

! 
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:~0!,1 TO MflH A (HF. !S'ff''A: 
•:P.ME - 31\0!•IMAII' 5 li03E 

j l ! r.Jo lJ ha 'IE- ~ 0 ~~.) 1 ;:. 

inw : large ~nown:n -")n ~ 
01~ce of pap~r. Dr~w a 
hce ,ln, but 111 as .:-if 1 h? 
nose. Get a Piece of 
b 1 ack P'IPir and dr u • 
nose. Cut the ncs~ out 
anli put a at icky pad on 
the bac~.. '{ou pl:a':l t hi a 
~aae jQst the 3aAe aa 
p 1 nn1 ng the · t a 1 l on the 
donke':l but you try and 
put the non on the 
snowftan. The nearest one 
is the wi nr.er, 

Charlotte Millward 

SHOWMEN TO I!RT 
'-k- 4bout t ......... ) 

ID.qrpfltppta 
8oz (28119) butter 
3oz <7:SQ) iotnv aug- (aif'ted) 
2 t•-poons uant.ll• .. ....,. 
- .. <281tv) .. If' ratalnG .,._... <aif'
pinoh of' salt 
3oz (7SQ) quiok -..... -t· 
Rov•l lOinG 
ourr ... ta, oherrt ....... -u-

J.. Pr-"-•t _..,. 3215 ......---F. or Oaa-
3 
:z.. er .. - butt:..-. ....... au- - v ....... 
••- unt:tl UQht: ..,.d flu~ 
3, SUr in f'lour, aolt: - oat:a. Mix thorouQhlU 
.... t:h • f'orlc. 

4. ar .... t- •-- bakinu trava. 
S. llh- ... txt:- lnt:o t-lve balla for bodlea, 
t_l.,. balla for -· - f'ort:u-•ieht: ahort: 

-•onus for -- - •eva. 
ICaep all portl- ..... u - t:heu rt.. -inv 
ooolctnv. 
6. .7oin ah- t-t:h_. t:o - •-
7. Flot:t:en ·- bu pra .. ~nv ~ liQhtlu on 
•80h one. 
8. Bello in oont:ro of' -.... for twentv t:o 
thtrt:v ... anut: ... 
!), Cool on a ware raolc. Coot:·- odt:h Roval 
Iaine - ••-• unt:U ...e:. 
J.S. Rdd o.._rt•• tor _,t:h, -11- tor 
butt:- - .......... t:a tor-
Real-,_ bu Ch-lot:t:e Millward 

II.. 
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PUT Ill THE MISS IHG HUMBERS 

a) 5' ·j. 13, -. 21 
b) ~' 

: 12. 14. - ze "J I . 
c) ' '3' 15, - 271 33 -. I 

.-1) 15. 1 z 1 -. 6. 3 • 0 
o!} 291 16. 12 1 -I 4 

!larti en Kirkup 
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Autumn Poem. 
Leaves turn to red.rellow 
and brown. 
Thev drop off one by one, 
To make a ca.rpet all erisp 
and ~olden. 
Floating down.down.down 
to the ~round. 
The trees become cold and 
bare. 
Spiker branches sticking 
out. 
Conkers fall off the trees. 
Children gather arms full 
of prickly chesnuts. 
They take them home 
By the fire 
To peel off the prickly 
shells. 

. --:.::::-..::;;£. .... y. 
Rlmninf, 

Ready to start and all 
frightning, 
Wanting to win, 
I am very very nervous, 
Hearing all the crowd 
talking, 
Shouts from all over. 
Flags coming up all over, 
Bang goes the gun, 
Runners coming behind 
you, f' . h' Goin( past the 1ms 1ng 
line, 
Getting the medal. 

By Emma Watkinson. 

Autumn Days. 
Autumn days are here again 
Under trees lay leaves. 
The wind blows soft and calm. 
Upon the trees conkers hang, 
More and more conkers drop. 
Night draws over again. 
Dawn has come it is all dark, 
Another day has become. 
Yellow, brown and red leaves, 
Sun shines brightly. 

By Carrie-Anne Swales. 

H.wpy Christmas 
~

Snow is falling, 
Sleigh bells are to ehime. 
Children playing in the 
snow. 
Ha'i'ing .1 wonderful time. 

The .1ngels, shepherds and 
kings, 
Hear that Jesus is born 
.1nd so they bring presents 
of things, 
To the bdb) born in .1 stall. 

The decorations are going 
up on the tree, 
Red. gold and silver. 
What a beautiful sight to 
see. 
Happy Christmas my 
friends • 

By Lynnda Harrison. 

R.unninz, 
Feelin~ nervous, 
Now it's time to run, 
Hoping to win, 
Bang goes the gun. 
Away I go, 
Running as fast as I can, 
Faster and faster I get, 
Getting near to the 
finishing line, 
Nearly there, one more 
metre to go, 
80 centimetres to go, 
We are there, 
We have passed the 
finishing line, 
Over we go, 
I've won. 

By Stephen Ramsey, 

POE~AS. 

Go. 
Hear the feet stamping 
along the track. 
All the people cheering, 
Feel the wind fighting rou. 
At the end you might win. 
(fold. silrer or bronze. 
~~ By Richard How~. 
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Merry Christmas 
Ererrbod4__ 

Christmas is c-oming ~oon. 
Christmas trees .m ;:'oing 
up. 
Red. g-old and silver. 
Glittery shiny bobbles. 
Presents and eards . 
Turkey and l'.lke on the 
table. 
Playing with new tors. 
Getting a christmas 
cracker off the tree. 
It goes bang. 
Christmas pa.rties are 
exciting- to go to . 

Bethlehem is a town. 
It was where Jesus was 
born. 
He was born in a stable, 
Next to sheep, donkeys and 
cows. 
Shepherds and kings are 
going- to see .Jesus, 
Bringing gifts to the 
New born kin~. 
By Cla.re Semper. 

Running 
At the starting line, 
"On our mark, get set, go" 
Feeling the wind going by, 
Faster and faster, 
People beside me, people 
shouting 
Nearly at the end. 
Shouts saying, 
"Come on." 
Past th~: line getting the 
medals. 
By Daniel Kirkup. 

The start. 
Bang off we go, 
Flashing colours. 
People shouting "Come on," 
1 need more speed coming 
round the eorner . 
1 feel my legs and feet 
getting tired. 
1 wish 1 was Steve Cr01m. 
1 look round .1nd I see 
;)ther people . 
1 .1m r:oming to the 
finishing-line ... 

By Andrr.1r ~ic-holson. 



~. 
On Saturday it was mv 
party, Jessica ,Gdil, Tanya 
Rachael, Emma, Emma, 
Andew D .. Alexandra 
RebeccA, Fiona, Helena 
and Jason came to my 
party. The first thine we 
did there, was we sat 
down on the floor. I 
wonderded what we were 
doing till everybody 
guessed that it was a 
macician. The first thing 
he did was, he blew some 
balloons up and he ~oi 
Melisa up and gave a 
balloon to Melisa. 
She let it go down because 
it went down by itself. 
Then he blew another one 
up and said to Melisa 
hold that and it popped. 
On the shelf he made a 
giraffe and a roeking horse 
for me. They were special 
balloons and the matician 
sdid that you could not 
buy them in the shops. 
After the magician had 
been we had our tea. After 
that we played games and 
then they went home. Then 
we had a famliy party, We 
l1.1d some lemonade and 
some wine to drink. Aftel' 

tea we had a look at some 
photographs. then we 
played pass the parcel. I 
won and I ~ot a book. 
Then we playeti Bin~o and 
Helena won. Then we 
played blind mans buff I 
\Yon. musical statues. 
musical bumps and '!elisa 
1mn. Then t her all 1rent 
home. when the.\' all went 
home I 1rent to bed. 
llr ~el~na Slater 

Chickens. 
On saturdar the 8th of 
October I· got some 
ehickt!ns. They are 23 
weeks old today, We got 
~ white ones called. Light 
Sussex, we o1.lso got 3 
Rhode Island ones too. 
The Light Sussex ones 
have red bits on their 
heo1.d. The brown ones fly 
out of the pen. The first 
time we let them out was 
5.25 pm on Saturday the 
8th. The brown chickens 
are the most fierce. They 
eat a lot of food during a 
day. They also drink a 
lot of water. They will not 
lay any e(gs till they are 
about 26 weeks old. Some 
chickens will come near 
me, but some will not. My 
brother likes the chickens 
a lot.The chickens are not 
really frithtened of James. 
The chicken . hut has 
perches inside for the 
chickens to sit on. The 
chickens go to sleep on the 
perches. There are nesting 
boxes inside the hut. On 
the side of the nesting 
boxes there are pieces of 
wood and the chickens use 
these ol.S perches . At the 
side of the chicken hut 
there is a door so the 
chickens can get out. 
by Fiona McCormack. 

My Visit To London. 
In the summer holida1·s I 
went to London. First I 
went on .1. bus tour o~.nd I 
saw Bi~ Ben and the 
Houses of Parliament. We 
went O\'er Tower Brid~e 
o1.nd past Saint Pauls 
Co~.thedral it looked old and 
grey. 1'hen we ho~.d luneh 
at an old ri'St.lurant. We 
then went on the tube to 
Trd.fal~.ll' ~l!U.ll'e and fP.li 
the pi&P.!)nS. it \folS ~-1)011. 

h r 
l't T,w;a .Jadlin. 
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Wiskey .1,nd .\1ischief. 
On the 23rd of September 
we ~ot two kittens. one 
railed Wiskey and the L'ther 
is ealled Mischief. Wiskey 
is a tabby kitten and 
Mischief is white with 
three black spots on her 
back. When my mum is in 
the kitchen Wisltey climbs 
her leg and gets stuck. 
When you open the back 
door the kittens shoot 
outside.Thier hiding place 
outside is in the cole 
bunker. Mischief -lies on 
top of the rocking chdir 
and goes to sleep, 
sometimes she falls off and 
lands on the floor. When 
you get up on a morning, 
they run up to your feet 
crying because they are 
huntry.lf you only put the 
food in one dish they fight 
over it.The kittens sleep 
on the chairs by the table, 
because they have a 
cushion on them. 

BY Gemma Braithwaite. 

Harrest Festival. 
It was Friday 30 september. 
Lots of fruit in the 
classroom. C.1n you guess 
what day it was·? The 
Harvest Fesi\'al, 
It~ not time to go ret 
sa1d Mr Pearce. so I will 
take the dinner l'egister. 
As soon ol.S ~tr. Pearce 
had taken thl' dinner 
register he s.1id. 
Tanya's table go .1nd put 
your coats on. Then we 
1vent to the Han·est 
Festival. Mr p.1rtner lfas 
Alexandra. I kept on 
dropping my bit. When \\'P. 
~ot to t:·hurch I Soli on thP. 
front row. Then Ben eame 
on .1nti told us all .\bout 
.Jesus. 1'hen we sar.~ 
Autumn Da~·s. The Ho1rres: 
FP.~)ti·;~! Ll~t~·:.! f::;~· .1 kdi~· 
time. It WJS •,·t-l'Y' ·.--?lu; 
~ \:"l. 



STAYING IN HOSPITAL 
I'm going to tell you what it 
is like in hospital Last year I 
went into hospital The doctor 
had a look at me and told me 
that 1 had to be in hospital 
for three months for bed 
rest I had an X -ray and the 
result was a disease in my 
left hip and it is known as 
Pirthes's disease. I was in 
hospital on traction with 
weights at the end of my bed 
I was in for ten weeks. I was 
in for my ninth birthday and 
Stoff Nurse Brown organised 
a party for me. My mum 
balced a choclate cake with 
blue candles. I was allowed up 
an a wheelchair for my party. 
I also had a visit from my 
class from school. We all had 
orange squash but the 
teachers had tea. The infants 
came another day and also 
brought me get well soan 
cards. They also had a carol 
service in the ward The girls 
from Polam Hall school in 

. Darlington sang carols and 

Bonfire Night 
Cuy Fawkes sot on beams of 

orange and yelloiV 
flames, 

As children stand watching 
Guy Fawkes disappearing. 
Sparklers mok ing pretty 

patterns. 
When the fire burns down 
And poor Guy Fawkes is burnt 

to ashes. 
fireworks zoom in the dark 

sky, 
Yellow,btue,red.pink and green. 
Cathetine wheels whizzing 

round and round 
Rackets shooting to the sky 
The fireworks are over and 

the fire is dead. 
They all go inside and take 

off their shoes, 
gloves, scarf 

and coat. 
And sit round a nice warm 

fire 
Eating gingerbread men, 

hot dogs and 
jacket potatoes. 

Paula Mitchell 

Bonfire Night 
Tonight is Banf ire Night 
1 can't wait to see the guy 
burning bright . . 
Catherine wheel.spmntng 
Rupert rocket going up and up 
into the sky 
See it is exploding 

,~~~-.~-2~~·· 
\.- -· .. - - \J I 

- ·. 1 The -·Very First Christmas. 
I am Joseph. I am going to 

tell you about my san. Late 
last night we were travelling 
through the villages towards 
Bethlehem looking for an inn 
to stay at because my wife 
was going to have a baby. We 
came to one which was full 
The inn-keeper was called 
Rueben. He said that he had a 
stable in which we could stay. 
He was sorry about the 
animals but my wife said they 
would comfort our baby. 

Then a host of angels 
surrounded us t hey said that 
he was going to be King of 
the Jews and was to be 
called Jesus. Three kings 
brought gold, franckincense 
and myrrh and lowly 
shepherds brought a lamb as 
an offering. 

King Herod was a very 
greedy man and wanted- to 
rule the land and heard about 
our san so he set out to kill 
him. We went to Egypt to hide 
from him and his soldiers. 
When Jesus grew up to be a 
man he led the people and he 
cured the ill people. 

, Ashley Garner, 

'' some played instruments. We 
hod school in the ward ever 
week day .Also the time passed 
quite quickly. I was allowed 
home for Christmas. I went 
bock to hospital and I was 
put on o frame on 5th 
Febuary and I am still on it. I 
Go bock to hospital every 
month for an X -ray and to 
see Mr Fernanderz. 

The Rupert racket explosion in 
the sky 
Writes your nome 
They look exciting. 

-y---"t._ /\ tr_/1_ ... ,, 
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The Night of My 
Dreams. 

The cold, huge, silver moon 
shone brightly on the heavily 
trodden snow covering the 
school playground. An army 
of snowmen appearing to 
tower over their surroundings 
in the shadowed moonlight. 
Suddenly a weird and 
mournful sound echoes through 
the air. One snowman turned 
around and started to walk 
towards the school gates. He 
shouted out to the other 
snowmen, ·come along now, 
we have not got much time. 
We will have to came bade 
soon. Came on then, wake up.· 

Then all the other 
snowmen started to walk 
towards the school gate too. 
They followed the head 
snowman. They went to the 
park and played on the swings 
and then on the slide and last 
of all they went on the 
roundabout but they got a bit 
fed up of playing so they 
thought they might go for a 
few pints. After their drink 
they hired a bed for four 
hours then they fell fast 
asleep for too long and they 
got thrown out so they went 
to the A I Motel and had 
supper there. After that they 
went baclc to the park for a 
long play. then they decided 
to go bock to the school so 
they went to the school and 
it wos 7.00 a.m. So they 
quickly went to their places 
where they were made. 
Morning soon came and the 
children started to come to 
school but they did not know 
what had happened. 

After school I was the last 
one to go home. I heard a 
weird sound. I turned round 
and saw a snowman turn 
round and look at me. 

I ran towards the gate 
but another snowman stopped 
me. I tried to shout for help 
but they smiled at me so I 
said, "Hello!" And they said 
HELLO! back. Then I smiled, 
they smiled. I said, 'You are 
funny.· They said, ·come along 
and see our other friends. 
Come with us and we will 
show you how we get there. 
Came on run as fast as you 
con and jump, when we say 
jump. Okay!' 
So I said, ·Yes.· Off we went. 
I could not believe my eyes. 

When I jumped we soared 
· into the air. I fell off one's 

back and down, down, down I 
fell but one of them swept me 
up so I did not hurt myself. 
Then we went down, down, 
down to the ground and 
walked through the woods. 
Then I heard some music: and I 
saw same lights. The lights 
were fireworks going off. 

I ran and ran until I came 
to an opening. There stood the 
funniest snowman in the whole 
country. I laughed and laughed 

and laughed until I fell aver. 
They were the funniest 
snowmen I had ever met. (Hot 
that I had met any before). 
We hod a great party but 
then I had to go home so that 
was not much fun really. It 
was nice to see all the views 
when I was flying. I had to go 
to bed when I got home. I 
told my mum and dad but they 
didn't believe me. 

Next day it was sunny and I 
rushed to school None of the 
teachers were there, just me. 
When I got there the 
snowmen had all melted. So I 
just went on with my normal 
life once more. 

Charlotte Luckman 
lh 
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Winter holds a great deal 
of magic for the children. 
For their writing about 
the November snow they 
were given a paragraph as 
a starter and asked to 
write their own story. 

Bonfire N~ht 
Watch out watch out 
There it goes of in the air 
A fire work goes off in the 
mr 
Then falls to the ground 
Oog and cats go bark and 
meow 
Lights shine bright in the night 
•:hattering voices in the air 
F !re gives light as a firework 
JOeS off. 
It goes of into the air 
·: andll' light goes melt 
)porklers sparkle like silver 
~eople start to go home 
~!reworks laid everywhere 
I he big bonfire has gone out 
~wrything is silent now 
1\nd everyone has gone home. 

Samantha 
Dewhurst 

Bonfire night 
Bonfire night is here once 
again. 
The Guv Fawkes sat an the 
fire getting burnt down to a 
pea. 
The Rupert Rocket blowing up 
in the air. 
Kate,Catherine wheel sending 
out sparks 
The Roman candle changing 
colour 
Brilliant lights drop a long 
trail from the sky. 
The gleaming stors shine in 
the night. 

Wayne Garner. 



WINT[R 
A crisp cold morning, 
The snow coots everything in 

o blanket 
of white, 

A winter wonderland. 
Toll snowmen standing boldly 

on the grass. 
Icy slides. children skidding on 

them 
The beginning of a 

dome-shaped igloo. 

Trees looking as though 
they're 

made of snow. 
Black ice on the roads, 
Herd far motorists to stop 

their cars 
from skidding 

off the road. 
Long. icy, spiky icicles dangling 

from roof tops. 
In a few days time the snow 

has turned to slush 
And the excitement of the 

winte wonderland 
is over. 

Sarah Nottrass 

MY SNOWMAN 
The cold, luge silvery moon 
shone brightly on the heavily 
trodden snow covering my 
garden. An army of snowmen 
appeared to tower 011er their 
surroundings. A weird and 
11101111ful sOIIId echoes through 
the mist I look out of the 
window. I must have seen one 
of tlie snowmen move. I did. I 
got dressed and went outside 
to see. I stopped. I saw it 
move. It moved again. I ran 
inside and went to sleep and 
in the morning it was In my 
bedroom. He said, 'Hello. I am 
from the North Pole where 
Father Christmas lives.' 'You 
are melting in here, let's go 
out.' 'That's better now.' 
'Good. Let's have dinner 
inside.' I had forgotten about 
him melting inside. 'Come on.· 
By the time we had finished 
dinner he had melted on the 
floor. 

Graham Howe. 

ADVENTURE IN THE NICHT 
The cold huge silvery moon 
shone brightly on the heavily 
trodden crust of snow 
covering the school 
playground. An army of 
snowmen appeared to tower 
over their surroundings in the 
shadowed moonlight Suddenly 
a weird and mournful sound 
echoes through the 
playground, a sound of 
marching feet. It was the 
snowmen they had suddenly 
and mysteriously come to life. 
They march towards the 
houses nearby. 

They somehow seek out all 
the children in the houses. 
When they have collected all 
of the children they wake 
them up. When the children 
woke up they couldn't believe 
their eyes. They had just 
watched the snowman on 
television before they went to 
bed. But they never thought 
that it would happen to them. 
They all thought that it lilas 
~t a fairy tale. 

When the children had 
overcame their uprise, the 
biggest snowman of the army 
shouted out to all the 
children, 'Get between the 
snowmen and put one of your 

hands into a snowman's hand. 
When I tell you to, run as 
fast as you can with the 
snowman.· 

When everyone was ready, 
they all started to run. 
Suddenly when they were all 
in a straight line, then they 
all took off together. Over 
the houses and trees they 
went until they went over a 
huge forest, then they 
swooped down low and landed. 
T~ey all marched into a 
:· :Jantic clearing. 
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In the clearing they saw all 
sorts of things but most of all 
snowmen. After a few minutes 
the music stopped and there 
was a sound of bells ringing. 
It seemed to be getting 
louder and closer. Then I sow 
it. It swooped down towards 
the forest. When it landed, 
father Christmas stepped out 
of the sleigh. He went round 
the back of the sleigh and got 
a sack. Then he went over to 
a specially prepared place for 
him. When he had sat down 
everyone crowded round him. 

First of all he got out the 
pre sents for the children. All 
the children gat scarves and 
gloves. Whett . the party. had 
finished then everyone was 
flown home. When we all got 
back to the village we had 
set off from everyone was 
delivered to their own 
doorsteps. 

In the morning when they 
woke up they thought that it 
was all a dream. But then 
they saw all the scarves and 
gloves then they realised that 
it really did happen. 

Andrew Luckman 



Moving North 
When I first found out that 
my family was to move north, 
I was quite sw-prised because 
I liked our old house. We 
started to pack our things 
about three weeks before we 
were to move. 
It was hectic, the house 
looked a mess. There were 
bits all Over the plate. In the 
end it was ready for us to 
move out of, PHEW! 
Then we called Pickfords 
removols to tell them to move 
our packed boxes to our new 
house. Then we put the rest 
of our things in the car and 
set off to Bedale. The car 
journey was ho~ sweaty, long 
and boring!. The car journey 
took ~hours 30 mins 
approximately. Whet! we got 
to our new house I started to 
help unpack the car. It was 
one of those long jobs which 
wos not a lot of fun. When I 
had finished I went indoors to 
have tea. Afterwards we set 
up the television and watched 
it tUI bed time OO.OOp.m.). In 
the IIIOI'1Iing I got up at 8.30 
a.m. and went downstairs to 
hove breakfast. After 
breakfast my mum and dad 
went to take my brother tn 
his · new school When they got 
back they took me to find 
me a school In the end they 
found this one, Aiskew and 
Leeming Bar School While my 
mum and dad were tallcing to 
Mrs St Pierre, I went into the 
haU and talked to a little boy 
called Richard. Thet• my nun 
and dad came up to me and 
said thot "I wos staying here" 
so I said goadbye to them and 
they went home. Then Mrs St 
Pierre took me to her closs. 
Then she told me I was to sit 
next to a boy called Simon 
Kiddie. She gave me o moths 
cord for me to do. When 
playtime came, I played 
football with the rest of the 
boys. 

CHRISTMAS WORDS 
by Paula Mitchell 

C H 0 J 0 S E P H K H X 0 Y C 
S H B E T H L E H E M E R K E 
T F R M I S T L E T 0 E E L R 
0 A S I N N I P D S M T B H C 
E T Y K S K H K G F A A E C A 
S H A J I T R E E P T H S N R 
M E G A E P M Z E S D U X N D 
R R 0 L E S A A R D K I N G S 
T X L C A R 0 L S X L 0 N 0 D 
T M D S T U R K E Y M C Y Z 0 
R A D E C 0 R A T I 0 N S D N 
0 S T A S H E P H E R D S Y K 
S A X T C Y E W H 0 L L Y R E 
E A R D L J E S U S U B C A Y 
I A M P R E S E N T S X X M S 
Can you find these words? 

Christ au gold 
JOSePh stable 
decorations tree 
ai st I etoe shepherds 
Bethlehea carole 
Father Xaae 
Can you find any aore? 

At 110111etime my dad came to 
pick me up and take me bock 
to Bedale. I did not like my 
first day here because 
everyone stared at me, but 
now It's better because the 
novelty has worn off them. 
The next day I made a model 
butterfly made out of a piece 
of paper, glue and a pipe 
cleaner. Now I have settled in 
everything has gone well 
(almost) 

BY PHJLLIP HUCO 
ACE II YRS 
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donkey Jesus 
present Mary 
rose boll y 
turkey kings 
cards inn 

Metamorphosis 
The changing life, 
Storts as on egg, 
Like a crystal jelly. 
Inside this crystal 
A caterpillar is eating his way 
out. 

The block caterpillar emerges 
from the egg. 
Then he weaves himself o 
silken chrysalis, 
On the gross. 

On a dewed autumn morning. 
It sparkles in the sun. 
And metamorphosis tokes 
place, 
A beautiful bright peacock 
butterfly. 
Squeezes slowly out. 

Adam Woodcock 



APPENDIX 5: THE FOURTH NEWSPAPER 

IN THIS ISSUE OUR 
ROVING REPORTERS 
HAVE BEEN OUT AND 
ABOUT YET ,AGAIN, 
FINDING OUT ABOUT 
LEEMING BAR AND 
ITS ENVIRONS. 
A, part of our lnvtttlg•\'on• 
Into t e I ocal poaavnl v we 
have d acovtrtd how auch a 
pair of tractor tvrea oott, 
how if vou need to vou can 
wtlgh a paper bag, what 
happen• to root• underground 
and tht t&aperaturt at which 
Ice oreaa ia aade. 

Doctor Htnahaw told our 
reporttra bow satlafvlnv It Ia 
to know that you can btiP 
people when thtv are ill 
though thtv do not alwav• get 
bet tar, 

Mr. Price savs he enJova 
btl nv a dent I at and no-one 
needs to have gal anv acre in 
t hi a praot I oe. 

Serg1ant Jaats told u1 
that thtv have l•dv police 
conatablea in charge of polloi 
dogs and that evtrv dov 
handler auat have bad 
exparienct of the beat before 
aoving on to the dog training 

. utlb II ahatnt. 
Our grateful tbankl go 

to all thoat who chterfvllv 
faced our battery of reporter• 
with clipboard• and tapa 
recorder, asking an enoraous 
nuabtr of que1tlona and if '' 
haven't batn to vou vtt, one 
tbinv Ia certain we are on our 
wav with an intatiable 
curiositY and 4t8ire to know 
what i1 happenin~ in our 
COUUnl t Y. 

ISSUE No. 4 
February 1989 

~ v ' ' til 

EMILY DIX MODELS THE LATEST IN 
VIKING HEADGEAR DESIGNED BY THE 

BY THE CHILDREN IN CLASS TWO. 

A VISIT TO THE POLICE DOG TRAINING 
CENTRE AT NEWBY WISKE. 

HOW MUCH IS A POL IC! DOG WORTH? thoot wl t b t btl r r lght ua 
On Tutadav wa went to tht eo if vour right ara 11 

rollot dogg, Sergeant 1aaes rounded vou can't uae 1 
old VI t htv had two dogs weapon. He aho tal d u1 that 

.trained for aaelllng out vou had to do two vear1 
•xrlo•lve• and two for •aellln; atre1t work btfore vou oan 
au drugs, Ht also told ue that quallfv to bt a do; bandltr. 
one dog can do the work of ten Afttr we had 11ked all our 
aen In a crord •ltuatlon. He queetlon• P.C, Hell •hawed 
111~ thtv •oattiaea takt a lot Sua one of the dogs called 
of doga 10 that rbtn one gets olo doing the txeroi•••· 
tirtd thtv can uee another and Flrtt of all he did 1011 
so on. He told u1 that thev ooaaanda and walked round 
t1Jce tht d0111 boat with thea on the fltld. After that be 
nights. The dogs altiVI bite 1howed Ul the Juapa and 
the right 1ra btoau1e aost kennels. A Pollee dog 11 
people are right handtd so thev worth about three tbouund 

pounds. 
Kevin liohard1 
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THE LEEMING BAR NURSERIES 
IS NEARLY A CENTURY (lf). 

The Leeming Bar Nlrseries is 
q7 years old. At the nursery 
Mr Braithwaite showed us 
around. He showed us some 
roots. He showed us some 
plants on trees and there was 
a taU tree coOed golden holly 
that his grandad planted when 
he owned the nursery and 
there's a little tree that has 
been there for about as long 
as he has been there. And he 
shOwed us some plants called 
conifer. They don't come up till 
3 months. The seeds grow 
faster under a propagater. A 
propogater is a hot tray. 
Some roots grow through the 
pot . Tlu! roots. were . really 
long. A colicin is full of pollen. 
Conkers grow for 3 years to 
make a small tree. He told us 

· where the dead plants went 
and he said they are put in 
.tin bins, big square ones. They 
put them on the compost heap 
and then its made into soil 

Mr. Braithwaite said all 
plants hove roots. He said he 
only hod 1 green houses and 3 
garden sheds. They get the 
seeds from all over the 
country but they mostly gel 
them from Holland because its 
cheap. 

Mr. Braithwaite said all plants 
are different sizes. He said 
different plants come into big 
flowers each month. He said 
that amuol plants live for I 
year. and bl-annuols live for 2 
years and perennials live for 
ever. He said he puts most 
plants outside in snow but it 
depends what plants they ore. 
He said there ore plants at 
the back and front of the 
nursery. He said he gets 6000 
roses a yeor. He said rain 
and water make plants grow 
best but mostly tap water 
makes plants grow. And I 
asked him how many workers 
work there. Mr. Braithwaite 
said there are ten workers. 
All the time someone goes for 
their dirmer and when they 
have finished someone else 
goes for their dinner. Also I 
asked him if he liked his job 
and he $0id yes but he would 
like another job if he could as 
a joiner with wood. He said 
that the computer helps him 
by printing labels and plants 
names. Mr. Braithwaite 
gave us some rlowers to toke 
home. They were called grape 
hyacinths. I hod finished my 
questions but Jennifer hadn't 
finished so she asked hers. 
Then we went back to school 

Charlotte Webster 
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DAFFODILS WERE A 
POPULAR CHOICE IN 
THE DESIGN OF CARDS 

THIS EASTER. 
Btn Br1ithwalt1 buv with hll 
d11i9n in Cla&s One on the 
lut da\1 of tern. 

WHAT COlOUR DOES Tlf 
PAINT COME'! 

Colin. Jonathon and I went 
to John Gill's garage on the 
2nd. February to interview 
John Gill The garage was built 
in I~. It tokes fOil' weeks 
to get new cars in. John Gill 
storied working the garage in 
1'167. 

The Alfa lusso 16lt costs 
the most. It costs 22,000 
pounds. About 30 cars go 
through the car wash on 
Saturdays. The Charade costs 
the least. It costs 6500 
pounds. The big car jacks 
weigh 5 tons. 

The paints come in block 
and white and then they hove 
to be mixed. The scales weigh 
even a paper bog. Some 
second hand cars sell better 
than brand new ones. They 
can transmit to Oover 250 
miles away to look at new 
stock at the parts factory. 

There ore 23 people 
working in the garage full 
time. None of the cars hove 
crashed on test drives. John 
Gill has been to Italy and 
Japan. He went two or three 
times last year, the last time 
for the launch of the 16\. 
They use wax and polishes to 
make the cars shine. This is 
the only garage John Gill has. 
The point spray booth heats 
up at 80 centigrade for ~5 
minutes and the air is 
re-cycled. It goes round in a 
circle. 

Oamien Kirkup. 



THE YOUNG AREN'T THE ONLY 
ONES WHO GET Ill 

On Wednesday the 22nd. of 
February Sarah Nattross, 
Gemmo Braithwaite and I went 
to interview Doctor Henshaw. 
When we got there, Doctor 
Henshaw was not there so we 
all wrote down some of the 
things that the posters said. 
Then Doctor Henshaw came. I 
asked, 'Do you know whether 
the young or the old get ill 
the most?' She said, 'The old 
normally get ill the most. They 
get chronic illnesses." I was 
very surprised. 

'Do you use any special 
instruments?' I asked. She 
said, 'We use speculums and 
proctoscopes and I or 2 
more." The next question that 
I asked was, 'Why did you 
wont to be a doctor?' Doctor 
Henshaw said, 'Because I 
wanted to help people and I 
was interested in how our 
body works.' 

In the common room 
where we were interviewing 
Doctor Henshaw there were 
choirs, a sink, a table and 
some cupboards. When we 
first got to the doctors there 
was lots of babies there 
because it was the babies' 
clinic. 

At the health centre the 
doctors have three rwrses to 
help them with injections 
and dressings. I eflioyed 
meeting Doctor Henshaw 
very much indeed. 

Fiona McCormack. 

MY DOG LUCKY 
My pet lucky is a cross 
between a springer spaniel 
ond a labrador. When he was 
born he had a hole in his 
head. He hod an operation. He 
was okay but a lump was 
CJ'OWing on his head. He had 
the lump cut off that's why he 
was called lucky. He is four 
years old and he sleeps in the 
house. He likes playing with 
bolls. 

Adam Porker. 
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BUSY WEIGHING OUT THE INGREDIENTS 
FOR THEIR EASTER BISCUITS 

Andrew 
W 1 v n e 
o o o k I n 9 

L u o k a • n , H I I 1 r v H u n t • r a n d 
Garner developinG thtlr 
• k I I I • I 

PROUDLY DISPLAYING THE RESULTS OF 
THEIR LABOURS 

Adll\ Woodcock,PbillipHu;o,Cirollnt 
In;ral\ and Paula Mitohill with 
thtlr blacuitt rtady for the ovtn, 
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HOW MUCH DOES A PAPER 
BAG WEICH? 

JOHN GILL HAS THE ANSWER. 
Our reporters went to John 
Gill's garage in Aiskew to 
interview John Gill. 
Jonathon, Oomien and I went 
to John Gill's garage and he 
answered all of our questions. 
He said he has got 6 
mechanics and 3 body shop 
people and there ore quite a 
few office workers. There ore 
about 23 people there 
altogether. The garage at 
Aiskew is the only one he has 
got Whenever 6 cars ore sold 
there ore ~ fourtraks sold as 
well John Gill does not rally 
any more, his son does it 
instead. When he goes out he 
does not use a certain car he 
goes in any one. John Gill has 
been to "Italy to see the Alfo 
Romeo factory 2 or 3 times. 
The last time he went was in 
October to launch the 16~. 
John Gill has been to Japan to 
see the Oiothotsu factory as 
welt In the spray booth it 

1 heats up to 80 centigrade. It 
stays at that heat for ~5 
minutes. The air inside the 
spray booth gets recycled it 
goes out through the floor 
and comes back in through the 
roof. Before it comes through 
the roof it gets cleaned. The 
point comes mostly in block 
and white and they odd other 
colours to get the right 
colour and shade. The scales 
there ore spot OIL You con 
even weigh a paper bog. Some 
of the points contain poison 
so you hove to wear masks. 
The compressor is silent. The 
computer can transmit to 
Dover to look at the stock at 
the ports factory. It is 250 
miles away. 

Colin Ramsay 

AliA RDMID 
• A RACI APART 
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TREE ON GARTH VICTIM OF 
DUTCH ELM DISEASE 

On Saturday March II th a 
tree on Leeming Bar Garth 
was found suffering of Dutch 
Elm disease. So four men from 
John H Gills come to the 
rescue with a choinsaw and 
tractor and felled the tree so 
that · other trees couldn't 
catch the disease. When they 
hod felled the tree they cut it 
up and piled it the other side 
of the Garth fence. And all 
the local children came and 
played on it and had a lot of 
fun. Most of the trees left on 
the Garth ore horse chestnut 

Ashley Garner. 

POLICE DOGS CAN GO AS 
FAST AS TWENTY MILES AN 
HOUR SAYS POLICE CONSTABLE 
HALL AT THE DOG CENTRE 

On Tuesday 7th March at 
1.~5pm we went to see the 
police dogs. They have twenty 
~ermon shepherd dogs and 
four other dogs, two dogs 
that pick up drugs and two 
dogs that pick up explosives. 
The German shepherd dogs 
cost. 3000 pounds. The police 
dog trainers have special 
sleeves. When they ore after 
someone they put the sleeves 
on so the dogs don, t bite the 
trainers. PC Hall said they 
train the dogs with affection. 
The dogs have a scent that 
carries up to 200 yards. If 
one of the dogs gets lost 
they contact the police 
station and tell them. The 
kennels ore like Buckingham 
palace for the dogs. We really 
enjoyed our day out. 

Jan Watkinson. 
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The doctors don't hove a 
cure for everything. 

On Wednesday the 22nd of 
February we went to the 
Health Centre to interview Or. 
Henshaw. When we got there 
we had to wait in the waiting 
room for Or. Henshaw to 
come. We looked at some· of 
the posters on the walls. 
There were about illnesses 
and how to stop you getting 
them. When Or. Henshaw came 
we went into a room. It was 
called a common room. Sarah 
asked the first questiOIL It 
was what is the worst case 
you've dealt with? Or. 
Henshaw answered a breast 
cancer that can't get better 
or leukaemia. Fiona asked how 
many patients do you hove a 
day? Or. Henshaw answered 
about 30, 20 or 15. I asked 
do you often hove to go out 
on emergencies?. Or. Henshaw 
said yes about one night a 
week. Or. Henshaw enjoys her 
job very much and so do all 
the doctors and nurses. 
Babies have their first 
injection when they ore 3 
months old for some things 
and when they ore about I 
year old they have on 
injection for measles. 

"What happens when the 
emergencies ore late at 
night?" I asked. Or. Henshaw 
said, "The person who is ill 
rings the Health Centre and 
because Or. Henshaw is on a 
different call line on operator 
tells the person the number 
which they have to ring. Or. 
Henshaw then goes to the 
person's house. If the person's 
illness is quite serious Or. 
Henshaw sends them to 
hospital. I asked my last 
question and then we went 
bock to schooL 

Gemma Braithwaite 



MY INTERVIEW WITH 
MR BRAITHWAITE 

On Tuesday Jist of January at 
1.30 p.m. Joanne Burton, 
Charlotte Webster and I and 
Mrs. St. Pierre went to 
Braithwaite's Nursery to learn 
about plants, flowers, roots 
and bulbs. First he showed us 
a greenhouse which hod 
Leylandi trees in it. The trees 
were very toll. The green 
houses were very hot. Mr 
Braithwaite was very good 
and answered our questions. 
He said the nursery hod been 
there q7 years nearly a 
century. He showed us some 
hyacinths. He gave us some 
blue hyacinths. He showed us 
his computer room where they 
print the labels. It was very 
interesting. It was a very 
big nursery. We sow some 
trees and some roots. Some 
of the roots were very big. 
He told us some new words. 

They were corm, jasmine, 
hydrangea, propagator. He 
said it took nearly a year for 
a plant to grow, sometimes 
even more. He said the plants 
·come from all over the world. 
I asked him how do you know 
what colour the plants ore 
going to be and the answer 
was they hove names and you 
know the colour by the nome. 
When we got bock to school 
we wrote to soy thank yOtL 
We all hod a fascinating day. 

Jennifer Murray. 

BRAITHWAITES-' 
\i Tins·: E R I E S'! 
4 ~ l 1 (\.1.. ~ . •. 

f •) r 
BEDDING 
PLANTS 

5 

Sowin!f seeds in 
the !fro11nd. 

One evemng a mon was scattenng 
hiS sms then some bll'ds came 
and ate them up. Then he scattered 
hLS seeds on the hard grotmd. Then 
the sun came out and they died 
Then he scattered some seeds on 
a hedge then the hedge ate them 
up. Then he ~cattered ~ome seeds 

• on some sotl and they grew vel'\j 
big. Peter Obank 

OUR VISIT TO LEEMING 
GARTH 

On Thursday the 2nd. March at 
a quarter to 2, Paula, 
Samantha, Caroline, Mrs. Sl 
Pierre and I went out to 
interview Nurse Johnson at 
Leeming Garth. It is the 
nursing home for old people. 
We got in the cor and went 
there. We rang the door bell 
and on old lady come to the 
door. We asked for Nurse 
Johnson. The lady said she 
was at the pub so we went 
bock to school We rang the 
Nursing Home up and Nurse 
Johnson answered. She said it 
was all right to come. So we 
got bock in the car again and 
went there. 

We went inside and we 
went into a bedroom. It hod 
pink carpets on the floor. We 
had about 15 questions each 
to ask her. We learned a lot 
about the Nursing Home. We 
found out that the youngest 
lady there was Margaret 
Metcalf and she was 50 years 
old. There were 20 bedrooms 
and I bathroom downstairs. 
The old port of the house 
was 88 years old. Nurse 
Johnson took us around the 
old port. There were 70 
people altogether in the 
Nursing Home. On our way out 
we sow a stone. It said, 
"Gladys Maud Loscelles laid 
this stone on 6th. May 1'\01.' 

Rhion Kiddie 
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The W<rtufo.ll 
The cnjsta.l gllstming clear 

wo.ter 
sparHing lib dewed 

dlQmonds. 
The grace and the swiftness of 

the way 
in which the wo.ter 

flows. 
The eternal sweep of the wo.ter 

QS it flows 
swiftly down the 

stream. 
The rustling of the wo.ter 

galloping 
down the river. 

M eerie stillness and compassion 
emerges. 

The pure. fresh. clear. clean. 
fOUI\to.in of wo.ter 

flowing fruly 
down the river. 

The slithenj smooth wo.ter 
gushing out 

and emerging into 
the creo.tion of o. spilling spring. 
The pleasw-e of stillness, 
The moonlit wo.ter glows 

lwninously 
as it siNs into 

the depths of the river. 
The striving wo.ter swelling from 

Q stream 
o,nd separating at last 

eo.ger 
to flow freely into the sea. 

Simon Kiddie 

MY MYSTERIOUS PRESENT 
I th.in.t my mystmous present 
weighs o.boot I kUogrom. 
It is brown. white and bl.ad in 
colour. 
It makes no noise. 
It is Oil oval slulpe. 
It has o. smell of rubber. 
It is solid. 
It is made of rubber. 
It is h.ard. 
It gets thrown about 
It doesn't do QIUjlhinq. 
It is made in America.. 
It doesn't worit 
What is my mysterious present? 

Wo.yne Comer 



Wo.ter fo.ll 
The WO.I.er fo.ll Slef4Jll\g 

in its OWl\ little l<J.ke 
Momtng brea.ks 

the wo.terfo.U o.wa.kes 
down and 

dowll 
It goes arourui and arowtd 

curlingo.bout 
crashing and SIMShing 

o.go.in.st the rods 
down and 

dowll 
Below whirling and twirling 

boiling and dancing 
smnsl\ing and d4shing 

and flo.sl\ing 
and THEN 

the wo.ter fo.U meets the 
river and tim sho.Uow 

and not ever deep o.t o.U 
and THEN 
it starts o.go.in 

¢iruJ and roaring and 
whirling down 

down 
Below boiling and swirling 

and lwrling and swirling 
down below 

and tim 
it comes to the end 

Graham Howe. 

Tlf WATERfAll 
The wo.terfo.U fo.lls in Q.l\ 

everlasting river. 
And cro.sh.es on rocks th.at moJtes 

the wo.ter ~ver. 
The wo.ter then runs and rolls 

l.iU a. bo.lL 
But the one thing to runemiber is 

it o.ll started off 
o.s a. raging wo.terfo.ll 

It rushes and gush.es and pushes 
. the fist\. 

And fo.Us with a. crush and a. 
splo.sh.. 

It rushes o.long in a. crush and 
a. gush. 

And stops for a. second in a. 
silent lwsll 

The wo.ter tim runs and rolls 
liie a. boll. 

But the one thing to rmwnber is 
it o.ll started off 

o.s a. raging wo.terfo.ll 
BY PHILLIP HUGO 

' 
The Wo.terfo.ll 

The wo.ter twnbling over the 
wo.terfo.lL 

Crushing and smo.shing. 
clashing and bo.shing. 

At the bottom it turns 
Ulte 

bubbles in a. bo.th. 
Hubbling and bubbling. 

frothing and whirling. 
Gro.duo.UIJ from froth 

to silken cloth 
with a. d.eo.d.ly cl.lll'Ull 

Rusl\ing and gushing 
going with the flow. 

Hurling down the ~t in 
torrents. 

Ago.in becoming white wo.ter 
deep. d.eo.d.ly and. do.ngerous. 

So.lmon gliding over the wnite 
wo.ter 

to til:! and reach 
their destln4tion. 

Snaking through the cowUnjslde 
twisting and twning 
and bending 

in sh.arp twists 
and turns. 

This it CQ/1'ies 01\ doing W\til 
it reacl\es the Sto.. 

Here is where it ends its joumeljS 
a.cross the land 

Andrew Luclun.all.. 

The Wo.ter fo.U 
Hear it ·cro.sl\ing. smo.shing. 

As the wo.ter runs wild 
laflping. 

pushing and rushing 
gushing and. rushing 

swirling white froth. 
flowing quiciiiJ and. swisllly 
The rage of the torrent splo.shes 

high 
o.s down fo.Us the wo.ter 

dOWil 

down. 
down 

Until cra.sn goes the wo.ter 
o.s it flows freely O.WOlJ 

from the wo.terfo.ll 
quietly hissing 

o.s 1t runs. 
Kevin Rlcnards. 
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The wo.terfo.ll 
The delight of the wo.terfo.ll 

the rage of the tormt. 
The pulling and. drogging of the 

cumnt. 
It turns. it sq.llnns. it writhes. 

it glides. 
A glo.nt co.sco.de of spcutling. 

twinl!.ling. wrinl!.ling. 
bouncing. flouncing. 
~ and rushing 

fO<IIIUJ wo.ter. 
~ comes down in droplets of 

dancing. 
glittering and buRbling 

jewels. 
The noisiJ hissing. moaning. 

groaning and roaring. 
It heo.ves. it sha.kes. it qualtes. 

it pours. 
The banks are covered with 

. the rivers swelling. 
It covers the trees' trunks 

with n 11\QSS of 
frothing. 

fooming tormt 
It gro.duo.lly tums 

from frothing. fooming torrents 
to . o. silken. gush. of wo.ter. 

The wo.ter level drops and 
shrinis 

As it gets fwther and fwiher 
O.WOlj from the wo.terfo.ll 

Instead of the noisiJ hissing. 
mooning. 

groaning and. roaring. 
It glides and. bubbles gently 

over rocks o.nd stones. 
It brushes silently po.st the bani. 

and. will CQ/1'\j on 
theSllmeWOlj 
till it meets with 

o.nother wo.terfo.ll 
Sarah. No.ttra.ss. 



Th.e Waterfall 
Th.e wa.ter travelling to a fall 
Rowing lik.e o. lion. 
A wh.ite sheet falling over and 

dancing in th.e air. 
Splashing. splashing. splashing. 
Thuruiering 

!lashing 
Crawling 

Creq~ing 
Slith.uing 

Th.e wa.ter SWeqling a.wa.y bits of 
rock. 

Then a. big th.wuier of water 
COMES 

roa.ring over the fo.ll 
All th.a.t is left a.re jewels 

hanging 
from wet brondtes. 

Hilanj lltnter 

The Wa.terfo.ll 
Gurgling. crosl\ing over th.e lo.st 

few 
boulders, 

The river glides gracefully out 
into . 

th.e air. 
Suspwieci in th.e air for a. 

second. 
Th.m it is a. cascade of wonder 

and 
beauty. 

Plwnmeting down to th.e wo.ter 
below. 

Th.e still trees on the rivfl' bOOk. 
Mo.de to wa.ve in their reflection 

bljth.e 
ripples. 

That a.re 1\o.stily drifting aWtliJ 
from 

th.e centre 
of 

. th.e pool 
The nver being divided a.s it 

. falls, 
A brightly coloured. rainbow 

appwing 
inth.e 
wonn SWl. 

Th.e roc~y slopes on each side 
being s~ed. by 

th.e conti.ru.tou.s mist 
of white spray 

Ben Broith.wa.it11. 

l 

The Wa.ter Fall 
Th.e rumbling tumbling. 
Glistening sparlding. 
.hunpingbutnf!ing. 
W11ter splasl\es down. 
Twisting and winding. 
Shining and declining. 
Heaving and weaving. 
Towing and rowing. 
Dancing and prancing. 
Whirling and swirling. 
Down and down. 
Rushing and gushing. 
Rowing and pouring. 
Sweqllll.9 and wping. 
\YaWuj and ~ing. 
Driving and riving and striving. 
Hurling and curling and swirling. 
Then at the bottom.. 
It bubbles calmly. 
Gliding gently down to th.e sea. 

Adam \Yoodcoc~ 
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The Water 
Fall 

Th.e wo.ter fa.ll splashing 
people 

As it flows down th.e 
waterfall 

Fisll jwnping in o.n.d out 
of th.e river 

Fislttrman fishi/\4 
People giving bread to 

duds. 
People eating plcni.cs. 
People po.dd1ing in th.e 

sho.llow water. 
Jma.th.on Pollard 

The Waterfall 
. As the rods slasl\ the water 

liU a. blade on a. lmife. 
Thm th.e river meets with. th.e 

. watttfa.ll 
They foim 0. team and go 

down and down 
The wo.terfo.ll crashing. 

. dashing. 
bashing and 

thrashing. 
Dancing. prancing and advancing 

down and down. 
Recoiling o.n.d boiling. 
Rushing. fluWng. bruslling and 

gushing. 
Cw1.ing. wltirling and twirling. 
Driving. striving. riving and 

. diving .. 
Clmv1n9 and heaving. 
ShcWng and quaking. pouring 

and roaring. 
Pushing and rushing. ltissing and 

twisting. 
Hurling and pwiing. swelling and 

S~ing. 
Swirling and cteq~ing. 
FOQ/I\Irlg and rooming. flowing 

andgoi/\4 
And tlun th.e wo.terfaU meets up 

a.t the bottom 
and flows 01\ 

downstream. 
Ashley Cwrur. 



BRANDY SNAPS FOR All! 
On Wednesday three boys 
from Leeming Bar C. of E. 
school became the cause of 
free Brandy Snaps for the 
whole school These were a 
gift from Cardosi's Ice Cream 
factory. The boys (Phillip Hugo, 
Andrew Luckman and Simon 
Kiddie) went on the visit on 
Wednesday morning with Mrs. 
St. Pierre. The factory is run 
by Mr. Hall. He took us around 
to see the following, first the 
Boilers, then the Weigher, then 
the Plate Cooler, then the 
Freezers and then the 
Nitrogen Twmel where the ice 
cream is frozen. When Simon 
went ·to touch the pipes 
coming from the tunnel where 
the ice cream is frozen Mrs. 
St. Pierre stopped him in case 
he got burned. Then Mr. Hall 
took us in the Cold Store, but 
we didn't stay in there long. 
Then he showed us Brandy 
Snaps being made and getting 
boxed. 

Then all too soon it was 
over, so we asked Mr. Hall 
our questions. Some 
interesting facts were, just 
one boiler costs £35,000, not 
exactly the kind of thing you 
would have in the kitchen at 
home. The name Cardosi came 
from a relative of the man 
who opened the factory. Then 
when we were ready to go, 
Mr. Hall gave us a box of 160 
Brandy Snaps. When we got 
back to school we wrote 
thank you letters to Mr. Hall 
and the rest of the staff at 
the factory to say thank you 
for the time he gave us. 

Phillip Hugo 

CAN YOU FIND THE ODD 
ONE OUT? 

1. 9, 18, _ 1 36, 
2. 5, 9, 13, - ' 
3. 6, 71 91 121 - • 21. 
4, 91 15, _ 1 27, 33, 
5, 111 22, 33, _ 1 55 1 66, 

Damien Kirkup 

MY MYSTERIOUS PRESENT 
Its weight is that of four 
bags of sugar. 
Its colour is black, red, 
grey and white. 
It makes quite a lot of 
noise, 
Its shape is that of a 
cuboid. 
It has no smell or scent. 
It is very solid. 
It has metal and 
microchips. 
It is very hard but it is 
fragile. 
It does a lot of things. 
It is a Pioneer make. 
There are quite a lot of 
them about. 
What is it? 

Alexander Wass 

THE VISIT TO BRAITHWAITES' 
NURSERIES 

We went to the Braithwaites' 
· Nurseries and we had a great 

day. Mr. Braithwaite showed 
us some roots and trees and 
he told us some very 
interesting things and we 
could not remember the word 
propagater. He gave us some 
flowers called grape-hyacinths 
and they were very nice. 
These are some of the 
questions I asked. In Cyprus 
flowers grow up the buildings 
do you have any flowers that 
grow up the building and he 
said yes. Mr. Braithwaite told 
us that clematis grows up 
buildings. The nursery is nearly 
a I 00 years old. One of the 
interesting questions I asked 
was where do you get the 
water from to water the 
flowers. And Mr. Braithwaite 
said it was rain water. 'How 
long does it take a tree to · 
grow?" He said they all grow 
at different rates and times. · 
Some flowers grow in green 
houses and some grow outside 
in the ground. 

Joanne Burton 
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Happy Smiling Faces With 
Gleaming Teeth. 

In the waiting room the wall 
was covered with nice smiling 
faces of children with 
gleaming teeth because they 
visit regu1arly. On Thursday, 
February ~th. at 1.30pm 
Charlotte Millward, Hilary 
Hunter and I went to the 
dentist wiUJ Mrs. St. Pierre 
to interview Mr. Price. We 
asked him questions one of 
the questions I asked him 
was, "Do you use a computer 
in your work?" He answered, 
'No funnily enough. I do not 
use a computer in my work." 

Three more questions 
I aslced hin were "Do you 
like your work?" The answer 
was yes. And Charlotte 
Millward asked him "What 
happens if there is an 
emergency and you are 
treating someone's teeth?" He 
said that he would have to 
see to it straight away. When 
he had answered a lady came 
in and said, "Mr. Price there 
is an emergency." And he had 
to go and see to the boy 
whose brace had snapped and 
it was sticking in his gum so 
it was very painful. Hilary 
asked "How many children 
have ever had false teeth?·· 
The answer was three 
because ther teeth had been 
kno deed aut in an accident. 
Another question I asked him 
was, "What is in the fillings? 
Mr. Price said, "In the fillings 
there is silver powder, zinc, 
copper and mercury and after 
a bit they go hard. But they 
do not last forever." There 
was one more question I 
asked him which was, 'What is 
the object called that you use 
to look at people's teeth 
with? Is it just called a 
mirror?" The answer was yes, 
just a mirror a mouth mirror. 
Just before we left he went 
and found some booklets and 
toothbrushes some 
colouring sheets and a mouth 
mirror and gave them to us. 

Charlotte Luckman. 



A VISIT TO THE POLICE DOG 
TRAINING CENTRE 
On Tuesday we went to the 
police dogs. The dogs are 
worth about £3000 each. We 
asked our questions. They 
have twenty German Shepherd 
dogs there. Two of the dogs 
are for explosives and twa 
are for drugs. The dogs can 
go about twenty-five miles an 
hour. Sergeant James took us 
~o see where the police dogs 
hve. Sam was a big German 
Shepherd dog and Digger was 
funny. Where they sleep is a 
big kennel and they are fed 
on one and a half pounds of 
fresh meat and sometimes 
they are fed on canned meal 
They had a shed for preparing 
the meat There was a dog 
there called Chef and he 
belonged to a policewoman. 
The dogs were in a van so 
they could go quickly and 
easily when they are called 
out We had a good time. 

Graham Howe 

Ice qegm galore 
At ten o'clock Phillip Hugo, 
htdrew Luckman and· I set off 
to the industrial estate 
(where the ice cream factory 
was). We arrived there and 
went to see Mr. Hall the man 
in charge. He gove us seats in 
the office where he told us 
what his machinery did. He 
said that his boilers alone 
cost £35.000 each and there 
are three of them. He 
explained how you make ice 
cream. Then he told us to put 
on a special coot. The coat 
was made of thin plastic. We 
had to put on a hat This was 
to protect the ice cream from 
any germs that we might be 
carrying in with us. Then we 
went in the cold store. It was 
a good day out. 

Simon Kiddie 

? 

WORKING WITH OLD PEOPLE 
IS VERY SATISFYING THOUGH 
ITS VERY SAD WHEN THEY OlE. 
! we~t with my friend to 
mterv1ew Nurse Johnson. We 
found out a lot about the 
Garth. Altogether there are 
!0 re~idents. The nursing home 
IS a big place and it is a very 
big inside. It has 12 
televisions. The oldest resident 
is qq this year. The youngest 
resident is 50 years old. 
There were two couples 
married, one of the couples 
the husband died. They play 
games. They have a 
hairdresser that comes on a 
Monday and Thursdays. The 
nurses try to make it a home. 
There are ~ cooks. There are 
times far visiting. The Garth 
was built in I '10 I that is the 
old bil The new bit has been 
standing 13 months. In the 
?ew bit· there are 37 people, 
1ncluding next door there are 
70. 

Mrs. Johnson is a care 
assistant matron. She has 
been working there for two 
and a half years. They have a 
doctor that comes each week 
to see if they are well. 
Sometimes they go on outings 
to Harrogate or to 
Scarborough. 

+ 

--

Samantha 
Dewln.rst 
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MATHEMATICAL PUZZLE 

PEOPLE'S TEETH ARE 
GETTING 

MUCH BETTER . 
My friends and I went to the 
dentist and he told us that 
people's teeth are getting 
muc:" better because they are 
takmg more ·care with them. I 
asked, "What do you do if you 
are doing someone's teeth and 
there is an emergency?" 
Mr.Price said, "I go and look 
straight away." While I was 
asking the question the lady 
dentist came in and said that 
there was an emergency. 
Charlotte Luckman asked Mr. 
Price, "How do you do 
fillings?" He said that it takes 
five years to learn to be a 
dentist and two and a half 
years to learn to do fillings. 
Hilary asked Mr. Price, 'How 
many people's teeth have you 
treated this week?" Mr Price 
said that he had seen 80 to a 
I 00 people but it varied from 
week to week. Then when we 
had finished asking our 
questions we got a "Brush 
Off" magazine and a picture 
and a tooth brush. Then we . 
said thank you and then we 

1 

had to go and when we came 
to school we wrote a thank 
you leHer and we enjoyed it 
a lot · 

Charlotte Millward 
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by Ashley Garner 
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Emma's Favourite Day Out. 

What is your favourite 
day out'? 
My favourite day out is at 
June's and she has got a 
baby caJled Rachael. 
Why is it your favourite 
day out? 
Because I like playin~ with 
baby Rachael. 
Did you go out with baby 
Rachael'? · 
Yes I did. 
Did you help to chante the 
nappies? 
No I didn't, 
Did you five baby Rachael 
her dinner? 
No I didn't, 

By Nona Granger. 

Playing with the twins in 
the dark. 

One night when the Twins 
came to play, I said to the 
Twins should we go and 
sneak out in the dark when 
our mum isn't looking.They 
said yes. So we went out, 
we got some canes and we 
went up to the top of the 
urden. When we were 
going up I kept on putting 
foot marks in the soil 
when they weren't looking. 
When we looked in the 
Wendy House window, 
Selena said she thought she 
saw a burtular scratching 
his head. When I turned 
around I banged into 
Melisa's stick, she scared 
me. I went running into 
the house. 

by Rachael Probert. 

\o 

Bedroom door 
l am frightend of my 
bedroom door, 
I always think it is alive. 
I think it is going to eat 
me. 
I always turn my back to 
it and look at my radio 
alarm clock and my 
night light. 
Sometimes I have 
nightmares about it. 
I wish we had nice doors. 
By Tanya Jacklin. 

Dont open the door 
I had a dream about a 
shark. It could turn into 
two thints. It could turn 
into a shark with a part of 
a person on top, When I 
woke up I was sleeping on 
the floor with all the 
blankets on me. 
By Christopher Burke. 

Falling on the eat's tail. 
It was in November when 
my dog and horse scared 
me to death by howling at 
9 o'clock. Then I fell down; 
and I landed on the cats 
tail. There was a rug at 
the bottom and I thought 
it was a monster. I thought 
the cat was another wolf. 

by Lynnda Harrison. 

Don't Open The Door 
-mom! 

One day, 
When Melisa and I were in 
bed. 
Melisa looked out of the 
window and said, 
Selena, there is a ghost 
out-side behind the 
lamp post. 
But I couldn't see a thing, 

By Selena Slater 

~ REMEMBER HEALTHY 
\_)EATING IS BEST! 
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Playing at Rachel's. 
When I went to Rachel's we 
played fairies in her bed. 
Selena was at one end and 
Rachel and I went at the 
other end. 
Selena put her foot in our 
face and we thought it was 
a ghost. 
Rachel nearly pushed me 
out of the bed and I 
thought it was a ghost. 
It was dark and frightening 
Selena made the ghost 
sounds. 
Selena put her foot in 
Rachel's mout~ 
Rachel bit her toes and she 
thought it was a goblin. 

By Melisa Slater. 

The creepy stairs. 
In the old house long ago, 
The stairs were infront of 
my bedroom door, 
I opened the door, 
And guess what 1 saw·? 
A shadow of a skeleton. 
It was bony and dry 
and not very high, 
but it gave me the creeps 
all the same. 
l didn't want to go down, 
The house was still and 
not a sound, 
In the morning I go for my 
breakfast, 
I nearly hurt myself in 
laughter, 
l saw that it was only the 
banister, 
The white and thinly poled 
banister. 

By Sarah Whitton. 

Beauty and the Beast. 
One day I watched Beauty 
and the Beast. When 1 went 
to bed I kept thinltinz 
there was a beast in the 
room and it came and was 
roaring at me. So I put my 
cover over me soon I got 
off to sleep. 

By Gail Hunter 
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Martin's Favourite Day Yes we made some 
;!iOu~t~. -:------,.---- strawberry jam. 
What is your favourite day 
out? By Carrie-Anne Swales, 
Strawberry picking, 
What did you like about 
it? 
l keep picking the 
strawberries then eating 
them, 
Was it hot or cold? 
It's mostly hot. 
Did you like it? 
Yes [ do, 
Did anything happen? 
Once [ lost my jumper. 
Who did you go with? 
My Mum, Sister and Gran, 
What did you go in'? 
My Gran's car, 
What did you do? 
We picked strawberries- and 
Raspberries. 
Did you make any friends'?, 
No l didn't. 
How often do you go?. 
Once a year at least. 
Did you see anything'?, 
Plenty of spiders and some 
rabbit holes. 
!>id all your family go? 
Everybody except Dad. 
Did you pick lots of 
strawberries? 
Yes we picked lots. 
Did you eat them'? 

Richard's Favourite dav 
...2ll1.... 

What did you like best? 
The submarine because if 
you stood on a floor
board water squirted out 
of a dummy's eye and 
drowned you, 
What is there to do? 
You could buy meddles. 
What was the weather like'? 
It was fairly warm. 
What time of year was it? 
Spring, 7th of March 1988, 
Where was it you went? 
Malton. 
Were there air raid noises·? 
Yes there were in Hut 4. 

By Robert Barley 

Christopher's Farourite 
Dar Out. 

Where is the place you like 
best'? 

· In h·eland. 
\Yhat did you do there·? 
I milked the cows. 
Did you like it there·? 
I liked it very much. 
How often do you go 
there·t 
Erery rear. 
Did rou go with anybody·? 
I went with my family. 
Did you stay in a hotel? 
I stared at my Nanna's 
house. 
What did you buy ·? 
I houzht a vase. 
What thin's are there to 
see·? 
The bar and the shop fh·e 
miles down the road. 
Did you go in a car ·r 
Yes I did zo in a car. 
Is there something you 
don't like·? 
No there is not. 
Was it sunny there ·? 
Yes it 1\'as verv sunnv. 

By Emma Watkinson. 

Jennv's favourite day out 
Where is it? 
Mash am. 
Is there anything you ·liked 
best of all? 
I liked the cricket pitches. 
Do you like it ? 
Alot, 
Is it nice ? 
Yes. 
Is there anything nice'? 
There are lots of pieces in 
the park to play on, 

By Simon Eccles. 
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Carrie-Anne's Favourite 
Dav Out 
What do you like about 
Redcar'? 
The seaside , market and 
the town. 
How often do you zo ? 
Once or twice a year, 
What's your favourite 
place in Redcar·? 
The town. 
How long do you stay? 
From 8 o'clock in the 
morning to 7 o'clock at 
night. 
Do you know anybody 
there? 
No I don't know anybody 
there. 
Do you have to cet up 
earJrr 
Yes l do. 

. -Do all the family zo? 
Yes they do, 
Do you go in a bus'? 
No my Dad's car. 
Do you buy anythint? 
My Mum and Dad buy me 
lots of clothes and once a 
watch. 
Do you still have 
everything? 
Yes I still have everything, 

By Martin Mitchell, 

Robert's favourite day out 
What was your best day 
out? 
Goinc to Beamish Museum • 
What was in the Museum? 
There were steam trains. 
What did you like best? 
I liked the mine shaft best. 
What sort of transport did 
you have? 
We went by bus. 
Did people tell you stories 
about Beamish? 
They told us stories about 
the coal mine. 
Was it in a county? 
Yes it was in County 
Durham. 
What time of year was it? 
It was summer 1987, 27th 
of July, 

By Richard 
Howe. 
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The Infants hove ·.-vntten stori..es to 
tell •:;~ou obout the people who LLve 
tn L.;-tterlond 

t~ur.-:rm~') ~·1•.h? r~un::r-·2~ mf··Jt :n·1 
rn·YJr:t·Jtn~ ~·;t·:r-rd·.~-~ met·J~ rn'J~~ 

mu~t·Jrj ·r.~~1 :~l~~ :n~ he ,;·:(~ ~-:· 

'] m-:n:t~r r!Jrtt; ~~- t:•J'.'~ •l ·Jan(~ 

~Jr"J rJtt~r ttl£ p:J.'"t!~ he '.'!ent t-:
ph~ •!nth P·~·!r P€to/f Puppy fheo~ 
t\ttl:IIU•j f"l"\.'",n:v.r.lll thl'\tl A.4tn.·~htn.1 . 
t•"..lj~;;· lor~·li'.'j-'•\:j \IICII ~·IYfo'.I•YI=' 

Hll'.e •,•:ent heme t·~ rl·J!j (lrr.tho:f 
'game d monopoly '.'IL!h Mummy 
•Jild fJ•Jddy •lfld Mm:hmg Mtre w·Jn 
t~en Lt wos wne ior teiJ theu had 
mtce ior IN then he \':IJ!che-1 t•1 
•Jfter L'Oddt) •:arne home then ~ 
tJaoj •J chat \'lith [!i.rldy lh€fl ~Iter 
thiJI he went ior •J waU: then it 
'!!OS 'une hr bed 

M.ilchtng Mlke con eiJI o 
motor-bike and he can eot a 
maqMt and he has a ~ and 
she can eot a mrurtain ~tng 
Milce can eiJI a rna<J~el and he lS 

going on a holi~ and he went 
to GeflOOil\l and he went on •Jil 
aeroplane· and he lil:eti it on the 
aeroplane He went acro<.s t.'le seiJ 
and he sal'l a hut and he saw ffiiJ 
gocknother . Michael 

Robber f'ed robbed everojbo~ Then 
he got $Ld of robbing so he made 
•J robot f)f1fj i.t ho)J 1 ~top ~uttoo 

•Jild a go button Then h~ ~Old ! 
will make a remote control 
switch He made tt go post the patt 
and he came to a house and he 
knocked on t~ door and there viOS 

nob~ in and he stole •J rodto 
and he ron home Peter flhtmt 

tJne ~ Robber Red rob1:W a btJnk. 
He was put in JO!l and he dtdnt 
come out .He robbed 9'Jld from t'le 
bont He then escaped from JO!l 
He stole fJ grondfiJ!her dock .The 
poltceman t'otm htm He was put 
in Jlil cgatn P.obert .1\. 

Noughi'J Ntc~ was playtng football 
•md then he rmnled I] ptcture. 

Gemma [• 
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Ud1) t~~rtJ.Jilt ;uggtes ~r,s •Jt 
~·r.ter \\me !)ne o:or the ~g:r 
wa~n t 1n ~<Y.!er ~19 He tnj ·1 

pert•~ .fie 'j1)t f) (l)f Jt WtJS fed 
o)fl(j \he t•f€" w~ ~l~~ ·~ovm 

Eddy Elephant went for •J walk He 
went to the ~hcp. He bouqht some 
eggs J•Jmte 

''"",.. I"' '"""t. I" 1'-· """"' --" \.\'1;'1';;:1 ·.'Ji. ~f!;ll '-' ~jR:" ~"-;ii\J :jjP'J 

~hQ h-Jd. a ptcrw: ~Jfld she \'/to:"'flt tn 
~ car she tnd ~m·nches •md 
~?IY.'e •md ~he ho]J ·J ·:up ·)f te•J 
I.IJTJl'j 

Clever cat ts the cle'lerest person 
tn Lett?rtond and she h:ow~ all 
the letters tn lettetiand . She knows 
everythtng in Letterland never LIJI 
can climb up a ladder and she can 
balance and she can do anythtng 
tn the whole I'Alole whole wtde 
world and she o:an eot 20 carrots 
and a cake and a cucumber and a 
o:IJ!erptllar. Caroline Web$ter 

A 
\8) 



StJlllfl11j ~nak~ •.o1ent t·) s~e the 
woves 'lt the ~east~ ''Jmml.j ~r.o:lke 
went to se•J m IJ •JKht Sarnrny 
~nate ~et ( lev£r ~~ :]t =FtC ~Jt:1:f 
Hot-m<Jn •JniJ the>J •Jll went to ~~~ 
~ammy Snakes r,')me ior teo fhe•J 
ate ~andwtches and sausage~ TheoJ 
<Jll '.'.'ent home at ~even o clod 
H~ ... n~J 

Sammy ~nai-.e •:rawled on the ~'llld 
He went mto the water He went 
swunmmg Brodie•) 

5ornm1J Snoke was crowltng in the 
garden He went in the water. 

,,atie 

mmy Snoke was en the· '10ifld 
He was looking for worms S(]!l111'1,j 
Snoke went in t~ water. Rob~rt G. 

L\eA. 

SGmlll'.j Snal-.e went to the SM stde 
He got hct so he put some owrn 
on He was ·J bt tetter He went 
tor () S\'lllll m the s~a He '.':ent \·) 
the t·Jtr He went on the ~wmr
'lfll1 th~ sltde ·m cfl the :e.; 
-~r:.•J He went ~ocr h')IIW Lt~J 

:,:unm•J :ml ~ ·:l·?r:t ~~ ~~- }~1fn 
H~ p·Jl;~·j -:~, H1a:· ~··:m·~ ~· ~·t·J·~·2·J 

·:n !~~- ~t~·~tr ~=· ~+~;£:j ·:-~ ~~f· 

:-:·~-·:·]•·: ~--~.~~·~·2!. 

I~ 

Lucy lamp lado.J put h€r light •:·n 
to he!r the ret:fle \','IJo:o were ~~ 
~~e b01Jt (hrt~tme 

Ktd:tng Y.inq pl~'ed football and 
h~ hd:d !he b·Jll hi~l?f th·.m 
evef!jbodo.J Philltppa 

\ I 

o~ 
" J I 

')n~ ·!ll'; hmq ten flJ~~j 
!-:·:tt'!JH ~ t:~ tr·:ft· ·:·r.~? ·:! 
~ dt:J<) f tr.>~5 •:.otr.·j·~\·:s :r.d ttxfl 
t '.:'r'L'Y: ~ 'J'::~ T:·t ::f.::~~ ~'}! ~n'2r. 

ec·•_!',('~ ~·:ft- r.1n ')0."]'~ ·~~j ~~~ f;~· 
1-rr.f.,. -lhnn11 1-lot,•l r- :'i~t-r -,n(t fl,r.r•• ..... _,. -··~t"-, .. -1.4-.f ~ .............. -~t-t-j 

[•u~:t -~·::t ·::--::~:; ·1r:~ ~!:~!' ~-:~~f!·:·~ 
~~-~ : ~t:j ~·=-~~ f~:m·:: . 
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T teh'lg f:Jm w@nt • ~ t.~ sea-s too 
He saw ·.•.'Oier unol\lr •he cho:nr 

o· 

i\nnte Apple has !ots of thends 
'lhe eats apples all !he tlllle, eVef!J . 
timl! she eats. $he went for a btke 
nde round the bloct. The next day 
1\nnle .1\pple tS go~ to ploy 
monopol~ , then pay JllOfe ganes 

fl.ndrew I. 

!\nnte fl.pple lives m on apple 1m 
and she eats them •Jil the timl! . 
She went en on adventure to o 
fancy dress party .~he went in on 
astronaut suit and Botll'lqj Ben 
went IJS an owl ana Clever Cat 
dressed up os a PIW:I . 

Troc\l 

• ThoH\CU 



When the terbils died. 
Gerbil terbils gerbils died, 
Sadly gone for ever now, 
It is the heart of peoples' 
tears, 
Martin cried cried cry cry 
it is a bad feeling that 
your pet has died, 
Staying there thinking if 
its alive, 
NO, 
YES, 
NOooo, 
Not alive, 
Crying crying again and 
again, 
Not alive yet, 
People crowding round, 27 
people, 
Gerbils poor gerbils not 
having a good time, 
Been put down, 
Never never ever be alive 
again. 
In the ground may be not 
in the ground, 
Just probably somewhere 
else. 
Martin doesn't like it, 
Crying trying to st·op 
crying, 
I can't stop crying, 
Still crying, crying a little 
bit of tears, 
Not going, tears aren't 
going, 

GETTING THE COAL. 
Whose turn is it to get the 
coal? 
Mine mum. 
I pick up the coal bucket 
in terror. 
I walk out in to the 
darkness. 
I find the shovel. 
I shovel like mad, 
Till the bucket is full. 
I run into the house. 

Stephen Ramsey. 

l't 

Nearly gone dinner time 
now, 
Stopped, good I've stopped, 
He's got black eyes very 
black eyes, 
Not crying now in for 
dinner, 
After dinner the gerbils 
were gone, 
Martin never never ever 
saw the gerbils again, 
Martin liked the gerbils a 
very very very lot, 
Martin wasn't pleased 
because he loved them. 

by Daniel Kirkup. 

Learning to skate at 
Grandma's 

On Friday I went to my 
Grandma's and we went to 
the ice-rink and I learnt 
to skate. It was slippery 
round the edge . There 
were lines on the ice-rink 
and I asked mum what they 
were for. She said 
"Hockey." It was my second 
time on the ice-rink, the 
first time Wi!$n't too long 
ago. Oh really this was the 
third time, counting when I 
was two. Then I had an 
orange drink. Then Mum 
and I went back on the ice 
and Mum saw someone she 
recognised. It was her old 
ice-skating teacher and she 
had a friendly reunion. 
Then we went to the 
market and my brother got 
a tiger and I got 
ahead-band and 
leg-warmers. Then we went 
home and Carl was there 
he's my cousin. 
I put my nightie on and 

played fortune-telling. 
Then I went home and 
went to bed. 

Emily Dix. 
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Simon's favourite day out. 
Where is your favourite 
day out·? 
Beamish Museum. 
What is there to see o1t 
Beamish Museum·? 
Trams, pictures of old 
fashioned trains and there 
is a mine. 
Who did you go with? 
Mum, Dad and my brother 
Philip. 
Did you get a souvenir·? 
No because I didn't have 
enough money. 
Did you go on a ride? 
Yes we went on an open 
top tram. 
Did you take your own 
food? 
Yes we took sandwiches. 
Will you always remember 
it? 
Yes. 
What will you remember it 
by? 
I will remember it by the 
trams. 

by Jenny Howells. 

Fa! lint, 
Mum I'm bored. 
What shall I do? 
I know, 
I'll make a maze. 
Go and get your felt-tips. 
I go and get them out. 
I have nothing on my feet, 
I walk downstairs 
I fall! 
I land in a pile of mud. 
I think I am falling down 
the gutter. 
I think I'm trapped. 
I go into the kitchen, 
I have a drink. 
Its not real 
I go to bed 
I feel silly. 
I remember what happed 
last night. 

by Jessica slym 



THE FAMILY FIRM FOR 
FARMERS 

We went to John.H.Gills 
agricultural engineers. We 
interviewed Mr.A.Bianchord. 
We saw an old tractor that 
was on All Creatures Great 
and Small It was built in the 
early ICII.Os. We saw the back 
wheel of a tractor. It was 
the current size and it was 
enormous. They have a large 
ronge of tractors 011ailable. 

The yard used to be on 
iron fOIIIdry belonging to f. 
Mattisons before Massey 
Fergusons bought it. The 
window frames in the buildings 
are made of cost iron and 
were mode there when it was 
on iron foundry. 

One of the old tractors we 
saw had a special piece 
sticking out the side of it 
that you could put a fan belt 
on to drive a saw bench, etc. 
What happened was that you 
put the belt on the piece 
sticking out of the saw bench, 
then put it on the bit sticking 
out on the tractor. Then when 
you start the engine and the 
bit on the tractor turns round 
and mokes the blade on the 
bench go roWid. We saw a 
~stoner. It is worth about 
£ 13,000. They were going to 
make cost iron parts far 

garden seats buf it would 
cost too much so they gave it 
up. We went into the 
workshop and saw them 
repairing a tractor. There was 
o loader in that could lift a 
ton. Tractors and combines run 
on diesel. Massey Ferguson 
sell things from Germany, 
France, Scotland, Norway, 
Denmark and Italy. 

They have a ·large roam 
upstairs that they hove . the 
all the spare parts in. They 
sell watches and calculators 
as well 

The larger tractors they 
sell ore called Autotronics and 
Oatotronics. On the 
Oatatronics there is a 
computer for processing 
information. The computer is 
incorporated into the control 
and display unit mounted in 
the cob. It also has a radar 
unit to register the true 
ground speed and a fuel flow 
meter to measure fuel 
consumption. On both the 
types of tractor there are 
options. for example on 
Datatronics they always fit 

A famous Tractor 
The tractor starred in ·All 
Creatures Great and SmaiL· It 
was orange and was a I 'l56 
model It was two wheel drive 
and did not hove a cab like 
modern tractors. It would 
have probably hod three 
gears forward: law - high. 
and reverse. John H. Gills 
Agricultural Engineers started 
at Danby Fryup in the Dales. 
The buildings in Leeming Bar 
used to be an iron foundry. 
In I 1M Massey Harris and 
Ferguson joined so the firm 
became Massey Ferguson. The 
iron foundry mode most of the 
iron in John H. Gills, even the 
window frames were cast iron 
and made by the foundry. The 
big drill was two. Malcolm GIU 
keeps a collection of old farm 
machinery, horse drawn 
ploughs etc. John. H. Gills 
was going to make Gorden 
benches but moking them was 
too expensive .The prices for 
machinery range from a 
cultivator at £360 to a 
combine for £'10,300. Massey 
Ferguson is a world wide 
company John H. Gill buy 
machinery from Scotland, 
Norwav. Holland, Germany, 
France, Denmark, Italy. 

Oatotronic is on oil ·bOard 
computer to help manoevere a 
tractor. It has 32 gears and 
tells you whether there are 
any faults. · 
Gills have five vans all with 
two way radio. They ore all 
Renaults. The big tractors : 
hove luxurious cobs with 
heating, radios and good 
suspension. The seats and the 
steering have good suspension 
too. 

Adam Woodcock. 

the inboard computer but on _ 
the Autotronic it is optional r-:T:-:H;-;-;E:--:F=-=A~M~I-=-L~Y-F_l_;R=M=· ~--
and it greatly increases the 
performance. A full range of FOR FARMERS 
front weights ore available by Ben Bra i t hwa i t e 
for two and four wheel drive 
tractors. Likewise rear COHT IHUED OH HEXT PAGE 
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Lrnnda's Favourite Day 
J2ll1... 

What was your favourite 
place'? 
At the theatre were I saw 
Dick Whittington. 
What did you like about 
it? 
It was funny. 
Was it hot or cold? 
It was very hot. 
Did you buy anything'? 
Yes I did. 
What did you buy? 
Ice-crea~ cakes and 
orange juice. 
Were the seats comfortable 
They were very 
comfortable. 

-Who-went with you? 
My mum. 
Did you meet anybody you 
knew? 
Yes I did. 
Who did you know? 
Debbie, Craig, May and 
Fred. 
Where was it at? 
Darlington, 
Were you asked to go on 
state? 
Yes I was. 
What happened? 
Tom the cat was sent back 
to Londen and then they 
got ship-wrecked and 

------ ---. --· -----· ·----
------~--·------------

wei;lts are civaiiable. All ore 
easily fitted. . 
Massey ferguson also do a 
rm~ge of small tractors that 
ore lawn mowers for big 
lawns. They are open-topped 
and are just like the smaller 
ones apart from the tyres. 
They do not have such big 
grips so they do not ruin the 
lawn. Some of the large range 
have 50 dqee steering for 
excellent manoevring. A radio 
cassette player is optional in 
the larger range of tractors 
with a cab. Gills have five 
vans that hove two-way 
radios in. They ore all 
Renoults. 

Ben Braithwaite 

found the crew again. They 
got frightened away by 
gorrillas, 
Did you go anywhere 
after'? 
Yes we did. 
Where did you go·? 
We took May back home: 

By Sarah WoodcoCk. 

_l)on't open the door. 
At 7.00pm I go outside 
I get some coal. 
Then I go back in my 
house. 
I go to b~ then I heard a 
noise, 
Something was there but 
Grandad came in, 
Is that you, Grandad? Yes 
it is. 

Clare Semper, 

Grandad's Birthday. 
On Saturday my mummy 
was very ill and I rang the 
Doctor as my mummy was 
ill. When Daddy came home 
we went to do the 
shopping. Then we went 
and picked Rhian up, then 
Bradley, Then home atain. 
Sunday was Grandpa's 
birthday and we had a 
good day, My nanna bad 
cooked a big turkey, 
sausage rolls and 
vol-au-vents. We had jelly 
and custard, twiglets, 
crisps and peanuts. Last of 
all, we bad a lovely cream 
birthday cake, 

Lucy Gardner. 

SPRING CROSSWORD by Hilary Hunter 
ACROSS 
1. A 1aall furrv aniaai with lon; tar• and a 

bobbivtail. 
~. A pink anlaal that 11 verv olun at tian, 
6. A woll known bird that hoot1. 
7. A two le;ved aniaal that lav• 1191 whioh we 

oan ut • 
8, An 1nlaal th1t 11 ;rev and verv heavy, 
9. Anlaals like aloe but worse. 
18. Saall furrv anlaale with pointed tare, 

DOWH 
1. Like a hen but crow• In the aornin;. 
Z, Like 1 cow but It hu horn•, 
3. Like a lion but •trlptv. . 
4, Aniaal• that aakt a 1ound like the 1kln of 1 

tru 11 oalled. 
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All THE FARMERS NEEDS 
SUPPLIED BY JOHN tl GILLS 

AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERS 
John Gills started in I q 12 at 
Danby Fryup. It all started 
when two men called Massey 
and Harris started a firm 
called Massey Harris in l<tltO 
and in I qs6 they joined 
together with Ferguson and 
became Massey Harris 
Ferguson and in I qs6 they 
dropped Harris and became 

. Massey Ferguson John Gills 
sell nearly 100 tractors a 
year. Gills sell more tractors 
than combine harvesters. John 
Gilts used to be an iron 
foundry when F Mattison used 
to own the yard. Gills still use 
some of their equipment. F 
Mattisons workers used to 
make sheet steel into 
cylinders. John Gills is very 
interesting and I would love 
to go again and see 
everything again especially the 
de-stoner and the tractor 
which was in ·All Creatures 
Great And Small". I liked 
learning about the history of 
John Gills and Leeming Bar as 
well as what things do and 
how things work. The windows 
ore curved round and the 
roof has tiles on and they 
can't change them by law 
because it's a listed building. 

By 
Craig Haw. 

A WEEK IN HOSPITAl 
When I went to hospital I gat 
treated with physiotherapy. In 
a few weeks I'll be walking. I 
go into a physio pool for 
exercises. In the ward there 
was just me and five girls. 
The food was nice. In the 
morning I had cornflakes for 
breakfast and on Saturday I 
had one sausage. Mrs. Butcher 
was surprised when she saw 
me. First thing in the morning 
you get your temperature 
taken and after that the 
doctor comes to look at y011 
The school starts at a 
quarter to ten. The school 
finishes for lunch at quarter 
to twelve. Then we have our 
lunch. After lunch my 
temperature is taken again. 
Then at I. 30 school starts 
again until 3.30. Then my mum 
comes to visit me and brings 
me drinks and some stickers 
for my Roger Rabbit book. We 
have our tea at Sp.m. and 
that is usually when my dad 
comes in. Mum and dad get a 
cup of tea while I'm having my 
tea. They leave about 6.30 to 
go home and make Mark's tea. 
I played on the computer, it 
was like the one at school 
The nurses help me to make a 
jigsaw and read me stories. I 
helped Mrs. Smart get the 
supper drinks. We get settled 
down to sleep by 11.00 p.m. 

Richard Stocksley 
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Fiona ~kConm.e:k desitning 
an Easter card to talre home. 

AT LEEMING GARTH 
On Thursday afternoon Paula, 
Samantha, Rhian and I went to 
interview Nurse Johnson. But 
when we got there a man 
came to the door and he went 
and got o lady and she said 
Nurse Johnson had gone to 
thye pub. Sa we went baclc to 
school and rang up Nurse 
Johnson and she was there. 
We went baclc to the Garth 
and interviewed her. The 
bedrooms were nice and we 
sat on one of the beds and 
after we had interviewed 
Nurse Johnson we looked 
around the Garth. We looked 
at the garden. It was big and 
they have chickens in the 
garden but you cannot see 
them. They have rules for the 
nurses like wearing clean 
uniforms but they do not have 
any rules for the residents. 
The old part of the Garth is 
88 years old but the new 
part is 13 months old. The 
nurses get up at 7.30 and 
Nurse Johnson gets up at 
7.00a.m. They can chao~ what 
they wont for dinner. They 
have got twenty bedrooms. 
The youngest lady is 50 years 
old and the oldest person is 
qq years old. They have a 
hairdresser that comes and a 
doctor comes every Friday to 
see them. They can bring 
anything they want from home 
to the Garth. The men and 
women who stay there can 
have rests during the day or 
afternoon. One person has to 
go in a wheel chair and some 
do sometimes because when 
they ore walking they get 
tired. At night some nurses go 
home at 1.00 and some go 
home at 5 o'clock. 

Caroline Ingram 



The '!ikjngL 
Vikings sail. sail. sail, sail, 

On the boat the fear of the 
dragons bead, 
No maps, no compasses, 
Just travels. 
Erik, Ragnar, Erik Bloodaxe 
Blue Tooth and others 
They are attacking Germany, 
America, 
Finland, 
Iceland, 
England, 
Just for you, not for me. 
Vikings are strong, 
Steal steal, steal 
Gold, 
Silver, 
Brooches, 
Jewellery. 
They have charms, 
Gods con harm you. 
You are gQild soldiers, 
Going ro!J11"d fighting, 
Swords _Hanging clashing, 
Killing. 
Throwing spears, 
Axes.· 
Arrr eee Areee 
leeeeerr ufff 
People screaming, 
Shouting. 
run. run, run. run. quick. 
Back on the boat. 
Some people alive 
Not many. 
People breathing quickly. 
Poor, poor, poor people 
Not good. 
On to America, 
Then finland, 
Then Ireland 
Then England 
Going through villages 
towns 

Daniel Kirlcup 
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Viking Saga. 
The three wonderful gifts. 
Erik opened the gift for 
today it was a bone. "What 
use is a bone to us· said 
Ragner-Forkbeard. Then in the 
distance they heard a pack of 
wolves howling. The wolves 
came nearer and nearer 
looking hungrily at the bone. 
Erik picked up the bone and 
climbed out of Golden Dragon. 
He walked towards the 
howling wolves. Erik held out 
the bone and the wolves ran 
to it. The people were thrown 
off the sledge, off the cliff 
and into the sea. Erik and his 
men got onto the sledge and 
the wolves ran to the 
nearest fruit tree they could 
see. It was a red apple tree. 
Erik picked a hatful of apples, 
shared them out and got on 
to the sledge again. They 
went back to the boat and 
got on it. The storm hod 
settled down now so they set 
soil once more.fhe wolves ran 
off in another direction. Erik 
was looking across the sea 
when he sow fhorkhild and 
Rogner-Forkbeord in a little 
log boot. Erik steered Colden 
Dragon towards them. They 
were injured. Erik opened the 
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gift for tomorrow. It was an 
ointment for their wounds. 
He picked them up and took 
them into Golden Dragon. 
They set off once more, but 
before they hod gone very 
for the ship struck an 
iceberg. Erik opened the gift 
for yesterday it was a stone. 
When Erik picked it up it 
turned into a fireball to melt 
the iceberg. 
The iceberg melted.Erik and 
his men were now safe. 

By 
Sarah Whitton. 



Vikinrs 
Vikinrs were fierce men. 
They sailed 
across the seas. 
They had drarons 
on the front of the boats. 
I marine 
if you saw them 
coming up the beach. 
You hear 
the stamping of the feet. 

Rachael Probert 

Yikings. 
The clashing of swords in 
the air, 
Dargers stained with blood, 
Screams, burning a.nd 
killing. 
Babies yel~ 
They left, 
Houses black and 
smouldering in a deathly 
silence, 
Nothing left alive. 
The deathiling sail left the 
horizon, 
Never to be seen arain. 

Emily Dix. 

1'\ 

CLASS 2 MODEL MAKERS WITH THEIR 
ANCIENT WAR MACHINES 

Dtnitl Klrkup 1 Richerd Howt, Cloiro Stftptr, Sarth 
Whittond and ~tephtn Raa••v dl1plav tht aodtll thtv 
liiVO liD 0, 

THIS IS OUR VIKING HELMET. 
Eallv Dlx, Lvnnd1 Harrlaon and Richard Howt diiPltV 
thtlr dttign. Stltna Sltttr and Rtohttl Probert alto 
udt one. 
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IN THE SCRAPYARD 
Caroline and I stood on the 
top of the decayed and 
crumbly wall of the 
scrapyard. The scrapyard 
itself lay in front of .us 
like a map with mountams 
of old tyres and streams 
of old cars. I jumped down 
onto the load of old boxes 
underneath the wall and 
Caroline did likewise, Near 
the ~ate was a wooden 
shed which had been 
turned onto its side. ~e 
went over to explore 1t 
and clambered into the 
shed and it stank awfully. 
I tripped over an old 
exhaust pipe from a car 
and Caroline fell over me. 
It shook the shed as it was 
only on a pile of loose 
rubble, as we stood up now 
smelling awful ·uke the 
shed. A rat ran out of a 
trash can. I jumped and 
Caroline ran out into the 
middle of the scrapyard. I 
followed her, she stood 
motionless as if she had 
heard something and was 
scared. 

As I asked her what was 
the matter I beard a vuff 
voice shout. at us from the 
~ate. The voice echoed 
round the scrapyard as we 
turned to face where the 
voice bad come from. There 
standing- · in the shadow of 
an elm tree was the 
scrapyard owner. He 
unlocked the ~ate and ran 
towards us shoutin~. I 
~rabbed Caroline by the 
hand as we ran as fast as 
we could. Caroline tripped 
on the gravelly path 
tbrou~b the scrapyard and 
tears welled in her eyes. 
Then I started to cry too. 

'L 

We were both scared stiff 
but we forced back the 
tears and set off running 
again. The owner of the 
scrapyard was a fat man so 
he couldn't run very fast. 
We scrabbled over the 
mucky tyres, slid down car 
bonnets and ran over the 
rubble till we reached the 
fence. WI! leapt over the 
fence into a small field of 
corn. I pulled Caroline into 
the corn to hide her. Then 
I sat quietly in the corn 
too S<l when the scrapyard 
owner came to the fence he 
couldn't see us, When we 
heard the heavy footsteps 
die away we bre,athed a 
sigh of relief for we were 
~lad to be away from that 
frightening place. 

Sarah Nattrass 

The Wo.terfo.ll 
Tl\e SWirliruj arui twrling, 
jumping arui bwnping. 
flowiruj arui glowing. 
creeping arui sweeping, 
twrling arui swirling, 
rustling arui pusl\ing, 
curling arui pwting. 
gushing and brushing. 
dancing arui proru:ing. 
f lustting and rustling. 
And ttte wo.ter 1\eo.d.s downwards 
boiling o.nd coiling. 
driving o.nd striving, 
twisting o.nd fLsting. 
beo.ting o.nd eo.ting. 
swelling o.nd belling. 
pouring and roaring. 
springing and PiruJiruJ. 
tteo.ving and beo.ving. 
quaiing and sluWng. 
glowing and flowing, 
beo.ting and tteo.ting. 
rumbling o.nd tumbling. 
IUMiruj and stwlli.Ln.g, 
ruMing swiftly down the river. 

Colin Ramso.y 

ALFA ~UME~ - A~EA~ ~f T~E ~EST 
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IN THE SCRAPVARD 
It was a dull, grey, foggy 

morning os I trudged along 
through the damp morning dew 
towards the scrapyard. I had 
built a den there arond six 
months earlier. It was a good 
den. It had the sides of a 
trailer as the walls and an 
assortment of doors, old 
sheets of tin and a 
corrugated piece of plastic on 
the roof. There was a hole in 
one of the doors so we used 
it as an entrance. I swung 
aside one of the panels in the 
wooden fence alongside the 
den and stuck my head 
through to make sure nobody 
was in the yard. Another 
quick glance around and I 
slipped through the fence and 
dropped into the den. I heard 
some footsteps' coming 
towards the den Who could it 
be I thought? No one had 
been around the spot where 
we had been building for 
around two roonths. I pulled a 
board over the entrance and 
croUched behild the curtain 
which divided the den in half. I 
heard them coming closer and 
then there was a series of 
terrifying bangs as an 
avalanche of planks of wood 
fell on top of the den. As the 
footsteps died away I tried 
to take the board off but 
found that I could not get it 
off. I sat down and thought. 
There was no other entrance 
or exit and there was only 
one other person who knew 
about ·the den. I opened the 
cupboard that had all kinds of 
things in for emergencies and 
was greeted by the aroma of 
rotten food. I thumped at the 
sides but then remembered we 
had built it firm and strong. 
Then I heard somebody moving 
wood on top. Soon a bright 
beam of sunlight was breaking 
the darkness of the den I 
hoisted myself out and nipped 
out through the fence. 

Ben Braithwaite 



l-) 

Andrew's favourite 
iLlY Q.lll, 

Did anything unusual 
happen·? 

Where is your favourite 
day out.'? 

A boy climbed up a tree 
and he fell down. 

Andrews fa\"ourite day out 
is Sandyhills but you 
ha\'e to ~et up early to go 
there! 

Did the whole family go 
with you'? 
Yes. 

Why do you like Sandyhills 
best,? 

Did you catch any fish? 
Yes a very long trout. 

Because it's got good 
scenery and you can go 
fishing there. 

Did you make any friends? 
No. 

What is there to see at 
Sandy hills'? 
There is a very nice wood 
and rocks to climb. 
Is there a beach there'? 
Yes it is very nice and 
very clean. 
What transport did you go 
in and why'? 
A car because if you go in 
a bus or a van you 
wouldn't be able to get 
through the narrow roads. 
Do you recommend this 
place for a holiday'? 
Yes definitely. 
Did you go fishing a lot'? 
Yes but only when the 
weather was fine. 
Did you go for a lot of 
walks? 
Yes but only when it is 
warm weather. 

THE HOUSE BUILDERS 
Ono• upon a tint a aan 
built a houu on tht 
uuldt and ht built It u 
ntar 11 ht could and he 
looktd in tht ntwspaptr and 
it uid that anothtr houu 
Is going to be built near 
to his houu, That got hi a 
vtrv angry. So ht unt to 
111 It and h1 111 d, "What 
art vou dol n;7" "I al'l 
digging tht foundation•." 
"'lou don't nud to do 
that." "I apent ay I'IOntY 

Sarah Whitton. 

Nona~s Favourite Dav out. 
What 1s your favourite 
day out? 
The sea.:.side. 
What did you do there? 
I played football on the 
beach. 
Did you build sandcastles') 
Yes I did. · 
Did you go into the sea·) 
Yes I did. · 
Did you lie down in the 
sun'? 
No I did not. 
Did you climb on the 
rocks? 
Yes I did. 
Did you eat on the beach? 
No I did not. · 
Did you go on a boat'? 
No I did not. 
Did you swim in the sea? 
Yes I did, 

By 
Emma Semper. 

on 1\\1 houu. 'lou won't 
havt anv aonev left 
btCIUII VOU are digging 
thll holt." Rnd he didn't 
havt auch aontv ltf t, So 
ht built a little houu, 

Ont night there wu a 
stora and the wavtt 
crashed a;ain1t the houses 
and in tht aorning the 
fir1t houst was gone and 
t ht ucond houu us stIll 
up, 

Bv Andrew Darbv1hlre 
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The wardrobe, 
Open the door, 
Jump into bed, 
Old wardrobe, 
Scarey wardrobe, 
Shadows, Ghosts. 
Oh no not a ghost, 

Shadows creeping from 
corner to corner, 
Coming towards you! 
BANG 

you wake up. 
Eva Tallentire. 

On the night. 
On the night 
My brother cries. 
He makes me scared, 
I think its a ghost. 
My mum takes him to the 
toilet. 
When she's taking him to 
the toilet. 
1 thing its a ghost coming 
to get me. 
Then I put my light on, 
My mum goes back to bed. 

By 
Alexandra McCormack. 

Sarab's favourite day 
Qllt. 
Where is this place·? 
In the Lake District. 
Do you like this place or 
not? 
Yes I do like this place. 
Do you camp there or take 
your caravan? 
We take our caravan there. 
Do you recommed this 
place for other people'? 
Yes I do a lot , 
Can you go fishing there'? 
In most parts of it . 
Would you go there again'? 
Yes I would. 
Are you allowed to take 
your pets there '? 
Yes especially dots. 
Is there a beach there '? 
Not really, 
Was it very warm there ? 
Mostly warm. 
Are there crabs there ? 
No not really. 

By Andrew Nicholson. 



BOILING ICE CREAM 
At Cardosi's Ice Cream 
Factory on Leeming Bar 
Industrial Estate there are 
twenty workers including the 
van drivers. In all they have 
two van drivers. 

At the moment they are 
making Brandy Snaps. Brandy 
snaps are a sort of wafer 
curled up into a cylinder and 
then filled with ice cream. 
When they have been filled up 
with ice cream they are 

. passed through a tunnel th~ 
freezes the ice cream. To 
make the tunnel cold they put 
liquid nitrogen in. Altogether 
they make thirteen different 
flavour variations of ice 
cream. The ice cream is 
distributed all over the 
country. The ice cream travels 
as far as Landon and all over 
Scotland. The ice cream is 
stored overnight in a cold 
store. The temperature of the 
cold store is kept at about 
twenty degrees below 
freezing point. 

Near the start of making ice 
cream they boll the liquid 
mixture to pasteurise it or kill 
all off the germs in the ice 
cream. They boil the ice cream 
at .a temperature of eighty 
degrees abOve freezing. I hey 
boil the ice cream at this 
temperature for around 
fifteen seconds. 

The factory itself hasn't 
been there for two years yet. 
The man who showed us round 
the . ice cream factory was 
called Mr. HaiL He has been 
working at the ice cream 
factory for nearly a year. The 
factory opens at seven thirty 
in the morning and closes at 
about four o'clock in the 
afternoon. 

The factory has two offices. 
The offices are separate from 
the factory itself. In one of 
the offices there is a long 
table. On the long table is 
where they test all the new 

SPOT THE BIRDS by Hilary Hunter 
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Can you find these7 
Starling Sparrow 
Owl Dove 
Great Tit Blue Tit 
Elder Soaup 
Can you find another7 

flavours of . ice cream. The 
machinery at the ice cream 
factory costs a lot of money. 
The boilers cost an amazing 
thirty five thousand pounds 
each. They have three boilers. 
Altogether the three boilers 
would cost one hundred and 
five thousand pounds. To make 
one single ton of ice cream it 
only takes ninety minutes or 
one and a half hours. 

The person who started 
Cardosi's Ice Cream was 
called Mr Hodges. He started 
it nine years ago in Thomaby. 
The name Cardosi's Ice Cream 
comes from one of Mr. 
Hodge's relatives. One single 

· pallet of ice cream weighs 
hoff a ton. The mast expensive 
ice cream they sell is in a 
mle tub. It is a toffee fudge. 
In the little tubs of ice cream 
there is seven hundred and 
fifty mi. It costs £2:q5, 

Andrew Luckman. 
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HorJee M!d in PIgeon 
Robin Wren 
Greenf i noh Go! df i noh 
Puffin Blackbird 

RED NOSE DAY TWO 
Red Nose Day has come back. 
But it is called Red Nose Day 
Two. Most people in the world 
are wearing dazzling red 
noses. The little children's red 
noses are dropping off. All 
the Navy and Army have them 
on. Even at school they are 
wearing them but you have to 
pay 50p. In the end we raised 
21 pounds altogether which is 
mare than last year. The little 
class wear them even. Some 
people forgot their money 
until Monday. Sarah Nattrass 
brought a balloon with a red 
nose on it and got one 
herself. She paid I pound. 

Wr..yne Gamer 
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AT LEEMING GARTH ITS 
JUST LIKE BEING IN YOUR 
OWN HOME 
On Thursday afternoon 
Caroline, Samantha, Rhian and I 
went to interview Nurse 
Johnson. When we arrived 
there we knocked at the door 
and I of the residents 
answered the door we asked 
if Nurse Johnson was there 
and she said that she had 
gone to the pub so we said 
we would go back to school 
and come back in 15 minutes. 
When we got back to school 
our teacher rang Leeming 
Garth up to see if Nurse 
Johnson was there because 
sometimes when you get old 
you 'forget and we thought 
that the lady who answered 
the door had forgotten. Nurse 
Johnson hadn't gone to the 
pub so we went back again to 
interview her. 

We knocked on the big door 
again and Nurse Johnson 
answered the door and invited 
us in. We went into one of 
the bedrooms. Nurse Johnson 
told us the old port of the 
Garth has 33 residents 
altogether, 5 men and 28 
ladies. There ore 3 trained 
nurses on nights and 5 trained 
nurses on days. 15 care 
assistants on days and 8 care 
assistants on nights. Some of 
the residents have special 
diets, some have diets to lose 
weight and some are 
diabetics. The ones that are 
on diets to lase weight 
aren't allowed to eat any fat 
A lot of the time the 
residents sit and talk or 
watch television, knit, read or 
listen to music. If someone is 
ill they treat them themselves, 
if it is something like a cough, 
cold, sore throat,etc. But if 
they are worried about them 
then they call for a doctor. 
They can ring up and ask him 
to come at anytime. 

Nurse Johnson's job is 
Assistant Matron and she has 
been working there 2 and a 
half years. The old bit of the 
Garth is 88 years old. 

l1 
Before the Garth opened, it 

used to be a private house 
and Mrs. Robinson lived there 
but the house was getting too 
big for her and her husband 
died and her children got 
married so she moved awoy. 
She moved out in I qa6 and 
u.er;. Leeming Garth began. 

The new bit of the Garth was 
built about 13 months ago. 
There is I husband and wife 
living in the Garth there would 
have been another couple but 
the man died last yeor. The 
rest of the residents are 
single. There are no pets 
staying at the Garth but 
there was at one time a . 
rumour that there was a dog 
living there. They have some 
fish which belong to the Garth 
and don't belong to any of the 
residents. 

The youngest resident has 
been very poorly and not 
because she is old. The oldest 
resident at the moment is 'l8 
and will be qq this year. A lot 
of the men and women living 
at the Garth have problems 
moving their limbs. There ore 
20 bedrooms downstairs, I 
lounge, I bathroom 
downstairs, ~ toilets 
upstairs, 3 of them with 
baths, a kitchen and a room 
next to the kitchen where 
they do the washing up,etc. 
There is I person who is in a 
wheel chair all the time but 
sometimes when they go on an 
outing they go in one because 
their legs get tired very 
quickly. They have 70 
residents altogether including 
the new side. If they are 
very poorly they go to 

EAT 
CARDOSI'S 
ICE CREAMS 
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hospital and then wheii they 
are better they go bock to 
the Garth. When someone dies 
they get very upset. 

They have 12 televisions 
altogether at the old side. 
One of the televisions belongs 
to the Garth the rest belong 
to the residents. There is a 
very big garden at the bock 
and in the garden there are 
some chickens which lay eggs 
for them. 

There are no rules for the 
residents but there is a rule 
for the nurses. They have to 
wear their uniform properly 
and look clean and tidy. The . 
residents choose what they 
want for there breakfast. If 
they want they can go to 
sleep during the day and they 
can choose what they want 
for their main course at lunch 
time but they all have the 
same for pudding. Everyone 
likes a cold meals, sandwiches 
or a hot meal 
To help the residents . get up 
and down the stairs they 
have a chair lift You sit on 
the chair and one of the 
nurses walks up with the 
resident and presses a button 
so that it moves up some 
tracks then at the top of the 
stairs they get off the chair 
and sit on another chair which 
goes up another flight of 
stairs. The staff have a rest 
room down in the cellar.! 
enjoyed my visit very much 
and Nurse Johnson was very 
kind and interesting to speak 
to. 

Paula Mitchell 
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GIVE YOUR PLAQUE THE BRUSH 
OFF 
Bedale dentist presented our 
reporter Hilary Hunter with a 
toothbrush. 
I interviewed our Bedale 
dentist on the ~th February 
we got quite a lot of 
interesting answers to our 
questions. About ten children 
have fillings in a week but 
sometimes it varies. Children 
don't start having fillings until 
they are 8 or any other age 
because they look after their 
teeth. Children get less 
filllings than adults now 
b~cause ~hey ore brushing 
~tth flourtde and eating the 

· right foods and because of 
the teaching ot school In five 
days a week about one 
hundred and fifty people are 
treated. Monday is the busiest 
day in the week because you 
hove to wait two days to go 
to the dentist at the 
weekend. Mr. Price said if 
there was on emergency on 
the weekend he would have to 
go straight away but it does 
not usually happen. While we 
were talking about 
emergencies the lady dentist 
come through because of an 

emergency. A boy had a wire 
brace and a wire hod snapped 
and twisted round the gum 

· and Mr. Price went to look 
Mr. Price wonted to be a 
dentist because his favourite 
uncle was a dentist and he 
thought it was interesting. He 
has given three children false 
teeth because their· teeth got 
knocked out in an accident like 
when they fell off a bike. Mr. 
Price does not give gas any 
more so everybody has 
injections. Most people prefer 
injections. He says the best 
thing about being a dentist is 
people who have teeth all 
their life. The worst thing is 
people who dont look after 
their teeth. Most people hove 
good teeth now because they 
brush them after every meal 
Now that you have read my 
article this is what Herbie 
says 
Healthy 
Eating 
Really 
Better 
In 
Every way. 
REMEMBER TO LOOK AFTER 

YOUR TEETH 
Hilary Hunter 
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'BEING A DOCTOR IS VERY 
SA TISBYINC. • 

Says Doctor Henshaw. 
On Wednesday afternoon at 
2:00 Fiona, Gemma and I 
went to interview Doctor 
Henshaw at the Health Centre. 
Wh~le we were waiting we 
nottced a poster which said 
'BE HEALTHY FOR A LIFETIME: 
WE CAN HELP ADVISE 
IMPROVE, DON'T BE OOZY 
ABOUT WEIGHT, BLOOD 
PRESSURE, HEART RISK, DIET ! 
When Doctor Henshaw called 
us in, we couldn't go into the 
surgery because someone was 
being treated so we went 
into the common room. We 
oslced her a set of twelve 
questions each. I asked what 
is the worst· case you have to 
deal with? Doctor Henshaw 
said probably cancer or 
leukae'mia like a breast cancer 
thats spread to other parts 
of the body. Doctor Henshaw 
really enjoys her job and has 
always been interested in the 
human body. She usualiy gets 
'!lost patients in November 
~ b • . e ruory, March and April and 

· they ore generally coughs and 
colds. At the Health Centre 
there ore three nurses which 
help with dressings for cuts, 
immunisation$ . and injections. 
We asked have you any 
special instruments? She said. 
·Yes, they ore called 
speculwns and proctoscopes 
and one or two others. 
Doctor Henshaw has an 
emergency bog like all 
doctors. .In her emergency bog 
she carrtes, special medicines 
equipment . to set up 0 drip 
and .. syrt~ges to inject 
medtcmes mto patients. The 
strongest illness Doctor 
Henshaw has hod to deal with 
is post virus syndrome. Doctor 
Henshaw treats about 20 to 
15 or 30 people every day 
and the illness she has to deal 
with most frequently is ear 
infection. All in all we hod 0 

brilliant and interesting day 
and we all enjoyed meeting 
Doctor Henshaw very much. 

Sarah Nattross. 



APPENDIX 6: TRANSCRIPT OF INTERVIEW IHTH LOCAL DOCTOR 

Sarah: What medicine do you prescribe most frequently? 

Doctor: Hhat medicine? Do you mean what problem? \Vhat illness? Right. 

I would say probably an ear infection. 

Fiona: How many patients do you see in a day? 

Doctor: It varies. Some days I will see about thirty people in a day. 

Some days I'll see fifteen to twenty people in a day and 

sometimes it can be more than that. It just depends ••••• 

That's the average for the surgeries not counting visits. I 

don't know if you know, I go to a place called the Day 

Hospital at the Friarage because I work there as well and so 

I work in two places ••••• so I see tl.renty-five people there 

every day as well, in addition to the ones I see here. 

Gemma: Do you often have to go out on emergencies? 

Doctor: Usually one night a weelt. So I'm on duty and most nights that 

I'm on duty I will go out once but usually its before I go to 

bed at night but not always. 

Sarah: Hhich university did you do your training at? 

Doctor: Newcastle. That was when it was Durham University. It was 

Kings College, Newcastle, where I was. 

Fiona: Do you have to be a certain age to get measles or chicken pox 

virus? 

Doctor: Yes, you don't usually get •.••.• you can get chicken pox as an 

adult. I haven't actually seen an adult with measles but 

usually most people have had chicken pox and measles by the 

time they get to be seven or eight years old, but not 

everybody. 
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Gemma: Have you ever had to treat something that you haven't actually 

got a cure for? 

Doctor: Oh, yes. Yes, we have all sorts of illnesses that we haven't 

actually got a cure for. We can make people feel a little bit 

better sometimes but we can't actually cure them. Do you want 

to know something like that? That's a viral infection. We 

have no cure for viral infections at all. People have to get 

better on their own from those sort of illnesses. 

Sarah: What medical implement do you use most frequently when checking 

on someone's health? 

Doctor: Probably my stethoscope, yes, I think that would be the most 

usual one. 

Fiona: Do the young or old people get ill the most? 

Doctor: I think more old people get ill the most. More old people have 

illnesses which are what we call chronic illnesses which 

means they go on all the time. 

Gemma: Do you enjoy your job? 

Doctor: Oh, yes, very much. 

Sarah: Do you work at night? 

Doctor: I do surgeries. Well we do evening surgeries which finish 

about six o'clock in the evening. The other time after that 

is when we are what we call on duty. So it's only so many 

nights a week that we do that. 

Fiona: Do you have a nurse to help you treat people sometimes? 

Doctor: Yes we have three nurses who work here. They don't all work 

together at the same time. Quite often we have two nurses 

working here. And they help us in that they take blood for 

tests and they do injections and immunisations. They also do 
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dressings so that if sornebody's got a cut or something like 

that they would dress it for them. 

Gemma: What happens when there are ~nergencies that are quite late 

into the night? 

Doctor: What happens? Well, the patient will ring the surgery and 

because I am on a different telephone exchange the operator 

will come in onto that call and tell them what number to 

ring. And they ring me at horne and I answer the phone if I' rn 

in and they tell me what the problem is and if I need to I go 

and see them at their home. If they are poorly enough to need 

to go to hospital I' 11 ring the hospital and speak to the 

doctor there. I'll arrange for them to go to hospital by 

ambulance. If they just need some treatment that I can give 

them, perhaps, some medicine I have in my bag, then I'll give 

them that. 

Sarah: If there's an accident on the motorway, do you get called out 

to it? 

Doctor: Just a certain part of the motorway, yes, we have a certain 

area where they'll get in touch with this practice if there's 

an accident there and only the nights that I'm on call, or 

the weekends, that I'm on call. 

Fiona: What time or what season do you get the most patients? 

Doctor: I think, probably, we see more people who are poorly in the 

winter time, probably November. December is not usually quite 

so bad and then usually February and March and that's usually 

coughs, colds, chest infections. 

Gemma: What is the worst illness you have to treat? 

Doctor: The worst, that's a very good question, that's a very 

difficult question to answer, Gemma. Er, I think probably the 
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worst type of illness is one that we really can't do anything 

about and we know that the person who's got it, is going to 

die from it, something like a breast cancer where there's 

been spread to other parts of the body and we can't actually 

help that person get better, and they are very young, or 

somebody like a small child who has leukaemia and we can't do 

anything to help them. I think they are the most difficult 

ones to treat. 

Sarah: What's the strangest illness you've dealt with? 

Doctor: The strangest! Oh my goodness, now that's very difficult. Do 

you know I can't think at the moment. Can I think a little 

bit more about that and we'll come back to it later on 

because that's quite a difficult one. Yes? 

Fiona: How many nurses work here? 

Doctor: Three. One full-time and two part-time nurses. 

Gemma: Do the doctors enjoy their jobs? 

Doctor: I think they all do, yes. We all have different parts of the 

work that we like perhaps a little bit better than the other 

parts better than other parts but we do enjoy it very much. 

Sarah: If you have an emergency bag, what do you have in it? 

Doctor: We all have our emergency bags. Yes, we have special emergency 

medicines to deal with things like heart attacks and 

asthmatic attacks, things that are particularly life 

threatening so you need to be able to deal with it very, very 

quickly. We also have in our emergency bags equipment to 

stitch people up if we need to we also have equipment to put 

up a drip so that if someone is losing blood and need to have 

a drip put up then we can do that if they've been involved in 

an accident. Of course we have syringes and needles 
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for injections. I think that's most of it. 

Fiona: How many doctors work here? 

Doctor: Five. Four men and one woman. 

Gemma: How do you know what illness people have? 

Doctor: Well, it's a case of, I went to university and spent five 

years training to be able to do this. It's a process that we 

call diagnosis, Gemma. And what we do is that we ask the 

patient questions about what the trouble is they've come to 

see us about. And if we can't make the diagnosis by asking 

the questions and examining them, then we take some blood 

have a look and see if we can do some tests that will tell us 

the answer, or we may do some X-rays, or we may actually do 

other investigations like what we call •.. er, er I'm trying to 

think of a term that would cover them all, but we can do 

things like putting tubes with lights down peoples' throats 

and having a look at their stomach inside to see if there are 

any problems there. (We do) that type of thing, that's called 

an endoscopy. That's a very difficult word isn't it." 

Sarah: Can you name some of the instruments you use daily while 

treating patients? 

Doctor: You've got the stethoscope and then there's a blood pressure 

machine. We use what we call an otoscope. That's to look into 

people's ears and we also use a special fitment on the 

otoscope to look in people's eyes which I'm sure you've seen 

before. We use what we call tongue depressers which are those 

little wooden strips so that we can press your tongue down so 

that we can look at your tonsils and see that they are all 

right. Those are the main things that we would use every day. 
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Fiona: Why did you want to be a doctor? 

Doctor: That's a very good question. Again it's a very difficult one 

to answer, that one. I think I wanted to help people. I think 

I was interested in how our bodies worked and in keeping them 

in good condition so that they could go on doing the right 

sort of thing that they needed to do so I wanted to go and 

find out hOl-1 I could do that. 

Gemma: How old do babies have to be before they have their first 

injection? 

Doctor: Three months usually for some things. There's a scale 

actually. For some things like measles they need to be about 

a year old before we actually do their first injection and 

then you have a course of them over a period of time. 

Sarah: That's all my questions except 'Hhat's the strangest 

illness you've dealt with?' 

Doctor: Goodness, that's very, very good. I'm still trying to think of 

what's the strangest illness is I've dealt with. It's very, 

very difficult. 

Teacher: You went to Mr. Linscott, (the local veterinary surgeon) 

didn't you? And asked a similar question and didn't he say 

B.S. E. 

Doctor: Yes, that's a good one, the bovine disease of the brain. Yes, 

I'm just trying to think. It's difficult to decide whether to 

say one that it's difficult to make a diagnosis or one that 

you don't see very often and therefore is very odd. I think 

probably one of the most interesting ones any,-1ay and possibly 

the most difficult to make a diagnosis of, is what we call 

post viral syndrome, which is somebody who has an illness 

following a certain type of viral disease which we don't know 
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very much about so it's quite interesting. We don't see many 

of these. 

Fiona: Do you use any special instruments? 

Doctor: I told Sarah the usual ones that we used. We do use things 

called speculums '"hich are special instruments that we do 

use on occasions. We do use proctoscopes, right. Those again 

are occasional ones as opposed to the usual ones. 

Fiona: Do you treat cuts? 

Doctor: Cuts in fingers and hands, do you mean? If they are bad ones, 

then I sometimes do stitch them. If they are not such bad 

ones, then the nurses put things on to hold them together. If 

they are very bad ones, then I send them to hospital because 

they have special equipment. Have you asked all your 

questions? 

Gemma: Yes, thank you very much indeed for letting us come. 

Doctor: I was very intrigued. Actually I think this is a marvellous 

idea. Very good indeed. 

Gemma: We are doing a school newspaper and when \ole' ve written our 

articles and made the newspaper we'll send you a copy so that 

you can see what we've written. 

Doctor: Yes. I'd like that. You went to see Hr. Linscott, was that for 

this newspaper too? 

Teacher: We went to see Mr.Linscott for the last newspaper that we did 

in April. 

Doctor: It's very interesting. It does take quite a bit of organising 

then, because you've got to decide what you want to put into 

it and then arrange to see people and do the interviews. It's 

very good indeed. 
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Teacher: Gemma wants to be a doctor when she grows up. Isn't it you, 

Gemma, that wants to be a doctor? 

Doctor: Really. Yes. Do you Gemma? Why do you want to be a doctor? 

Gemma: I don't know. I just like the idea of helping people. 

Doctor: It's very difficult. How old are you Gemma? 

Gemma: Nine. 

Doctor: I've been asked on several occasions when I first decided that 

I wanted to be a doctor and I think it was when I was in my 

final year at junior school and I was asked to write a 

composition saying what I wanted to be when I grew up. I 

wrote that I wanted to go to university like my older sister 

and I wanted to be a doctor. And I'll tell you what my 

teacher wrote on my composition. If you want to do this, you 

will have to learn to spell better. (Laughter) My family tell 

me that's when I decided at about Gemma's age. And I thought 

it was quite usual to decide then. It was only later that I 

discovered most people don't seem to decide that early. What 

do these two young ladies want to be? 

Sarah: I'd like to be a vet. 

Doctor: Well that's a very high ideal. I hope you succeed. The 

veterinary schools are being closed down and there are less 

places but don't let that change your ideas. What about you 

Fiona? 

Fiona: I don't know yet. I haven't decided. 

Doctor: You haven't made your mind up yet. I used to think that I was 

usual in deciding so early but there's plenty of choice and 

you'll have time to decide. Thank you all very much for 

coming. 
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APPENDIX 7: SINON'S POEN - EARLY DRAFT SHOIHNG NEGOTIATED CHANGE OF 
SE{JUENCE 

Trte L Lfe of A Bu.tterf Ly 
®Tr-te ra..Ln..bow wLn..gs a..re fLa..ppLn..g ~~ 

mctj est Lc a, L Ly. 
® Th .. ey sprectd thweLr n..ever-en..dLn..g 

ton..gu.es 
Ln.. trte 

sweet n..ectctr. 
@T rte Lr w Ln..g s sta..n..d ou. t Ln.. trte su.n.. 

LLRe 
goLd. 

@ C a, terp L L Lctrs creep Ln..g a..n..d c rctw L Ln..g 
to get ctwcty 

from th .. e 
h.,u.n..g ry b Lrds. 

6)Bu.tterfLLes swoopLn..g down.. on.. 
evergLa..des of grctss. 

aJ You.n..g c a, terp L Lctrs Ln.. wet eggs J 

@ SLLR tra,LLLn..g from trteLr rtea,ds. 
@CctterpLLLa..rs wra,pped Ln.. wa,rm 

c rtry sa. L Ls. 
©Trte tra..n..sformcttLon.. ta..Res pLctce. 
(!) Thwe cocon..ut- LLRe eggs restLn..g 

on.. thwe 
crysta..L dew. 

@On..ee a, butterfLy Lt ca..n.. fLy 
freeLy 

w L tno u t 
a..n..y 

dctn..ger. 
SLmon.. KLddLe. 
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APPENDIX 8: SHIOll' S POEN - FINAL PRIHTOUT 

Th..e L Lfe of a. ButterfLy 
Th..e cocon,ut-LLR.e eggs restLn,g 

on, th..e 
crystaL dew. 

Youn,g ca.terp LLLa.rs Ln, wet eggs) 
Ca. terp L L La.rs creep Ln,g a.n,d c ra. w L Ln,g 

to get a.wo .. y 
from th..e 

h..un,g ry b Lrds) 
SLLR. tra.LLLn,g from th..eLr h..ea.ds. 
Ca.terpLLLa.rs wrapped Ln, wa.rm 

ch..rysa.LLs. 
Th..e tra.n,sforma.tLon, ta.R.es place. 
ButterfLLes swoopLn,g down, on, 

everglades of 
grass. 

T h..e ra. Ln,bo w w Ln,gs a.re f La.p p Ln,g 
ma.jest Lc a. L Ly. 

T h..ey s prea.d th..e Lr n,ev er-en,d Ln,g 
ton,gues 

Ln, th..e 
sweet 

n,ecta.r. 
T h..e Lr w Ln,g s sta.n..d o LL t Ln.. th..e sun, 

LLR.e 
gold. 

On..ce a. butterfLy Lt ca.n, fLy 
freeLy 

wLth..out 
a.n,y 

da.n..ger. 
SLmon, KLddLe. 
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APPENDIX 9: Gl\AHMl' S POSTER CHEATED USING STOP Pl\LSS TO AVVERTISE TilL 
·-·-. __ -ECOND r;E\~SPAPEH 

READ ALL ABOUT IT 
1151111i•·-· 

T11E rrORNi\DOS 
I 1, IS ALL .~R.E JI E .R.E 
IN Oli'R 
SCjlfOOL 

NE\~TS P J\PER~ 
I a a u i U u B b ~ r : 

A.LSO 
ALL ABOUT HOUSES IN A 

SPECIAL INTERVIEW WITH MR~HOLMES 
OF SHEPHERD HOMES. 
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APPENDIX 10: DIGITISER PROGRAM 

Tlli~ is the sectior1 of the <.ligitiber pt·ogram, \-lhich automatically 
loads the meuu for the other t\vo soctior.s \then SHIFT/JmEAK is pressed. 
The dibc will also require a BOOT! program. 

5 CLS:VDU 23,1,0;0;0;0; 
10 PRINT TAB(S,S) "U se aigitiscr/camcord.er" 
20 PRINT TAI.I(S) "P ril&t/convert picture file" 
30 V$="Uul'p" 
40 REPEAT:y%=INSTR(V$,GET$):UNTIL y% 0 
45 CLS 
50 IF y%(3 T!IEH CHAIN "DIG" ELSE CHAIN "CONV" 
60 END 

This &ectior. is the one which allows "grabbing" of a frame froHi the 
cancorder. It also sets up the dititiser. The "gt·abbed" frame can be 
printed directly, or saved ir. (!ither: 

Digitiser (compre&sed) forHiat 
STOP PllESS format. 

10 HOD£ 7 
15 VDU 23,1,0;0;0;0; 
20 PRINT "REUENBER (OR !>lAKE A NOTE): II 
30 PRINT: PRINT "Pl{ESS:" 
L,O PlaNT SPACE TO IIALT A FRA1·1E" 
50 PlUNT A TO CONTINUE SCAN" 
55 PRINT C TO CONTINUE FROH SET-UP" 
GO PRINT P FOR A PIUNTOUT" 
70 PRINT S TO SAVE A PICTURE" 
80 PRINT (STOP PRESS FOmiAT)" 
90 PlUtH D TO SAVE A COtiPHESSED PICTURE" 

110 PRINT:PRINT "DO YOU !:ANT TO SET UP? Y OH N" 
120 V$="Yyl\n": cor<.lerchecl<=O 
125 xi~=IHSTH(V$,GET$):IF xi~=O THEN 125 
130 CLS 
140 IF x%<3 TllEN x%=2: PIWCmessage!: ~·lODE 2: PROCsetup 
150 NODE 7 
160 CLS: PlUNT "llli!CII NODE? 0, 1 OH 2" 
170 V$="012" 
180 G$=GET$:x%=INSTR(V$,G$):IF x%=0 THEN 180 ELSE x~~=xi~-1 
185 CLS:PROCmesbage 
190 t·IODE X;~ 
200 VDU 23,1,0;0;0;0; 
210 PlWCgo 
220 ~·~Fx 12, o 
230 NODE 7 
240 PRINT "ANOTIIEl·: Fl\ANE? Y Oft N" 
250 V$="YyNu" 
260 x;~=INSTR(V$,GJ::T$):IF x~~=U TIIEN 250 
270 IF x%(3 TIIEN GOTO 10 
280 END 
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SOU DEFPROClliesliagc 
505 PRINT "SET DIGITISER TO HODE ";xl~ 
510 PRINT "START CMICURDEH" 
520 PHINT "PHESS ANY KEY" 
530 G:ji="":G:ji=GET:ji:IF G:ji="" THEN 530 
540 ENDPlWC 

1000 DEFPROCsetup 
1002 #FX 11,0 
1005 VDU 23,1,0;0;0;0; 
1010 ~·•IJH1AGE 

1015 IF INKEY$(30)(>" " THEN GOTO 1005 
1020 A$="":A.:ji=GET$:IF A$="" THEN 1020 
1030 V$="AaCc":IF INSTH(V$,A$)=0 THEN 1030 
1040 IF A$="A" UR A$="a" THEN GUTO 1005 
105U ENDPROC 
2000 DEFPROCgo 
2001 ri.ar.te<i=O 
2002 ~·FX 11, 0 
2005 VDU 23,1,0;0;0;0; 
2010 ~·•1-Jll·IAGE 

2020 IF INKEY$(30)()" " THEN GOTO 2005 
2030 V$="AaPpSsDd" 
2035 A$="":A$=GET$:IF A$="" THEN 2035 
2037 IF INSTl{(V$,A:j;)=O THEN 2035 
2040 IF A$="A" OR A$="a" TIIEN GOTO 2005 
2050 IF A$="P" OR A:j;="p" THEN PlWCprint 
20GO If A$="S" OR A$="s" THEN PIWCsave 
2070 If A$="lJ" OR A$="d" THEN PROCdigE.ave 
2080 PRINT TAll(O,O) Sl)C(20):PlUNT TAll(1,0) "S,l> UP. D AG.AIU? Y/N'' 
2090 V$="YyN;;." 
2095 G!p="":G$=GET$:IF G$="" THEN 2095 
2100 y=I~STl\(V$,G$):IF y=O THEN 2095 
nlO IF y=1 OR y=2 THEN V$="PpSsl.Ja":PlUNT TAil(O,O) SPC(2U):PRH;T 

TAJJ(l,O) "S,P, OR D?":GOTO 2035 
2120 ENDPROC 
3000 DEFPHOCsave 
3010 l'lWCvaliUltWnC 
3020 DHJ C 29 
3030 ~C="SAVE "+F$+" .FFFFJOOO +5000"+CHR$( 13) 
3040 X%=C MOD 256 
3050 Y%=C DIV 256 
3060 CALL &FFF7 
3070 ENDPltOC 
4000 UEFPROCprint 
4005 PROCvalidname 
'•030 ~·•liHIPlU\T 

4040 ENDPHOC 
5000 DE.FPHOCvalidr.amc 
5005 ~·•FX 12,0 
5006 IF cord~rcheck=1 THEH 5010 
5007 PIUNT TAB(O,O) "'COIWEI\ UFF? lilT Y":cordarchcck=1 
5008 G$="":G$=GET$:IF G$(')o"Y" AND G$()"y" THEN 5008 ELSE Pl\INT 

TAll(O,O) SPC(20) 
5010 PlUl\T TAI:l(O,O) SPC(20):INPUT TAll(1,0) "FILENANE? "F$:IF 

LEN(F$) 8 THEN I'I{!NT TAB(O, 0) SPC(20) :GOTO 5010 
5015 PHIUT TAB(O,O) SPC(20):PlUNT TAB(l,O) F$;" HODE ";x~; 
5020 ~·:FX 11, 0 
5030 ENDPROC 
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GOUO DEFPROCdigsave 
6010 I'ROCvalidname 
6020 Ditl D 29 
6030 ~D="lHNSAVE "+F$+CIIR$( 13) 
6040 X%=D NOD 256 
6050 Y%=D DIV 256 
6060 CALL &FFF7 
6070 ENDPROC 

This section of the program allows conversion of pictures .:.aved in 
digitiser fornat to be converted to STOP PRESS format and vice-ver~a. 
l'icturefi imported into STOl' PHESS appear in the negative format and 
need to be inverted using the facility already in the STOP PRESS 
program. 

10 NODE 7 
20 VDU 23,1,0;0;0;0; 
30 PBINT "INSEHT SOURCE DISC" 
40 P1UNT "PHESS ANY KEY" 
50 G$="" :G$=GET$: IF G$='"' Til£!-: 50 
60 CLS 
70 •':CAT 
80 PHINT "\JHICH l!ODE? 0, 1 01{ 2" 
90 V$="012" 

100 G$=GET~:x%=INSTR(V$,G$):If x%=0 THEK 1UO ELSE x%=x%-1 
110 PIUNT "SOURCE FILE TYPE'! D igitis~r S crt:~r/' 
120 V$="DdS&" 
130 G.}=GET$: z/~=INSTl{(V$, G$): IF z/~=U TllEH 130 
lL10 IF z;~(J TIIEN sf$="1J" ELSE t>t$="S" 
150 INPUT "fiLENMlE? " FL$ 
155 Pl\OCconvorprir.t 
160 t-IODE x;~ 

165 VDU 23,1,0;0;0;0; 
170 IF sf$="D" THEll PROCloaddig ELSE PROCloadscreLr. 
180 IF prin=1 THEN FP$=FL$:PR0Cprint 
200 IF conv=l THEN PROCconv 
210 NODE 7 
220 VDU 23,1,0;0;0;0; 
230 PRINT "PRINT OR CONVEHT ANOl'tiER'! Y 01{ t:" 
240 l'lWCyorn 
250 IF y(3 THEN GOTO 10 
260 HOllE 7 
no •':fX12, o 
280 END 
500 DEFl'l\OCyorn 
510 V$="Yy!~n" 
SLU y=-INSTR(V$,GET$):IF y=-U TIIEN 520 
SJO ENDPlWC 
GOO .lJE.FPROCconvorprint 
610 conv=O: prir.=U 
G20 PRINT "CUNVEHT OH PRINT? C OH P" 
630 V.}="CcPp" 
G40 w=INSTR(V$,GET$):IF w(3 THEN conv=1 ELSE pr:in=l 
GSU EN.lJPlWC 
700 .lJEFPRUCconv 
71U IF ::.n;="D" TI!EN PlWCsave ELSE Pl'.UCdi~~avu 

7 30 IF prin=O THEN PlWCprinafterconv 
740 ENDPlWC 
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UOO DEFl'f:OCyrinafterconv 
810 PRINT TAB(O,O) SPC(20) 
820 PRINT TAll(l,O) "PRINTOUT? Y OR N" 
830 PlWCyorli 
840 IF y(J THEH FP.$=F$:PHUCprint 
850 ENDPROC 

3000 DE.FPROC.::.c.ve 
3010 PlWCvalidname 
3020 DIN F 29 
3030 $F="SAVE "+F$+" FFFF3000 +5000"+CHR$(13) 
3040 X%=F NOD 256 
3050 YZ=f DIV 256 
3060 CALL &FFF7 
3070 ENDPHOC 
4000 DEFPHOCprint 
'•010 PHINT TAB(O, 0) SPC(20) 
4020 PIUNT TAB(O,O) " ";FP$;" t!ODE ";x;~; 
4030 ~·•IIINPRNT 

4040 PRINT TAD(O,O) SPC(20) 
4050 PRINT TAB(1, 0) "PIUNT AGAIN? Y OR N" 
'•060 PlWCyorn 
'•070 IF y(J THEN 4010 
4080 IF conv=O THEN PlWCcor.vafterprint 
'•090 ENDl'lWC 
4200 DEFPHOCconvafterprint 
4210 PRINT TAB(O,O) SPC(20) 
4220 PRIHT TAB(1,0) "CONVERT? Y 01{ N" 
4230 PROCyorn 
42'•0 IF y(J Tllm conv=1 
4250 Et-;DPROC 
5000 DEFPIWCvalidname 
5U05 ~·•FX 12,0 
5010 PRINT TAB(O, 0) SPC(20): PlUNT TAB(l, 0) "DEST DISC 
5020 G$='"': G$=GET$: IF G$0"H" AND G$()"r" THEN 5020 
5030 PlUNT TAB(O, 0) SPC(2U): INPUT TAB( 1, O) "FILLNANE? 

LEN(F.$))8 TIIEH PRINT TAB(O,O) SPC(20):GOTO 5030 
50t,(J PRINT TAl3(0,0) SPC(20):l'IUNT TAB(l,O) F!;i;" l!OlJE 
5050 ~··FX 11,0 
5060 ENDPI:oc 
60UO DEFPROCdigsave 
6010 PROCvaliduame 
6020 DIN D 29 
6030 $D="IHNSAVE "+F$+CIIR$(13) 
6040 X%=D MOD 256 
6050 Y%=D DIV 256 
6060 CALL &FFF7 
6070 ENDPROC 
7000 DEFPROCloaddic 
7010 DHI C 29 
7020 .'jiC="IHNLOAD "+FL$+CHR$ ( 13) 
7030 X%=C MOD 256 
7U40 Y%=C DIV 256 
7050 CALL &FFF7 
7060 ENDPROC 
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HOUU DEFPHOCloaascreen 
8010 DIN £ 29 
8020 $E="LOAD "+FL$+" FFFFJOUO"+CI!R$(13) 
8030 X%=E MOD 256 
8040 Y%=E DIV 256 
8050 CALL &FFF7 
8060 ENJJPROC 
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